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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 1, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA 
TQ JOHN DEAN 

(MRS, ANNA CHENNAULT) 
On October 29, 1968, Mr. J. Bromley Smith, a 

White House staff member and Executive Secretary of the 
National Security Council, was in telephone contact with 
Cartha D. DeLoach, former Assistant to the Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Smith advised that 
he was speaking in behalf of President Lyndon B. Johnson 
[and requested that a telephone surveillance be installed 
on the Embassy of South Vietnam. He also stated there was 
an urgent need for The White House to imow the identity 
of every individual going into the South Vietnam Embassy 
for a three-day period. Physical surveillance of the 
south Vietnam Embassy was instituted immediately and 
Director Hoover sent a written request for this telexhone 
surveillance to the then Attorney General (AG) Ramsey Clark. 
On October 29, 1968, the AG authorized the installation XS, 

Also, on October 29, 1968, at the request of 
The White House, the AG was requested to approve telephone 
surveillance on the residence of the then Vietnamese 
Ambassador Bui Diem. The AG anvroved this latter installation 
on October 30, 1968 {9) 

On October 30, 1968, Smith advised that 
President Johnson desired an immediate physical surveillance 
on Mrs. Anna Chennault, widow of General Claire Chennault 
of "Flying Tiger" fame. Physical surveillance was instituted 
on irs. Chennault to cover her activities in Washington, D. C., 
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Results of physical surveillance were disseminated : 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

On November 7, 1968, Smith called DeLoach and stated 
that President Johnson wanted the FBI to abandon its physical 
surveillance of Mrs. Chennaultlas well as the physical — 
surveillance on the South Vietnam Embassy. However, according 
to Smith, President Johnson desired that we keep the telephone 
surveillance on the South Vietnam Embassy in operation. Smith 
additionally mentioned that President Johnson was of the 
opinion that the intelligence obtained by the FBI in this 
operation was of the highest orders) He stated that the facts &/ 
furnished by the FBI had been exactly what had been needed 
by The White House and that he and the President were very 
grateful. 

On November 12, 1968, at the instruction of 
President Johnson, outgoing telenhone calls made by then 
Vice->residential candidate Spiro Agnew on November 2, 1968, 
at which time he was in Albuqueraue, New Mexico, were 
checked (through toll records) by the Albuquerque Office of 
the FBI. The purpose was to_determine if Agnew had made 
toll calls from Albuquerque (to the South Vietnam Embassy or/ Sv 
to Mrs. Chennault (no such records were located by Albuaueraue). 
This information was furnished to President Johnson on 
November 13, 1968. Also, the arrival and departure times of 
Agnew in and out of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on November 2, 
1968, were verified at the request of The White House. 

- On January 6, 1969, instructions were received from 
The White House to discontinue televhone surveillances on 
the South Vietnam Embassy and the residence of Ambassador Diem 
and these telephone surveillances were discontinued on the 
same date.\S) 
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_"7+~77+On January 29, 1975, DeLoach telephonically 
contacted John J. ticDermott, Acsistant Direstér of the PII, 
“Eand MtvisedHishat @licholfs M. Héerock 2 resGrteritsr the era 

"New York Times" newspaver, had contacted DeLoach and, among 
other questions, queried DeLoach about President Johnson, 
through DéeLoach, ordering a’ telenhone tap and physical 
surveillance of Anna Chennault. DeLoach advised McDermott. 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

e National Security Agency (NSA) had intercepted a cable 
from the South Vietnamese Embassy to Saigon which indicated 
that Chennault had been in contact with the South Vietnamese 
Ambassador in an effort to persuade him to keenv the 
south Vietnamese Government from attending the Paris peace 
negotiations until after the election since it would not 
devolve to the credit of the Republican Party.J (S) 

ae during the veriod of the Presidential election in 1968, 
t 

in this regard, DeLoach alleged that President Johnson 
talked to him prior to his death regarding this matter 
and that President Johnson told him that if President Johnson 
started to get pressured concerning the Chennault matter, 
that President Johnson still had a copy of the cable, 
presumably in the Johnson library, with which President Johnson 
could vrove the Republicans had tried to sabotage the veace 
negotiations and that President Johnson would reveal the 
contents of this cable. 

FBI files do not contain any information which 
could be identified with the cable referred to above by 
DeLoach. {/ FBI files do indicate that on September 12, 1967, 

, NSA requested coverage on the teletvve Paonia oe of the 
South Vietnamese Embassy, Washington, D. C., which was 
authorized by the AG on January 4, 1968, and installed on 
January 25, 1968. FBI files further indicate that at the 
request of "NSA, the FBI installed coverage on a teletype 
machine at the residence of then Vietnamese Ambassador 
Bui Diem at 4535 32nd Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C. 
which installation was approved by the AG on October ale, 196813) 

Pom Pant ge € = [fo sure oO 124 8 DOE, tvelersone ee: a, telexype See ge 
surveillances were Legitimately plaéed pursuant tO reouests 
from The White House and NSA with the approval of the “AG.] C5) 
Physical surveillance of Mrs. Chennault was consistent 
with FBI responsibilities to determine if her activities were 
in violation of certain provisions of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act (Section 601, et sea., Title 22, USC). and of 
the Neutrality Act (Section 953, Title 18.5 USC). 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

From a review of FBI files, it would appear that 
the reason The White House was interested in the activities 
of the South Vietnam Embassy, Mrs. Chennault, and Spiro Agnew, 
was to determine whether the South Vietnamese had secretly 
been in touch with supporters of Presidential candidate 
Nixon, possibly through Mrs. Chennault, as President Johnson 
was apparently susvicious that the South Vietnamese were 
trying to sabotage his peace negotiations in the hope that 
Nixon would win the election and then take a harder line 
towards North Vietnam. In this regard, it is noted that on 
one occasion, Smith advised DeLoach that President Johnson 
was undecided as to whether Mrs. Cnennault was working for 

: certain factions within the United States (possibly for the 
Revublican Party) or whether she was actually working for 
North Vietnam .(S> 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE \ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Bo Ngee 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 1, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA 
TO JOHN DEAN ° 

(MRS, ANNA CHENNAULT) 
On October 29, 1968, Mr. J. Bromley Smith, a 

White House staff member and Executive secretary of the 
National Security Council, was in telephone contact with 
Cartha D. DeLoach, former Assistant to the Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Invéstigation (FBI). Smith advised that 
he was speaking in behalf of President Lyndon B. Johnson 
(2nd requested that a telephone surveillance be installed 
on the limbassy of South Vietnam. He also stated there was 
an. urgent need for The White House to know the identity 
of every individual going into the South Vietnam Embassy 
for a three-day veriod. Physical surveillance of the 
South Vietnam Embassy was instituted immediately and 
Director Hoover sent a written request for this televhone 
surveillance to the then Attorney General (AG) Ramsey Clark. 
On October 29, 1968, the AG authorized the installation. VJ 

Also, on October 29, 1968, at the request of 
The White House, the AG was requested to approve telephone 
surveillance on the residence of the then Vietnamese 
Ambassador Bui Diem. The AG approved this latter installation 
on October 30, 1968 -(S' 

On October 30, 1968, Smith advised that 
President Johnson desired an immediate physical surveillance 
on Mrs. Anna Chennault , widow of General Claire Chennault 
of oo Tiger" fame. Physical surveillance was instituted 
on Mrs. Chennault to cover her activities in Washing ton. D. ©., 
andes ey Yor x Cit Uae ® x = ¥ & ce: &, 

Results of physical surveillance were disseminated ' 
to Smith at The White House. 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

On November 7, 1968, Smith called DeLoach and stated 
that President Johnson wanted the FBI to abandon its physical 
surveillance of Mrs. Chennault Gs well as the physical | 
surveillance on the South Vietnam Embassy. However, according 
to Smith, President Johnson desired that we keep the telephone 
surveillance on the South Vietnam Embassy in operation. Smith 
additionally mentioned that President Johnson was of the 
opinion that the intelligence obtained by the FBI in this 
operation was of the highest ordery) He stated that the facts (S) 
furnished by the FBI had been exactly what had been needed 
by The White House and@ that he and the President were very 
grateful. 

On November 12, 1968, at the instruction of 
President Johnson, outgoing telephone calls made by then 
fice-Presidential candidate Spiro Agnew on November 2, 1968, . 
at which time he was in Albuquergue, New Mexico, were 
checked (through toll records) by the Albuquerque Office of 
the FBI. The vurpose was to determine if Agnew had made 5) 
toll calls from Albuquerque (fo the South Vietnam Embassy or) L 
to Mrs. Chennault (no such records were located by Albuaueraue). 
This information was furnished to President Johnson on 
November 13, 1968. Also, the arrival and departure times of 
Agnew in and out of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on November 2, 
1968, were verified at the request of The White House. 

On January 6, 1969, instructions were received from 
| The White House to discontinue televhone surveillances on 

the South Vietnam Embassy and the residence of Ambassador Diem 
! and these televhone surveillances were discontinued on the 

same date(s) ae” 

On January 29, 1975, DeLoach telephonically 
: contacted John J. vo Dermoth, ‘ssistant Directdr of the FBI, 
i oe MESn.f Ber A 2 Yo: Fey. ay = 3 ace 7 Ber Se 2, ores ¢ 

i a and ae vised * na tw _. eeolaA*, Sorrocis¥a reporter @or tneé : 
: "New York Times" newspaver, had contacted DeLoach and, among 

other questions, queried DeLoach about President Johnson, 
through DeLoach, ordering a teleohone tap and physical 
surveillance of Anna Chennault. DelLoach advised McDermott 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

* 
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hat during the veriod of the Presidential sheution in 1968, 
the National Security Agency (NSA) had intercepted a cable 
from the South Vietnamese Embassy to Saigon which indicated 
that Chennault had been in contact with the South Vietnamese 
Ambassador in an effort to persuade him to keep the 
South Vietnamese Government from attending the Paris peace 
negotiations until after the election since it would not 
devolve to the credit of the Republican Party.")(S) 

In this regard, DeLoach alleged that President Johnson 
talked to him prior to his death regarding this matter 
and that President Johnson told him that if President Johnson 
started to get pressured concerning the Chennault matter, 
that President Johnson still had a copy of the cable, 
presumably in the Johnson library, with which President Johnson 
could prove the Republicans had tried to sabotage the peace 
negotiations and that President Johnson would reveal the 
contents of this cable. 

FBI files do not contain any information which 
could be identified with the cable referred to above by 
DeLoach. [FBI files do indicate that on September 12, 1967, 

. NSA requested coverage on the teletyve ae of "the 
South Vietnamese Embassy, Washington, D. C., which was 
authorized by the AG on January 4+, 1968, and installed on 
January 25, 1968. FBI files further indicate that at the 
request of NSA, the FBI installed coverage on a teletyne 
machine at the residence of then Vietnamese Ambassador 
Bui Diem at 4535 32nd Street, Northwest, Washington, D. Cas 
which installation was approved by the AG on October 2, 6) 

Seg wy OSE SEMIRE: e,;ooVgee,celephone and teletype . t a, 
Sater sumferliancs 3S alice, Se fé® ace placed mursuant to. Said 7 

from The White House and NSA with the approval of the AG, ($) . 
Physical surveillance of dirs. Chennault was consistent 
with FBI responsibilities to determine if her activities were 
in violation of certain provisions of the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act (Section 601, et sea., Title 22, USC) and cof 
the Neutrality Act (Section 953, Title 18, USC). se 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

From a review of FBI files, it would appear that 
the reason The White House was interested in the activities 
of the South Vietnam Embassy, Mrs. Chennault, and Spiro Agnew, 
was to determine whether the South Vietnamese had secretly 
been in touch with suvvorters of Presidential candidate 
Nixon, possibly through Mrs. Chennault, as President Johnson 
was apparently suspicious that the South Vietnamese were 
trying to sabotage his peace negotiations in the hope that 
Nixon would win the election and then take a harder line 
towards North Vietnam. In this regard, it is noted that on 
one occasion, Smith advised DeLoach that President Johnson 
was undecided as to whether Mrs. Chennault was working for 
certain factions within the United States (nossibly for the 
Revublican Party) or whether she was actually working for 
North Vietnam.\$) 
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Use cr F3l resources to gather political intellicence. 

A. Moyers' request for a special check of the 
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_ an Senator Goldwater's office, October 26, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 
(SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER) 

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting 
forth information in the "Sullivan memoranda." Your attention is invited 
to specifically Item 8 of this letter. This item is made up of two paragraphs. 
The first paragraph states that President Johnson asked the FBI to look 
into members of Senator Goldwater's staff and give him the results. A review 

_ was made and results furnished some of which contains derogatory information. 
We have located a work copy of a memorandum to Mr. DeLoach dated 
October 26, 1964, captioned "NAME CHECK REQUEST FOR WHITE HOUSE, "' 
This copy states that Bill Moyers, Special Assistant tothe President, requested 
a special check of the Bureau's files concerning persons employed in Senator 
Goldwater's office. Using the United States Senate telephone directory, 15 
individuals were listed”"and a memorandum was attached reflecting the results 
of the check. The recommendation was that Mr. DeLoach furnish the memo- 
randum to Mr. Moyers. ; 

| We are unable to locate a record copy of the above-described 
memoranda, . 

A record copy of a letter to Mr. Moyers dated October 27, 
' 1964, is in file and was hand delivered by Mr. DeLoach on October 28, 1964. 

This letter advised that there was no derogatory information in our files on 
13 of the individuals mentioned. However, concerning Edward Kenneth Nellor 

deraetory . us hele been Bee eo TS oo sttnese acres the FBI poce ee information C Sop esetetiparas nant +e OR faceaptanane cs Babette TR TRAE RY SEA eRe mm s wt: < ies pa peepee ot? eceiom i ee Ake Bo ae mie “aeeee ‘ rs Psi } LN? 
WelloRs le TM prt oS ER ERA ne fetes stated Ce fenced outed sauaipis 3 =a » . she also sawed that 

on one occasion. . ,S#scs Bitch 
him since that time.'t Also cntkae was. an Identification Record for William 
Randall Seward who was apparently identical with Senator Goldwater's legisla- 
tive assistant. This Identification Record showed a traffic violation or 
August 10, 1956, in California. 
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Item 8 also states that President Johnson on October 20, 1964, 
advised that Mr. (Waiter) Jenkins had been cleared by Barry Goldwater's 
squadron in 1958; that Goldwater would find it difficult to deny he knew 
Jenkins well; that Jenkins had traveled with Goldwater; that Jenkins was 
familiar with Goldwater activities. 

- We have been able to locate a memorandum dated October 20, 
1964, to Mr. Hoover from Assistant Director Cartha D. DeLoach. This 
memorandum sets forth a conversation with President Johnson on October 19, 
1964, on several matters including a great deal of discussion on the 
"Walter Jenkins Affair.'' Portions of this memorandum contain the following 
language, ''The President stated Jenkins was cleared by Barry Goldwater's 
squadron in 1958... the President stated that Goldwater would find it 
difficult to deny that he knew Jenkins quite well personally. He stated that 
Jenkins had traveled with Goldwater on several occasions and that Jenkins 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 13, 1975 

COMMENTS MADE BY CHARLES W, COLSON 
| ‘ON THE "TODAY" PROGRAM, FEBRUARY 7, 
| es 1975, CONCERNING IN FORMATION FURNISHED 

“ " BY THE FBI ABOUT GEORGE S, McGOVERN 

| 
Former White House Aide Charles W. Colson appeared on NBC's 

"Today" program on February 7, 1975. During this appearance he stated 
he was supplied with information from the FBI about "one unfortunate 

! incident't in the life of George McGovern. He siated that this information 
was received in- 1971 or 1972. . 

| A review of the files of the FBI concerning George 8, McGovern 
reveals information concerning one incident that is contgined therein which 
may Dé relerred to as "one unicz Ee I CiGeinE, See an Orme ior ests 

tony fyith : McGovern eens Information con- 

gem cerning this incident was “Acquired and verified ane a special inquiry 
investigation which was initiated on December 8, 1960, at the request of 
Lawrence F. O'Brien, assistant to then President-ele ct Kennedy, _. 

This information, along with other ieopmadon which was collected 
during the course of this investigation, was disseminated to the White House 
on December 27, 1960. The files of the FBI reflect that no further dis- 
semination of this information was made. The FBI files reflect that on 

March 6, 1961, the Secret Service requested a name check concerning 
McGovern, At that time Secret Service was advised that an applicant-type 
investigation had been conducted during December, 1960, results of which 
sae? furnished tn the White House and the Serret Servite was referred to 

os, GE “Sire GES te réble Févx<enit®h O'Doynell, Seecial Asbistaki. to til: 
President, - 

bey eGR es: oD 

The files of the FBI eo not reflect any dieeswiasiiea of information 
concerning pre acne McGovern to anyone outside the FBI 

“pcGove/during 1971 or 1972. Cf course, the FBI has no information as to what sub- 
sequent disposition was made by the White House of the information furnished 
to it on December 27, 1960. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.G. 20535 

February 14, 1975 

COMMENTS MADE BY CHARLES W, COLSON ON THE 
- NTODAY" PROGRAM, FEBRUARY 7, 1975, CONCERNING 

INFORMATION FURNISHED WHITE HOUSE BY THE FBI 
ABOUT FORMER PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY DURING 

WORLD WAR II 

The folloWing is submitted for your information: 

An article starting on page Al of the February 7, 1975, 
issue of the Washington Star-News stated Charles W. Colson, former 
White House Aide, appeared on NBC's "Today" program on February 7, 
1975. He stated while he was a White House Aide the FBI furnished 
extensive information to the White House in 1971 or 1972 concerning 
former President John F. Kennedy while he was with the United States 
Navy during World War IL. Colson stated it concerned information picked 

| up while the FBI was investigating a female Naziagent. ‘Lieutenant 
* Kennedy was being followed by FBI Agents."' Colson characterized the data as 

"personal gossip." 

A review of our files discloses the matter referred to by 
Colson apparently concerns the investigation of Mrs. Paul Fejos, nee 
Inga Arvad, who was the subject of an Internal Security and Espionage - 
German investigation conducted in the early 1940's. Mrs. Fejos first 
came to our attention in November, 1940, upon receipt of a letter from 
a fellow student from Columbia University School of Journalism, New York 
City, which stated Fejos may well have been sent to the United States by 

_ Germany to influence morale. re New York City Offiée report dated June 7, 
‘ae 1941, disclosed’stie had*teen ff Hiehdly With Adolf Hitler and Herman Goering 

in the 1930's. Mrs. Fejos appeared at our Washington Field Division on . 
December 12, 1941, along with representatives of the Washington Times Heraid 
to volunteer background regarding herself since it had been ‘rumored" she was 
working for the German Propaganda Ministry. She was a friend of Kathleen 
Kennedy, daughter of former Ambassador Joseph Kennedy. She: was then writing 
a column captioned "Did You Happen To See" for the Times Herald which included 
personality sketches on persons interviewed by her. She admitted having 

o 
“ 
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‘interviewed Hitler twice as well as Goebbels and Goering while employed 
by a Danish newspaper in the 1930's. She denied she was an intelligence 

agent. Her husband was employed by the Swedish financier Axel Wenner-Gren 

and had been in Western Pan America in charge of a scientific expedition 
for him. 

On November 14, 1941, a fellow Times Herald reporey 
advised a Puree” official she thought Mrs. Fejos was a "SPY. a im 
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On January 26, 1942, the Attorney General authorized installation 
of an electronic surveillance of Mrs. Fejos. In addition, "F.D.R." senta 
confidential memorandum from the White House dated May 4, 1942, to 
Mr. Hoover suggesting Inga Arvad should be "specially watched" in view of 
her commection with the Wenner-Gren expedition’s leader (her husband) and 
in view of certain other circumstances which had been brought to his attention. 

eeerne 4 7) *~ 

Physical surveillance conducted by the FBI verified Mrs. Fejos 
visited John Kennedy at eee one a two betas doos in soos 

eo 1942, So errs: : “ ices «i epee eames 
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ee ie ereny to tecnuttinaee Kennedy disclosed to Mrs. 
Fejos in general terms his tentative official assignment plans and the fact 
Presidential Advisor Harry Hopkins had gone to the hospital and was not expected 
to leave same. Our subsequent coverage of Mrs. Fejos disclosed additional 
periodic contacts between John Kennedy and herself, the latest being in June, 
1942. She obtained a Reno divorce from Paul Fejos on June 3, 1942 tee fter 
uSing her maiden name Inga Arvad and moved to New York City August 7, 1942, <€. 
after having resigned her Times Herald job in July, 1942. Paul Fejos was 
interviewed by Bureau Agents March 1 and 2, 1945, in New York City and Inga 
Arvad was interviewed February 28, 1945, in Hollywood, California, concerning | 
the background, activities and associations with Axel Wenner-Gren whe was’ 
alleged to have been pro-German or pro-Nazi. The investigation of Mrs. Fejos 
was Closed in 1945 as no subversive activities had been uncovered. 
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* ¢ The results of the 1945 interviews were furnished Assistant 
Attorhey General (War Division) Herbert Wechsler by memorandum dated 
March 1, 1945, and captioned ''Axel Wenner-Gren." Previously by memorandum 
dated February 20, 1942, and captioned "Mrs. Paul Fejos nee Inga Arvad" 
Mr. Edward J. Ennis, Director, Alien Enemy Control Unit, Department of 
Justice, was furnished information then known concerning Mrs. Fejos in response 
to his request for same dated February 4, 1942. His purpose in requesting 
same was to ascertain if a Presidential Warrant of Apprehension should be 
issued. Memorandum dated August 13, 1942, also containing background 
and activity data concerning Mrs. Fejos was forwarded to Assistant Solicitor 
General Oscar Cox on August 15, 1942. No mention of the 1942 association 
between Kennedy and Mrs. Fejos is found in the above memoranda. 

A complete review of the above file fails to indicate any data 
concerning John F. Kennedy?2"<"jiatWith Mrs. Fejos in 1942 was ever 

w- disseminated by the FBI either orally or by memorandum to anyone at anytime, 
including the White House in 1971 or 1972 as implied by Mr. Colson. we 

Based on a review of the above file it is believed extensive 
‘investigation of Mrs. Feios nee Inga Arvad was certainly indicated by virtne 

of the fact several allegations from a number of reliable and high- -placed 
sources were received by the Bureau concerning Mrs. Fejos to the effect 
she was pro-Nazi, a German spy and was Hitler's publicity agent in Denmark 
as well as her association with Nazi German leaders inthe 1930's. No active 
investigation of John F. Kennedy, as implied by Mr. Colson, was conducted 
by the FBI. Kennedy came to our attention only through our active investigation 
of: Mrs. a ) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 14, 1975 

EER pi es as ee Has 

INFORMATION CONCE RNING 
4 a 

The February 17, 1975, issue of Newsweek" carries an 
article on Page 21 captioned ‘Investigations: The FBI's Turn, '' A portion 
of that article devotes itself to the fact that in the mid~1960's the FBI 
discovered that an Eastern Congressman was among the victims of a ring 
of biackmailers préyig on homosexuals and that ‘Woover personally 
assured the legislator that he would be spared any publicity. " 

_ By way of background, in early 1966 the FBI did institute umder 
the Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering ~ Extortion Statue, 
numerous investigations involving a group of persons who were preying on 
homosexuals throughout the country by placing an individual in a compro- 
mising situation and subsequently extorting money from him after threatening 
exposure, 

In connection with those investigations, eines ean was Mens, 
received which alleged that U. 8S. Congressman €3& Peake eee em I 
was victimized by this group in late August or early cea. 1965. Corry otestorm 

dott, Congressman (2a Siem was purportedly (shaken down" for $15, rie 
| it was also indicated that %; sa 3 as RNG RCS 

eptehnd. 

ws * group, intended to recontact £, ‘for adctcio deNinds, a * 

2 On May 12, 1966, & Lewee eeey Was contacted by two Agents 
jewel of of this Bureau in order to alert him to the fact that he might be approached 

for the purpose of extortion by a group currently active through the U. S. 
in extorting money from individuals allegedly involved in homosexual 
activities. During this contact there was no assurance given to Congressman 
eae that he would be spared any publicity. 

Tnis document contains neither 

recemmendetions nor conclusions of 

the FBI. It is the property of 

the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
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During the contact with Congressman” ee eee he, Cretan 

after being apprised of the situation, stated ue had pipeaas been contacte 
“and had paid the individual $50,000. i... etsee@ freely discussed the 
facts concerning his contact and homosexual "act With a young man he met 
in LaFayette Park, Washington, D. C., aE AU Ba ae satis as S well 

Lace 

as the subsequent extortion contact made with him.” Shot eee, 

or anyone else who attempted to get money from him, and he was SE 3 

that the only legal action that could be taken acainst them insofar as the 
Congressman was concerned was for him to testify in court, in which case 
the entire matter would become public knowledge. 70° Tey susear 
sequently contacted this Bureau on May 13, 1966, and : a he did not 
desire to testify concerning this matter and preferred ¢ that it not receive 
more pane: 

: 

By letiers dated May 16, 1966, the ‘Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President at the White ‘House and the Attorney 
General were advised concerning this Situation. 

~ 

~awn 

In the absence of a specific request from the Department of 
Justice, 1 no ikea investigation was conducted concerning Congressman 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 14, 1975 

PETER H; B; FRELINGHUYSEN 
FORMER CONGRESSMAN 
FIFTH DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

4 

The February 17, 1975, issue of "Newsweek" carries an 
article on Page 21 captioned ‘Investigations: The FBI's Turn, '' A portion 
of that article devotes itself to the fact that in the mid-1960's the FBI 
discovered that an Eastern Congressman was among the victims of a ring 
of blackmailers preying on homosexuals and that *‘Hoover personally 
assured the legislator that he would be spared any publicity. " 

By way of background, in early 1966 the FBI did institute mder 
the Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering - Extortion Statup, 
numerous investigations involving a group of persons who were preying on 
homosexuals throughout the country by placing an individual in a compro- 
mising situation and subsequently extorting money from him after threatening 
exposure, 

in connection with those investigations, information was 
received which alleged that U. S. Congressman Peter H, B. .Frelinghuysen 
was victimized by this group in late August or early September, 1965. 
Congressman Frelinghuysen was purportedly Shaken down" for $15, 200, 
it was also indicated that Sherman Chadwick KaminBky, | 2 member of this 

# ee < aiiroup, SintefRica to*re Esontatiiy reliféiuysén % or actlitions Fiimds, ~~ Bas Rae 

On May 12, 1966, Frelinghuysen was contacted by two Agents 
of this Bureau in or der to alert him to the fact that he might be approached 
for the purpose of extortion by a group currently active through the U. S. 
in extorting money from individuals allegedly invelved in homosexual 
activities, During this contact there was no assurance given to Congressman 
‘Frelinghuysen that he would be spared any publicity. 

. 7 

Tris document contains neither 

recomvendetions nor conclusions of 

the FBI. It is the property of 

the FBI and is loaned to your agency > 

it and its contents are not to be 
NW 55154 Docld:32989635 Page @b5tributed outside your agency. 
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Peter H, B. Frelinghuysen 

During the contact with Congressman Frelinghuysen, he, 
after being apprised of the situation, stated he had already been contacted 
and had paid the individual $50,000. Frelinghuysen freely discussed the 
facts concerning his contact and homosexual act with a young man he met 
in LaFayette Park, Washington, D. C., on September 9, 1965, as well 
as the subsequent extortion contact made with him. Frelinghuysen, 
during this contact, asked as to what action could be taken against Kaminsky 
or anyone else who attempted to get money from him, and he was informed - 
that the only legal action that could be taken against them insofar as the 
Congressman was concerned was for him to testify in court, in which case 
the entire matter would become public knowledge. Frelinghuysen sub- 
sequently contacted this Bureau on May 18, 1966, and advised he did not 
desire to testify concerning this matter and preferred that it not receive 
more publicity. ) | 

By letters dated May 16, 1966, the Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President at the White House and the Attorney 
General were advised concerning this situation. 

= we 

om 6a ~~ In the absence of a specific request from the Department of 
‘ 

: ery f Justice, no further investigation was conducted concerning Congressman 
Frelinghuysen, | 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION y 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 14, 1975 

WILLIAM R, ANDERSON 
FORMER UNITED STATES 
CONGRESSMAN » 
(DEMOCRAT - TENNESSEE) 

& 

An article in the January 19, 1975, issue of the Washington Post 
written by Ronald Kessler stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation in- 
vestigated former Congressman William R. Anderson of Tennessee after he 
made remarks critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This article 
states in part: 

%, . . an informed source said Hoover had ordered derogatory material 
gathered on Rep, Anderson, who was defeated in 1972 after serving four 
terms. The order was given after Anderson criticized Hoover for naming 
Daniel and Philip Berrigan as having plotied to kidnap a high government 
Official. . . In complying with Hoover's order, agents in Nashville office 
of the FBI first provided relatively inocuous information about Anderson, 
the source said. But Hoover ordered them to try again, the source said, 
and this time they reported that the madam of a house of prostitution had 
said she thought Anderson had visited her place of business several years 
earlier. The purported identification was made from a photo the agents 
showed of Anderson, he added." * 

The source of the above information was not identified in the news article, 
A 

aes, @ ese revis sw ofshels matiqw hasbeen meige awpiee fol € Svingtinformation Se 
has beén developed: 

The former Special Agent in Charge of our Memphis, Tennessee, Office 
who was there in 1970 has advised that during the Fall of 1970 there was con- 
siderable publicity concerning charges made by U. S. Representative Anderson 
from Tennessee regarding the federal Bureau of Investigation, Anderson's. 
charges generally reflected on the integrity, ability and accomplishments of the 

F 
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Bureau and on the Director himself. Yy 

He recalled that shortly after the publicity an Agent of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation in Nashville, Tennessee, received a call from an old- 
time "madam" who had furnished the Agent with information for many years 
concerning prostitution. She volunteered to the Agent that she was irritated 
by comments made by Anderson and said that she had supplied Anderson with 
prostitutes for the past six or seven years at various motels in the Nashville 
metropolitan area. 

‘ He said this information was volunteered and unsolicited and no in- 

vestigation was conducted. The information was furnished in a personal letter 
to Mr. Hoover by the then Srecial’ Agent in Charge of the Memphis Office 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Former Agents in the Nashville, Tennessee, area during the pertinent 
period were recently contacted. They have advised that they never investigated 
Anderson and had never shown Anderson's photograph. 

The Washington Post news article quoted earlier mentioned that the 
identification of Anderson was made from a photograph shown by Agents. A 
review of the files of the Memphis Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
disclosed only one picture of Anderson and it appeared in an article in the 
Nashville Banner on January 21, 1975. There was no photograph of Anderson 
in the files which might have been shown by Agents at an earlier date. 

There was no evidence in the files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
showing that former Director Hoover ", . . ordered derogatory material 
gathered on Rep. Anderson.*'! There is no photograph of Anderson in the 
files of our Memphis Office as noted abov¢d. There is no evidence that a 
photograph of Anderson was shown by Agents and no evidence that an in- 
vestigation of Anderson was conducted in relation to his association with 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 3, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA 
(WALTER W. JENKINS) 

Item 5 of the "Sullivan Memoranda" reads: 

"Re: Walter W. Jenkins 
a 

"President Johnson called the FBI on October 27, 1964 
to give instructions that Andy Choka (involved with 
Jenkins) be pinned down more fully. President Johnson 
said he had noted the FBI had not asked Choka if he had 
known Grenier (phonetic) or Burch of the Republican 
Party. President Johnson said FBI must ask | 
Choka this question. President Johnson also said that 
the FBI should bring pressure to bear on the Park 
Policeman who had lied about Jenkins attempting to 
solicit him in LaFayette Park on the night of October 7, 
1964. The FBI in keeping with Johnson's wishes had 
already asked Bill Moyers to have Stewart Udall 
Secretary of the Department of Interior to bring 
pressure on the Park Policeman with no results. 
President Johnson next discussed in some length on 
the ‘unfortunate publicity’ about the flowers which 
‘Mr. Hoover had sent to Mr. Jenkins. Instructions were 
iven to have FBI agents ‘bear down on Choka with 

respect to his knowledge of the two Republican National 
Committee members mentioned as well aS once again 

: oe en Te etd BEC oy Leia! £ Be Ei Ev 8G Seek BE. 
pie gt ey WE sticiifae limess to a pos sifieetrari rep, Nes age. £% US 

A review of Bureau files has determined the existence of a 
memorandum from C, D. DeLoach to Mr. Mohr dated October 27, 1964, 
captioned "Walter W, Jenkins, Special Inquiry."' The October 27, 1964, 
memorandum reports the contents of a call from President Lyndon B. 
Johnson to C. D, DeLoach on October 27, 1964. 

g 
+ 
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Pertinent portions of the memorandum follow: y 

"The President called me at approximately 2:10 p.m. today 
while I was at lunch. He stated he had thoroughly read the big report 
sent over to him on the Jenkins matter. He stated he thought it was very 

' complete and that the FBI had done a good job. He mentioned there was 
one thing that was bothering him. He then stated that he felt we should 
attempt to tie Andy Choka down a little further. He noted that we had 
not asked Choka if he had known Grenier (ph.) or Burch of the Republican 
Party. The President stated in order to round out this picture more 
complete he thought we should contact Choka once again and ask him 
these specific questions. , 

a : 

"The President asked me if I thought that Choka could have 
been part of a frame-up. I told him there was no evidence to this effect, 
that Choka had a previous record of sexual offenses and that apparently 
he had been in the basement men's room of the YMCA on 10/7/64 with 
the hopes of finding a person to commit a homosexual act with. 

“The President . . . did think we should attempt to bring 
further pressure on the Park Policeman who had lied about Jenkins 
attempting to solicit him in LaFayette Park on the night of 10/7/64. 

"I told the President I had asked Bill Moyers to have Stewart 
‘Udall, Secretary of the Department of Interior, to bring pressure on the 
Park Policeman (Shoemaker) so that this man would reveal all facts in 
his possession. The President stated Udall had already tried to bring 
pressure on this man and that such pressure amounted to nothing." | 

The DeLoach memorandum‘continued that the President discussed 
the Director's sending flowers to Jenkins at the time of Jenkins' hospitaliza- 
tion. The memorandum stated that the President dwelt at some length on 
the "unfortunate publicity" about the flowers. 2 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 
(PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S INQUIRY CONCERNING 

DONALD B. REYNOLDS' USE OF $25, 000 
FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES) CI Bee Meee 

The Sulliyan memoranda on page 3 states that President 
_ Lyndon B. Johnson telephonically requested the FBI to locate Don Reynolds 
(a personality in the Bobby Baker case) and ascertain how Reynolds disposed 
of $25, 000 which he allegedly received. President Johnson reportedly 
was of the opinion that Reynolds utilized the funds for bribery purposes 
on behalf of the Republican Party. Sullivan states in his memoranda 
that President Johnson's request was complied with but the Reeuee were 
negative. eas | 

2 ee Qemare ee eS ah 

ae aapetn 

- ‘A review of Bureau files aiscisaed a memorandum dated 
September 1, 1964, from Mr. Rosento Mr. Belmont, reporting a telephone 
request for investigation from the Deputy Attorney General Nicholas 
Katzenbach to Inspector Robert Wick. 

Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach advised that the President 
(Johnson) telephonically requested the Department of Justice conduct 
investigation regarding an allegation by Senator John J. Williams. Senator 
Williams stated on September 1, 1964, in the Senate, that a payoff was 
alleged to have been made by Don Reynolds. Investigation was immediately 
instituted upon Deputy Attorney General ene request. 

& hey & fe5  -q Following the request of Katzenbach, President Z0bnS Ong eS 
1 ‘Ttelephonically contacted ‘Assistant Director Cartha D. DeLoach on November 18, 
i 1964, and referred to the same $25, 000 allegation with a personal request that 7 

the matter be investigated. As the Bureau started the investigation upon 
Katzenbach's earlier call on September 1, 1964, it was not necessary to open 
a new case on the basis of the President's request. Additionally, the results 
of our investigation were being disseminated to the Department of Justice and 
the White House. 

Z 
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In substance, the FBI investigation revealed an absencé of 
sufficient evidence to sustain a violation regarding the alleged $25, 000 
fund, The case was closed on June 1, 1966, upon the written authority of 
Assistant Attorney General Fred M. Vinson, Jr. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 3, 1975 

INFORMATION CONCERNING WASHINGTON STAR NEWS 
ARTICLE, JANUARY 31, 1975, REGARDING HALE BOGGS? 
SON CLAIMING POSSESSION OF FILES ON WARREN 
COMMISSION CRITICS 

The Washington Star News, a Washington, D. C., daily news- 
paper, carried an article'in the January 31, 1975, edition, page A-4, : 
under an Associated Press release captioned Boggs’ Son Tells of Files 
on Warren Panel.'' The article quotes Tom H. Boggs, Jr., son of the 
late Representative Hale Boggs, as claiming that in 1970 his father gave. 
him dossiers which the FBI compiled on critics of the Warren Commissicn 
in an attempt to discredit them. According’to the article, Boggs’ son 
stated “they weren't basically sex files. They had some of that element 
but most of the material dealt with left wing organizations these people 
belonged to, " 

Tom H, Boggs, Jr., declined to identify all seven of the critical 
authors but stated that writer Edward Jay Epstein and lawyer Mark Lane 
were among the individuals on whom he had information. Boggs, Jr., 

: reportedly stated that the information given him by his father included a 
| photograph of one of the seven engaging in an unnatural sex act with two 

women, 
é 

In a review of Bureau files no evidence was found that any 
information of this nature was ever disseminated directly to Hale Boggs 
from the FBI, 

Bet wee agg Fee gee ext. SG Eee: we, gi. 
ia es owever, the Buréau file review fidicaten that on Novediper 8, 

1966, memoranda were furnished to Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to 
President Johnson, at the White House, at his request, setting forth pertinent 
information contained in Bureau files regarding background on seven individuals 
who wrote unfavorable articles concerning the Warren Commission findings. 

# 
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The seven individuals mentioned in the memordndum to 
Mr. Watson were Edward Jay Epstein; Joachim Joesten; Penn Jones, Jdr.; 
Mark Lane; Richard H. Popkin; Leo Sauvage; Harold Weisberg. 

In a cover letter to Mr. Watson he was advised that Bureau 
files contained no pertinent data with respect to Sylvan Fox, anauthor _ 
critical of the investigation surrounding President Kemnedy' s assassina- 
tion. 

In addition to background information regarding the seven critics 
noe of the Warren Commission, we — to Mr. Watson at the White 

House one facial pfotograph of7., Ts est 

formance of unnatural sex acts on the person OF 

— 

Regarding the dissemination concerning 4 2... kei, 
received information that in 1962 the District Attorney of Pao County, 
New York, conducted an investigation off Mibuitaricgeol alleged sodomy. 
At that time statements from two women were received along with an 
obscene photograph of <7 and hand printed instruction which (nae PAVE 
to one of the girls in order that they could perform upon his person 
perverted sexual acts of a sadistic masochistic nature. 

- 

The background information furnished to the White House 
“regarding Mark Lane indicated that he is an attorney, born in New York 

City on February 24, 1927, and that he has a long history of affiliation 
with Communist Party front sroups and organizations which have been 
cited as subversive. 

+ 

The “Daily Worker" for May 27, 1953, states that the National 
Lawyers Guild held an election of officers on May 26, 1953, and that Mark 
Lane was elected an ex officio member of the board of director S Of, the 7 
Nationafitawyars Guise Thebdsaily Worke® 'was'ar®Sast bast CUm- 77 
munist newspaper. The House Committee on Un-American Activities has 
described the National Lawyers Guild as the foremost legal bulwark of 
the Communist Party. 

“Lane was elected to the New York State Assembly in-1960 and 
in May, 1962, he was defeated in an attempt to secure the nomination as 
@ candidate for United States House of Representatives from the 19th 

~9. 
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Congressional District in New York. A source reported inyconnection 
with Lane's attempt to secure this nomination that a meeting of the 
Manhattan County Communist Party Coordinating Committee was held 
on April 5,' 1962, to discuss election problems in the 19th Congressional 
District. It was reported that the speaker at this meeting stated that the 
Committee had to support Mark Lane as the candidate since his views 
were most consistent with the "people's program.*' The speaker 
further indicated that a victory for Lane would be a tremendous victory 
for the progressive movement. 

In the Washington Star News article the name of Edward Jay 
Epstein was also mentioned by Tom H. Boggs, Jr. According to Bureau 
files, Epstein was “porn December 6, 1935, and wrote “Tnquest"’ as his 
Master’ s thesis at Cornell University. in 1 958 he traveled as a tourist 
in the Soviet Union and described himself as a student residing in New 
York City. As of November 8, 1966, the date of FBI dissemination 
to the White House regarding critics ‘of the Warren Commission, fipstein 
had no known arrest record. 

No information was developed or furnished’to the White House 
concerning immoral conduct on the part of the seven above-listed critics 
of the Warren Commis ission with the exception of the information furnished 

i 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 
(SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER) 

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting 
forth information in the "Sullivan memoranda." Your attention is invited 
to specifically Item 8 of this letter. This item is made up of two paragraphs. 
The first paragraph states that President Johnson asked the FBI to look 
into members of Senator Goldwater's staff and give him the results. A review 
was made and results furnished some of which contains derogatory information. 
We have located a work copy of a memorandum to Mr. DeLoach dated 
October 26, 1964, captioned "NAME CHECK REQUEST FOR WHITE HOUSE," 
This copy states that Bill Moyers, Special Assistant to the President, requested 
a special check of the Bureau's files concerning persons employed in Senator 
Goldwater's office. Using the United States Senate telephone directory, 15 
individuals were listed and a memorandum was attached reflecting the results 
of the check. The recommendation was that Mr. DeLoach furnish the memo- 
randum to Mr. Moyers. 

We are unable to locate a record copy of the above-described 
memoranda. | 

A record copy of a_ letter to Mr. Moyers dated October 27, 
1964, is in file and was hand delivered by Mr. DeLoach on October 28, 19 64. 
This letter advised that there was no derogatory information in our files on 
13 of the individuals mentioned. However, concerning Edward Kenneth Nellor 
who “has been. . . his traveling press secretary, the FBI received information 

= , -, on October 29, 19 5G rgihateZ ceNellar @ . gerequently datée prostgtutes# @he ““ 
— * informant stated she had filled at least six dates . . . she also alleged that 

on one occasion. .. he became drunk and abusive. She said she had avoided 
him since that time. t" Also furnished was an Identification Record for William 
Randall Seward who was apparently identical with Senator Goldwater's legisla- 
tive assistant. This Identification Record showed a traffic violation on | 
August 10, i956, in California. 
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Item 8 also states that President Johnson on October 20, 1964, 
advised that Mr. (Walter) Jenkins had been cleared by Barry Goldwater's 
squadron in 1958; that Goldwater would find it difficult to deny he knew 
Jenkins well; that Jenkins had traveled with Goldwater; that Jenkins was 
familiar with Goldwater activities. 

We have been able to locate a memorandum dated October 20, 
1964, to Mr. Hoover from Assistant Director Cartha D. DeLoach. This 
memorandum sets forth a conversation with President Johnson on October 19, 
1964, on several matters including a great deal of discussion on the 
"Walter Jenkins Affair.'' Portions of this memorandum contain the following 
language, "The President stated Jenkins was cleared by Barry Goldwater's 
squadron in 1958... the President stated that Goldwater would find it 
difficult to deny that he knew Jenkins quite well personally. He stated that 
Jenkins had traveled with Goldwater on several occasions and that Jenkins 
was familiar with the fact that Goldwater had had dates with a prostitute in 
San Francisco and has spent all night with one of these women." 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR é 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 18, 1975 

COMMENTS MADE BY CHARLES W, COLSON 
ON THE "TODAY" PROGRAM, FEBRUARY 7, 
1975, CONCERNING INFORMATION FURNISHED 
BY THE FBI ABOUT GEORGE S, McGOVERN 

Former White House Aide Charles W. Colson appeared on NBC's 
"Today" program on February 7, 1975. During this appearance he stated 
he was supplied with information from the FBI about "one unfortunate 
incident" in the life of George McGovern. He stated that this information 
was received in 1971 or 1972. 

A review of the files of the FBI concerning George 8, McGovern 
reveals information concerning one incident that is contained therein which 
may be referred to as "one unfortunate incident." This information deals 
with McGovern's fathering an illegitimate child in 1941, Information con- 
cerning this incident was acquired and verified during a special inquiry 
investigation which was initiated on December 8, 1960, at the request of 
Lawrence F. O'Brien, assistani to then President-elect Kennedy. 

This information, along with other information which was collecied 
during the course of this investigation, was disseminated to the White House 
on December 27, 1960. The files of the FBI reflect that no further dis- 
semination of this information was made. The FBI files reflect that on 
March 6, 1961, the Secret Service requested a name check concerning 
McGovern. At that time Secret Service was advised that an applicant~type 
investigation had been conducted during December, 1960, resuits of which 
were jgrnished to the White House and the Secret Servite was referred to 

#5 HPSS OS teerrkble Héecenft%h O'Dowell, S¥ecial Assistait to ti 
President, 
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The files of the FBI do not reflect any dissemination of information 
concerning an illegitimate child of McGovern to anyone outside the FBI 
during 1971 or 1972. Of course, the FBI has no information as to what sub- 
sequent disposition was made by the White House of the information furnished 
to it on December 27, 1960. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR , ” 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 14, 1975 

COMMENTS MADE BY CHARLES W. COLSON ON THE 
"TODAY" PROGRAM, FEBRUARY 7, 1975, CONCERNING 
INFORMATION FURNISHED WHITE HOUSE BY THE FBI 

ABOUT FORMER PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY DURING 
WORLD WAR IT 

The following is submitted for your information: 

An article starting on page Al of the February 7, 19°75, 
issue of the Washington Star-News stated Charles W. Colson, former 
White House Aide, appeared on NBC's "Today" program on February 7, 
1975. He stated while he was a White House Aide the FBI furnished 
extensive information to the White House in 1971 or 1972 concerning 
.former President John F. Kennedy while he was with the United States 
Navy during World War 0. Colson stated it concerned information picked 
up while the FBI was investigating a female Naziagent. ‘Lieutenant 
Kennedy was being followed by FBI Agents." Colson characterized the data as 

- “pyersonal gossip." 

A review of our files discloses the matter referred to by 
“Colson apparently concerns the investigation of Mrs. Paul Fejos, nee 

~ Inga Arvad, who was the subject of an Internal Security and Espionage - 
=-German investigation conducted inthe early 1940's. Mrs. Fejos first 
--Game to our attention in November, 1940, upon receipt of a letter from 
--& fellow student from Columbia University School of Journalism, New York 
=2City, which stated Fejos may well have been sent to the United States by 

Germany to influence morale, A New York City Oftiée report dated June 7, 
1941, disclosed she had been friendly with Adolf Hitler and Herman Goering 
Pin the 1930's. Mrs. Fejos appeared at our Washington Field Division on - 
December 12, 1941, along with representatives of the Washington Times Herald 
to volunteer background regarding herself since it had been "rumored" she wag 

€working for the German Propaganda Ministry. She was a friend of Kathleen 
GKennedy, daughter of former Ambassador Joseph Kennedy. She was then writing 
Sa. column captioned "Did You Happen To See" for the Times Herald which included 
‘personality sketches on persons interviewed by her. She admitted having 
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interviewed Hitler twice as well as Goebbels and Goering while employed 
by a Danish newspaper in the 1930's. She denied she was an intelligence 
agent. Her husband was employed by the Swedish financier Axel Wenner-Gren 
and had been in Western Pan America in charge of a scientific expedition 
for him. 

On November 14, 1941, a fellow Times Herald reporter 
advised a Bureau official she thought Mrs. Fejos was a "spy.'' On January 17, 
1942, a representative of ONI advised it had learned that Joseph Kennedy, 
son of former Ambassador Joseph Kennedy, had been "playing around" with 
Mrs. Fejos and would probably be transferred out of the Washington, D. C., 
area. A confidential informant of the FBI advised on January 21, 1942, that 
"Ensign Jack" of the United States Navy had apparently been spending the night 
with Mrs. Fejos. 

On January 26, 1942, the Attorney General authorized installation 
of an electronic surveillance of Mrs. Fejos. In addition, "F,.D.R." sent a 
confidential memorandum from the White House dated May 4, 1942, to 
Mr. Hoover suggesting Inga Arvad should be "specially watched" in view of 
her connection with the Wenner-Gren expedition's leader (her husband) and 
in view of certain other circumstances which had been brought to his attention. 

Physical surveillance conducted by the FBI verified Mrs. Fejos 
visited John Kennedy at Charleston, South Carolina, two weekends in February, 
1942.- During one of these weekends (February 6 - 9, 1942) they stayed ina 
room rented in her name at the Fort Sumter Hotel in Charleston. Electronic sur- 
veillance coverage disclosed that they engaged in sexual intercourse on a number 
of occasions in the hotel room during this period. Kennedy disclosed to Mrs. 
Fejos in general terms his tentative official assignment plans and the fact 
Presidential Advisor Harry Hopkins had gone to the hospital and was not expected 
to leave same. Our subsequent coverage of Mrs. Fejos disclosed additional 
periodic contacts between John Kennedy and herself, the latest being in June, 
1942: ‘She obtained a Reno divorce from Paul Fejos on June 3, 1942, thereafter 
using her maiden name Inga Arvad and moved to Ney York City August 7, 1942, 
after having resigned her Times Herald job in July, 1942. Paul Fejos was 
interviewed by Bureau Agents March 1 and 2, 1945, in New York City and Inga 
Atvad was interviewed February 28, 1945, in Hollywood, California, concerning 
the ‘packésround, activities and associations with Axel Wenner-Gren who was 
alleged to have been pro-German or pro-Nazi. The investigation of Mrs. Fejos 
was: closed tir 1945 as no- aU etS Ne activities had been uncovered. 
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The results of the 1945 interviews were furnished Assistant 
Attorney General (War Division) Herbert Wechsler by memorandum dated 
March 1, 1945, and captioned "Axel Wenner-Gren.*"' Previously by memorandum 
dated February 20, 1942, and captioned "Mrs. Paul Fejos nee Inga Arvad" 
Mr. Edward J. Ennis, Director, Alien Enemy Control Unit, Department of 

- justice, was furnished information then known concerning Mrs. Fejos in response 
to his request for same dated February 4, 1942. His purpose in requesting 
same was to ascertain if a Presidential Warrant of Apprehension should be 
issued. Memorandum dated August 13, 1942, also containing background 
and activity data concerning Mrs. Fejos was forwarded to Assistant Solicitor 
General Oscar Cox on August 15, 1942. No mention of the 1942 association 
between Kennedy and Mrs. Fejos is found in the above memoranda. 

A complete review of the above file fails to indicate any data 
concerning John F. Kennedy's affair with Mrs. Fejos in 1942 was ever 
disseminated by the FBI either orally or by memorandum to anyone at anytime, 
including the White House in 1971 or 1972 as implied by Mr. Colson. 

Based on a review of the above file it is believed extensive 
investigation of Mrs. Fejos nee Inga Arvad was certainly indicated by virtue 
of the fact several allegations from a number of reliable and high-placed 
sources were received by the Bureau concerning Mrs. Fejos to the effect 
she was pro-Nazi, a German spy and was Hitler's publicity agent in Denmark 
as well as her association with Nazi German leaders inthe 1930's. No active 
investigation of John F. Kennedy, as implied by Mr. Colson, was conducted 
by the FBI. Kennedy came to our attention only through our active investigation 
of Mrs. Fejos. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
te 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 30, 1975 

SPECIAL SQUAD AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY 

AUGUST 22 - 28, 1964 

Pursuant to your request concerning captioned matter, the 
Washington Post on Sunday, January 26, 1975, carried a front page 
story by staff writer Ronald Kessler reporting that during the 1964 
Democratic National Convention, President Johnson received reports 
on key convention delegates from "wiretaps and bugs" installed by 
the FBI on civil rights leaders, and attributed this information to a 
Senate Watergate Committee memorandum. The article summarizes 
a 1973 interview by the Committee with Leo T. Clark who on his 
retirement on February 1, 1965, was the Senior Resident Agent at 
Atlantic City. Kessler quotes Clark as saying the information was 
reported to President Johnson based on an installation in the hotel a 
suite of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and a storefront used by civil 
rights leaders. Clark allegedly told the Senate Watergate Committee 
that the electronic and physical surveillances at the convention were 
carried out by a special FBI team ordered by the White House and was 
under the personal direction of Cartha D.. DeLoach, then an Assistant 
Director. According to Clark, the stated purpose of the operation was 
to gather intelligence on potential violence or disruption and Clark is 
reported as stating DeLoach told him to avoid discussing the operation 
With the Secret Service. 

z 
ee: @& The rews article corginues:Glark stated rest ofgtee informa- 

tion obtained by the FBI was transmitted to President Johnson over a 
telephone line specially installed to bypass the White House switchboard. 
According to the news article, Clark said information furnished included 
the activities of then Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, identities of 
Senators and Congressmen visiting King's hotel suite as well as persons 
seeking support of civil rights leaders, plans of delegates or delegations 
and speculation on Vice Presidential nominees. 
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Kessler's article states the authenticity of the Clark memo- 
randum which cites room numbers of hotel suites bugged and the source 
of funds for part of the operation were verified by persons who either 
received it or were present when Clark was interviewed. The article 
also states the FBI solicited intelligence through Agents posing as 
reporters. According to the article, the memorandum indicates Clark 
appeared in response to a subpoena but did not testify under oath. 

Kessler's article indicates he has had access to the 1973 
Senate Watergate interview of DeLoach and spells out DeLoach’s denial 
under oath having had a direct line to President Johnson or having 
spoken with the President during the convention. Kessler also states 
one surveillance was conducted as part of a continuing installation on 
a person believed to be under the influence of the Communist Party 
which had been approved by Kennedy. 

A review of the personnel file of retired SA Clark contains 
no information that he was interviewed by the Senate Watergate Com- 
comittee at any time or has been in touch with the Bureau in this regard. 

BACKGROUND CONCERNING THE *SULLIVAN MEMORANDA" 

In connection with the 1973 hearings held by the Senate 
Watergate Committee, John Dean, on June 27, 1973, testified and identi- 
fied certain documents which he previously had furnished to the Committee. 
Among those documents were items referred to during the testimony 
as the "Sullivan memoranda," apparently authored by William C. Sullivan, 
former Assistant to the Director, who retired on October 21, 1971. 
These typed documents consisted of five separate items and two enve- 
lopes, one addressed to John Dean at the Old Executive Office Building 
marked "Personal" and an inner envelope bearing Dean's name with 
the words “Eyes Only" and "Secret." The first doctiment is headed 
‘President Johnson, Politics of the FBi.@ *Phis%ne-yige ddtument * 
concerned an alleged request by President Johnson on November 12, 
1968, for the FBI to check all outgoing telephone calls made by the then 
Vice Presidential candidate, Mr. Spiro Agnew, on the date of November 2, 
1968, when Agnew was in Albuquerque, New Mexico, This document 
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states President Johnson called at 4:00 p.m., November 13, 1968, to 
ask about the progress the FBI was making in this matter. (This matter 
pertains to the Mrs. Claire Chennault matter.) A-second item concerns 
an alleged request by Marvin Watson on February 18, 1966, for the FBI 
to cover Senate Foreign Relations hearings and a third item on the page 
indicates President Johnson asked the FBI to determine if Republicans 
were involved in instigating a riot in New York. 

The second document consists of one typewritten page labeled 
"Top Secret" and the heading ''Preface" and is a general recitation of 
alleged FBI involvement in politics and alleges President Johnson far 
exceeded Roosevelt in using the FBI for political purposes. 

The third document is headed '"President Johnson and the FBI," 
is marked "Top Secret, '' and consists of three pages. It cites ten alleged 
incidents of misuse of the FBI by President Johnson as follows: (1) Re: 
Mrs. Claire Chennault and Embassy. of South Vietnam; @) Re: Democratic 
National Convention Atlantic City, 1964; (8) Re: Don Reynolds (a per- 
sonality in the Bobby Baker case); (4) Re: Democratic Convention 1968; 
(5) Re: Walter W. Jenkins; (6) Re: Walter Jenkins; (7) Re: Mrs. Claire 
Chennault, Embassy of South Vietnam; (8) Re: Senator Barry Goldwater; 
(9) Re: George Reedy; (10) Re: Walter Jenkins. 

The fourth document reads as follows: 'John, Please see the 
enclosure the contents of which are self-explanatory. If lam to type 
my observations myself please be tolerant of my poor typing. Bill." 

eo The fifth document bears a marking "Secret'' re "Watergate," 
This is an offer on the part of Sullivan to testify before the Watergate 
Committee in behalf of the Administration and by doing so could put the 
current (Nixon) Administration in a very favorable light. 

26 © in my*letter dated O&ober 2 1973 Sto th eDeput # Attorfey oC 
General, captioned ''Cartha D. DeLoach, Subpoena by Select Committee 
on. Presidential Activities" the Department was advised that Mr. DeLoach 
had received a subpoena calling for his appearance before the Select 
Committee on Presidential Activities on October 3, 1973. In this letter 
we made several recommendations with regard to the contemplated 
testimony by DeLoach. By letter to me dated December 7, 1973, 
DeLoach advised that he furnished three hours of testimony to Senator 
Howard Baker and minority counsel. He advised the testimony was under 
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oath and in executive session and the questioning was largely based on 
the memorandum furnished by Sullivan to John Dean. DeLoach re ported 
that Senator Baker was mosi thorough, courteous and polite and on the 
advice and instructions of then Deputy Attorney General Ruckelshaus he 
attempted to answer every question with blunt honesty and Department 
Regulation 1622 was utilized only once pertaining to the usage of an 
electronic surveillance as authorized by former Attorney General Kennedy. 

REVIEW OF FBI FILES AND RESULTS OF INQUIRY 
CONCERNING THIS MATTER 

Bureau files show that on August 20, 1964, a teletype was 
directed to all continental offices captioned, "Disruption of Democratic 
National Convention, Information Concerning (Internal Security). '" This 
teletype advises information has been received which indicates subversive 
groups, racial groups, raciai agitators, hoodlums and the criminal 
element may attempt to disrupt the convention in Atlantic City and the 
Bureau must be advised of all such subversive, criminal, hoodlum, and 
racial elements who plan to be in Atlantic City during this period. All 
offices were advised the Bureau was not interested in purely political 
activity engaged in by delegates and others officially attending the convention. 
Other general instructions were set ferth concerning informant availability. A 
follow-up instruction was sent out August 21, 1964, that any information 
of extreme importance or urgency should be submitted immediately by 
teletype or telephone to the Bureau. Our files set forth numerous com- 
munications from the field as well as Bureau memoranda prepared setting 
forth pertinent developments. In a memorandum dated August 29, 1964, 
Mr. DeLoach set forth a resume of his assignment with a special squad 
of FBI personnel at the Democratic National Convention. DeLoach 

“y reported the successful completion of this assignment, He states that 
‘by ne ans of informant coverage, use of various confidential techniques, 

gk infiltration. of key groups through use of undercover agents and through ee 
utilization of Agents using appropriate cover as reporters, we were 
able to keep the White House fully apprised of all major developments. 
DeLoach also advised that immediate liaison was established in Atlantic 
Gy, with Secret Service as well as state and local police, 

7. This mémorandum refers to highly confidential coverage of 
Wertin Luther King and Bayard Rustin, along with similar coverage 
€stablished on the headquarters of the Congress of Racial Equality - 
‘Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. DeLoach states he was 
able to advise the White House in advance of all plans made by these 
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two sources and coverage was highly effective. DeLoach advises "with 
Bureau approval” he instituted coverage on the Congress of Racial 
Equality - Student Nonviolent Coordinating Commiitee headquarters at 
their meeting hall and our Negro undercover agents penetrated the head- 
quarters of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (two separate 
factions were contesting seats for the Mississippi delegation and was a 
highlight of the convention) and through cooperation of news media our 
Agents were furnished press credentials. DeLoach reported that forty- 
four pages of intelligence data was disseminated to Walter Jenkins at the 
White House and to his meno randum he attached a copy of these daily 
summaries dated August 24, 25, 26, and 27, 1964. These summaries are 
in effect a running log af developments which took place at the convention. 
DeLoach also states he arranged fora lease line (telephone) between the 
control post at Atlantic City and the Bureau. He concludes the memorandum 
by making recommendations that personnel involved, namely twenty-seven Agent 
one radio maintenance technician, and two stenographers of the Newark Office 
be commended. Mr. Hoover noted DeLoach should receive a meritorious 
award. - tee 

Goncssiine the Mississippi Freedom Detnocratic Party referred 
to above, Bureau records show that on August 21, 1964, by letter to then 
Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach this Bureau ‘responded to a request 
dated August 19, 1964, from Mr. John Doar of the Civil Rights Divisio 
of the Department requesting a check of Bureau files for any background 
information available concerning persons affiliated with the Mississippi 

_ Freedom Democratic Party delegation. In furnishing the results of the 
name checks to Mr. Katzenbach, he was advised "this Bureau has not 
conducted any investigation concerning the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party nor has it taken any steps to identify party members." Bureau 
files also reflect that at the request of Walter Jenkins of the White House 
staff we furnished a memorandum dated July 22, 1964, to the White House 

e setting forth the results of the check of Bureau files concerning the 
Gers ah RS Ssiscibry Freedom Democratic Party. & HES . gy Fks aia ot Ns 
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ai.. t ». In a memorandum dated September 10, 1964. Mr. Hoover 
réportéd Walter W.- Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President, called 
and stated the President wanted Jenkins to call the Director to express 
the thought the job the Bureau had done in Atlantic City was cne of the 
fine st” the Président had ever'seen, According to this memorandum, 
". “a owe a 8 
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Jenkins told Mr. Hoover there were a lot of bad elements up there and 
because of the work some of the Bureau people did they knew exactly 
where they were and what they were doing and consequently they were 
not able to be very effective. It should be noted that this particular 
memorandum of Mr. Hoover's is referred to in Sullivan's documents 
sent to John Dean. 

- A thorough review of Bureau records failed to locate any memo- 
randum or other documents pertaining to a request having been received 
from President Johnson or anyone at the White House instructing that the 
FBI afford special coverage at the convention. It should be noted that 
at this time DeLoach was responsible for liaison with the White House 
and had a direct line at his residereto the President so it well may be 
that this request was made directly to DeLoach who in turn discussed it 
orally with Mr. Hoover or Mr. Tolson but for one reason or another the 
request was never put in writing. 

STATEMENTS OF SPECIAL SQUAD PERSONNEL 
STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY 

Nineteen Special Agents and one radio maintenance technician 
who were involved in the special squad assignment and remain on active 
duty with the FBI have confirmed their participation on the squad under 
DeLoach's leadership at the convention. These employees advised there 
was no question in their mind at the time but that they were in Atlantic 
City to fulfill the FBI's jurisdictional responsibilities and they did not 
feel that the purpose of the special squad was political in nature. Basically, 
the instructions to the Agents were to develop advance information regard- 
ing any acts or intended acts of violence pertaining to civil disturbances 
that could arise during the convention as well as secondary protection for 
the President. Two of the Agents, both black, were, there in undercover 
assignment roles. Certain Agents had responsibilit} for liaison with | 
S8ret Se#vice, others were handling the large ftumberof infoffnants* 
that we moved ‘into Atlantic City and other Agents were utilized in operating 
the technical surveillance on King as well as the microphone installation 
installed at the Congress of Racial Equality - Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee headquarters in Atlantic City. All knew DeLoach was in charge 
and he had with him in Atlantic City three Agents from his office and they 
wére aware that DeLoach was frequently calling the Bureau reporting 
developments. Two Agents recalled DeLoach having a telephone conversa- 
tion with Waltér Jenkins who it is believed was in Washington, D. C., at 
the time. | 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR TECHNICAL COVERAGE 
AT CONVENTION 

Concerning the technical installation on King, Bureau files 
contain a memorandum to the Attorney General dated October 7, 1963, 
captioned "Martin Luther King, Jr., Security Matter - Communist; 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters, "wherein the Bureau recom - 
mended that authority be granted to place a technical surveillance on 
King at his current address (Atlanta, Georgia) or at any future address 
to which he may move. This memorandum was approved by Attorney 
General Kennedy, October 10, 1963. A memorandum dated July 7, 
1964, captioned "Communist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist 
Influence and Racial Maiters - IS ~- C," pertains to a request by the 
Atlanta Office to install three additional technical surveillances on the 
facilities of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in Atlanta. 
The memorandum observed that the Attorney General had already 
authorized technical coverage on the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference and King and additional authority was not necessary since 
this is merely an extension of current coverage brought about by addi- 
tional telephone service within the Southern Christian Leadership. 
Conference. 

Another memorandum prepared by an official of the then 
Domestic Intelligence Division dated August 24, 1964, and captioned 
"Martin Luther King" reports a telephone call from SAC Bachman at 
Newark on August 21, 1964, eoncerning technical coverage on King in 
Atlantic City. Bachman had previously received instructions from 2 
Division official that he explore the possibility of putting technical and 
microphone coverage on King and Bachman was advising that a tech- 
nical installation could be done and reliable contacts were available at 
the hotel concerning a microphone installation. The memorandum 
pointed out Bachman was given the ee with thé microphone 

= " éinstallation a’ well as the telephone install&tion. “This memorandum 

saa residences which King may use with a technical installation. 

Cosine the microphone installation at the temporary 
Congress of Racial Equality - Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
headquarters in a’store at 2414 Atlantic Avenue, a thorough review of 
Bureau records fails to locate any memorandum containing authorization 
for same. A search of microphone authorizations in the Newark Office 
nae 2 
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likewise fails to locate any authorization for this particular installation. 
At the time of the convention in 1964, our authority for microphone 
surveillance was maintained at the Seat of Government and authoriza- 
tion for utilizing microphone surveillances was made by the Director 
who relied on a memorandum from Attorney General Brownell dated 
May 20, 1954, which recognized FBI authority to institute such sur- 
veillances. By memorandum dated September 27, 1965, Attorney 
General Katzenbach agreed to continue the use of microphone surveil- 
lances only following his personal authorization. It is pointed out that 
DeLoach's memorandum reporting the coverage at Atlantic City 
mentions such technical coverage "with Bureau approval." 

= 

In 1964 our investigation of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committe was based on information that an apparent member of the 
Communist Party, USA, was engaging in considerable activity, much 
in a leadership capacity in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
Confidential informants reported that the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, among the various civil rights organizations, was a principal 
target for Communist Party infiltration. At this same period of time our 
investigation of the Congress of Racial Equality was limited to deter- 
mining whether in fact there was communist infiltration in that organiza- 
tion. (While a question arises as to the justification of using a microphone 
surveillance against the Congress of Racial Equality per se, it is noted 
that we did in fact have a pending investigation on the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee and the fact the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee was engaged in a joint temporary office with the Congress of 
Racial Equality during the convention may well have been justification 
for installing the microphone surveillance. A review of available 
material to date located no specific documentation for this decision. ) 

Newark files contain a memorandum dated August 22, 1964, 
concerning the technical surveillance which verifiesathat the work on 

. %. . tyzo phones in-King's rooms at the hoted had kien completed; however, 
the personnel at Atlantic City could not place the mike on King in view 
of the fact they had to leave the room. Newark files also attribute to 
then Senior Resident Agent Clark that on Bureau instructions a mike 
should be considered for the temporary Congress of Racial Equality 
headquarters at 2414 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City. The only other 
information contained in Newark files concerning these installations is 
a handwritten log consisting of seventy-eight pages of overhears on 
King's telephenes. 
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UTILIZATION OF NEWS MEDIA COVER BY AGENTS 

As set forth above, both in the Washington Post article as well 
as DeLoach's memorandum, reporting the activities of the special squad 
at the convention, some of the Agents utilized media identification of NBC. 
At that time there was no Bureau rule prohibiting the use of such inves- 
tigative technique. On July 2, 1968, instructions were set forth that all 
Agent personnel are prohibited to pose as newsmen or representatives 
of any wire service for the purpose of establishing an investigative 
cover. This rule was invoked after a news item appeared in the 
Washington Post on June 18, 1968, alleging that one of our Agents had 
posed as a representative of the International News Service while covering 
an antidraft demonstration at the Supreme Court on June 17, 1968. The 
allegation alluded to by the newspaper was in fact a correct ’ statement 
as to the Agent using the news media as his cover for being at the 
demonstration. 

COVERAGE OF 1964 REPUBLICAN NATIONAL 
CONVENTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

Review of Bureau records fails to establish that any specialized 
coverage was afforded to the Republican National Convention held in San 
Francisco in July, 1964, and the only references in our records relate 
to the planning and execution by the Congress of Racial Equality of dem- 
onstrations and picketing especially insofar as the nomination of Senator 
Barry Goldwater was concerned. Several teletypes and communications 
were submitted by San Francisco concerning the demonstrations and 
follow-up letterhead memoranda were received by the Bureau and 
disseminated. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 30, 1975 | 

SPECIAL SQUAD AT DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY 

AUGUST 22 - 28, 1964 

Pursuant to your request concerning captioned matter, the 
Washington Post on Sunday, January 26, 1975, carried a front page 
story by staff writer Ronald Kessler reporting that during the 1964 
Democratic National Convention, President Johnson received reports 
on key convention delegates from "wiretaps and bugs” installed by 
the FBI on civil rights leaders, and attributed this information to a 
Senate Watergate Committee memorandum. The article summarizes 
a 1973 interview by the Commitiee with Leo T. Clark who on his 
retirement on February 1, 1965, was the Senior Resident Agent at 
Atlantic City. Kessler quotes Clark as saying the information was 
reported to President Johnson based on an installation in the hotel 
suite of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and a storefront used by civil 
rights leaders. Clark allegedly told the Senate Watergate Committee 
that the electronic and physical surveillances at the convention were 
carried out by a special FBI team ordered by the White House and was 
under the personal direction of Cartha D.. DeLoach, then an Assistant 
Director, According to Clark, the stated purpose of the operation was 
to gather intelligence on potential violence or disruption and Clark is 
reported as stating DeLoach told him to avoid discussing the operation 
with the Secret Service. 

x 
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tion obtained by the FBI was transmitted to President Johnson over a 
telephone line specially installed to bypass the White House switchboard. 
According to the news article, Clark said information furnished included 
the activities of then Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, identities of 
Senators and Congressmen visiting King's hotel suite as well as persons 
seeking support of civil rights leaders, plans of delegates or delegations 
and speculation on Vice Presidential nominees. 
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Kessler's article states the authenticity of the Clark memo- 
randum which cites room numbers of hotel suites bugged and the source 
of funds for part of the operation were verified by persons who either 
received it or were present when Clark was interviewed. The article 
also states the FBI solicited intelligence through Agents posing as 
reporters. According to the article, the memorandum indicates Clark 
appeared in response to a subpoena but did not testify under oath. 

Kessler's article indicates he has had access to the 1973 
Senate Watergate interview of DeLoach and spells out DeLoach's denial 
under oath having had a direct line to President Johnson or having 
spoken with the President during the convention. Kessler also states 
one surveillance was conducted as part of a continuing installation on 
a person believed to be under the influence of the Communist Party 
which had been approved by Kennedy. 

A review of the personnel file of retired SA Clark contains 
no information that he was interviewed by the Senate Watergate Com- 
comittee at any time or has been in touch with the Bureau in this regard. 

BACKGROUND CONCERNING THE "SULLIVAN Mi MORANDA" 

In connection with the 1973 hearings held by the Senate 
Watergate Committee, John Dean, on June 27, 1973, testified and identi- 
fied certain documents which he previously had furnished to the Committee. 
Among those documents were items referred to during the testimony 
as the "Sullivan memoranda," apparently authored by William C. Sullivan, 
former Assistant to the Director, who retired on October 21, 1971. 
These typed documents consisted of five separate items and two enve-~ 
lopes, one addressed to John Dean at the Old Executive Office Building 
marked Personal” and an inner envelope bearing Dean’s name with 
the words Hyves Only" and "Secret," The first doctiment is headed | 

“+ wpfeSiadaf Johnson, Politics oftthe FBI&' This*one-pase dogument®” = 4*: 
concerned an alleged request by President Johnson on November 12, 
1968, for the FBI to check all outgoing telephone calis made by the then 
Vice Presidential candidate, Mr. Spiro Agnew, on the date of November 2, 
1968, when Agnew was in Albuquerque, New Mexico. This document 
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states President Johnson called at 4:00 p.m., November 13, 1968, to 
ask about the progress the FBI was making in this matter. (This matter 
pertains to the Mrs. Claire Chennault matter.) A second item concerns 
an alleged request by Marvin Watson on February 18, 1966, for the FBI 
to cover Senate Foreign Relations hearings and a third item on the page 
indicates President Johnson asked the FBI to determine if Republicans 
were involved in instigating a riot in New York. 

The second document consists of one typewritten page labeled 
"Top Secret" and the heading ''Preface" and is a general recitation of 
alleged FBI involvement in politics and alleges President Johnson far 
exceeded Roosevelt in using the FBI for political purposes. 

The third document is headed "President Johnson and the FBI," 
is marked "Top Secret, '' and consists of three pages. It cites ten alleged 
incidents of misuse of the FBI by President Johnson as follows: (1) Re: 
Mrs. Claire Chennault and Embassy of South Vietnam; @) Re: Democratic 

| National Convention Atlantic City, 1964; (3) Re: Don Reynolds (a per- 
sonality in the Bobby Baker case); (4) Re: Democratic Convention 1968; 
(5) Re: Walter W. Jenkins; (6) Re: Walter Jenkins; (7) Re: Mrs. Claire 
Chennault, Embassy of South Vietnam; (8) Re: Senator Barry Goldwater; 
(9) Re: George Reedy; (10) Re: Walter Jenkins. 

The fourth document reads as follows: "John, Please see the 
enclosure the contents of which are self-explanatory. If Iam to type 
my observations myself please be tolerant of my poor typing. Bill." 

The fifth document bears a marking "Secret" re "Watergate." 
This is an offer on the part of Sullivan to testify before the Watergate 
Committee in behalf of the Administration and by doing so could put the 
current (Nixon) Administration in a very favorable light. 

2. tt Gi die, oF niy WStter ‘dated odisper 39": 1973 #to then Deputy Attorfiey “ © 
General, on "Cartha D. DeLoach, Subpoena by Select Committee 
on Presidential Activities" the Department was advised that Mr. DeLoach 
had received a subpoena calling for his appearance before the Select 
Committee on Presidential Activities on October 3, 1973. In this letter 
we made several recommendations with regard to the contemplated 
testimony by DeLoach. By letter to me dated December 7, 1973, 
DeLoach advised that he furnished three hours of testimony to Senator 
Howard BakeY. and minority counsel. He advised the testimony was under 

| 
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oath and in executive session and the questioning was largely based on 
the memorandum furnished by Sullivan to John Dean. DeLoach re ported 
that Senator Baker was most thorough, courteous and polite and on.the 
advice and instructions of then Deputy Attorney General Ruckelshaus he 
attempted to answer every question with blunt honesty and Department 
Regulation 1622 was utilized only once pertaining to the usage of an 
electronic surveillance as authorized by former Attorney General Kennedy. 

REVIEW OF FBI FILES AND RESULTS OF INQUIRY 
CONCERNING THIS MATTER 

Bureau files show that on August 20, 1964, a teletype was 
directed to all continental offices captioned, "Disruption of Democratic 
National Convention, Information Concerning (Internal Security). ' This 
teletype advises information has been received which indicates subversive 
groups, racial groups, racial agitators, hoodlums and the criminal 
element may attempt to disrupt the convention in Atlantic City and the 
Bureau must be advised of all such subversive, criminal, hoodlum, and 
racial elements who plan to be in Atlantic City during this period. All 
offices were advised the Bureau was not interested in purely political 
activity engaged in by delegates and others officially attending the convention. 
Other general instructions were set forth concerning informant availability. A 
follow-up instruction was sent out August 21, 1964, that any information 
of extreme importance or urgency should be submitted immediately by 
teletype or telephone to the Bureau. Our files set forth numerous com- 
munications from the field as well as Bureau memoranda prepared setting 
forth pertinent developments. In a memorandum dated August 29, 1964, 
Mr. DeLoach set forth a resume of his assignment with a special squad 
of FBI personnel at the Democratic National Convention, DeLoach 

“4 reported the successful completion of this assignment. He states that 
‘by ne ans of informant coverage, use of various confidential techniques, 
infiltration of key groups through use of undercover agents and threghe = . 
utilization of Agents using appropriate cover as reporters, we were 
able to keep the White House fully apprised of all major developments. 
DeLoach also advised that immediate liaison was established in Atlantic 
City with Secret Service as well as state and local police. 

bd ag 

This memorandum refers to highly confidential coverage of 
Martin Luther King and Bayard Rustin, along with similar coverage 
established oy the headquarters of the Congress of Racial Equality - 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. DeLoach states he was 
able to advise the White House in advance of all plans made by these 
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two sources and coverage was highly effective. DeLoach advises "with 
Bureau approval" he instituted coverage on the Congress of Racial 
Equality ~ Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee headquarters at 
their meeting hall and our Negro undercover agents penetrated the head- 
quarters of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (two separate 
factions were contesting seats for the Mississippi delegation and was a 
highlight of the convention) and through cooperation of news media our 
Agents were furnished press credentials, DeLoach reported that forty- 
four pages of intelligence data was disseminated to Walter Jenkins at the 
White House and to his menmm randum he attached a copy of these daily 
summaries dated August 24, 25, 26, and 27, 1964. These summaries are 
in effect a running log af developments which took place at the convention. 
DeLoach also states he arranged for a lease line (telephone) between the 
control post at Atlantic City and the Bureau. He concludes the memorandum 
by making recommendations that personnel involved, namely twenty-seven Agent: 
one radio maintenance technician, and two stenographers of the Newark Office 
be commended. Mr. Hoover noted DeLoach should receive a meritorious 
award, 

Concerning the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party referred 
to above, Bureau records show that on August 21, 1964, by letter to then 
Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach this Bureau responded to a request 
dated August 19, 1964, from Mr. John Doar of the Civil Rights Divisio 
of the Department requesting a check of Bureau files for any background 

- information available concerning persons affiliated with the Mississippi 
_ Freedom Democratic Party delegation, In furnishing the results of the 
name checks to Mr. Katzenbach, he was advised "this Bureau has not 
conducted any investigation concerning the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party nor has it taken any steps to identify party members.'' Bureau 
files also reflect that at the request of Walter Jenkins of the White House 
staff we furnished a memorandum dated July 22, 1964, to the White House 

c setting forth the resulis of the check of Bureau files*concerning the 
5 . #2  Mississipgi Freedom Democratic Party. i a ae 

In a memorandum dated September 10, 1964, Mr. Hoover 
reported Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President, called 
and stated the President wanted Jenkins to call the Director to express 
the thought the job the Bureau had done in Atlantic City was one of the 
finest the President had ever seen, According to this memorandum, 

2. 
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Jenkins told Mr. Hoover there were a lot of bad elements up there and 
because of the work some of the Bureau people did they knew exactly 
where they were and what they were doing and consequently they were 
not able to be very effective. It should be noted that this particular 
memorandum of Mr. Hoover's is referred to in Sullivan's documents 
sent to John Dean. 

- A thorough review of Bureau records failed to locate any memo- 
randum or other documents pertaining to a request having been received 
from President Johnson or anyone at the White House instructing that the 
FBI afford special coverage at the convention. It should be noted that 
at this time DeLoach was responsible for liaison with the White House 
and had a direct line at his resideme to the President so it well may be 
that this request was made directly to DeLoach who in turn discussed it 
orally with Mr. Hoover or Mr. Tolson but for one reason or another the 
request was never put in writing. 

STATEMENTS OF SPECIAL SQUAD PERSONNEL 
STILL ON ACTIVE DUTY 

Nineteen Special Agents and one radio maintenance technician 
who were involved in the special squad assignment and remain on active 
duty with the FBI have confirmed their participation on the squad under 
DeLoach's leadership at the convention. These employees advised there 
was no question in their mind at the time but that they were in Atlantic 
City to fulfill the FBI's jurisdictional responsibilities and they did not 
feel that the purpose of the special squad was political in nature. Basically, 
the instructions to the Agents were to develop advance information regard- 
ing any acts or intended acts of violence pertaining to civil disturbances 
that could arise during the convention as well as secondary protection for 
the President. Two of the Agents, both black, were there in undercover 
assignment roles. Certain Agents had responsibility for liaison with 
Seéret SGivice, ollier? werd Maititing thé iZfgeciumbe¥ Of inférmants 
that we moved into Atlantic City and other Agents were utilized in operating 
the technical surveillance on King as well as the microphone installation 
installed at the Congress of Racial Equality - Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee headquarters in Atlantic City. All knew DeLoach was in charge 
and he had with him in Atlantic City three Agents from his office and they 
were aware that DeLoach was frequently calling the Bureau reporting 
developments. Two Agents recalilel DeLoach having a telephone conversa- 
tion with Waltér Jenkins who it is believed was in Washington, D. C., at 
the time. 

ie a 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR TECHNICAL COVERAGE 
AT CONVENTION 

Concerning the technical installation on King, Bureau filés 
contain a memorandum to the Attorney General dated October 7, 1963, 
captioned "Martin Luther King, Jr., Security Matter - Communist; 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters, wherein the Bureau recom - 
mended that authority be granted to place a technical surveillance on 
King at his current address (Atlanta, Georgia) or at any future address 
to which he may move. This memorandum was approved by Attorney 
General Kennedy, October 10, 1963. A memorandum dated July 7, 
1964, captioned ''Commanist Party, USA, Negro Question, Communist 
Influence and Racial Matters - IS - C," pertains to a request by the 
Atlanta Office to install three additional technical surveillances on the 
facilities of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in Atlanta. 
The memorandum observed that the Attorney General had already 
authorized technical coverage on the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference and King and additional authority was not necessary since 
this is merely an extension of current coverage brought about by addi- 
tional telephone service within the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference. 

Another memorandum prepared by an official of the then 
Domestic Intelligence Division dated August 24, 1964, and captioned 
"Martin Luther King" reports a telephone call from SAC Bachman at 
Newark on August 21, 1964, concerning technical coverage on King in 
Atlantic City. Bachman had previously received instructions from a 
Division official that he explore the possibility of putting technical and 
microphone coverage on King and Bachman was advising that a tech- 
nical installation could be done and reliable contacts were available at 
the hotel concerning a microphone installation. The memorandum 

2. pointed out Bachman was given the ereaoge with thé microphone | 
eet. &ehstedavin affiwell &s the telephoné instalation # This mSMordiidiin ¢& 

reiterates the Bureau had authority from the Attorney General to cover 
any residences which King may use with a technical installation. 

wR. + 
ta” HEA & 

Concerning the microphone installation at the temporary 
Congress of Racial Equality - Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
headquarters in a store at 2414 Atlantic Avenue, a thorough review of 
Bureau records fails to locate any memorandum containing authorization 
for same. A search of microphone authorizations in the Newark Office 

.% - 
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likewise fails to locate any authorization for this particular installation. 
At the time of the convention in 1964, our authority for microphone 
surveillance was maintained at the Seat of Government and authoriza- 
tion for utilizing microphone surveillances was made by the Director 
who relied on a memorandum from Attorney General Brownell dated 
May 20, 1954, which recognized FBI authority to institute such sur- 
veillances. By memorandum dated September 27, 1965, Attorney 
General Katzenbach agreed to continue the use of microphone surveil- 
Jances only following his personal authorization. It is pointed out that 
DeLoach's memorandum reporting the coverage at Atlantic City 
mentions such technical coverage "with Bureau approval." 

4 

‘In 1964 our investigation of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committe was based on information that an apparent member of the 
Communist Party, USA, was engaging in considerable activity, much 
in a leadership capacity in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
Confidential informants reported that the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, among the various civil rights organizations, was a principal 
target for Communist Party infiltration. At this same period of time our 
investigation of the Congress of Racial Equality was limited to deter- 
mining whether in fact there was communist infiltration in that organiza- 
tion. (While a question arises as to the justification of using a microphone 
surveillance against the Congress of Racial Equality per se, it is noted 
that we did in fact have a pending investigation on the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee and the fact the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee was engaged in a joint temporary office with the Congress of 
Racial Equality during the convention may well have been justification 
for installing the microphone surveillance. A review of available 
material to date located no specific documentation for this decision.) 

Newark files contain a memorandum dated August 22, 1964, 
concerning the technical surveillance which verifiesrthat the work on | 
two phones in King's-rcoms.at the hotekhad been e@mpleted*howevess 4% a ° 
the personnel at Atlantic City could not place the mike on King in view 
of the fact they had to leave the room. Newark files also attribute to 
then Senior Resident Agent Clark that on Bureau instructions a mike 
should be considered for the temporary Congress of Racial Equality 
headquarters at 2414 Atiantic Avenue, Atlantic City. The only other 
information contained in Newark files concerning these installations is 
a handwritten log consisting of seventy-eight pages of overhears on 
King's telephenes. 

site. 
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UTILIZATION OF NEWS MEDIA COVER BY AGENTS 

As set forth above, both in the Washington Post article as well 
as DeLoach's memorandum, reporting the activities of the special squad 
at the convention, some of the Agents utilized media identification of NBC. 
At that time there was no Bureau rule prohibiting the use of such inves- 
tigative technique. On July 2, 1968, instructions were set forth that all 
Agent personnel are prohibited to pose as newsmen or representatives 
of any wire service for the purpose of establishing an investigative 
cover. This rule was invoked after a news item appeared in the 
Washington Post on June 18, 1968, alleging that one of our Agents had - 
posed as a representative of the International News Service while covering 
an antidraft demonstration at the Supreme Court on June 17, 1968. The 
allegation alluded to by the newspaper was in fact a correct statement 
as to the Agent using the news media as his cover for being at the 
demonstration. 

COVERAGE OF 1964 REPUBLICAN NATIONAL 
CONVENTION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

Review of Bureau records fails to establish that any specialized 
coverage was afforded to the Republican National Convention held in San 
Francisco in July, 1964, and the only references in our records relate 
to the planning and execution by the Congress of Racial Equality of dem- 
onstrations and picketing especially insofar as the nomination of Senator 
Barry Goldwater was concerned. Several teletypes and communications 
were submitted by San Francisco concerning the demonstrations and 
follow-up letterhead memoranda were received by the Bureau and 
disseminated. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 
(COVERAGE OF TELEVISION PRESENTATION, 
SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE) 

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting 
forth information in the "Sullivan memoranda.'' Your attention is specifically 
invited to the allegation that on February 19, 1966, Marvin Watson called 
from the White House advising the President wanted the FBI to cover Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee television presentation with a view toward 
determining whether Senator Fullbright and the other Senators were receiving 
information from Communists. 

We are unable to locate a memorandum of the telephone call 
referred to; however, there is a memorandum on record from Mr. William C. 
Sullivan to Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach which refers to a memorandum from 
Mr. DeLoachto Mr. Tolson on February 18, 1966. In this memorandum 
of Mr. Sullivan's dated February 26, 1966, he advised that the Senate Foreign 
Relations televised presentation of February 18, 1966, was monitored. He 
attaches a memorandum drawing parallels between the statements made by 
Senators Fullbright and Morse and statements which the Communists have 
been making. He points out that we have received no indication that any 
members of the Communist Party, USA, or any other subversive groups have 
furnished either of the Senators with material which prompted their statements. 
Mr. Sullivan recommended that this attachment be delivered to Marvin Watson. 
a Hoover stated, "No. I want letter to Watson transmitting it.” 

. ©, By letter dated February 24, 1966, Marvin Watson was advised. 
poo ae 8 oT EE novo wae regiie ht: fF endiised © memci indus Which Sets out % 

the Communist Party line concerning some of the issues raised during the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on U. S. policy on Vietnam." 

. -Inthis memorandum dated February 24, 1966, which had 
~ originally been dated February 21, 1966, which was the memorandum 
“''. accompanying the above -described Sullivan to DeLoach memorandum, 

parallels are drawn between the television presentation and documented \ 
Communist Party publications or statements of Communist leaders. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 2 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN . 
(COVERAGE OF TELEVISION PRESENTATION, - “ 
SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE) 

Reference is made to my letter of January 30, 1975, setting 
forth information in the "Sullivan memoranda.'' Your attention is specifically 
invited to the allegation that on February 19, 1966, Marvin Watson called 
from the White House advising the President wanted the FBI to cover Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee television presentation with a view toward 
determining whether Senator Fullbright and the other Senators were receiving 
information from Communists. 

| We are unable to locate a memorandum of the telephone call 
referred to; however, there is a memorandum on record from Mr. William C. 

- Sullivan to Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach which refers to a memorandum from 
Mr. DeLoach to Mr. Tolson on February 18, 1966. In this memorandum 
of Mr. Sullivan's dated February 26, 1966, he advised that the Senate Foreign 
Relations televised presentation of February 18, 1966, was monitored. He 
attaches a memorandum drawing parallels between the statements made by 
Senators Fullbright and Morse and statements which the Communists have 
been making. He points out that we have received no indication that any 
members of the Communist Party, USA, or any other subversive groups have 
furnished either of the Senators with material which prompted their statements. 
Mr. Sullivan recommended that this attachment be delivered to Marvin Watson. 
Mr. Hoover stated, "No. I want letter to Watson transmitting it." 

ee ae By letter dated February. 24, 1966.. Maryin Watson was advised, 
e mperesponse to ydtir requést . «8 %s elt Siosed memotandum hich sets out 

the Communist Party line concerning some of the issues raised during the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on U. S. policy on Vietnam." 

In this memorandum dated February 24, 1966, which had 
originally been dated February 21, 1966, which was the memorandum 
accompanying the above -described Sullivan to DeLoach memorandum, 
parallels are drawn between the television presentation and documented 
Communist Party publications or statements of Communist leaders. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

| February 3, 1975 

INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACTS BETWEEN 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SOVIET UNION AND 

MEMBERS OR STAFF PERSONNEL OF THE UNITED STATES 
CONGRESS FURNISHED TO THE WHITE HOUSE AT THE 

( REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT 
a ee oe 

This concerhs recent efforts by-Mr. Nicholas M. 
Horrock of "The New York Times" to interview former Assistant 

: . to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach and former Security 
: Coordinating Supervisor Courtland J. Jones of the Washington 

Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), as 
| €6 whether Mr. DeLoach was responsible for having Mr. Jones 

compile data on several Congressmen in 1968. ae 

An ‘@xtensive search of the records of this Bureau has 
not disclosed any record which would support, corroborate or 
lend any substance to the allegation raised by Mr. Horrock's 

inquiry. : dees . : 

ee ee ere 

. ~ 

-~ -—-— =m al 

! Ese "Our records did disclose the following information 
which may a eevee to that en 
ad F aul sae eo 

= -_ 

tee ede cé5-ON) ‘Maxch | 14, “1966, then President Lyndon B. Johnson 
informed Mr. DeLoach he was very concerned about the actions 

| of Iron Curtain embassies in Washington, D. C. The President 
. indicated he wanted then FBI Diréctor J. Edgar Hoover informed 

that- the FBI should constantly keep abreast of the actions of - 
representatives of these embassies in making contact with 
Senators and Congressmen and any citizen of @ prominent nature. 

.e cf The President stated ae strongly felt that mugi of ,the protest 
concerning his Sietnant ‘policy, particularly the hearings - in : 
the -Senate, had been eee by ene Soviet Embassy, Washington, . 
De a ae ei et I ab ak te 

Sih 

Ae * x Fae et ee 

Sg Sn re The--President instructed that. the FBI should use any 
method or device whatsoever to keep him advised as to the 
identity and purpose of visits paid by legislators and other 
prominent U. S. citizens to Iron cupeas embassies. - 

sisi nase aa Spe we et --~——~ ~—* —_ = * — ~~ » Nee Se ae =m 

rere ue on 
« ’ ™ 7 fe Poe - 
fet. teh unas fat - = x’ Ke. a thee nr setae Se 7 . ru ss mh Pe ey e — ~ 

Classified by Director, FBI 
Exempt from GDS, Categories 2 and 3 
Date of Declassification Indefinite 
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SECRET 

Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 
Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 
Congress Furnished to the White House at the 
Request of the President 

The President continued by stating he would like 
Director Hoover to have prepared a chronological study, 
beginning in July, 1964, and continuing up to the present 
time, of all legislators who have called at the Soviet Embassy. 
He stated he felt such a study would clearly reflect that 
Senators J. William Fulbright of Arkansas and Wayne L. Morse 
of Oregon had been in constant contact with the Soviet Embassy. 

Mr. Hoover subsequently instructed that the requested 
Material be prepared for transmittal to the White House and 
this was accomplished by means of a letter to Mr. W. Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the.President, dated March 21, 
1966, which transmitted the requested summary of information’ 
which was dated March 18, 1966. The summary set forth in 
chronological order contacts by each Senator, Representative, 
or staff member who had contacts with the Soviet Embassy during 
the period July 1, 1964, through March 17, 1966. The transmittal 
letter closed with a recapitulation of the number of contacts in 
each category together with the statement, "Based upon our 
coverage, it appears that Soviet officials are making’ more 
contacts with Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, 
Senator Robert F. Kennedy of New York, Senator George McGovern 
of South Dakota, and Senator Wayne L. MORSE of eee than with 
other United States legislators." 

4 

The summary, which comprised 67 pages, stated: 

"Information not attributed herein to specific sources 
was obtained fom confidential ,squrces who have furnished 
rfliabie inforination*to the Federal Breau Si Investigation 
in the past. The information was developed through coverage 
of representatives and establishments of the Soviet Union in 
the United States. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has 
conducted no investigation of members of Congress." 

a eg. sy, 
4 

$48 
rth, 

On March 22, 1966, Mr. Hoover, noting that the 
President was very pleased with the material, instructed: that 

| Similar material be prepared, bringing this matter up to date 
= every ten days to two weeks. 

SECRET 
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Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 
Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 
Congress Furnished to the White House at the 
Request of the President 

In early May, 1966, the President requested: that 
similar information, going back to January 1, 1965, be furnished 
to him, but asked that it be presented in chronological fashion 
in order to give a day-to-day picture of contacts between 
Congressional representatives and Soviet officials. The 
President felt that such a summary would give a concise picture 
of a pattern of constant and continual contacts between the 
Soviets and Congressional representatives. This summary, which 
was dated May 5, 1966, and which consisted of 48 pages, was 
delivered to the President on May 13, 1966. This summary noted 
that information contained therein was obtained from coverage 
of representatives and establishments of the Soviet Union in 
the United States and that "The FBI has conducted no investi- 
gation of members of Congress." : 

Biweekly additions to this summary’ were subsequently 
furnished to the White House. Dissemination of this material 
to the White House was terminated in January, 1969, on the 
instructions of Director Hoover. 

ioe ae? ” 

It should also be noted that on July 27, 1970, 
Larry Higby, Assistant to Mr. H. R. Haldeman, Special Assistant 
to the President, advised that Mr. Haldeman wanted any 
information possessed by the FBI relating to contacts between 
Soviet nationals and Members of Congress and its staff. 
Material concerning such matters which had been previously 
furnished to the White House at the request of President Johnson 
was reviewed and a statistical compilation of such contacts, 
from January 1, 1967, was furnished to Mr. Haldeman as an’ 

| igenclosure to a letter dated July 29, 1970, cFassified "Top 
wae Sg eciat | " hoe stabisties werek broken#down#as to:€enaters, # 

Representatives and staff employees. This report noted the 
information therein was developed through FBI coverage of 
Soviet officials and establishments in Washington, D. C., 
and. included two examples of Soviet intelligence initiatives 
directed against Capitol Hill without identifying the Soviets 
or Americans involved. 
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Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 
Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 
Congress Furnished to the White House at the 
Request of the President an 

On August 4, 1970, Mr. Tom C. Huston, Staff Assistant 
at the White House, advised that Mr. Haldeman was pleased with 
the information furnished to him. Mr. Huston stated 
Mr. Haldeman's request had originated as a result of a con~ 
versation between Senator Henry M. Jackson of Washington and 
then President Richard M. Nixon in which Senator Jackson 
indicated one of his staff directors believed there had been 
an increase in Soviet interest on Capitol Hill. Mr. Huston 
requested the FBI interview this employee; and with the 
knowledge and consent of Senator Jackson, this interview was 
conducted and the results thereof furnished to Mr. Haldeman 

/ by letter dated August 12, 1970. 

AS. 
fy 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE \ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 3, 1975 

~~ 

INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACTS BETWEEN 
, REPRESENTATIVES OF THE SOVIET UNION AND 
MEMBERS OR STAFF PERSONNEL OF THE UNITED STATES 
CONGRESS FURNISHED TO THE WHITE HOUSE AT THE 

REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT 

This concerns recent efforts by:-Mr. Nicholas M. 
Horrock of "The New York Times" to interview former Assistant 
to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach and former Security 
Coordinating Supervisor Courtland J. Jones of the Washington 
Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), as 
to whether Mr. DeLoach was responsible for having Mr. Jones 
compile data on several Congressmen in 1968. 

An extensive search of the records of this Bureau has. 
not disclosed any record which would*support, corroborate or 
lend any substance to the allegation raised PY Mr. Horrock's 
inguiry. 

Our records did disclose the following information 
which may be relevant to that inquiry: 

‘On March 14, 1966, then President Lyndon B. Johnson 
informed Mr. DeLoach he was very concerned about the actions 
of Iron Curtain embassies in Washington, D. C. The President 
indicated he wanted then FBI Diréctor J. Edgar Hoover informed 
that the FBI should constantly keep abreast of the actions of - 
representatives of these embassies in making contact with 
cage and Congressmen and any citizen of ® prominent nature. 
The President stated she strongly felt tyat mach Ot Cho protest 
concerning his “Vietnam poliéy, particurariy fee ‘heariligs fy" me 
the Senate, had been generated by the Soviet Embassy, Washington, . 
D. C. 

ZN 

The President instructed that the FBI should use any 
method or device whatsoever to keep him advised as to the 
identity and purpose of visits paid by legislators and other 
prominent U. S. citizens to Iron Curtain embassies. 

Z SECRET 

Classified by Director, FBI 
Exempt from GDS, Categories 2 and 3 
Date of Declassification Indefinite 
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" SECRET 

Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 
Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 
Congress Furnished to the White House at the 
Request of the President 

The President continued by stating he would like 
Director Hoover to have prepared a chronological study, 
beginning in July, 1964, and continuing up to the present 
time, of all legislators who have called at the Soviet Embassy. 
He stated he felt such a study would clearly reflect that 
Senators J. William Fulbright of Arkansas and Wayne L. Morse 
of Oregon had been in constant contact with the Soviet Embassy. 

Mr. Hoover subsequently instructed that the requested 
material be prepared for transmittal to the White House and 
_this was accomplished by means of a letter to Mr. W. Marvin 
Watson, Special Assistant to the President, dated March 21, 
1966, which transmitted the requested summary of information ° 
which was dated March 18, 1966. The summary set forth in 
chronological order contacts by each Senator, Representative, 

| or staff member who had contacts with the Soviet Embassy during 
| the period July 1, 1964, through March 17, 1966. The transmittal 
| letter closed with a recapitulation of the number of contacts in 

each category together with the statement, "Based upon our 
coverage, it appears that Soviet officials are making more 
contacts with Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, 
Senator Robert F. Kennedy of New York, Senator George McGovern 
of South Dakota, and Senator Wayne L. mene of eegouN than with 
other United States legislators." 

4 

The summary, which comprised 67 pages, stated: 

"Information not attributed herein to specific sources 
wes St obtained from confidential sources who have furnished 
ee Shes inf6Tia tciUn to chéeredePal Bureau Se Inveswigakien eee #5 te, 
in the past. The information was developed through coverage 
of representatives and establishments of the Soviet Union in 
the United States. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has 
conducted no investigation of members of Congress." 

ip 

On March 22, 1966, Mr. Hoover, noting that the 
President was very pleased with the material, instructed that 
Similar material be prepared, bringing this matter up to date 

: every ten days to two weeks. 
—— 

SECRET 

ay 
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Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 

SECRET 

Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 

Congress Furnished to the White House at the © 
Request 

In early May, 1966, the President requested: that 
Similar information, going back to January 1, 1965, be furnished 
to him, but asked that it be presented in chronological fashion 
in order to give a day~to-day picture of contacts between 
Congressional representatives and Soviet officials. 
President felt that such a summary would give a concise picture 
of a pattern of constant and continual contacts between the 
Soviets and Congressional representatives. 
was dated May 5, 1966, and which consisted of 48 pages, was 
delivered to the President on May 13, 1966. 
that information contained therein was obtained from coverage 
of representatives and establishments of the Soviet Union in 
the United States and that "The FBI has conducted no investi-~ 

of the President 

gation of members of Congress.” 

Biweekly additions to this summary’ were subsequently 
the White House. Dissemination of this material 
House was terminated in January, 1969, on the 

furnished to 
to the White 
instructions 

It should also be noted that on July 27, 1970, 
Assistant to Mr. H. R. Haldeman, Special Assistant Larry Higby, 

of Director Hoover. 

This summary noted 

This summary, which 

to the President, advised that Mr. Haldeman wanted any 
information possessed by the FBI relating to contacts between 
Soviet nationals and Members of Congress and its staff. 
Material concerning such matters which had been previously 
furnished to the White House at the request of President Johnson 
was reviewed and a statistical compilation of such contacts, 
from January 1, 1967, was furnished to Mr. Haldeman as an 
enclosure to a letter dated July 295 
Secret." The stavistifis werehcokenft dows 
Representatives and staff employees. 
information therein was developed through FBI coverage of 
Soviet officials and establishments in Washington, D. C., 
and included two examples of Soviet intelligence initiatives 
directed against Capitol Hill without identifying the Soviets 
or Americans 
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_« SECRET 

Re: Information Concerning Contacts Between 
Representatives of the Soviet Union and 
Members or Staff Personnel of the United States 
Congress Furnished to the White House at the 
Request of the President 

On August 4, 1970, Mr. Tom C. Huston, Staff Assistant 
at the White House, advised that Mr. Haldeman was pleased with 
the information furnished to him. Mr. Huston stated 

| Mr. Haldeman's request had originated as a result of a con- 
versation between Senator Henry M. Jackson of Washington and 
then President Richard M. Nixon in which Senator Jackson 
indicated one of his staff directors believed there had been 
an increase in Soviet interest on Capitol Hill. Mr. Huston 
requested the FBI interview this employee; and with the 
knowledge and consent of Senator Jackson, this interview was 
conducted and the results thereof furnished to Mr. Haideman 
by letter dated August 12, 1970. 

Kr : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION y 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 26535 

February 14, 1975 

WILLIAM R, ANDERSON 
FORMER UNITED STATES 
CONGRESSMAN 
(DEMOCRAT ~ TENNESSEE) 

a 

An article in the January 19, 1975, issue of the Washington Post 
written by Ronald Kessler stated that the Federal Bureau of Investigation in- 
vestigated former Congressman William R. Anderson of Tennessee after he 
made remarks critical of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This article 
states in part: 

", . . an informed source said Hoover had ordered derogatory material 
gathered on Rep, Anderson, who was defeated in 1972 after serving four 
terms. The order was given after Anderson criticized Hoover for naming 
Daniel and Philip Berrigan as having plotted to kidnap a high government 
Official. . . In complying with Hoover's order, agents in Nashville office 
of the FBI first provided relatively inocuous information about Anderson, 
the source said. But Hoover ordered them to try again, the source said, 
and this time they reported that the madam of a house of prostitution had 
said she thought Anderson had visited her place of business several years 
earlier. The purported identification was made from a photo the agents 
showed of Anderson, he added." * 

The source of the above information was not identified in the news article. 
A 

wed resivew of dismatyes hasteeda made and.the following irformaven  ¢° 
has been developed: as 

The former Special Agent in Charge of our Memphis, Tennessee, Office 
who was there in 1970 has advised that during the Fall of 1970 there was con- 
siderable publicity concerning charges made by U. S. Representative Anderson 
from Tennessee regarding the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Andersen's 
charges generally reflected on the integrity, ability and accomplishments of the 

g 
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Bureau and on the Director himself. | y 

He recalled that shortly after the publicity an Agent of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation in Nashville, Tennessee, received a call from an old- 
time *madam"™ who had furnished the Agent with information for many years 
concerning prostitution. She volunteered to the Agent that she was irritated 
by comments made by Anderson and said that she had supplied Anderson with 
prostitutes for the past six or seven years at various motels in the Nashville 
metropolitan area. 

‘ He said this information was volunteered and unsolicited and no in- 
vestigation was conducted. The information was furnished in a personal letter 
to Mr. Hoover by the then Special’ Agent in Charge of the Memphis Office 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Former Agents in the Nashville, Tennessee, area during the pertinent 
period were recently contacted. They have advised that they never investigated 
Anderson and had never shown Anderson's photograph. 

The Washington Post news article quoted earlier mentioned that the 
identification of Anderson was made from a photograph shown by Agents. A 
review of the files of the Memphis Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
disclosed only one picture of Anderson and it appeared in an article in the 
Nashville Banner on January 21, 1975. There was no photograph of Anderson 
in the files which might have been shown by Agents at an earlier date. 

There was no evidence in the files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
showing that former Director Hoover ', . . ordered derogatory material 
gathered on Rep, Anderson.’' There is no photograph of Anderson in the 
files of our Memphis Office as noted above. There is no evidence that a 
photograph of Anderson was shown by Agents and no evidence that an in- 
vestigation of Anderson was conducted in relation to his association with 
prostitutes. - 

‘ a ¥ pn Bek: Be, ah 2% 3x8 eg oo aoe AES iF =. i Pe 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 3, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA 
(WALTER W. JENKINS) 

Item 5 of the "Sullivan Memoranda" reads: 

"Re: Walter W. Jenkins 
& 

"President Johnson called the FBI on October 27, 1964 
to give instructions that Andy Choka (involved with 
Jenkins) be pinned down more fully. President Johnson 
said he had noted the FBI had not asked Choka if he had 
known Grenier (phonetic) or Burch of the Republican 
Party. President Johnson said FBI must ask 
Choka this question. President Johnson also said that 

: the FBI should bring pressure to bear on the Park 
| : Policeman who had lied about Jenkins attempting to 

solicit him in LaFayette Park on the night of October 1, 
1964, The FBI in keeping with Johnson's wishes had 
already asked Bill Moyers to have Stewart Udall 
secretary of the Department of Interior to bring 
pressure on the Park Policeman with no results. 
President Johnson next discussed in some length on 
the ‘unfortunate publicity’ about the flowers which 
Mr. Hoover had sent to Mr. Jenkins. Instructions were 
given to have FBI agents ‘bear down on Choka with 
respect to his knowledge of the two Republican National 

.z Committee members mentioned as well ad once again | 
aa ve Whe. . gadstioning him as to atiossible frame up. !" ape ws Gar 

A review of Bureau files has determined the existence of a 
memorandum from C. D. DeLoach to Mr. Mohr dated October 27, 1964, 
captioned "Walter W. Jenkins, Special Inquiry.'' The October 27, 1964, 
memorandum reports the contents of a call from President Lyndon B. 
Johnson to C. D. DeLoach on October 27, 1964. 

a 
7 

co 
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Pertinent portions of the memorandum follow: y . 

"The President called me at approximately 2:10 p.m. today 
while I was at lunch. He stated he had thoroughly read the big report 
sent over to him onthe Jenkins matter. He stated he thought it was very 
complete and that the FBI had done a good job. He mentioned there was 
one thing that was bothering him. He then stated that he felt we should 
aitempt to tie Andy Choka down a little further. He noted that we had 
not asked Choka if he had known Grenier (ph.) or Burch of the Republican 
Party. The President stated in order to round out this picture more 
complete he thought we should contact Choka once again and ask him 
these specific questions. 

a . 

"The President asked me if I thought that Choka could have 
been part of a frame-up. I told him there was no evidence to this effect, 
that Choka had a previous record of sexual offenses and that apparently 
he had been in the basement men's room of the YMCA on 10/7/64 with 
the hopes of finding a person to commit a homosexual act with. 

"The President . . . did think we should attempt to bring 
further pressure on the Park Policeman who had lied about Jenkins 
attempting to solicit him in LaFayette Park on the night of 10/7/64. 

| "I told the President I had asked Bill Moyers to have Stewart 
Udall, Secretary of the Department of Interior, to bring pressure on the 
Park Policeman (Shoemaker) so that this man would reveal all facts in 
his possession. The President stated Udall had already tried to bring 
pressure on this man and that such pressure amounted to nothing." 

The DeLoach memorandum‘continued that the President discussed 
the Director's sending flowers to Jenkins at the time of Jenkins' hospitaliza- 
tion. The memorandum stated that the President dwelt at some length on 
the "unfortunate publicity" about the flowers. % 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

February 3, 1975 

INFORMATION CONCERNING WASHINGTON STAR NEWS 
ARTICLE, JANUARY 31, 1975, REGARDING HALE BOGGS’ 
SON CLAIMING POSSESSION OF FILES ON WARREN 
COMMISSION CRITICS 

The Washington Star News, a Washington, D. C., daily news- 
paper, carried an article in the January 31, 1975,- edition, page A-4, . 
under an Associated Press release captioned "Boggs! Son Tells of Files 
on Warren Panel," The article quotes Tom H. Boggs, Jr., son of the 
late Representative Hale Boggs, as claiming that in 1970 his father gave 
him dossiers which the FBI compiled on critics of the Warren Commission 
in an attempt to discredit them, According to the article, Boggs’ son 
stated they weren't basically sex files. They had some of that element 
but most of the material dealt with left wing organizations these people 
belonged to, "' 

Tom H. Boggs, Jr., declined to identify all seven of the critical 
authors but stated that writer Edward Jay Epstein and lawyer Mark Lane 
were among the individuals on whom he had information. Boggs, Jr., 
reportedly stated that the information given him by his father included a 
photograph of one of the seven engaging in an unnatural § sex act with two 
women. 

$ 

In a review of Bureau files no evidence was found that any 
information of this nature was ever disseminated directly to Hale Boggs 
from the FBI. 

ea ge eg? EA ae 
—— « However, he Sourdie file review indicates “that on November gre 

1966, memoranda were furnished to Marvin Watson, Special Saale to 
President Johnson, at the White House, at his request, setting forth pertinent 
information contained in Bureau files regarding background on seven individuais 
who wrote unfavorable articles concerning the Warren Commission findings. 

x 
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The seven individuals mentioned in the memordndum to 
Mr. Watson were Edward Jay Epstein; Joachim Joesten; Penn Jones, Jr.; 
Mark Lane; Richard H. Popkin; Leo Sauvage; Harold Weisberg. 

In a cover letter to Mr. Watson he was advised that Bureau 
files contained no pertinent data with respect to Sylvan Fox, an author 
critical of the investigation surrounding President Kennedy's assassina~ 
tion. “ae 

In addition to background information regarding the seven critics 
of the Warren Commission, we disseminated to Mr. Watson at the White 
House one facial photograph of Mark Lane, one obscene photograph of Mark 
Lane lying on a bed, a hand printed instruction by Lane regarding perverted 
sexual acts and signed statements from two women concerning the per- 
formance of unnatural sex acts on the person of Mark Lane. 

Regarding the dissemination concerning Mark Lane, we 
received information that in 1962 the District Attorney of Queens County, 
New York, conducted an investigation of Mark Lane for alleged sodomy. 
At that time statements from two women were received along with an 
obscene photograph of Lane and hand printed instruction which Lane gave 
to one of the girls in order that they could perform upon his person 
perverted sexual acts of a sadistic masochistic nature. 

The background information furnished to the White House 
regarding Mark Lane indicated that he is an attorney, born in New York 
City on February 24, 1927, and that he has a long history of affiliation 
with Communist Party front groups and organizations which have been 
-cited as subversive. 

4 

The "Daily Worker" for May 27%, 1953, states that the National 
Lawyers Guild held an election of officers on May 26, 1953, and that Mark 
Lane was elected an ex officio member of the board of directors of the 
NEtional@awyets Guild. THe GDailyfVvorke# “was an East Coast com- 
munist newspaper. The House Committee on Un-American Activities has 
described the National Lawyers Guild as the foremost legal bulwark of 
the Communist Party. 

Lane was elected to the New York State Assembly in.1960 and 
in May, 1962, he was defeated in an attempt to secure the nomination as 
a candidate for United States House of Representatives from the 19th 

; a 
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Congressional District in New York. A source reported in,yconnection 
with Lane's attempt to secure this nomination that a meeting of the 
Manhattan County Communist Party Coordinating Committee was held 
on April 5, 1962, to discuss election problems in the 19th Congressional 
District. It was reported that the speaker at this meeting stated that the 
Committee had to support Mark Lane as the candidate since his views 
were most consistent with the "people's program.'. The speaker 

' further indicated that a victory for Lane would be a tremendous victory 
for the progressive movement. 

In the Washington Star News article the name of Edward Jay 
Kipstein was also mentioned by Tom H. Boggs, Jr. According to Bureau 
files, Epstein was born Recember 6, 1935, and wrote "Inquest" as his 
Master's thesis at Cornell University. In 1958 he traveled as a tourist 
in the Soviet Union and described himself as a student residing in New 
York City. As of November 8, 1966, the date of FBI dissemination 
to the White House regarding critics "of the Warren Commission, Epstein 
had no known arrest record. 

No information was developed or furnished to the White House 
concerning immoral conduct on the part of the seven above-listed critics 
of the Warren Commission with the exception of the information furnished 
regarding Mark Lane. 

we 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 
(PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S INQUIRY CONCERNING 

DONALD B, REYNOLDS' USE OF $25, 000 
FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES) 

The Sulliyan memoranda on page 3 states that President 
Lyndon B. Johnson telephonically requested the FBi to locate Don Reynolds 
(a personality in the Bobby Baker case) and ascertain how Reynolds disposed 
of $25, 000 which he allegedly received. President Johnson reportedly 
was of the opinion that Reynolds utilized the funds for bribery purposes 
on behalf of the Republican Party. Sullivan states in his memoranda 
that President Johnson's request was complied with but the results were 
negative. 

A review of Bureau files disclosed a memorandum dated 
September 1, 1964, from Mr. Rosento Mr. Belmont, reporting a telephone 
request for investigation from the Deputy Attorney General Nicholas 
Katzenbach to Inspector Robert Wick. 

Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach advised that the President 
(Johnson) telephonically requested the Department of Justice conduct 
investigation regarding an allegation by Senator John J. Williams. Senator 
Williams stated on September 1, 1964, in the Senate, that a payoff was 
alleged to have been made by Don Reynolds. Investigation was immediately 
instituted upon Deputy Attorney General ee request. 

‘ig gi ekee efde , fokwowing the request of Katzenbach, President: 3 OMNS CHS EP get 
i. telephonically contacted Assistant Dire ctor Cartha D, De Loach on November 18, 

1964, and referred to the same $25, 000 allegation with a personai request that 7 
the matter be investigated. As the Bureau started the investigation upon 
Katzenbach's earlier call on September 1, 1964, it was not necessary to open 
anew case on the basis of the President's request. Additionally, the results 
of our investigation were being disseminated to the Department of Justice and 
the White House. 

3 
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In substance, the FBI investigation revealed an absencé of 
sufficient evidence to sustain a violation regarding the alleged $25,000 
fund, The case was closed on June 1, 1966, upon the written authority of 
Assistant Attorney General Fred M. Vinson, Jr. 
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tae. GPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
JULY 1973 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11,6 

@NITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
ro  : The Deputy Attorney General DATE: February 3, 1975 

FRoM : Director, FBI 

sunset: BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
| DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 

IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

Pursuant to your, request of January 28, 1975, for a complete 
- report on the Bobby Baker investigation the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum contains background information relative to this matter, 

Enclosure 

6h. 
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SJFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
te 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 ¥ 

February 3, 1975 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

In response to the request made by Deputy Attorney 
General Laurence H. Silberman for a complete report on the 
Bobby Baker investigation, in which it was mentioned that the 
FBI turned down requests for a body recorder and also for the 
contents of a communication from Mr. Hoover.to President Johnson 
regarding this matter, the following is submitted. 

By memorandum dated 3/25/65, Assistant Attorney General, 
(AAG) Criminal Division, requested that the FBI take necessary 
steps to place a body recorder on the person of Wayne L. Bromley 
to record the conversations of Bromley with Clifford L. Jones and 
Bobby Baker. This would have necessitated placing a recorder on 
the person of Bromley prior to the time he left Washington, D. C., 
as he was being met in Los Angeles by Jones upon his arrival. 
Bromley, a Washington, D. C., Attorney and close associate of 
Baker, was cooperating with the FBI and had testified before 
the Bakez Grand Jury. Jones is a former Lieutenant Governor 
of the State of Nevada and is an Attorney as well as a member 
of one of the corporations which was furnishing cash to Baker 
for his assistance. 

By letter dated 3/26/65 from the Director to Mr. Herbert 
J. Miller, AAG, he was informed the Department's request for 
the use of the body recorder on the® person of Bromley was 
inadvisable in view of the fact that the maximum security for 
the equipment and Bromley's person could not be accomplished, as 
well as adequate security could not be ee ee at the hotels. 

& ; B ages Be ARS SEE se 5 . 

y iStter Gated iy B® eo wes Oia Marvin*Watson, 
Special Assistant to the eae nk, The White House, the President 

| was advised of the circumstances regarding the request of the 
i Criminal Division of the Department to place a body recorder on 

Bromley and the Bureau's declination to honor this request. ° 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERWING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

Included in the letter to Mr. Watson was the fact 
that Acting Attorney General Clark had advised an official of 
this Bureau on 12/23/66 that after the FBI's refusal to monitor 
the meeting in Los Angeles, the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service or the Bureau of Narcotics was contacted, and that he 

was certain it was the Bureau of Narcotics that handled the 
monitoring. No documentation of this conversation located. 

A mote added ‘on page three of the. letter dated 
1/12/67 sets forth information that the letter was submitted 
to “advise the White House as to circumstances under which 
this Bureau tape recorded, on 3/25/65, two telephone calls 
(deemed to be legal by Department) involving Baker, but 
refused to eiectronically monitor a meeting in Los Angeles 
on 3/26/65 between Baker and two of his associates. These 
calls and the meeting were referred to in a 1/11/67 news 
article in the “Washington Evening Star" and undoubtedly 
Will receive much publicity when results are introduced as 
evidence in present trial of Baker.” 

On 1/17/67 Assistant to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach 
was called to the White House by Marvin Watson and Watson 
referred to the Director's memorandum to the President setting 
forth the information that the FBI had refused a request to 
utilize a recording device in the Baker case. Watson furnished 
information that inasmuch as the Bureau of Narcotics had later 
handled this matter for the Department of Justice, the President 
had demanded a summary memorandum from the Secretary of Treasury 
concerning the matter. Watson also indicated the President was 
quite exercised about the fact the FBI had properly refused only 
to have the Treasury honor the request of the Repartment of Justice. 

wee Eat ae “ LF x, ees be Sees: . ih Wee Ee rsu Pa Seg Mee WatSon stated that “tnd Bresifiiic Faived ¥ ‘Complees 
run-down on the following names, and that any inquiry should be . 
made as discreetly as possible. 

Fred Dick - Narcotics Bureau - 
Robert E. Jordan, III ~ Treasury Department 
George Gaffney - Narcotics Bureau 
Jack Miller -— Former AAG, Criminal Division | 
Pred B. Smith ~ Narcotics Bureau 

*,° 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

He also requested that it should be specifically pointed out 
whether any of the aforementioned individuals were close to 
Bobby Kennedy. Mr. Watson further stated the President did 
not want any record made of this request and wanted the informa- 
tion furnished to him in blind memorandum form. Information was 
prepared in blind memorandum form regarding these individuals 
and furnished to the President and, with the exception of 
former AAG Miller, our file review and liaison representatives 
did not develop any infodrmation indicating any association of 
the individuals with Robert F. Kennedy. 
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GSA FPMR (41: CFR) 101.11.6 

UNIFED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO : The Deputy Attorney General DATE: February 3, 1975 

y 

From : Director, FBI 

‘sugject: BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
| DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 

IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

Pursuant to your, request of January 28, 1975, for a complete 
report on the Bobby Baker investigation the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum contains background information relative to this matter, 

Enclosure 

é 

é 
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f oan : Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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DFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

4h 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 y 

February 3, 1975 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

in response to the request made by Deputy Attorney 
General Laurence H. Silberman for a complete report on the 
Bobby Baker investigation, in which it was mentioned that the 
FBI turned down requests for a body recorder and also for the 
contents of a communication from Mr. Hoover.to President Johnson 
regarding this matter, the following is submitted. 

By memorandum dated 3/25/65, Assistant Attorney General, 
(AAG) Criminal Division, requested that the FBI take necessary 
steps to place a body recorder on the person of Wayne L. Bromley 
to record the conversations of Bromley with Clifford L. Jones and 
Bobby Baker. This would have necessitated placing a recorder on 
the person of Bromley prior to the time he left Washington, D. C., 
as he was being met in Los Angeles by Jones upon his arrival. 
Bromley, a Washington, D. C., Attorney and -close associate of 
Baker, was cooperating with the FBI and had testified before “ 
the Baker Grand Jury. Jones is a former Lieutenant Governor 
of the State of Nevada and is an Attorney as well as a member: 
of one of the corporations which was furnishing cash to Baker 
for his assistance. 

By letter dated 3/26/65 from the Director to Mr. Herbert 
J. Miller, AAG, he was informed the Department's request for 
the use of the body recorder on the’ person of Bromley was 
inadvisable in view of the fact that the maximum security for 
the equipment and Bromley's person could not be accomplished, as 
well as adequate security could ae be —— at the hotels. 

Sa * ees ‘SBy itter™ dated Leese? # Be the a oHbren Ie Marvin Watson. . 
Special Assistant to the President, whe White House, the President . 
was advised of the circumstances regarding the request of the 
Criminal Division of the Department to place a body recorder on 
Bromley and the Bureau's declination to honor this request. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

Included in the letter to Mr. Watson was the fact 
that Acting Attorney General Clark had advised an official of 
this Bureau on 12/23/66 that after the FBI's refusal to monitor 
the meeting in Los Angeles, the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service or the Bureau of Narcotics was contacted, and that he 
was certain it was the Bureau of Narcotics that handled the 
monitoring. No documentation of this conversation located. 

A note added “on page three of the. letter dated 
1/12/67 sets forth information that the letter was submitted 
to “advise the White House as to circumstances under which 
this Bureau tape recorded, on 3/25/65, two telephone calls 
(deemed to be legal by Department) involving Baker, but 
refused to electronically monitor a meeting in Los Angeles 
on 3/26/65 between Baker and two of his associates. These 
calls and the meeting were referred to in a 1/11/67 news 
article in the “Washington Evening Star" and undoubtedly 
Will receive much publicity when results are introduced as 
evidence in present trial of Baker." 

On 1/17/67 Assistant to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach 
was called to the White House by Marvin Watson and Watson 
referred to the Director's memorandum to the President setting 
forth the information that the FBI had refused a request to 
utilize a recording device in the Baker case. Watson furnished 
information that inasmuch as the Bureau of Narcotics had later 
handled this matter for the Department of Justice, the President 
had demanded a summary memorandum from the Secretary of Treasury 
concerning the matter. Watson also indicated the President was 
quite exercised about the fact the FBI had properly refused only 
to have the Treasury honor the request of the Repartment of Justice. 

ff & ce eve + " gue 
eae Mt * watSoff stadia thet the Bresident wattted a complete 

run-down on the following names, and that any inquiry should be . 
made as discreetly as possible. a 

a Ko oe 

ees By OF 

Fred Dick ~- Narcotics Bureau 
Robert E. Jordan, III - Treasury Department 
George Gaffney ~- Narcotics Bureau 
Jack Miller ~ Former AAG, Criminal Division 
geen Smith - Narcotics Bureau 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING 
DEPARTMENT'S REQUEST FOR BODY RECORDER 
IN BOBBY BAKER INVESTIGATION IN 1965 

He also requested that it should be specifically pointed out 
whether any of the aforementioned individuals were close to 
Bobby Kennedy. Mr. Watson further stated the President did 
not want any record made of this request and wanted the informa- 
tion furnished to him in blind memorandum form. Information was 
prepared in blind memorandum form regarding these individuals 
and furnished to the President and, with the exception of 
former AAG Miller, our file review and liaison representatives 
did not develop any infdrmation indicating any association of 
the individuals with Robert F. Kennedy. 
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Mee eo: cp 
oe Felt TO MR. TOLSON DATE: September 2, 1970 ee 

no Travelin 
re 

FROM W. M. me Tele. Room 27 a 
$38 wy. 2. Hs fee A ee : . fee 

| Qincr. SECURITY INFORMANTS tS - 8 RACIAL INFOR x 
ss FF (bY -4 | ~ 
s&s PURPOSE: ~ 
Qs is cs te .; 

BE To recommend consideration be given to ‘returning to 7 sandards “5 
-o. permitting field to develop security and racial informants among\Students 18 yea rs . 
2,, 3 of age and older with full individual justification and Bureau approval. ts oy Se a ee denen ne eed ee df : ss e Sens ee ee ee pee re oreo ons POE veer te oe loatisaae : ‘ CBS “BACKGROUND? gt us 

tae a s : ee: 

g ‘+ Our current rule-is that "Students under age 2] years" are not to be GOT 

f- 
se'ot 

Committee and the content may nut 6 disclosed to unauthorized 

“developed either as security informants or racial informants except under highiy | 

Si = Synusual circumstances. Former rule of "under 18" was modified when two student ~ 
Sg Sinformants w went sour; S 
2: 38 
38 SCURRENT I DEVELOPMENTS: 
Soe 

= S Never in our history have we been confronted with as critical a need for 
= § Sinformant coverage. Terrorist violencé is all around us and more has been fo 
2 gthreatened. Even our-own doors are being threatened by Weatherman fanatics, ; 
SS 8 _.Bombings, assassination of police officers, kidnapping and torture murder are all, ~ 
Ss Spart of t the picture. These violence -oriented black and white mmm are at war = 

S gORwith the Government and the American fecig: / Zk if LG AL a 

SRS SO EE ALY Se 
as: Careful surveys nave Been made ol peseens tae in New Left he oe 
“ and Racial fields. In every instance Inspector left strong instructions with SACs to’: | 

- develop more and better informants. These offices have informally indicated, ~~ , 
ifhowever, that their productivity would be greatly enhanced by.a.lowering of, the ES 

, ij age requirements cited above. ~ 
TSSEP 27 1970 

‘ Particularly critical is the need for reliable information about the 
‘activities of violence -oriented groups on campuses. We know the New Lert and 
{the Black Panthers are currently recruiting 18-year-old freshmen students. The 
* Students for a Democratic Society have actually” feserved for ‘yééruiting purposes 
-a room in the Student Union Building at near-by University of Maryland. If we 

al could develop informants among these new members we could guide them to key 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson 
_ Re: Security Informants 

- Racial Informants 

te aie. 
: \positions. By the time they are 2] years. of age they are almost ready 1 es 
| Veollage and have been subjected to the corrosive influence and brainwashing of ultra- 
| j Neral s and radical professors, 

2 

OBSERVATIONS: 

The important consideration, of course, is to protect the Bureau from 
, possible embarrassment, Many of our 18, 19 and 20-year -old men and women are 
, highly intelligent, mature, and loyal citizens, This has recently been recognized 
| by the Congress. in lowering. the voting .age to. 18 years. Itis felt the same concept 

a 

é 3 can logically be Sppiee to the revolutionary comune at home and particularly on 
Campuses, b x 

ee ee CAS A, f enn wey ps ke 

Development of all security and racial informants, regardless of age, is 
very closely supervised at the Seat of Government. It is felt that selective use of 
the 18 through 20-year -old age bracket on specific SAC recommendation and with 
close scrutiny at the Seat of Government can be of tremendous benefit. These 
matters will continue to be very carefully looked into during all field inspections. 

i 
u 
{ 
ed 

RECOMMENDATION: 

_ That the appropriate Manual citations be changed to read "Students 
under age 18. .. ." If approved, to be implemented by Domestic Intelligence 
Division. 

ADDENDUM (9/3/70), WCS:CSH - =, 
strongiy urge the a W oval of this recommendation. As the 

memorandum states, these are indeed critical times. No one can predict 
with accuracy the outcome of the revolutionary. revolutionary, | ‘Struggle going on in 
this country at this time. Those under 20 years of age are playing a 
predominant roie in campus violence. Two of the subjects in the 
University of Wisconsin case are under 20. Logic dictates that we 

concentrate on the actual participants and where the action actually is. 
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@ | _ © 
Mr, Sullivan. 
Mr, Mohr 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Felt 

(typed SORLORP OE A, 1970). 

PERSQUAL, ARTEHEION 
o JOO 
Brennan 

fd fet fat 
we 

proceedings by 

wr request and is not for dissemt- disclosed to unauthorized person- 

3 1 - as ep kelford = Letter to All Special Agents in Charge: ] _ y.- Shackelfo 
to, 

= RE: SECURITY AND RACIAL INFORMANTS | 
3 
$2 - Dear Sir: 
sa , 

rc, Never in our history have we been confronted with 
£33 as critical a need for informant coverage. Terroristic 
om, Violence surrounds us and more has been threatened. Bombings, 
—s° aSsassination of police officers, kidnapping and murder are 

2il part of the picture. Fanatics are at large whe are at 
war with the Government and the American peopie. Particularly 
eritical is the need for reliable information about the 
activities of violence-oriented youthful groups on canpus. 

“kee, 

% 

prepared in response to yo ur Comm 

gour Conmittee and the conten! 1a 

As you are ayvare, you have been previously instructed 
not to use campus student informants under the age of 21. [In 
view of current circumstances, you are authorized to develop 
student: security and racial informants who are 18 years of age 
or older. This presents you with a tremendous opportunity to 
expand your coverage, which is expected. However, in no way 
are your cbhligations to exercise selectivity and tight Sontyes 
lessened in this most sensitive area. 
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Appropriate manuat and nanences changes are forthcoming. 
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John Edgar Hoover 
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f- : 1 - Mr. Mohr 
7 l= Mr. Felt 

1 - Mr, Casper : 
2 i - Mr, Grigalus 

September 21, 1970 

o 
, tS 

a” 

PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE FBI 
HANDBOOK FOR SPECIAL. AGENTS 2 

a 

~*~ 

Change Part I, page 17b, 4., c. to read as 
follows: | . 

| Do not develop students under age of 18 years 

Note the only change is from 21 years to 18&-years. 

Yorker ais wu) CCx x wihb iN ee he ~ / vr ° 
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es NOTE: , 
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wae 4 es 

Handbook changes are being made in accordance with 
memorandum W. M. Felt to Mr. Tolson dated 9/2/70 captioned 
“Security Informants, Racial Informants," which was approved : 
by the Director, - 

4 This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
} nation outside your Committee. Its use ts limited to official proceedings by 

. your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unautho person- 
+ nel without the express approval’of the FSI . 
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September 21, 1970 

: 1 = Mr. Mohr 
PROPOSED CHANCES IN a ae 7 

MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS jf _ yr’ Geiseius 
2Y- 

Change Volume IV, Section 107, page 29, "vw. U 
UTILIZATION OF INFORMANTS AND SOURCES AT INSTITUTIONS OF 

RNING,” to read as 20.10WS: 

1. Use of Students 4 
. 

ss 2. Students under the age of 18 years are not Z 
i to be developed aS sectricy initormants, 3 
SS pocenees security intormants, or other “3 

ypes Of SECULITY SOUTCES mmm mmmSiC » - 

— Note the only change is from 21 years to 18 years. S3 
vn 
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| NOTE: Beene e - 398, : 
Manual changes being made in accordance with 

memorandum W. M. Felt to Mr. Tolson dated 9/2/70 captioned 
"Security Informants, Racial Informants," which was pDEEOYE® 
by the Director. PPLE oe ot tans 
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This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for’ dissemi- 15 SEP 291970 
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Attached hereto is the response to Part 1, item 3 
in the Senate Select Committee letter to Hr. Michael E. 

' Ghaheen, Jv., Esq. dated August 20, 1975, Item 3 is set 
forth as follows: 

Haterials pertaining to the origins, approval, and 
implementation of decision in 1970 to erant approvals for 
Speciol Agents in Charge on their own initiative to authorize 
use o£ concealed recording devices by a Special Agent or 
proven source in covering public appearances by black and 
New Left extremists except where such appearances are at 
educational institutions. } 

LY 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-105 sg Mic =~ 
MAY 1962 EDITION : . ; 
GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 7 : ‘ Tolson 

. DeLoach __™__ UNITED'STATES GC “iRNMENT_ > ee 
". . 1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach + 

Memorandum 1 Me. J.P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. A. Rosen 

TO :>Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: May 21, 1969 ra Gi 

Trotter 
. 1 - Mr. W. M. Felt Tele. Room 

FROM : G. C. Hood OY ‘1 - Mr. I. W. Conrad # Gin’ 
ve 1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan 4,¢, ~ 

sunser{UsE of /SONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES 1 - Me. C. D. Brennan “7 1 Yq yf 
.. IN COVERING:PUBLIC APPEARANCES By 1 ~ Mr. G. C. Moore punk, . 

a . ” L _ Mr. E. R. Rf # © BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS Stars pea ‘AND NEW LEFT EXTREMIST Buchel 
This recommends that added emphasis be placed on use of. 

/ a 

¥ 

SD 8 concealed recording devices by Bureau Agents and proven sources - 
2 f . e e 3 ; : 

© 2 © in. covering public appearances by Black and New Left extfemists. 
a eee = 2 <2 ag her 

4 Ss - ° ; ) & iAaih 

; s $8 | . The Department has pointed out it is activelyreviewing 
- “ee 8 material received with a view toward undertaking prosecution 
» «se whenever sufficient evidence exists to establish a conspiracy to....:. 
Pang & violate our Federal statutes relating to rebellion and insurrection,:. 
i \§S og seditious conspiracy and overthrow of the Government, It is, = "- 

BSsy therefore, incumbent upon us to develop all information possible 

i & 8 concerning such violations and to have ample witnesses available 
£5 3 . when the Department undertakes prosecution. 
Sy ( 
Oo eo . 

| — The obtaining of taped recordings of speeches by / 
| VS Ss extremists who regularly make highly inflammatory statements 
| “S28 provides us with excellent evidentiary material and assists in 
|; & §&.. conserving manpower by reducing the amoun‘. of necessary 
| ~SNS88 corroborating evidence. It is felt that in each instance plans 
{ Byes to cover these appearances should include, consistent with 
| “Xs ° 5S security and where practical, the taping of remarks through use ~« 
a % o 5 

+; 8888 of a concealed recording device by a Bureau Agent or a proven 
i; & z ; ; : ; : j 

S$S88 sources Previous instructions issued to field offices should 
{ oS. ‘therefore be reiterated to insure full utilization of this 

. S888 valuable evidence gathering technique. No recording device . = 
Se £8 is to be used until specinng po are has been obtained. 
Poe > . on . ae a ee . 

6° Ss. sd fs, poe |. ae ~DL¢ 
8 a sf sate 

2 S5 = ACTION: REC-20 Ow, eee ee 

Sess 3, JUN, B 1969 
Attached for your approval is a letter to alr offices 

in Line with the above, 

LY, 
Enclosure. ay 
o-eef~ 3-22-G7 b 
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Mp. C.D. Deloach - 
Me, J. P. Mohr 

- Mr. A. Rosen sped ft pe 

yc \ SAC, Albany | 5/22/69 
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ye 
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Reb : L-Mri WM Felt 
| ads Director, FBI L - Mr, I. W. Conrad 

«See 1 - Me, W. C. Sullivan 
SS" USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVIcES § 1 - Mr, C. D. Brennan 
S88 IN COVERING PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY ee ee 
S&S BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS 1 - Mr, #. KR. otar 
28 
Bs 
S'S -Each public appearance by Black and New Left extremists 
S83 represents a potential for obtaining admissible evidence for 

Pee possible prosecution under Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 2383 
~'§.2.°- Rebellion and Insurrection), Section 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy), 
S". & and Section 2385 (Advocating Overthrow of the Government). 

| oS" Since appearances by such extremists who regularly make highly 
= inflammatory statements have substantially increased, the Khreau - 
8 considers it necessary to reiterate and exvand on prior | - 

instructions issved to instre that appropriate action is being : 
taken from an evidentiary standpoint. In this connection the 
use of concealed recording devices shoxid become an integral 
part of overall efforts to secure the date necessary to prove 
a violation. 

ur Committee, { : 

tttee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthore 

Mery avigfiqu die apress approval of the 

a 

#7 Coverage of these Black and New left extremists must 
iscch that an office willl learn in advanee of proposed public 

making engagements, The office responsible for the locale 
t=ere the speech is scheduled must make immediate plans for 

se taping of remarks through use of a concealed recording 
: evice by a Special Agent or a proven sovree. By tctilizing sveh 
+ “a plevice a verbatin transcript will be readily available and 

TE oo te 

This document is prepared in response to 4a 
bree ren 1 ewaesnram iamina ttn thy earn 

- 

——~eria aout of necessary corroborating evidence will be rec: ced. 
When use of a concealed recording device appears to be warranted 

J) and can be accomplished with full security, furnish the Bo reac 
(> With details pertaining to the appearance ples data which it is 

expected will be obtained and advise whether a Special Agent or 
soured, together with the identity of the sorree, will vtilize 
the recording device. Inclide also the reeqmmendation of the 
SAC, No recording cevice is to be used unti \specific Berea 
uthority has been obtained. ye 

———— 2 » ALL Offices hp 
Ivan 

' L - 62-11228 (STAG) 4 

con LAYERS 2 Lick /tinin Pr : 
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Letter to SAC, Albany 
RE: USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES ‘6 

were 
wt 5 

Recordings obtained by Bureau Avents and sources are 
to be handied as evidence and should be reviewed in the field 
office responsible for cobtaining same, Inflammatory remarics 
are to be set forth verbatim and other pertinent data summarized 
in a letterhead memorandum. A copy of the tape should then be 
forwarded to the Bureau. 

_ ff it is not possible to cover publie appearances 
through use of a concealed recording device, or otherwise 
recorded for evidentiary tse, the Bureau is to be advised in 
the eover communication transmitting the letterhead memorandum 
why such action was ‘hot possible. 

in those instances where copies of taped recordings 
of.speeches by Black and New Left extremists are furnished by en 
police departments, for exemple, it will be necessary to similarly 
review the material, report the information as outlined above, 
and forward a copy to the Bereau, Additionally, under these 
circumstances, you should advise in the cover communication of 
the location of the original tane and tha identity of the 
individual who can introdece it in a court of law, 

tt is expected that all Agent personnel engaged in 
Raciel and New left investigations will be familiar with the 

| eontents of this communication, 
~ 

NOTE: om 

+ See memorandum G C. Moore to i. W, C. Sullivan, 
dated 5/21/69, captioned as above, and prepared by ERS :1kk/rmm, 
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UNITED STATES (OVERNMENT . 

Tolson 

L- Me. W. C, Sullivan je" 
1- Mr. J. P. Mohr tp anan, ©). Memorandum a ee sa 
L - Mr. A 

° Brennar’ | t Casper 

at . A. Rosen co 
TO : MR. C. D. BRENN P ‘ paTe:November 2, 1970 ou —+ 

yt iL, ee eee eee 
| 1 - Mr. G. CGC. Moore Soyars 

0 

ere. noom 

. = a " " ” on : 1 - Mr, Re Le Shackelfordicnes 

“y 
and 

‘RAGIAL CONFERENCE , 2 OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, 1 - Mr. J.C.Michela an’ 
SUBJECTRECOMMENDATION-TO MODIFYXINSTRUCTIONS fi h-fif fy | fo 

“CONCERN TN ECORDINGS OF BLACK AND "NEW “7% Se f5 8 
__LEF LEFT PUBZIC APPEARANCES” ~~ nes 4D {i/ we 

Sb5-ff gion “ &, 3 
To obtain authority to send attached airtel to all field 

offices concerning the recording of public appearances of black and 
Ec itatidet ttn naymptentnat tend tine an sre on a 

tow Left extremists. Sif ave zed person- fit uf ee ae HATE os “t- Ke 

Memorandum G, C. Moore to Mr. W. G. Sullivan 5/ 21/69 obtain- 
ed authority to instruct the field to expand the use of concealed 
recording devices in covering such appearances.. Since that time, the 
2 eld has reported a large number of such appearances and Special . 
Agents in Charge (SACs) have always demonstrated sound judgment in, 
| be eording such coverage under secure conditions. On a number df 
occasions, because of extremely short notice concerning appearehoea, 
there has been insufficient time to obtain Bureau authority. Because 
of this, valuable evidentiary material has béen lost. Recordings are 
the best possible evidence of extremist statements actually made in 
the event of prosecutive action. This matter was discussed in depth 
at captioned conference with field supervisors. It was the unanimous 
recommendation of those supervisors that present instructions con- 
cerning such recordings should be modified in one respect to allow 
ACs to arrange on their own initiative for recordings ° “4 3 

ted to official proceedings by 

BI . 
be disclosed:to unauthori 

onse to your request and is not for dissemt- Its use ts lirm 

proval of the F oh 

Peewee - OF 

4G0- LEC IP om 
The recommendkeion or eee ve “snes have uniformly demon- 

strated excellent judgment in making such recordings to date and 
should ke given authority to record public appearances by black and 
New Left extremists whenever full security can be assured except when . 
such appearances are at educational institutions. When at educational en oppearances _£aic ok ocucartona’ instie 

Si institutions, the field must still obtain prior ior Bureau authority. 
This will give thé field necessary flexibility to record public 
appearances even when advance notice is extremely short. The modi- 
or will in no way supersede or conflict with authority to re- 

yore ord statements given in individual cases under investigation such 
sie yas the Antiriot Law investigations which arose out of violence at the 

yea x 8/68 Democratic National Convention on subjects knowm-as~the WGhiecago 
7" and their defense attorneys William M. Kunstler and Leonard I. 

: Ke Meine) 6 DEC 8 1970 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
RE: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, 
RECOMMENDATION TO MODIFY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING 
RECORDINGS OF BLACK AND NEW LEFT PUBLIC APPEARANCES 

ACTION: 

If approved, attached airtel will be sent to 
all field offices in accordance with the above. No Manual 
changes are necessary. 

Merah | 
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Airtel i =.Mr, W. 
. % ~ Mr, J. P. Mohr 

i =-Mr. C. DB. Brennan 
iL «Mr, A. Rosen 

wt 

C. Sullivan 

and is not for official proce 

L rege a fe 4 . to unauthori SEC PERSONAL ATTENTION 
yA E From: Director, FBI _ . ‘2 

£88 USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES i+ Mr. GC, Moore 
s{§'s IN COVERING PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY iw Mr..R. L. Shackelford - 
=. BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS i-~ Mr. J. C, Michela 
sae ee jee HK Wh gts he e PO PPI PE Tee ee Gof PPE be 

: =8§ _ Se 
| BE 9» ReBulet be all ‘abt 5/ 99/ 69 which set forth : 
| SO*& instructions to expand the ‘use of concealed recording devices 

&SSS by a Special Agent or proven source in covering public 
3 = 9 speaking engagements by black and New Left extremists. Those 

‘ S388 instructions required Bureau authority prior to use of such 
| Sx S S concealed recording devices, 
- SO 65k 

; 3 e038 
i es = Effective upon receipt of this communication, 

SB o 8’ 
HS aes Special Agents in Charge (SACs) may, on their own initiative, 

rize the use of concealed recording devices by a Special 
+) MAID Exceng or proven source in covering public appearances by black 

| Nove ys du 
iew Left extremists except when such appearances are at 

Tati onal institutions, All other instructions set forth in 

remain in effect. pre By bom,’ 
nae “8 Ae a f = ongentt os fx 

I -~ fo ’ “ ae” 

sti In the event GEldappearane es at educational 
in titutions, prior Bureau authority must still -heobtgined 

- before utilizing concealed recording devices. 
\ p | | nce 9 1870 

It is reiterated that such recording devices are } 
to be utilized only when full security-ean be agsi¢éd. i 

Tolson Information developed as a resuit of such coverage must be 
fives ——— promptly furnished to the Bureau in form suitable for 
Sishop 
Brennan, C.D. 

dissemination in accordance with instructions set forth in rele 
Callahan 

‘Conrad J 2 ad All Offices 

Walters 

Sovars 



Airtel to SAC, Albany : 
RE: USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES 

IN COVERING PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY 
, BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS 

Each SAC must personally insure that maximum 
possible use is made of this extremely valuable investigative 
technique. 7 

The foregoing in no way supersedes or conflicts 
_° with instructions to record statements by subjects of 

. individual cases under investigation, In that regard, 
recipients should refer to Chicago airtel to all continental . 
offices and San Juan dated 5/29/69 captioned "David T. 
Dellinger, aka, et al (Travel of Defendants), ARL-- Conspiracy.": 

NOTE: 

See memorandum G, C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
dated 11/2/70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23 
1970, Recommendation to Modify Instructions Concerning 
Recordings of Black ard New Left Public Appearances," 
prepared by JCM:ekw, | 

+ 
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NES § _ This recommends that added emphasis be placed on use of 

BS5 concealed recording devices by Bureau Agents and proven sources 
. "BS... fin. covering public appearances by Black and New Left extfemists 0 
; -§38 a (fea rf neo i JS D atj 
: Sas : The Department has pointed out it is activel¥reviewing 
i «8S material received with a view toward undertaking prosecution 
, $8 whenever sufficient evidence exists to establish a conspiracy to.. 
rote «violate our Federal statutes relating to rebellion.and insurrection; : 
( aS3 seditious conspiracy and overthrow of the Government, It is, , 
| SSs therefore, incumbent upon us to develop all information possible 
| «83 ° concerning such violations and to have ample witnesses available 
Te, 38 when the Department undertakes prosecution, 
SgE8g 
eR SS The obtaining of taped recordings of speeches by 

tf 823 i h larl ke highly infl | sass extremists who regularly make higniy intLammatory statements 

| ~S.»2B provides us with excellent evidentiary material and assists in 
| 82 Se conserving manpower by reducing the amount of necessary 
| wr§ & corroborating evidence. It is felt that in each instance plans 
ah ~ to cover these appearances should include, consistent with | 

“SVR security and where practical, the taping of remarks through use 
; &888 of a concealed recording device by a Bureau Agent or a proven 

else " : . . ‘. ° 
8g sources Previous instructions issued to field offices should 

| SSR therefore be reiterated to insure full utilization of this 
j Ses = valuable evidence gathering technique. No recording device ; 
‘8 28 is to be used until specin¥g lo papery jibe ee been obtained, 
‘ Rm > 5! wag “} LY 

| BB Sy . REC-20 fa le “2A 
' 

Attached for your approval isa letter™ to JUN 2 off ces 
in line with the above. s coment meercremen | 
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EX-116 : 3 - Mr, A. Rosen 
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%, 

at SAC, Albany | 5/22/69 

| *REC-20 / = ~ 2A y -Mr; Wo Ms Felt 
“Dixector, FBI ; ~ Mr, I. W. Conrad 

we” 1 - Mr, W. C. Sullivan 

1 
L 
1 

° 

Mi~ ao 
USE CF CONCEALED RISCCRDING DEVICES 
IN COVERING PLBLIC APPEARANCES BY 
BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREHISTS 

- Mr. C. D. Brennan 

"ae Mr. Ge Gs Moore 

- Mr. E. R. Stark 

-Each public appearance by Black and New Left extremists 
represents a potential for obtaining admissible evidence for | 
possible prosecution under Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 23383 
(Rebellion and Insurrection), Section 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy); ~~ 
and Section 2385 (Advocating Gverthrow of the Government). é 
Sinee appearances by such extremists who regularly make highly 
inflammatory statements lave substantially inereased, the Ireau - . 
considers it necessary to reiterate and exsand on prior i 
instructions issved to insure that appropriate action is being 
taken from an evidentiary standpoint. in this connection the 
use of concealed recording devicas shovid become an integral 
part of overall efforts to secure the data necessary to prove Pay 
a violation. 

a” 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for disse 

Tis use is limited tp official proceedings by « 

1d the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person press approval of the FBI .° xr Conumittee., as 

Coverage of these Black and New left extremists mist 
¥sceh that an office willi learn in advance of proposed public 
aking eneagements, The office responsible fer the locale 

‘pre the speech is scheduled must méke immediate plans for 
taping of remarks through use of a coneealed: recording 

evice by a Special Asent or a proven sovrce. By ctiliging such 
a pevice a verbatim transcript will be readily available and 

prim asount of necessary corroborating evidence will be redvced. 
When use of a concealed recording device appears to be warranted 

a _ and ean be accomplished with full security, fornish the Bereac } 

f 

rk gr 2 RE ee Prere perenne pms be aaa 

~~ 

ts MDED COPY FILED IN 

UNRECO ieee 

‘ ETRE LIE OE yr 

X 
> with details pertaining to the appearance ples data which it is 
f expected will be obtained and advise whether a Special Agent or 

sovree, together with the identity of the socree, will utilize 
the recording device. ineclvde also the reeemmendation of the gh 
SAG, No recording device is to be used unti \ 
thority has been obtained. 
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Letter to SAC, Albany 
RE: USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES 

we 
— 

| : sn . 
—- +-——""ss Recordings obtained by Bureau Agents and sovrces are 

te be handied as. evidence and should be reviewed in tha field 
office responsible for obtaining same. Inflammatory remarks 
are to be set forth verbatim and other pertinent data summarized 
in a letterhead memorandum. A copy of the tape should then be 

| forwarded to the Bureau, 

| 
| 

| 
{ 

1 

| 
| 

_ 4d it is not possible to cover public appearances 
through use of a concealed recording device, or otherwise 
xecorded for evidentiary use, the Bureau is to be advised in 

_ the cover comminication transmitting the letterhead memorandum 
why stch action was ‘not possible, 

in those instances where coples of taped recordings 
of speeches by Black and New Left extremists are furnished by 
police departments, for example, it will -be necessary to similarly’ 
review the material, aaa the information as outlined above, 
and forward a copy toe the Bureau, Additionally, under these 
cireunmstances, you should advise in the cover comm:nication of 
the location of the orlginal tape and the identity of the 
individual who can intreduce it in a court of law. 

ft is expected that all Agent personnel engaged in 
Racial and New Left investigations will be familiar with the 
contents of this communication. 

NOTE: . 

. See memorandum G, C. Moore to Wr. W. C. Sullivan, 
dated 5/21/69, captioned as above, and prepared by ERS :lkk/rmm, 
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1 - Mr. J.P. Mohr hd Brennan, = 

Memorandum LM. OLD, Brewmesy’ em 
4 1 - Mr. A. Rosen a 

TO : MR. C. OD. BRENNAN ‘ paTe:November 2, 1970 ee 

: pe | () ni l-- Mr. J. J. Casper a 
ee 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore Soyars 

“2 o e 7% ele. Room 
OMS oe © ee 1 - Mr. R.L. Shackelfordicines 

and 

\RAGTAE-CONFERENCE, OCTOBER_22-23, 1970, 1 - Mr. J ‘Ce a 
SUBJECT SZRECOMMENDATION TO “MODIFYMINSTRUCTIONS PLP ia 

“—CONCERNINGXRECORDINGS OF BLACK AND NEW “Zi 
LEFT PUBLIC APPEAR Sera 4 

SF 305-111 + re 
To obtain authority to send attached airtel to all field 

offices concerning the recording of public appearances of yeaek and 
New Left extremists.” oe. jus Bg? Ge ATE Mee te tees 

# 4 «* 4 - 

»- 

a8 Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 5/21/69 obtain- 
ed authority to instruct the field to expand-the use of concealed 
recording devices in covering such appearamces. Since that time, the 
field has reported a large number. of such appearances and Special. 
Agents. in Charge (SACs) have always demonstrated sound judgment in/ 
affording such coverage under secure conditions. On a number of 
occasions, because of extremely short notice concerning appearahgés, 
there has been insufficient time to obtain Bureau authority. Because 
of this, valuable evidentiary material has bdéen lost. Recordings are 
the best possible evidence of extremist statements actually made in 
the event of prosecutive action. This matter was discussed in depth 
at captioned conference with field supervisors. It was the unanimous 

+ recommendation of those supervisors that present instructions con- 
cerning such recordings should be modified in one respect to allow 
ACs to arrange on their own ee i for - recordings. 

GE REE AE. Fe a1 4 
-The recommandh3 ion — Sati SACS have uniformly demon- 

strated excellent judgment in making such recordings to date and 
should ke given authority to record public appearances by black and 
New Left extremists whenever full security can be assured except when 
such appearances are at educational institutions. When at “educational 
i institutions, the field must still obtain prior Bureau authority. 
This will give thé field necessary flexibility to record public 
appearances even when advance notice is extremely short. The modi- 
fication will in no way supersede or conflict with authority to re- 

yrtord statements given in individual cases under investigation such 
BAY vas the Antiriot Law investigations which arose out of violence at the 
v ve 8/68 Democratic National Convention on subjects knowm-as-the. JCGhicago 

ed to official proceedings by 
éd to unauthorized person- 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan . 

RE: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, ¢ 

RECOMMENDATION TO MODIFY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING 
RECORDINGS OF BLACK AND NEW LEFT PUBLIC APPEARANCES 

Bae 

ACTION : 

If approved, attached airtel will be sent to 
all field offices in accordance with the above. No Manual 

changes are necessary. 
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Qe - g : 
ss oe Airtel-—-~— : i = Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

ss 7 ee t=» Mr, J, P. Mohr 
SQ a ee £ ~ Mr. C. Dd, Brennan 

88 ; i ~ Mr, A, Rosen 
"3 \ Y, To: SAC, Albany | tL - Mr. J. J. Casper 
sg PERSONAL ATTENTION 
in shy From: Director, FEI oe 

oes USE OF -CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES i ~ Mr, G, C. Moore 
g IN COVERING PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY i ~ Mr. R. L. Shackelford 

BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS 1- Mr, .J. ©, Michela 
eM ee ee (Po NTMI E EE (Pe Ome 

ReBulet to all offices 5/ 22/ 69 which set forth 
instructions to expand the use of concealed recording devices 
by a Special Agent or proven Source in covering public 
speaking engagements by black and New Left extremists, Those 
instructions required Bureau authority prior to use of such 
concealed recording devices. 

Oe et a Oem et 

Effective upon receipt of this communication, 
“Special Agents in Charge (SACs) may, on their own initiative, 
authorize the use of concealed recording devices by a Special 

CMRI fAgent or proven source in covering public appearances by black 
i nove Se 1G | ‘Mew Left extremists except when such appearances are at 
: educkional institutions. All other instructions set forth in 
RS Se WBiclek remain in effect. pry we Je Lear we. _ 26 LE / 

Ae yet ney In. the event-GHdppearances at ‘aiaai ae 
“in itutions » prior Bureau authority must still _beobteined 

Z| before utilizing concealed recording devices. 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi nation outside your Committec. nel without the express approval of t your Committee and the content may 

a | 

I) A ; nec 9 1970 ; 

ee It is reiterated that such recording devices are i 
to be utilized only when full security~ean be assiivéd. iQ 

Tolson information developed as a result of such coverage must be 
i" ——— - promptly furnished to the Bureau in form suitable for 

Bishop oe ae dissemination in accordance with instructions. set forth in relet. 

Offices a . : * , . { 

SEE NOTE PAGE on 

ed a Seok 



Airtel to SAC, Albany : 
“—— RET USE OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES 

AN COVERING PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY 
, BLACK AND NEW LEFT EXTREMISTS 

Each SAC must personally insure that maximum 
possible use is made of this extremely valuable investigative 

| technique, 

The foregoing in no way supersedes or conflicts 
_’ with instructions to record statements by subjects of 

individual cases under investigation, in that regard, 
recipients should refer to Chicago airtel to all continental 
offices and San Juan dated 5/29/69 captioned "David T. 
Dellinger, aka, et al (Travel of Defendants), ARL - Conspiracy." 

NOTE: 

See memorandum G, C, Moore to Mr. C, D. Brennan 
dated 11/2/70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23 
1970, Recommendation to Modify Instructions Concerning 
Recordings of Black ard New Left Public Appearances," 
prepared by JCM:ekw, 
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Part I item 2 

Attached hereto is the response to Part 1, item 2 
in the Senate Swlect Committee letter to Mr. Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
Esq. dated August 20, 1975. Item 2 is set forth as follows: 

Materials pertaining to a two-day conference held at FBI Headquarters 
on September 17-18, 1970, with racial supervisors from 39 field offices plus 
two legal attaches, including the initiation of the conference, the 
subjects discussed, and any advice or instructions to the field related 
thereto. 

We were unable to locate any information concerning a conference 
held at FBI Headquarters on September 17-18, 1970, attended by racial 
supervisors from 39 field offices and two legal attaches. The 
attached material concerning the conference held at FBI Headquarters 
October 22-23, 1970, undoubtedly is the conference referred to in 
the Senate Select Committee letter. 

| 
: 
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S°S SspECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU | 
S88 SpeRSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY~ , 
5 sINVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT , | 
S133 “ DEVELOPMENT- 

| | 

S$ S SRACIAL MATTERS , 
$ S38 (BUDED: 9/21/70) z 

= 83 The Bureau is planning to hold a two-day conference 

O be at the Seat of Government beginning October 22, 1970, and 

eee ending October ,23, 1970, concerning Black Panther Party (BPP) | Al) 

Ison vr ions: and informant development. ps 
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Alrtel to SAL, Albany | . a. 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU kd 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY ai 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT {tsi 
DEVELOPMENT 

hs 

: de 
. It is anticipated that this conference will cover } a 

the entire range of investigative techniques of BPP members ke 
"as well as the development and operation of informants in ~~ pats 
the group. Particular emphasis will be placed on obtaining iF 
evidentiary information, the coverage that should be afforded SA 
to Panthers who travel, as well as the development of top a 
Level informants in the BPP. pte 

The attendants at the above conference will be 
limited to the racial supervisors handling BPP matters. ‘o BA 
Therefore,. the recipients of this airtel should advise by iu 
9/21/70 the identity of the racial supervisor handling ow 
Panther investigations who will attend the above conference \" 
as well as specific recommendations for matters to be discussed te 
concerning BPP investigations and informant matters. 

You may assume your candidates have been Listed 
as recommended unless advised to the contrary. They should 
be instructed to report no later than 9:00 a.m. on 10/22/70 
to Room 733 Old Post Office without further instructions. 

NOTE: | . | 

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
dated 9/14/70, captioned as above, prepared by JGD:rmm/cge. 
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Conrad ft f - Ll - Mr. C. D. Brennan Rot ft, 
» =: Mr. C. DY Brenndy Py} ) DATE: 9/14/70 | So emma fe 

1-Mr. N. P. Callahan 1% -————> ope 
ait Soyars He ve OM : G, C, Noord 1- Mr, J. J. Casper " ‘Tolo. Room ae Bald l - Mr. T. J. Jenkins Sandy Bt ee 

| 1 - Mr. L, L. Davidson Ea 
BY ECTANSP ECTALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU | 1 = Mr. G. C. Moore - ile 

_ PERSONNEL, X8LACK PANTHER PARTY 1» Mr. J. G. Deegan a ts 
* INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT Oo 4/ : ji 

DEVELOPMENT * of Loy not 
Nor cence MUS AMAA AB (a if o t ty ; O , ide 

e ° e e yee The Black Panther Party!s (BPP) influence is increasing it 
at a rapid rate; therefore, there is a need for a conference at nih 

: $ ® ® e Welt the Seat of Government with the racial supervisors handling BPP i 

‘definitely increasing Panther influence amongst black extremists 

=~ activity in the 34 active Panther field. divisions in order that 
we may analyze our operation for the purpose of insuring that our 
program is efficient. 

ar 
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The recent release of Huey P. Newton from jail on bail 
has stimulated BPP activity. This coupled with the success of 
the Plenary Revolutionary People's Constitutional Convention in fen 
Philadelphia and the forthcoming Revolutionary People's Constitution« 
al Convention scheduled for Washington, D. C., in November, is 

om 

~ 

~ Sg A 

as well as white radical extremists. In addition, the increase 
we see in violence as exhibited by the bombings, snipings and : | 
general assault on law enforcement, demands that there be a complete {ii 
and thorough analyses of our investigative efforts as well as our ! 
efforts. in developing quality informants. nc = | Tad 

So go ‘ Our experience in the past has shown that specia 
conferences concerning racial activities, especially informant 
matters, have been most productive. Based on our past conferences 
we initiated a number of instructions to the field and inaugurated y hi 

new programs concerning the handling of black extremist investi~ = oe 
gations and the development of racial informants. | ek 

t 7 - : ~ 8 Progress: has been made in developing a network of racial ~ |i | 
informants throughout the United States and we are getting results:: ie iN from our efforts;ihowever, there is an urgent need to develop or. é: 
place a quality informant in the upper echelon_of the BPP. There 8 

& 7 7 
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_ Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
‘ INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

' DEVELOPMENT 

is also a need to get together with field personnel to iron 
out problems, exchange ideas, and expand upon and refine 7 
our BPP investigative techniques. 

In view of this it is believed that we should 
have a. two-day conference at the Seat of Government concerning 
BPP investigations and developing informants in the Party. 
In order that adequate preparation can be made it is 
recommended this conference be held October 22 and 23, 1970, } / / 
We are limiting this conference to the 34 field divisions 
having the majority of BPP investigations and recommending 
that the field supervisor from each of these field divisions be 
authorized to attend.the conference. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That attached airtel to 34 field divisions referred 
to above be approved advising that a two-day conference~ will 
be held in accordance with the above and instructing that each 
Special Agent in Charge advise the identity of the field 

supervisor who will attend this conference and to submit 

suggestions and recommendations eo matters to be 
emphasized at the conference. 

Seb. WN * Pl | ~ 

S40 
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(BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND — hE 
_~ Soup onan DEVELOPMENT 3 7 rl 

; hy tes 

en Attached for approval is‘a letter to the Attorney General Ht 
% wy 

3 g8 & requesting that he designate’ a representative of the Department ii 
— knowledgeable concerning the Department's plans for prosecution Had 
*S8 of thé/Black Panther Party / (BPP) to attend a o1 one-hour s session.of 9 bh 

=. our upcoming conference dealing with BFP investigations. % ii 
<8 Pens See eweenescoe Se) Sonera A, ON Bere YU 

| Bee By memorandum 9/14/70, G. C, Moore to C. D. Brennan, a Nis 
Bary special conference 10/22-23/70 at SOG for field supervisors handlings fr, | 
Sry 8 BPP matters in selected field offices was approved. Purpose_is. to—, VE 
<3 expand and refine BPP investigative, techniques and informant e | 
SiS levelopment,..exchange ideas and iron out. problems. LA :! 
B.D Ry , 4B 
SP 32 One of our primary_objectives in the investigation 7 mea yi 
2 =.BPP is to develop information which could be used to: bo. prosece Q 
x = Party: and its leaders, The Department has had in operation or a: 
Ss Sit tle over a year a special task force looking into all phase fF 3 
S28. SBPP operations and currently is presenting evidence to a Federal. 9 
S S ® Grand Jury looking towards indictments of BPP leaders on Smith Act af 
S&S Wwiolations., We e have not received any concrete information from the Zs 
S33 Department which ch would ‘indicate prosecutions © are imminent. tras 
28° . pe ; an 8 23s Our field supervisors who are handling the BPP cases an 
=% Ssnaturally are most concerned as to the status of the BPP prosecution. ey 
8 § \SAppearance of a Departmental representative before our special ) 
S g\7Sconference would serve a twofold purpose. Our field personnel would 
S8 shave an opportunity to gain 1 first hand knowledge of the Department's 
“*Sthinking as well as_obtaining knowledge concerning the present 
. status of the prosecutive he 
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Memorandum to Mr. C, D. Brennan 2 

RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL, , 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND 
INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT 

The discussions will be controlled by SOG personnel 
“ "i z aoe » Ney 

and it is believed that these discussions will impress the , 
Departmental representative as to our seriousness in. our.eftorts 

to put the violent BPP leaders in jail as.quickly as possible. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That attached letter to the Attorney General in 
accérdance with the above be approved. 

’ ¢ a 
a 

ADDENDUM (9/23/70), WCS:csh - 

I think this is a good idea. It is original, aggressive, 
and can be effective. The Department needs to Bé“not only i 
educated to some of the ugly realities of the Black Panthers, 
but also the Department needs to be pushed into getting some 
 prosecutive action underway. People about the country are beginning to wonder why something isn't being done. for example, . 
only last week I received a letter from Professor George Kennan ,--: 
of Princeton University, whom I have known for some years. He 
deplored sharply the activities of the Black Panthers, and 
wondered why they were not being prosecuted. (It will be recalled 
that Kennan is a former Ambassador to Yugoslavia and for years 
was a high-ranking official of the Department of State.) 

W.c. S 
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-$/22/70 

Airtel 
, 

fos SACs, Dallas | . a 
_ Philedelphia PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Sen Francisco 

1 - Mr. L. Davidson 
From: Director, FSI 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan 

SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU © 
~ PESSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY : 
\ INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

He DEVELOPMENT =n 3 
MATTER Sm oy oe 7 oe = aoe ona 

Benen snare) oe KACHAL EMF a karin? 2 a “9 
ReBieirtel dated 9/11/70.°° iB 

In connection with the two-day conference being kheid 
at the Seat ef Government besinning Cctober Z2, 1970, concerning 
captioned matter, the below listed assignments are set forth 
for the individuals attending the conference from the field 

' Givisions receiving this airtel. 

COMM-FBE 

1. Discussion (30 minute) concerning the handling 
of the "Flensry Session” of the Eevolutionery reopie's 
Constitutional Convention held in Fhiladeiphia 9/5-7/70. 
This discussion should include preparations made, the assignment 
land handlins of informents, as well as the debriefing of ° 

' linformants and the notification of Bureeu and interested offices. 
You should also include details concerning liaison with the isccal 
police department. The above should be handled by the repre-~ 
sentative from the Philedeliphia tield division. 
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Airtel to SAC, Dallas 
RE: SPECIALIL 2D TRAINTAG OF BUREAt 

PERSONNEL, SLACK PANTHER PARTY 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

DEVELOPHENT 

2. Discussion (30 minute) concerning the handling 
of a BPP informant who is head of his particular chapter. 
This discussion should include the direction to the informant 

" as well as problem involved in such a situation. The representative 
' fron the Dallas Division should handle the above. 

7 3. Discussion (30 minute) concerning the handling of 
information received from sensitive sources. The representative 
from the Sen Francisco Division should handle the above. 

NOTE: 

| A two-day conference concerning captioned matter was 
approved. The field divisions Listed above are being given these 
assignments in view of their a experience in ~*~. 
these matters. 

~ 



9/22/70 
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ed persone Aictel 

dis not for dissemi- 3 of ~~ “~SACs, Albany ~~ ~~——i Las Vegas PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Alexandria- Miami 
Atlanta’ Oklahoma City 
Houston Tampa 
Kansas City 

to official proceedin éd tol unauthoriz 

1 - Mr. L. Davidson 

From: Director, FBI 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan 

ponse to your request 
Its use is limited 

SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTRER PARTY 

INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT use [ 

DEVELOPMENT C7 ieee 

RACIAL riATIBRS 

(BUDED: 9/29/70) 

nt may nol be disclos 

grepared in res ur Committee 

nel without the express approval of the FBI . 

Commitiee and the conte 
A review at the Bureau indicates a decline in Black 

Panther Party (BPP) activitiés in the following field divisions; 
therefore, these field divisions should not send a representative 
o the conference scheduled to be held at the Seat of Government 
ctober 22 and 23, 1970. (Albany, Las Vegas and Oklahoma City) 

nation outside yo This document is your 

For the information of the Alexandria, Atlanta, Houston, 
ansas City,Miami and Tampa field divisions, the Bureau is 
lanning to hold a two-day conference at the Seat of Government 
eginning October 22,.19/0, concerning BPP investigations and 

informant de Se eee we es by 23 od 
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Se a =r Airtel to SA’, Albany 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 
DEVELOPMENT 

and operation of informants in that group. Particular emphasis 
will be placed on obtaining evidentiary information, the coverage 
that should be afforded Panthers who travel as well as the 
development of top level informants in the BPP. 

Ese 

The attendees at the above conference will be limited 
to the racial supervisors handling BPP matters. Therefore, the 
Alexandria, Atlanta, Houston, Kansas City, Miami and Tamna 
field divisions should advise by 9/29/70 the identity of the 
racial supervisor handling Panther investigations who will attend 
the above conference as well as specific recommendations for 
matters to be discussed concerning BPP investigations and 
informant matters. 

' You may assume your candidates have been listed - 
as recommended unless advised to the contrary. They should 
be instructed to report no later than 9 a.m. on 10/22/70 a 
to Room 733 Old Fost Office without further instructions. 

NOTE: 
By memo dated 9/14/70 from G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan 

captioned as above, it was recommended and approved that there be 
a twoday conference at the Seat of Government for racial supervisors 
handling BPP activities in the 34 field divisions with active 
Panther investigations. A current analysis at the Bureau has 
shown that BPP activities have decreased or have stopped in the 
offices deleted above and that it is getting started in the 
offices added above... In view of this the above instructions 
are being sent out. 
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SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 
PERSOUNELS BLACK PanTunr PARTY Ge).'f 
INVESTIGATIONS ALD GnfORHAKT 

SPSVELOPHENT 9°: 
*, RACIAL MATTERS 

~ . 
. ———— wt 

#7, 
7 at the Seat of Goverinicut Dewi GELovexk Zz, Lo7G,y aii. 

- ending October 23,:1970, concerning Slack. Panther Party (PP) 
investigations and informant development. It is anticipated 

' the conference wiil cover the entire range of investigative 
techniques of BPP. members es well as the ree ear end 
—— of informants in. this group. —§:- | 

“he 1 Bureau is ‘plenaing to hold 2 two-day ‘conference - we | 

| This sinters will be Limited ‘mainly to the eeetal 
i] supervisors handling Br? matters... In view of the indications. . 
of increased BPP activities in Caneda and Mexico, — Ottawa | 

and Hexico Gity should. ettend the conference. é . 

=~ 
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ze | “The ebove Legats should. report: no: deter then 9 Bee, a 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 $010-106 i z 
a” . “\® MAY 1962 EDITION 1 

ae GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 
Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT) 7 Sullivan —___- 
; | 1 -Mr. W. C. Sullivan » prema Gpeque— Memorandum = tite. 3. pi woke fag 

.. yp 1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan pe Soe 

TO ?=Mr. C. Dz Brennay, DATE: 9/24/70 aan 
; Tavel 

| 1 - Mr. N. P,. Callahan = gyas 
mo™ Ge C, ends L- Mr. L. L. Davidson — je R 

1 = Mr. G. C. Moore Gays . 

SUBJECT: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 1 ~ Mr. G. A. Day oy . 
PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 1! 7 Mr. J. G. Deegan 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 
DEVELOPMENT 
RACIAL MATTERS 

In view of the increased activity of the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) affecting.Canada and Mexico it is believed Legat, 
Ottawa and Legat, Mexico should attend the conference concerning 
BPP investigations and informant development being held at_the 
Seat of Government. C3 in ends ht Santa ie, ne & ye Ce 

hoes to 

/ a ed f pn ~. vO a aes 

In a memorandum dated 9/14/70 from G. C. 
Mr. C. D. Brennan it was recommended and approved that the 
above conference be held for the field supervisors handling 
BPP activity. This conference is scheduled to begin October 22, 
1970, and will be attended by field supervisors from 3/7 field 
divisions. oo. | 

ALE ae, Ol. Doe: 

Recent information received from reliable sources 
concerning the BPP underground operation coupled with past 
information as to BPP activity in Canada and contacts in Mexico 
definitely indicate increased activity in both of these countries. 

In order to insure our Legats in the above countries - 
are fully apprised of BPP activity it is believed they should 
attend the above conference with the field supervisors who are most 
knowledgeable concerning this BEEAVEE Ys or b 4 a 1) < YA 

RECOMMENDATION: 
That attached airtel to Legats Ottawa Mexico City 

be approved instructing the Legat from each of t ee offices, cb 
a oC to attend the rue a a felt 

oe wis 
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1 = Mr.” We C. Sullivan Memorandum >> 1 = we. 5. P Mokx 
1 ~ Mr. CG. D. Brennan 

© ‘Mr. C. D. Brenn |? DATE: 10/27/70 i 

ROM, : G. G. Moor " ah seat er ie 
_ one 1 - Mr. J. J. Casper Hees wey 

hb £ = Mr. R. D. Cot er eae ak 
; Py 

UBJECT: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL ee 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND 

RACIAL MATTERS lL - Mr. J. G Deegan 

This is to advise that we have co oncluded the pie il 
conference with racial supervisors handling Black Panther Party 
(BPP) activities and Legats, Mexico City and Ottawa which was 
approved by memorandum dated 9/14/70. The conference was most oe fh 
timely and productive in light of the present terroristic Qeorieta 
activities in Canada and the imminent concern of the White 
House concerning the probability of extremist groups taking 
action against Government officials or their families. 

CMmi~- 

} 

ited to official proceedings by <4 

d person~ 

uy request and is not for diss P44 

‘ 
4 

f, tite Pol 

The topics discussed at the conference covered the 
‘entire spectrum of the problems inherent in investigating and 

[developing informants in the BPP as well as related extremist 
Matters. These topics included detailed discussion concerning 
Sthe ‘need for full penetration of extremist groups to obtain 
information concerning terroristic activities which may be 
aimed against Government officials. In addition, the conference 
ook note that maximum attention should be given to the extremist 
activities in Canada in connection with our investigations as well 
as intensifying our investigations having international ramificationswu: 
Further, the conference was unanimous in its opinion that copies 
of the daily Racial Developments and Disturbances teletype to A 
the White House and other Government agencies be furnished to Lae 

Sthe field in addition to the weekly Racial Summary. The conferees . |}. 
stated that this teletype was mss (Helpful in ypeor with S ‘ 
their overall extremist investigations. / Lon 1 — LF VOB i | 

REC 74) 
The above items, along with other items aa jn 1 

counterintelligence against extremists, the BPP: ergroun 
activities and intensified investigations were Fullydiseus Set" 

~-. and recommendations made by the conferees will be handled in 
Py 

I's vee t° 

PPG: 

TESs a 

D> 

Etre ¢ 

This document is prepared in response to ye nation outside your Committe, 

—-your-Conmitice and the conten’ may nui be disclosed to unauthorize 
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Memorandum to Mr, C. D. Brennan 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND 

INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT 

individual memoranda. In these individual memoranda it will 
be pointed out these recommendations will improve the Bureau's 
overall operation in the extremist field. 

There was detailed discussion concerning black 
extremist fugitives and it was the unanimous opinion of the 
conferees that this matter must continue to be given high 
priority. 

ACTION: 

The above information will be handled by individual 
memoranda and forwarded for approval. 

\\ 
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\ TO ‘Mr. C. D. Brennan’ *” . DATE: 10/28/70 ore 

: - Mr. N. P. chttahan Late 
: * Mrs Ge Gs Moore Soyars FROM : G, C, Moor9( 1 -Mr. J. G. Deegan Tele. Room 

- 1 - Mr. W. H. Atkinson Gandy 

"SURI ST: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, 0 ~~ 5. RTS 
RECOMMENDATION FOR’ CCOUNTERINTELLIGENGE Zach) Wb pS 
ACTION AGAINST BLACK PANTHER PARTY 1 - Mr. H. E. ilies 

pe KO RAL OO A ST JO 4 OE ae ee 

To secure approval for anonymous mailing of 
reproduction of newspaper column critical of Black Panther 

"es ftoretow 

At the recently concluded conference of field 

/supervisors handling BPP matters it was unanimously recommended 

that this column be reproduced and anonyously mailed to select 

officials of the unions involved in handling shipments of BPP 

newspapers as well as selected officials and members of police 
fraternal organizations who might be in a position to encourage ze 

such a boycott. 7 - Af. ‘ie e Ghat 

This recommendation has excellent merit. Riesel's 
column is outstanding and it provides us with an ideal opportunity 
to bring the vicious character of the BPP to the attention of 

many officials of unions who are in a position to give impetus 
to the suggested boycott of the handling of BPP papers. 
Such a boycott, if realized, would be a most effective mearis 
to cut off BPP finances and Vag ti ae 

2 gig Maen Oi eS 
The anonymous wens of the reproduced column will’ 

be done from various field offices and can bé“HahdTed wrt? full 
security without embarrassment to the Bureau, Hoy 6 1870 

4 ©. 
i 

o uf 

| Party (BPP). 
a : 

! 28 Victor Riesel, noted labor columnist, recently 
SS | authored a column highly critical of the BPP which exposed 

E gs | their viciousness including cold-blooded attacks on police. 
j es i Tt points out the repeated calls for murder of police that Ze 

as | appear in the Panther newspaper. The column also tells of eee 
ae | a proposal by a union member that union affiliated freight | 

| sc i handlers refuse to handle the shipment of the BPP newspaper. 
o $5 

: es 

Ck “3 

Its « 

nel without the express approval of the FBI . This document ts prepared in re. pans nation outside your Commi 'ee, 
your Committee and the content may.nul b2 disclosed to unauthorized persan- 
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Memorandum t> Mr. C. D. Brennan  § & 
RE: RACTAL JONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, 

RECOMMENDATION FOR COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 
ACTION AGAINST BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

Attached is a eavene of the proposed reproduction 
of a oe 

-_——e t ee tee et 

ACTION: 

1. 

FR EE llr Ra 

That reproduction and anonymous mailing of 
attached item be approved. 

Ze If approved, reproduction to be prepared by . pang es 
Exhibits Section of Administrative Division in coordination “reg 
with Racial Intelligence Section of Domestic Intelligence 

— - Division. 
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1-Mr, 7. e | Mohr 

SAC, Albany 0-30-70 
REC-AT. = - 

een FBI (100-448006) 205 4 “Mr. C. DB. Brennan ce i-Mr. W. i. Felt 
ai Fy¥-113 nvetcs SAAS Se. da Caspers: 

“SSS COINTEIPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS l-iir, W. S. Tavel 288 RACIAL MATTERS ee G. C. Moore 
Sry -~Mr,. T,. J, Deakin 

Ss 88 n= = l-Hr. W. H. Atkinson 
a3 ‘ReBuairtel 3-4-6838 captioned "Counterintelligence 
3 § Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Groups, Racial 
2 § intelligence,” 

Poe mt 

onse £9 U eng rarest and is not 
p 

As a result of a recommendation made by field 
raclal supervisors at a recent Bureau conference, instant 

lima! ' to of fa 

oO 

'S 

3 
© 

$3 abbreviated caption should be utilized henceforth. 

28 
oS ee ae PSS 2° Atlanta 2 = Minneapolis 
.8o 2 Baltimore 2? = Mobile 

S. 3S a= Birmingham 2 = Hovark ae 

e238 S 2 < Eoston 2 ~« New Haven 
S88, 2:% Buffalo 2 - New Orleans 
S§eq 24° Charlotte 2- Hew York 
sore 2 Chicago > « Omaha 
RSsS 2 - Cincinati 2 = Philadelphia 
= > 8 9 2- Cleveland 2» Phoenix 
3 ae 2 ~ Columbia: . 2 = Pittsbureh 
= s s 2» Denver vee 2 ~ Portland 
S.o8 2 Detroit NOY2 1979 2 = Richmond 
Qs 5 = 2» Houston COMM-F : 2 « Sacramento ; 

SESS 2 ~ Indianapolis = 2» San Diego Ni 
atl 2~ Jackson 2~= San Francisco 
, | 2° Jaccsonville 2 = Senttiea 
ke = Z - Kansas City 2 ~ Springfield - 
a: 2 Los Angeles 2 St. Louis ee : 
aes Z pon Memphis 2 9 oe Tampa / e eo 14 ee 

Mohr 2 - Miami 2 - 8FO4 

ae CDuue = iilwaukee Ne f / day Callahan | < of 
Casper cy et ; 
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Tavel ake ) vn mee) Ba J E NOTE PAGE TWO 
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Re. Pee tog Ut a Ae ne OOO SOR, 5 SV “VEO, EM Tete oD pee gw eet 

Letter to Albany, el al. 
Re: - Cointelpro - Black Extremists 
100-448006 

Bs OTE: | 
Rte ee mney Some ce ne ee Wt nee — aunties tonnes wheecee 2 ot + ae wm tem tk Om ote eee Ome tee tiees 5 os . z 

ae wot © euhpener ee el Re Te Re getter ete re 

— See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D, Brennan, 
dated 10-29-70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23, 
1970," and ‘Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist - 
Hate Groups," prepared by WHA: djw. 
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~ «Memorandum . © Wtt. We 6. Sullivan ? Se 
1-Mr,. a Mohr a Tye Casper 

3 1-Mr. C. D. Brennan * ° Sore¢——— 
a Mr. Ce D. Brennan . DATE: 10-29 -/0 Roe 

vel 

, : Walters 

FROM: Ge C. oor OAV l-Mr. W. M. Felt nes 
1-Mr, Je a Casper Holmes 

ee ' l-Mr. W. S. Tavel or | 
_ SUBJECT: X pacts CONFERENCE ea ane G. C. Moore ~~ wenn 

OCTOBER 22-23; 23.1970 . -Mr, T. J, Deakin rs Lev . 
l-Mr. W. He Atkinso 2 Dad x 

COUNTERINT PSLLIGENCE PROGRAM a 

__ BLACK NATICNALIST - _HATE. GROUPS . an ee F L, a 

~~ RACTAL INTELLIGENCE ‘ 1 if PEF 

“ ; = 

To endorse recommendation of field racial supervisors, 
who attended specialized conference at Bureau on 10/22-23/70, 
that the field be advised on a regular basis of new techniques © 
utilized and successes achieved in uur Countcrintellicenrce 

: Program directed toward black extremists and that the title 
aN of communications prepared. regarding such Counterintelligence 
o Program be abbreviated. . & oe 

Our experience over the past year and the growth Z / 
of our knowledge regarding black extremist activities have { , 
resulted in utilization of increasing number. of sophisticated ~’ 
techniques, some of which have involved a number of our field | 

os offices and occasionally Legal Attaches in Canada and Europe. _ 
. Among highly successful tangible results realized during the - 

past year, as a result of this program, were the disbandment — 
of a Black Panther Party (EPP) front group in Cléveland, 

: Mississippi; the_transfer of an energetic organizer and key 
/-Téadér of New Haven BP chapter to a less influential” ‘post 
in North Carolina;. and the complete disruption of a planned 
¢eonference of the violence-prone — of New Africa in 
Jackson, Mississippi. re, 

en ~w? J&Z, : 

*' 

a 
waft 

Field supervisors felt discussion at _ conference 
of counterintelligence techniques and successes materially 
benefited them and for this réason recommended the field be — 2 

/) b ee, 
oy # a Fé ‘ 3° “ae ee, re 

ee : > Enclosure He ongngg ewemecen, axe CEES 

WHA: djw tenoy 9 1970 

(10) eee eCOLTENUED - OVER 



Memorandum :o Mr. C. D. Brennan. 

Res Racia. Conference’ 

October 22-23, 1970 

Counterintelligence Program 
Black Nationalist - Hate Groups 

—- furnished similar information on-regular basis. This suggestion__ 

should materially stimulate ingenuity and illustrate to 
field the significant results which can be realized through 
an imaginative, dynamic but Bureau-controlled program. For 
these reasons, it is felt this recommendation should be 
implemented. 

The currently used caption for Counterintelligence 
Program relating to black extremists, set forth as second 
caption in instant memorantdunts? 4 is lengthy and cumbersome. 
For these reasons, fiel Supervisors recommended it be 
abbreviated. Recommended Eield be instructed to henceforth 
utilize the caption. "COINTEIPRO’- Black Extremists - Racial 
Matters"! in place of the présént caption. Récords Branch, 
Files and Communications Division, has advised this caption 
is not otherwise being utilized. Adoption of this abbreviated 
caption also has advantage of affording additional security -— 
to this program. 

ACTION: 

- 1. That the field be advised on regular basis of 
new techniques utilized and successes achieved. 

2. If approved, attached letter will be sent to 
42 field offices participating in above Counterintelligence 
Program with instructions to utilize above abbreviated caption. 

17 
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' , TO i Mr. C. D. Brenan’ A DATE: 10/30/70 | beh foe 
Mi TPP ithe «fot At ROLL | . 1 i fs Pftaye + F MATE 1 - Mr. N. OP. catanan {) 4 Ve 

| ‘FROM: G, C, + Moor GL a <> : 1-Mr. J. J. Casper wh" Tele. Room 
1-= Mr.'G. C. Moord jae” © Hines 

_. sugr RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 29-09. 1070. = xe jete o oo. L + Mr.” Michela - ease 
ao aiid) Hit > “; AF ARS. ! “DUPLICATION SELECTED PORTIONS OF FILM — oe 

"THE BATTLE. OF ALGIERS" USED BY yee 
, 2 2P8 BLACK PANTHER PARTY - C ae 
he ice FF 345-1) ; 

‘Je we, = To obtain authority to have tenecopies of selected Les A te 
portions of film ''The Battle of Algiers" prepared commercially, ls 

SP fe 

Black extremists are subjected to a torrent of propaganda 
t for 
= ees 

288 calling for violent action against established authorities. Prime 
sé* agitator in that regard is the: Black Panther Party (BPP). A 
Bon principal means used is extremist films. Recent vastly increased 

i Sg B number of attacks and bombings by eLacks against police undoubtedly 
" £28 | due to such propaganda, ~~" 

S25 Say 
S28k Qne film BPP utilizes extensively, "The Battle of tied ais 
£38 portrays battle of Aigerian revolutionary group (National Liberatio 
% 5 Front (NLF)) for independence of Algeria. Guerrilla warfare tactics 

oe ee and underground network utilized by the NLF explained in detail. 
cee S (Film shows police and military officers shot down, planting and 
Si BS {exploding of bombs and machine gunning of citizens on crowded 

| BESS Sidewalks by NLF terrorists. as 
BSS 3 Vo 
Egya The setting up of the BPP underground and attacks by 
a black extremists on police indicate that many of the tactics 
R988 portrayed in the film are being utilized by U..S. ‘black extremists. 

SE8x Field supervisors who attended captioned conference were of 
(8888 unanimous opinion that showing the film to field Agent personnel 
Ses would materially assist efforts of field to devise programs and 
S 8 $3 methods to minimize black extremist assassinations and bombings. 

ae Recommended furnishing copies of the film to the field. ek: 

3 oars RSL 7 CO He ALL 
Full version of the film lasts more than two hours. To 

o . obtain sufficient copies of film for each field office would cost 
i ae ' approximately $12,000. Such expenditure is out of the question, 

a “y To bring expenditure down to a modest level and still give the 
ae AielLd the’ bénefit of the film, we have excerpted the portions of 

xe é JCM: Koaads FAYLLOS CONTINUED; -C OVER 
Ferg /6 st+t, do oe 

5 Peed a. Serer 2) sues ‘we 
peel: 32989639 Page 136 see ESS (PAS? 
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Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr.’ Cc. D. Brennan 
RE: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970 

DUPLICATION SELECTED PORTIONS OF FILM 

"THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS" USED BY 

BLACK -PANTHER PARTY -- --—-~—-—---- 

the film which are of primary interest to U. S. black 
extremists, This has permitted cutting out of major portions 
of the film and.reducing its length to only 40 minutes, To 

| further reduce costs, the film will be furnished to ten key 
field offices from where it will be circulated to surrounding 
field offices as needed. By this method we have cut the 

_, required expenditures from $12,000 to a.mere $900, approximately. 
there Racial Intelligence Section personnel edite 

ACTION: 
- 

. 1. That authority be granted to obtain ten copies. 
of the cut down version of the film in accordance with the 
foregoing. 

2. If approved, Administrative Division will make 
necessary arrangements for duplication, 

- ie ( 

/ 
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Mr. C. D,. Brennan Rosen 

1 —- Mr, W. M. Felt Tavel —___ 
1 —- Mr. J. J. Casper bah 

G,. C. Moore DpH 1 —- Mr, T. E. Bishop ee 
1 ~ Mr, C. D. Brennan Gandy — 

£ L- Mr, R. LL. puackeltord. 
RACTAL -CONFERENCE..--———-- —1-= Mr.-W. R. Wannall fle 
OCTOBER 22-23, 19.70 i —- Mr. G. C, Moore 
_ RECOMMENDAT ION TO,..ABOLISH 1 —- Mr, T. J. Deakin 
~“ AGITATOR INDEX L-~ Mr, J. G. Deegan hone 
Onsen att wee a ere 1 —~ Mr. W. H. Atkinson 

WTF i 7 #3 

Wie ps ad | 
To recommend Agitator Index (AI) be revised by deleting 

those individuals who are also included on the Security 
Index (SI). R-D. Bly 

Field racial supervisors who attended a specialized 
racial conference at Bureau on 10/22.23/70 recommended AI be 
abolished since activities of so many AI subjects also ¢ pL ape 
qualified tham far ‘imincion an ST, AT ie a raadv rafaranca 

to individuals who have demonstrated a propensity for fomenting “=*:. 
disorder of racial and/or security nature. AI is a valuable and 
necessary administrative tool and it should not be discontinued, or 

Since inception of AI, the extremist and revolutionary’ : 
activities of many agitators have also qualified them for 
SI and thus they are included on AI and SI. Listing of . 

‘individuals in either the SI or Ai is adequate cataloging from £ 
administrative and investigative standpoint at the Bureau and 
in the field. To streamline our operations, it is recommended 
those individuals who are also included on SI be deleted from 
Al. 

The Department has not been advised as to the 
establishment of the AI, —— CEN ati? je eS Si - AGO 

Ti approved, the eines letter will be sefft aC 1 1970 
all Special Agents in Charge and necessary changes will be ; 
made in the Manual of Instructions. 
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‘Manual changes follow. «= — 

(D) AGITATOR INDEX -- As result of discussion by field racial 
supervisors at recent Bureau conference, the Agitator Index (AI) is 
being revised to delete those agitators who are also included on 
Security Index (SI). AI will, henceforth, include individuals who qualify 
for inclusion thereon but who do not meet criteria for inclusion on SI. 

ee Tere CEE OF EAE SO gervtiies htt Alan | 

Promptly submit FD-397 under individual captions concerning 
deletion from AI of those subjects who are also included on SI. 

Very truly yours, 

John Edgar Hoover 

Director 
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| TO ; Mr. C. OD. Brennéq)' DATE: 11/2/70 — oe . =” Gate 

! | tof Hi: OV anes 
' From : G. C. Moorel iS 1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan Tele. Room 

j 1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan si af 

| v= 1 - Mr. J. J. Casper lie 

~ SUBJECT: /\ RACTAL “AND NEW LEFT EXTREMIST “1 ~ Mr. ‘G. C. Moore "yi 

So ACTIVITIES IN-SERVICE CLASSES, 1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelfofd//# 
. J. G 
| 

emt erie OE Sites et SO SI: 

In connection with the recent Specialized a | 
held at the Seat of Government concerning Black Panther Party 

(BPP) activities it was proposed that the Bureau give 

consideration to having In~Service classes concerning racial 
and new left activities. wy 

Ht Ag3-4)-: ee 1 -+-Mr. J. G. ee Tox 
lee oe i. ts ae we wt i ae JerA gin 

‘ota] proceedings 69N— 

giuny eivé be discluscd to uiouthorized person- 

nel without the express approval of the FBI . 

I to 0° 
With the continuing terroristic activities being “> 

planned and perpetrated by extremist elements (both in the ‘ Lan 
black and new left fields) it was the opinion of the racial |X | 
supervisors attending the above conference that these matter oo = 
should be discussed in detail at In-Service classes. It was ‘ 
‘recognized that these matters are allotted time at the other _ 
In-Service classes; however, it was felt the threats posed 

| by extremists in this country justify an entire In-Service 
being devoted to these types of investigations. ; 

A fy 
This In-Service will allow for the Bureau lecturers.‘ 

to discuss in detail with a greater number of Special Agents © | 
the problems involved in the racial and new left fields ae 
concerning intensified investigation, acts of violence, informant 
development and the necessity for developing sufficient 
background data to assist in fugitive investigations when 
these extremists oe Bureau fugitives. 

cA1D5 TEC pe y-) 2-3 ag. 
As stated above, it was the Oj eanion of che racia 

| aéneeytaces that at least three of these In-Services should be 
scheduled when the Bureau schedules In-Sérvice classes. 

your request and is not for disseRi- 
Lantte : ’ 

Cd 

T's afer 

» 

This document is prepared in resnonse to nation outside vour Committe>, your Committee and the contr! 

yen 4& DEC 9 9/8 : 

oA? RECOMMENDATION: 
yee y That if approved, this memorandum-will .be “uted to the 
Nab | Training and Administrative — for the scheduling of 

YO Racial ~ New Left In=Service. i \ eg , 

“Sep ermm (9) Jee 
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| 
FROM : G. C. Moore t/ L- Mr. N. P. Ca Lahan | 

lL -Mr. J. J. Casper 

£ ee 1 - Mr. A. Rosen 
Yr -f. a ok. ; 2 

SUBJT “G’RACIAL INFORMANTS™ “ * "7 1 - Mr. W. M. Felt 
RACIAL MATTERS 7 ] 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 

1 -Mr. J. G. Deeg 

In connection with the Racial Supervisors" Conference.. <- 
concerning Black Panther Party (BPP) activities held at the * “OM ya Lf 

Seat of Government 10/22-23/70 it was recognized that there x i 

SOs still remains an urgent need for full penetration of extremist ;/ ae 
3 8§ groups in order to obtain information concerning terroristic ue 2 
SS activities which may be aimed against Govérnment officials. 
S88 Accordingly, there is attached an airtel to all Special Agents 
Sas in Charge (SAC) reiterating previous instructions in this matter; ; | 
aes emphasizing the need to accélerate the development of- informants; s 

eS and, instructing 10 field divisions to assign two Special Agents /. f 
= — in their respective divisions exclusively to developing racial + #; 

eg | informants. 7 . iD 
ere +3 P 

Pa m. As previously advised the conference held with : gy 
| ‘field racial supervisors discussed in detail the terroristic 
activities in the United States and in Canada and. took cognizance 
of the imminent concern of the White House concerning probability 
of extremist groups taking action against Government officials 
or their families. In addition to the threat posed by many 
extremist groups there is always the ever present threat of 
a guerrilla-type operation being perpetrated by the clandestine 
BPP underground. The White House and the Nation in general .. 
is counting on the FBI to give top priority to the development 
of live informants who can report on possible terroristic 
activities. EX-1De | RECS Ae 4 JS -f9 N93 

The above-mentioned supervisors' racial conference, recogn 
.Zing the need for informant development, proposed that certain 
key field divisions be required to_have a minimum of two Special 
Agents working full time on developing racial. informants . The ; 
Conference believed that ‘the matter _of informant . development : a 

~ se te ap 

was of | sugh\ importance that the. manpower | =e was. more, than. 
| amormear teat ramenresacn@ | * 2% 

| GL EF Sent _M-6-JO eM ere 
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your Committee and the content muy Rue - 
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Memorandum to Mr. G. D. Brennan 
RE: RACIAL INFORMANTS 

justified and further r_ stated that it is more efficient to 
bave Agents “assigned “exclusively to to, developing informants 
because this enables these A se Agents to..develop.better _ 
informants. ; ina short - period of time. Accordingly, the 
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Cle veland, Miami, Newark, New -Haven,. 
New Orleans, Philadelphia, Springfield and Washington Field 
Offices will be instructed to assign Special Agents exclusively 
to informant development. It is to be noted the Boston 
Chicago, Columbia, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York 
and San Francisco Field Offices presently have Agents assigned 
full time to informant development through the instructions 
of the SAC of each of these field divisions. r 

ACTION ; 

“te tw” 8 ee imdlirmacge ‘There “1s at Saeteqd = LO © approvel 7 am ai iptal fn my a ee 

all SACs ee forth baatenations in accordance with — 
above. 
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1 ~ Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Airtel 1 ~ Mr. J. P. Mohr 

L~ Mr. C. D. Brennan 
cea vee ee bm Me. NSP. Callahan 

. pa, eee bias 

\ ; LJ To: SAG, Albany PERSONAL ATTENTION 

A! Fron: Director, FBI 
x Ll -Mr. J. J. Casper 

“RACIAL INFORMANTS — S24 04 2%) i= Mr. A, Rosen 
RACTAL MATTERS L~ Mr. W. M. Feit 

1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 
1~Mr. J. G. Deegan. Fe 

Terroristie activities are continuing not only f 
in this country but also in Canada. There can be expected ey 
.possible terroristie activities aimed at Government officials © 
or their families. Therefore, the quality au siiiber of cut 
racial informants in a position to report on such activities 
must be increased immediately. 

(glo 54) o7O= 223 “x 
The Government officials, including the President, 

as well as the general American public are depending upon the 
‘ FBI to give top priority to the development of Live quality 

i pare informants who oo report eh terroristic activities. an 
ear : a Ce 

- f MAVS 31 At a recently concluded Racial Supervisors st Confer ce, 
i hetg at the Seat of Government concerning Siack Panther rarty 

com €BPP) factivities the need for stepped-up informant operations 
br was recognized. Accordingly, it was proposed that certain 
y key field divisions assign a minimum of two Special Agents 
J exclusively to developing racial informants. Effective. 

ae Lvné y immediately, the Baltimore, Cane sneeee Cleveland, Miami, 

(ohana Wes Hew Haven, New Orleans, bhiladelphia, Sprinefield 

i and Washington Field Offices shovid assign two Special Agents 

Z| po" exclusively to the development of racial informants. In view 

lime of the fact that the Boston, Chicago, Columbia, Betroit, 

Siglifecca a 
Bishop ee 2 : 

ee eee Vv 47 NOV 20 Bie 
Casper IGD:rmm €122) -~..;: SEE NOTE PAGE TWO Wt; . Conrad ra . : —- 
ee fy 1B 5m i ct / ep 

aa a ; 

oe 
Tavel —_— o> = es on 
NOES ee ep 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: RACIAL INFORMANTS 

Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York and San Francisco Divisions 
have previously advised that Special Agents are assigned 
exclusively to the development of racial informants, these 
divisions should continue this type of assignment. ee eRe reas 

NOTE; 

See memo G. C. Moore to C. D. Brennan dated if / 5/70 

captioned as above, prepared by JGD:rmn. 
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1 e e -@ Swe § OPERATION OF A RACIAL INFORMANT Pcie a teen 
7 FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING SEL: lore Se 
a THE ESCAPE ROUTES USED BY SLACK ) Bese 

EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED STATES - : sss at’ 

| RACIAL MATTERS ~~ | oe ae 
3 ‘ : ra ; = s = a 

eae Z . SLRs 
: | The reeently concluded Raciai ©; ‘isors' conferendes'S 2 
1 concerning Black Panther Farty (BPP) activ't 7 held at the S § = 3°: 

: -Segt of Government discussed in detail B°- . . erground S20 E 
: —~ opérations including the possible existen:. ut scape routes S88 Sie 
j oS tape the United States used by black ext <«.r fugitives. ee ee 
' 7 ae z 23°3 

. ao oa =| In order to obtain full detail. . . urning these - 

<> pessible escape routes the following has :- . -Toposed: rs 
= An appropriate racial informant be utili: .. a decoy in = 

determining these specific routes. Upon .-° ion of an S 
appropriate informant a cover story woul... cked up for e 
the informant making it appear necessary Wi to flee OG 

2 ~ the United States because of fear of act ' the authorities. 
a Informant would them be instructed to cc .. »propriate ‘ = 

. official in the. BPP to obtain assistance | sing the bx 

o United States. 

(7,7 2 © All Offices” ‘{Exeept Anchorage». Hono? . San Juan) 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: OPERATION OF A -RACTAL INFORMANT 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING 
THE ESCAPE ROUTE USED BY BLACK 
EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED STATES 

In light of the above, every field division should 
analyze its present racial informants to see if there is a 
logical informant who could be used in connection with the 
above proposal. This informant should be established in the 
black extremist field and particularly established with the 
BPP to the degree that the Party would be interested in 
assisting him to flee the country. Upon completion of the 
review of the present racial informants, every field division 
should advise the results of this review. 

* 

1 gedaan 
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_=, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT a Sullivan —___ 
ze 1° Mr. W. C. Sullivan iso. 
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— ee 1 - Mr. C. D. Brenn lee 

TO" :iMr. C. D. Brennan Us 47 pate: 11/6/70 oS 
i 5 Rosen 

Orne 1-Mr. J. J. Casper males 
FROM :G. C. Moor \ 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 2S 

lL - Mr. J. G. Deegan ee 
Gandy 

sumecr)(SpERaTroN. OF A RACIALINFORMANT 1} ~ Mr. A. B. Fulton 
“FOR. THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING. _ 
"THEAESCAPE ROUTES USED BY BLACK BLACK 

! _ “EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED STATES 

3S = The purpose of this memorandum is to obtain approval 
foxes to canvass the field to find a suitable racial informant who 
| a. could be utilized as_a decay for the @ purpose of ast ascertaining the 
Da escape. route used by black extremists to to. flee. the United gstates. 

xo | The field racial supervisors attending the conference 

st at the Seat of Government on 10/22-23/70 coricerning Black Panther 

MN - " Party (BPP) activities tock.note of the number of black extremists. . 
who flee the United States as fugitives. This matter was 

= diseussed im detail and it was proposed that the Bureau select 

a. ° a trusted racial informant to act as-.a decoy with the black /~ 

~ | extremists for the purpose of ascertaining what escape route these 

% 

= 

ais 

extremists use to leave the United States. 

~ = ' After the selection of a suitable racial informant we . 
would then work up a cover story for the_informant which would 
make it appear necessary for him to” “flee the United States because 
of fear of action by the authorities. “We would then instruct 
him to contact an appropriate official in the BPP for the purpose 

of obtaining assistance in fleeing the United States. It is 

hoped that the BPP contact would then assist our informant in 

fleeing the United States by using their previously successful | 
escape route. If this was successful, we would then learn of this 
route and be able to cut off the avenue black extremists use to 

flee this country. Lom BEEP RM LOM 

| . he. 1970 

ACTION: REC-54 ux NOV 17 

' That attached airtel to EX i stidiceat O LLL CCS emma 

7 in accordance with the above,and instructing that each field 

i office review the racial informants to determine if there is 

. an eee A — be ry m the above, be a Soveds. 
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EAT OF GOVERNMENT CONFERENCES ae 
SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT its Va 

Session: October 22 and 23, 19/70, Room 7/33 Old Post Olf fice 

FIRST DAY: 

9:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 

9:15 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 

Mr. C. D. Brennan 

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

Mr. G. C. Moore 

-11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Mr. A. B. Fulton 

12:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 

1:00 p.m. to 2:00'p.m. 

Lhis document as prepared te » nation outside your Committee. your Committee and the conte 

“PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF CONFERENCE —— 

Roll call, ground rules, seminar-type 
full class participation. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Current setting of racial unrest in the 
United States; overall picture of 
violence as part of the revolution; 
Bureau's position in the racial field, 
the demands on Bureau's intelligence 

2 e 

gethering oneration and the need for 
evidence to pursue prosecutive action. 

CRITIQUE OF BPP INVESTIGATIONS AND 
INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT mo 

Overall analysis of BPP investigations 
and informant development setting forth 
strengths and weaknesses. 

BPP LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 

Up-to-date activities of the BPP high- 
lighting violence, international . 
connections; storage of weapons and arms; 
current trends and status of prosecution. 

ATTACKS ON POLICE 

LUNCH 

espouse to your request and és not for disse 7 your 7 mMi- Its use is limited to official proceedings by nt may not be disclosed to unauthorized verson~ nel without the express approval of the FBI. 
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2:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 

Mr. W. D. Neumann | 

2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

Mr. C. E. Glass 

"3330 D.m,. to 4730 p.m, 

Mr. J. C. Michela 

4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 

6:00 p.m.to 7:00 p.m. 

- SECOND DAY: 

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Mr. G. C. Moore 

Th S3154 Docld: 32989635 Page i151 

. RACIALLY RELATED BOMBINGS 

EXTREMIST INVESTIGATIONS ON COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES | 

INVESTIGATIONS OF EXTREMIST 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Full discussion of SAC Letter 68-74 
concerning interviews, obtaining and 
handling of evidentiary information, 
taping of extremist speeches, handling 
of information developed regarding 
proposed highjackings, kidnapings and 
planned acts of violence. 

RACIAL INFORMANT MATTERS 

Including discussions by field 
representatives regarding handling | 
informant who is leader of exttemist 
group. ial 

AREA WORKSHOPS 

AREA WORKSHOPS 

INTERNATIONAL RAMIFICATIONS 

Full discussion concerning foreign 
influence, association with Arab extreé- 
Mists, South Korean and Chinese influenc 
activities in Mexico and Canada and 
discussions regarding CIA's role 
concerning black extremists. 

m, 



10:00 a.m. 

5 

to 11:00 a.m. 

Mr. W. H. Atkinson 

11:00 a.m. 
| 
| 

| Mr. E. R. Stark and field 

to 12:00 Noon 

__ ss representatives 

12:00 Noon to 1:00 p.m. 

Mr. W. C. 

1:00 p.m. 

! 2:00 p.m. 

Mr. R. L. 

2:30 p.m. 

Mr. H. E. 

3:00 p.m. 

Mr. A. B. 

| 4:00 p.m. 

WwW 85154 Docid: 3298963 

Patterson 

to 2:00 p.m. 

to 2:30 p.m. 

Ridgeway 

to 3:00 p.m. 

Helgeson 

-to 4:00 p.m. 

Fulton 

to 6:00 p.m. 

Page i152 
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T ral i; 

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 

Black Panther Party 

HANDLING OF SENSITIVE SOURCE 
INFORMATION 

A L hE = 

HANDLING OF SPECTAL EXTREMIST 
CONVENTIONS AND RALLIES 

Including discussion by field 
representatives 

LUNCH  & 

FUGITIVE INDEX AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM 

FIREARMS VIOLATIONS 

REPORTING PROCEDURES 

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINAL 
OBSERVATIONS 
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J R0POSED OUTLINE OF INTRODUCTORY REMARKS’ 
BY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR C. D. BRENNAN, 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS 

CONFERENCE 10/22-23/70 

Welcoming remarks 
a 

—- —=<~General picture of unrest in U.S. today 

a. New Left participation 
b. Black extremist participation 
ec. Violent acts being committed 
d, Attempted revolution at hand 

Bureau's position in racial field 

a. Responsibility for gathering intelligence information 
as well as investigation of violations of laws by 
extremist groups which pene= from bombings to bank 
robberies. 

b. The President and numerous Federal agencies look 
to FBI daily for intelligence information on racial 
scene. Many state and local law enforcement agencies 
depend on information furnished by FBI. Information 
furnished by FBI to police agencies has resulted in 
saving of lives of officers and in solution of attacks 
on police by black extremists. 

c. Prosecutions of black extremists engaged in illegal 
activities must be vigorously pursued. FBI must 
promptly and thoroughly handle all phases of investi- 
gation where prosecutions likely. 

Highlights of matters to be covered in conference 

a. Up-to-date resume of activities of BPP on nationwide 
and international scale. 

b. Strength and weaknesses of our investigations 
ec. Attacks on police 
d. Racially related bombings 
e. Investigation on campuses 
£, Counterintelligence 
g. Reporting procedures 
h. Field supervisors to meet with Bureau aaah 
__. handling respective field offices. - 

= 
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Conclusion 

a. Group assembled includes most experienced field 
and Bureau personnel we can bring together to 
discuss BPP matters. Will seek positive approach 
to our problems. Will not waste time on discussion 

Sipeeaneiasatsiuianteensiieiuiie anette aie athiad ea a met but. rather . 
discuss how we can achieve success. 

b. This will be full and frank discussion. Suggestions 
and observations are solicited and welcomed. 

TW 55154 Docld:32989639 Page 154 
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S88 § INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT _ Sh 
Sey DEVELOPMENT Pay 
SSeS RACIAL MATTERS | | 
S$8§ (BUDED: 9/21/70) a ‘ ae 
Sed ae TL. 
22 se, The Bureau is plaming to hold a two-day conference 7 | 
+288 at the Seat of Government beginning October 22, 1970, and ie 

Q 
e) 

a 
investigations. ! end informant development ‘ 

‘alan bce MD 
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ending October ,23, 1970, concerning Black Panther Party (BPP) a 

INREC TO 



Airtel to SAL, Albany c | 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU - 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY | | 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

- DEVELOPMENT | 
| 
| 
\ 

‘ 

it is eihadiiieadl that this conference will cover 
the entire range of investigative techniques of BPP members 
as well as the development and operation of informants in 
the group. Particular emphasis will be placed on obtaining 
evidentiary information, the coverage that should be afforded 
to Panthers who travel, as well as the development of top 
Level informants in, the BPP. : 

~ 
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- ae = Ne? vo ta, 
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= 5 we = + 2 © ee ae ae 
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ee ee Te, The attendants at the above conference will be 
limited to the racial supervisors handling BPP matters. 
Therefore,. the recipients of this airtel should advise by 
9/21/70 the identity of the racial supervisor handling 
Panther investigations who will attend the above conference 
as well as specific recommendations for matters to be discussed 
concerning BPP investigations and infortiant matters. 

¥ 

You may assume your candidates have been listed 
as recommended unless advised to the contrary. They should 
be instructed to report no later than 9:00 a.m. on 10/22/70 

‘to Room 733 Old Post Office without further instructions. ut i 

‘NOTE: : , 

See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan | i 
dated 9/14/70, captioned as above, prepared by JGD:rmm/cgce. of 
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~---al Convention scheduled for Washington, D. C., in November, is 
‘definitely increasing Panther influence amongst black extremists | 
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= Mr. PSROONNEL  RQLACK | Deegan ae 
INVESTIGATIONS AND. INFORMANT 3b | 
DEVELOPMENT mm DEVELOPMENT Cen/ JOT 

The Slack Panther Party}s (BPP) influence is increasing 
at a rapid rate; therefore, there is a need for a conference at 
the Seat of Government with the racial supervisors handling BPP 
activity in the 34 active Panther field. divisions in order that 
we may analyze our operation for the purpose of insuring that our 
program is efficient. 

; The recent release of Huey P. Newton from jail on bail 
has stimulated BPP activity. This coupled with the success of 
the Plenary Revolutionary People's Constitutional Convention in 
Philadelphia and the forthcoming Revolutionary People's Constitution- 

as well as white radical extremists, In addition, the increase 
we see in violence as exhibited by the bombings, snipings and 
general assault on law enforcement, demands that there be a complete 
and thorovgh analyses of our investigative efforts as well as our 
efforts in developing quality informants. SC itz) Seiye” 

Our experience in the past has shown that specia 
conferences concerning racial activities, especially informant | 
matters, have been most productive. Based on our past conferences 
we initiated a number of instructions to the field and inaugurated Q! 
new programs concerning the handling of black extremist investi- Qin 
gations and the development of racial informants. | 3 

} 
' S 

™ 
Progress has been made in developing a network of racial ~ ie, 

informants throughout the United States and we are getting results a 
from our efforts;: however, there is an urgent need to develop or = & |": 
place a quality informant.in the upper echelon_of the BPP. There a are 

REG-2 “9S (65500 13337 & | a 
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nation outside your Commitice.’’ Bsssa,t. leni*-d to official peas 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan ~ . 

RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 
PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

DEVELOPMENT 
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a is also a need to get together with field personnel to iron 
out problems, exchange ideas, and expand upon and refine : 
our BPP investigative techniques. 
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4 

In view of this it is believed that we should 
have a two-day conference at the Seat of Government concerning 
BPP investigations and developing informants in the Party. 
In order that adequate preparation can be made it is | 

| recommended this conference be held October 22 and 23, 1970, } / / 
We are limiting this conference to the 34 field divisions 
having the majority of BPP investigations and recommending 
that the field supervisor from each of these field divisions be 
authorized to attend. the conference. 

RECOMMENDATION: | 
| 

-That attached airtel to 34 field divisions referred 
to above be approved advising that a two-day conference~ will 

| be held in accordance with the above and instructing that each 
| Special Agent in Charge advise the identity of the field 

supervisor who will attend this conference and to submit 
suggestions and recommendations yo to be 
renee at the conference. 
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Attached for approval ‘is'a letter to the Attorney General 

Our field supervisors who are handling the BPP cases 
qnaturally are most concerned as to the status of the BPP prosecution. |'.! 

Appearance of a Departmental representative before our special | 
gconference would serve a twofold purpose. Our field personnel would 
shave an opportunity to gain first hand knowledge of the Department's 
Schinking as well as_ obtaining __knowledge concerning the present 
sstatus of the prosecutive action. s7.13% 
Nnsecgnweoe aN Corsa fin exrriors 

nea dulted wey [651 06-§5 sf 
JGD:bad (5) a, CONTINUED OVER 

e 

z “8SEP 30 1970 a. 

z= S requesting that he designate’ a representative of the Department 

3 2S knowledgeable concerning the Department's plans for prosecution 

S83 of thé-Black P: Panther Party/ (BPP) to attend a a_one-hour session of site 
% oh 

RSs our upcoming ing conference dealing with BEP i investigations. D fies 
4g SL am ee ete eta aee mene te e ineeene vntbraeat oe ‘| Fy 

ee By memorandum 9/14/70, G. C. Moore to C. D. Brennan, a Nite 

38 special conference 10/22-23/70 at SOG for field supervisors handling ce 
S°S BPP matters in selected field offices was approved. Ptrpose. is, to— ah 
S83 expand and refine BPP investigative. techniques | and informant m PA 

S83 development, = exchange ideas and iron out, problems. A Na 

253, Baye 
22. One of our primary,objectives in the investigation of Poe ly 
© v8 gBPP is to. develop information which could be used to prosecute 8 te 

es =SPparty and its leaders. The Department has had in operation for Qf he 
~ = Slittle over a year a special task force looking into all phases of 43 {1 
. SBPP operations and currently is presenting evidence to a Federal = 6 | 
8 <Grand Jury looking towards indictments of BPP leaders on Smith Act ay i: 
S Sviolations. We have not received any concrete information from the és oe 
g Department which would “indicate prosecutions - are imminent. ds 

: 

© 
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sed $ | Wii Memorandum to Mr. C, D. Brennan - Atl 
* RE SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL, Hat 

| &° BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND ie 
“’ INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT A 

| ae . : fee 

Ny 
The discussions will be controlled by SOG personnel MN 

and it is believed that these disctsstons will impress the , 
Departmental representative as to our seriousness in our.efforts 

ah eta’ PREY 

“* to put the violent BPP leaders in jail as. quickly as possible. — 
, i 

RECOMMENDATION: Hie 
eee . vik 

That attached letter to the Attorney General in 
accordance with the above be approved. 

ADDENDUM (9/23/70), WCS:csh ~ 

4 I think this is a good idea, It is original, aggressive, j#%}" 
and ¢an be effective. The Department needs to “bé“not only fi 
educated to some of the ugly realities of the Black Panthers, 
but also the Department needs _ to be pushed into getting some 
prosecutive action underway. People about the country are Bets 
beginning to wonder why something isn't being done. For example, is 
only; last week I received a letter from Professor George Kennan, 
of Princeton University, whom I have known for /some years. He a 
deplored sharply the activities of the Black Panthers, and eee | 
wondered why they were not being prosecuted. (It will be recalled 
that Kennan is a former Ambassador to Yugoslavia and for years 
was a high-ranking official of the Department of State.) 
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9/22/70 

Airtel 

To: SACs, Dallas 2 : 

san Francisco 

1 - Mr. L. Davidson 
Frows Director, FSI 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan 

SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU 
PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

\, INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 
al DEVELOPHENT vs ae 

en eee CACHE sh ENE CLM AMTS ~* 
3 

i) 
iZ 

| — 

—_ Le, ReBueirtel dated 9/11/70. y 

In connection with the two-day conference being held 
at the Seat of Government beginning October 22, 19/0, concerning 
captioned matter, the below listed assignments are set forth 
for the individuals attending the conference from the field 

' divisions receiving this airtel. 

1. Discussion (30 minute) concerning the handling 
of the "Flensry Session of the Revolutionary reople's 

siConstitutional Convention held in Fhiladelnhia $/5-7/70. 
o|fhis discussion should include preparations made, the assignment 
“land handling of informants, ag vell as the debriefing of 
‘linformants and the notification of Bureau and interested offices. 

ou should also include details concerning liaison with the iocal 
police department. The above should be handled by the repre- 
sentative from the Philedeiphia field division. 

MAILED 12) 

~ m SEP2 2 1970 

Tolson 

Sullivan 
| a P= “ ble G- AD A-K fo: fe, K | Bishop ______J, if, ie<¢ 22E, 7 ‘ 
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Airtel to SAC, Dallas 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU © 

ERSONEREL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 

DEVELOPMENT 

2. Discussion (30 minute) concerning the handling 
of a BPP informant who is head of his particular chapter. 
This discussion should include the direction to the informant 
@s well as problem involved in such a situation. The representative 
from the Dallas Division should handle the above. 

3. Discussion (36 minute) concerning the handling of 
information received from sensitive sources. The representative 
from the San Francisco Division should handle the above. 

NOTE: 

| A two-day canference concerning eantioned matter was 

approved. The field divisions listed above are being given these 
assignments in view of their aa aaa experience in ~: 
these matters. 
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SS. TOs” SACs, Albany Las Vegas PERSONAL ATTENTION 
B8y Alexandria- Miami 
S'S S Atlanta’ Oklahoma City 
S83 . Houston Tampa 
S-S'd 
ars Kansas City 
oo 1 - Mr. L. Davidson 

* 2 3.8 From: Director, FBI 1 ~ Mr. J. G. Deegan 

S885 
& §.. SPECIALIZED_TRAINING OF BUREAU 
© § § § PERSONNEL; “BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
‘838 § INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT ba wee eae 
S § ° S DEVELOPMENT Ce 
ROS § RACIAL MATTERS 
& $88 (BUDED: 9/29/70) 

P gy és 

This document ts nation outside your Committe nel without th 

COMM-FBI 

ReBuairtel dated 9/15/70. 

A review at the Bureau indicates a decline in Black 
Fanther Party (BPP) activities in the following field divisions; 
therefore, these field divisions should not send a representative 
o the conference scheduled to be heid at the Seat of Government 
etober 22 and 23, 1970. (Albany, Las Vegas and Oklahoma City) 

For the information of the Alexandria, -Atlianta, Houston, 
ansas City,Miami and Tampa fieid divisions, the Bureau is 
lanning to hold a two-day conference at the Seat of Government | 
eginning October 22,.1970, concerning BPP investigations and 
informant development. i ar 2 - a : . “? ° 2 ” - 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 

Ris: So tii beast sD ‘L wariLee < LinGs OF BUREAU 

PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT 
DEVELOPMENT 

and operation of informants in that group. Particular emphasis 
will be placed on obtaining evidentiary information, the coverage 
that should be afforded Panthers who travel as well as the 
development of top level informants in the BPP. 

The attendees at the above conference will be Limited 
to the racial supervisors handling BPP matters. Therefore, the 

Alexandria, Atlanta, Houston, Kansas City, Miami and Tampa 
field divisions should advise by 9/29/70 the identity of the 
racial supervisor handling Panther investigations who will attend 
the above conference as well as specific recommendations for 
matters to be discussed concerning BPP investigations and 
informant matters. 

You may assume your candidates have been listed - 
as recommended unless advised to the contrary. They should 
be instructed to report no later than 9 a.m. on 10/22/70 
to Room 733 Old Fost Office without further instructions. 

. NOTE: 

By memo dated 9/14/70 from G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
captioned as above, it was recommended and approved that there be 
a twoday conference at the Seat of Government for racial supervisors 
handling BPP activities in the 34 field divisions with active 
Panther investigations. A current analysis at the Bureau has 
shown that BPP activities have decreased or have stopped in the 

“offices deleted above and that it is getting started in the 
offices added above... In view of this the above instructions 
are being sent out. 
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| he: ieean a a planning to ‘hold a “two-day: ie aon ae 
at the Seat of Govertmeant vegimning Odteber ZZ, i570, ead. ~ a 
ending October 23, 1970,. concerning Black Panther Party (OPP) * 

. investigetions end informant development. It is anticipated 
' the conference will cover the entire racge of investigative 
“techniques of BPP members as well as the — and oS 
peration of informants in this group. | . . | re 

: This conference will be Limited ne to the recial 
=/supervisors handling Bf? matters. .In view of the indications 

.8jof increased APT activities in Caneda and Mexico, . Legate, Ctteva 

‘Jand : Mexico ety ‘should ettend the. conference. 

. . ‘The shove: denuke should report no Later then 9 aca. os _ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT : : sullivan 

Memorandum "  L- Mr. W. C. Sullivan |» (te 

A L- Mr. J.P. Mohr (fein 
\ WP Lo Mere Ge De Brennan _ i} j ea 

TO - Me. -C..-D¢ Brennay  -’ DATE: 9/24/70 Gale 

Tavel 

- Mr. N. P. Callahan gvae Sovars 

meer iy, “Gs Moordy Qh 

SUBJECT: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU ~ Mr. G. A. Day 
PERSONNEL, BLACK PANTHER PARTY - Mr. J. G. Deegan 
INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT rerh— Se 
DEVELOPMENT J 
RACIAL MATTERS | “OF 

1 

1 - Mr. L. L. Davidson 
lL °- Mr. G C. Moore 
L 
1 

In view of the increased activity of the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) affecting.Canada and Mexico it is believed Legat, 
Ottawa and Legat, Mexico should attend the conference concerning 
BPP investigations and informant development being held e the 

ae nee ok i ‘ 

| Seat of Government. a fds, eee pat CMA 
wf et “ ~~ 

as - . Py 4 te 

In a memorandum dated 9/14/70 from G. C. | to / 
Mr. C. D. Brennan it was recommended and approved that the 
above conference be held for the field supervisors handling 
BPP activity. This conference is scheduled to begin October 22, 
1970, and will be attended es field supervisors from 3/ field 
divisions. | 

/ 

Recent i Satiatdon “Feceived from reliablé sources 
concerning the BPP underground operation coupled with past 
information as to BPP activity in Canada and contacts in Mexico 
definitely indicate increased activity in both of these countries. 

In order to insure our Legats in the above countries - 
are fully apprised of BPP activity it is believed they should 
attend the above conference with the field supervisors who are most 
knowledgeable concerning this acCAyeey: pei D 4 yf 0) < J 

RECOMMENDATION: 
That attached airtel to Legats Ottawa and Mexico City 

be approved instructing the Legat from each of the ,ab 
to attend the conference. 4“ Ra Td ‘6A : 
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‘UNITED STATES(” “\WERNMENT nN 
1 « Mr owe C, Sullivan 

Memorandum "4 -Mr. J. P. Mohr 
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan 

; ibility we ihe , 
ROM. :. G. CG. Moor gan vse Telo. Room “h 

1 - Mr. J. J. Casper Sines eh 
fb“ 1 ™ Mr. R. D. Cot er a im) 

URJECT: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL “hs 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND te 

y+ INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT ii aches, "Gu, Ee MSGES ig Ws 
RACLAL MATTERS 1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan Hs 

; hg 

This is to advise that we have co oncluded the two-day — ma: 
conference with racial supervisors handling Black Panther Party | , 
(BPP) activities and Legats, Mexico City and Ottawa which was” | any 
approved by memorandum dated 9/14/70. The conference was most a iy 
timely and productive in light of the present terroristic Gon ata ah 
activities in Canada and the imminent concern of the White iH 
House concerning the probability of extremist groups taking } 
action against Government officials or their families. 

The topics discussed at the conference covered the 
entire spectrum of the problems inherent in investigating and ps 

developing informants in the BPP as well as related extremist od 
smatters. These topics included detailed discussion concerning ie 
the need for full penetration of extremist groups to obtain BY 
information concerning terroristic activities which may be ad 

Saimed against Government officials. In addition, the conference ryt 

‘Stook note that maximum attention should be given to the extremist eae 

activities in Canada in connection with our investigations as well we 
as intensifying our investigations having international ramification su 

Further, the conference was unanimous in its opinion that copies | 
of the daily Racial Developments and Disturbances teletype to 
the White House and other Government agencies be furnished to 
the field in addition to the weekly Racial Summary. The conferees 

“the FBI . 

Its use ts limited to official proceedings by 

nient may iwt b> disclosed to unauthorized perso pyr oval of 

LPTCSS ap nd the co eR 

his document is.prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- nation outside your Committee. 
aes 

stated that this teletype was most (felpful in Pee with S f | 

their overall extremist investigations. Vag~ 1 ae 2 TOE i= 5 

. 7 REC 74) 
Be The above items, along with other items after ARM) By 

counterintelligence against extremists, the BPP. reround S 

activities and intensified investigations were fullyndisets sea fe 

Pore anid recommendations made by the conferees will be handled in> 
+ * 
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Memorandum to Mr, C,. D. Brennan | 
RE: SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND 
INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT 

individual memoranda, In these individual memoranda it will 
be pointed out these recommendations will improve the Bureau's 
overall operation in the extremist field. 

Sd 
a 

. There was detailed discussion concerning black 
extremist fugitives and it ‘was the unanimous opinion of the 
conferees that this matter must continue to be given high 
priority. ; : 

ACTION: 

The above information will be handled by individual 
* memoranda and forwarded for approval. 
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S38 reproduction of newspaper column critical of Black Panther 
Soe Party (BPP). 
a28 
s88 Victor Riesel, noted labor columnist, recently 
*£§ | authored a column highly critical of the BPP which exposed 
=.8 | their viciousness including cold-blooded attacks on police. 
Se. wt points out the repeated calls for murder of police that a 
S 9 | appear in the Panther newspaper. The column also tells of fe 
23x | a proposal by a union member that union affiliated freight 
S & i handlers refuse to handle the shipment of the BPP newspaper. 
i 
Se a At the recently concluded conference of field 

es -supervisors handling BPP matters it was unanimously recommended 
eh that this column be reproduced and anonyously mailed to select 
So o> officials of the unions.involved in handling shipments of BPP 
ey newspapers as well as selected officials and members of police 
a 4 S fraternal organizations who might be in a position to encourage 
or 62 Qe 5 : 5 such a boycott. .< ‘¥ #, lab 

RC 38 This recommendation has excellent merit. Riesel's 
8, £ 3S | column is outstanding and it provides us with an ideal opportunity 
s S S| to bring the vicious character of the BPP to the attention of 
SSss 1many officials of unions who are in a position to give impetus 
S288 | to the suggested boycott of the handling of BPP papers. 
3.88 a a boycott, if realized, would be a most effective means 
ess to cut off BPP finances and asi aeiie- 
Bose EK a Sf ey “oo ot US 

The anonymous mailing of the reproduced column wi a 
be done from various field offices and can bé@“HahdTéd wre full 

1 security without embarrassment to the Bureau,, “ay 6 1970 

—____. nny 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan } 
RE: RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970, 

RECOMMENDATION FOR COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

ACTION AGAINST BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

Attached is a layout of the proposed reproduction 
of this oon 
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ACTION: 
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1. That reproduction and anonymous mailing of 
attached item be approved. 

2. If approved, reproduction to be prepared by aie 

Exhibits Section of Administrative Division in coordination ovo 
with Racial laine Section of Domestic Intelligence 
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i-Mr, WH. €. Sullivan 
l~-Mr, Je P. Mohr 

SAC, Albany 10-30-70 
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RACIAL MATTERS leMr. G. C. Moore 
S38 

i-Mr, Le J Deekin 
S g z ome leMr. W. H. Atkinson 
SS . ReBuairtel 3-4-68 captioned "Counterintelligence 
S8 8 Program, Black Nationalist - Hate Grows, Racial ~ 
Sa intelligence.” 

/ wie § As a result of a recommendation made by field 
; §8'cg racial supervisors at a recent Bureau conference, instant 
| gk3 abbreviated caption should be utilized henceforth. 
( STs 

PS 
+ 3k 2° Atlanta 2 = Minneapolis 

: oo. 2s Baltinore 2 = Mobile 
; 92 88 2 = Birmingham ow 2 ~ Hewark — 
4 e235 2 « Boston 2~ New Haven 

& <3, 2ie Butfalo 2 - New Orleans 
, =Es s 2 - Charlotte 2 - New York 

Sage 2 - Chicago ~~ SS eo 2 - Cincinnati 2 = Philadelphia 
SOS $ 2 - Cleveland 2 » Phoenix 

-S828 2 =~ Columbia: 2 + Pittsburgh 
ads 3 2 = Denver MAILED 2 2 ~ Portland ) 
88 a5 2+ Betroit NOV2 1979 2 » Richmond 
e3 S s 2 » Houston seins 2 = Sacramento 
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Letter to Albany, el al. | 
Re: _ Cointelpro - Black Extremists 
100-448006 | 

a OTE: 
a omerites {ty ee > 2 + -oum < 

Oar — eee hr a Be rah gating eT ng ian Soe. 
Se Ee sR 5 rea, re era | conte retateeiateesiimsinintn, 

. — See memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D, Brennan, 
| dated 10-29-70, captioned "Racial Conference, October 22-23, 

1970," and ‘Counterintelligence Program, Black Nationalist - _ 
Hate Groups," prepared by WHA:djw. 

| 
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TO * Mr. C. D. Brennan . DATE: 10-29-70 Se ei 
Waiters 

FROM : Go Cy oor Oavr i-Mr. W. M. Felt nie en 
l-Mr, Js se Casper Holmes 

Gandy 

Cee eee - . : 1-Mr. We Se Tavel 

SURECT: : { RACIAL CONFERENCE =——“i‘ COé;‘;C;O!;!WWULMM. 6G Ce Moore 2H 
OCTOBER mock A2L0 1l-Mr. T. J. Deakin S Cogyu__. 

Ps L-Mr. W. H. Atkinso oa / 

COUNTERINTELLI GENCE PROGRAM ZY / 

BLACK NATIONALIST -_ HATE. GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 4s oh x pt We LW 

~\. 

_To endorse recommendation of field racial supervisors, 
who attended specialized conference at Bureau on 10/22-23/70, 
that the field be advised on a regular basis of new techniques 
utilized and successes achieved in cur Counterintelligence 
Frogram directed towdrd black extremists and that the title 

% of communications prepared regarding such Counterintelligence 
Program be abbreviated. J 

= eet te 

or 

7 Our experience over the past year and the growth / 
( _ of our knowledge regarding black extremist activities have ez 
. resulted in utilization of increasing number of sophisticated 
AY techniques, some of which have involved a number of our field 

\ offices and occasionally Legal Attaches in Canada and Europe. 
Among highly successful tangible results realized during the 
past year, as a result of this program, were the disbandment 
of a Black Panther Party (BPP) front group in Cléveland, 

f ‘Mississippi; the transfer of an energetic organizer and key 

in North Carolina; and the complete disruption of a planned 
‘conférence of the violence-prone Republic of New Africa in 
Jackson, Mississippi. eee ere 

Field supervisors felt discussion at the conference 
of counterintelligence techniques and successes materially 
benefited them a for this reason recommended the field be .— 

oo f ~ g amet 

%, ses .Enclosure ae a tybeg = V Cheng gi tehate eens | Ee 

*  100-448006 . | ae hae 1970 WHA: d {SNOV 9 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Ret Racial Conference 

October 22-23, 1970 

Counterintelligence Program 
Black Nationalist - Hate Groups 

furnished—similar—information on regular basis. This suggestion —_ 
should materially stimulate ingenuity and illustrate to 
field the significant results which can be realized through 
an imaginative, dynamic but Bureau-controlled program. For 
these reasons, it is felt this recommendation should be 
implemented. 

The currently used caption for Counterintelligence 
Program. relating to black extremists, set forth as second 
caption in instant memor dun; is lengthy and cumbersome, 
For these reasons, field-Supervisors recommended it be 
abbreviated, Recomm: ed; field | be instructed to henceforth 
utilize the caption "COINTEIPRO: ~ Black Extremists - Racial 
Matters't in place of the présent caption. Records Branch, 
Files and Communications Division, has advised this caption 

is not otherwise being utilized. - Adoption of this abbreviated 
caption also has advantage of affording additional security -— 
to this program. 

ACTION: 

- 1. That the field be advised on regular basis of 
new techniques utilized and successes achieved. 

2. If approved, attached letter will be sent to 
42 field offices participating in above Counterintelligence 
Program with instructions to utilize above abbreviated caption. 

fo ee 
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.i1- Mir, We CG. Sullivan yo-e Brennan, C. Memorandum ie So eae 
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. | af 1 - Mr. C, D. Brennan - ee 
oi Cpt - Ge De eanecant DATE: 10/30/70 z we 

aM f- atti d tet ~ AATE GROUL: 
i " fe Lae = 1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan {).”, fe, 

“FROM: G C. wore" eZ : 1 - Mr. J, J. Casper Wwe alo. Rete 
1 - Mr. Gs.i6, Moord jo Gandy. 

—sumscr:-RACIAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970 } 7 ee, Michela. sesgaclagtd 
~ DUPLICATION ‘SELECTED PORTIONS OF FILM : Se We ae 
"THE BATTLE. OF ALGIERS" USED BY 44>? 2 hy IA, ns 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY a C4 bia? 

HF 345-1) ge AL, od 

- 7 SI 6 : To obtain authority to have tenecopies of guieeees ira b 
sey portions of film "The Battle of Algiers" prepared commercially. Xe | 

Be iste 
fs _ Black extremists are subjected to a torrent of ‘tec 

! ~% calling for violent action against established authorities. Prime 
; 83 agitator in that regard is the: Black Panther Party (BPP). A 

=< principal means used is extremist films, Recent vastly increased 
! Qrs number of attacks and bombings by piece. against police undoubtedly 

ponse to your request and is not 

ae due to such propaganda, ~ 

ES 5 ne film BPP utilizes extensively, "The Battle of Algiers, 
otk jportrays battle of Algerian revolutionary group (National Liberatio 

| - 23 Front (NLF)) for independence of Algeria. Guerrilla ° warfare tactics 
| £3 and underground network utilized by the NLF explained in detail. 
L (area. Y Film shows police and military officers shot down, planting and 
. fee S| exploding of bombs and machine gunning | of citizens on crowded 
| 808 sidewalks”by NLF terrorists. 
— BESS Vs 

So 8 3 The setting up of the BPP underground and attacks By 
fses black extremists on police indicate that many of the tactics 
a SG portrayed in the film are being utilized by U.. S, black extremists. 
SEZs Field supervisors who attended captioned conference were of 
S28R unanimous opinion that showing the film to field Agent personnel 

SS§3 would materially assist efforts of field to devise programs and 
ne ‘methods to minimize black extremist assassinations and bombings. 

=3 S38 RecomS res SUPEte tS cop ee of the film to the field. a -) i 

; Exe? REL YE OS ALA 
Full version of the film lasts more than two hours. To 

. ws obtain sufficient copies of film for each field office would cost 
’ * approximately $12,000. Such expenditure is out of the question. 

wae? To bring expenditure down to a modest level and still give the 

ut of od _ield e bénefit of the film, we have excerpted the portions of 

: FAYLLUS CONTINUED: -- OVER: 
5 SEIN oy ) eg (0 AA, HO ogy ee 
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Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. C. D. Brennan 

RE: RACTAL CONFERENCE, OCTOBER 22-23, 1970 

DUPLICATION SELECTED PORTIONS OF FILM 

"THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS" USED BY 
"BLACK PANTHER PARTY ———:~-- -—-————---—-—-. —____ -- 

set - 

—_—* 
” 

the film which are of primary interest to U. S. black og 
extremists. This has permitted cutting out of major portions 
of the film and.reducing. its length to only 40 minutes. To 

. further reduce costs, the film will be furnished to ten key 
field offices from where it will be circulated to surrounding 
field offices as needed. By this method we have cut the 

iS a ; -- Hegylyed enpepdscures,fopn 912,000, e gazeeg $900, syprostnarely 
ACTION: 

1. That authority be granted to obtain ten copies 
of the cut down version of the film in accordance eee 
foregoing. 

2. If approved, Administrative Division will make 
necessary a for duplication, 

ky We 
| it 

ae fa# SE a, 
A A 

/ 
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1 —~ Mr. N. P. Callahan 1 aa 
"TO Mr. C., D, Brennan DATE: 11/3/70 SaaS 
: | L—- Mr, W. M. Felt 8 

1. Mr, J. J. Casper Savacs 
FROM G. C. Moore L—~ Mr. T. E. Bishop Oereiaais 

} 1 —~ Mr, C, D. Brennan Gandy 
Ll Mr, R. L. Shackelford A 

unject A RACIAL, CONFERENCE --————- d= Mr, W. R, Wannall = ~(7 fit sf 
Ss OCTOBER 22223,,.- 1970 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore Y te 
Ped ., “RECOMMENDATION. TO..ABOLISH 1 —~Mr, T, J, Deakin ) ij 

ae *~ AGITATOR INDEX | L~ Mr. J. G. Deegan Se ppb se | 
4 Sn ore errata 1—- Mr. W. H. Atkinson 4. gy, yy) 

a pe A ue att uw 
, $28 To recommend Agitator Index (AI) be revised by deléting 
f Ses those individuals who are also included on the Security 
: 28a Index (Si). rt fee i a RD. BAY 
; &ss Field racial supervisors who attended a ioe 

So 
rs 
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nse to you 
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S000 S. 
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SI and thus they are included on AI and SI, 

s approval of t 

racial conference at Bureau on 10/22-23/70 recommended AI be 
abolished since activities of so many AI subjects also S PLR: 

. Qualified them for ‘imiusion on SI. AT is a ready raferenre 
to individuals who have demonstrated a propensity for fomenting CL, 
disorder of racial and/or security nature. AI is a valuable and 
necessary administrative tool and it should not be discontinued . 

- ae ew) 

Since inception of AI, the extremist and pcosetionae 
activities of many agitators have also qualified them for 

Listing of . 
individuals in either the SI or AI is adequate cataloging from 
administrative and investigative standpoint at the Bureau and 
in the field, To streamline our operations, it is recommended 
those individuals who are also included on SI be deleted from 
Al. 

The Department has not been advised as to the 
establishment of the AI, chet 

CO) 
ACTION: | | BR? ? 778 2 GO_ 

. o 
- 

If approved, the a ecched letter will be seit ®aC 1 1970 
all Special Agents in Charge and necessary changes will be ; 
made in the Manual of aa aaa Ee | Cet ers ee. / 

: mC fos 

on. Gaited HE (ib wy | { 

1 ~ 1-43) 
SAT “ata 2 Index) ,! e 

Crem 

OES a & 

3 199% 
Se 
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0). | 
(D) AGITATOR INDEX -- As result of discussion by field racial 
supervisors at recent Bureau conference,.the Agitator Index (AT) is 
being revised to delete those agitators who are also included on 
Security Index (SI). AI will, henceforth, include individuals who qualify 
for inclusion thereon but who do not meet criteria for inclusion on SI. 

—- Manual changes follow. - --:-~--~ ee eae eee ene 

Promptly submit FD-397 under individual captions concerning 
deletion from AI of those subjects who are also included on SI. 

e 
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TO : Mr. C. D. Brennaéty DATE: 11/2/70 LA ¥ va +5 1 en 

Od Hid 3 ed Pet ates 
Walters 

FROM : Ge C. Moorel yj), /— 1- Mr. C. D. Bri aa ele. Room 
/| 1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan tome ——J 

va . Ll-«Mr. J. J. Casper it 
Eee eas AND NEW LEFT EXTREMIST ~~ 1°- Mr. G. C.’ Moore “7p 

ro ACTIVITIES _IN. “~SERVICE.CLASSES. I - Mr. R. L. Shackel fofq/}#/ : 
t dt 49 3- ci il - Mr. J. G. peee as ’ 

i uf oe ene Peep Wis oo le Hard, Ge 

A&R = connection with the recent Specialized Conf Conference 
=. held at the Seat of Government concerning Black Panther Party 
i= (BPP) activities it was proposed that the Bureau give / 
S consideration to having In-Service classes concerning racial ce 
2 and new left activities. “i Myf” AY 

ye 

“ty ~> cy 

2 Sed theater 

wits = 

With the continuing terroristic activities being .<- — fst 
planned and perpetrated by extremist elements (both in the oe a 

" black and new left fields) it was the opinion of the racial |X; | 
supervisors attending the above conference that these pram oe 
should be discussed in detail at In-Service classes. It was v 
recognized that these matters are allotted time at the other_ 
In-Service classes; however, it was felt the threats posed 
by extremists in this country justify an entire In-Service 
.being devoted to these types of investigations. 2 

~<* 

isclosed to unauthorized person~ 

ress aporovel of i222 FT. 

“ ur request and is not for disse i'mited to oficial 

a 

ee 
“-anals ttubt De 

es, 
£ 

This In-Service will allow for the Bureau Lecturer...~'| 

S 
=. 

3 

en 
S 
gy 

‘Se ‘2 to discuss in detail with a greater number of Special Agents ~ 
sso the problems involved in the racial and new left fields r 
eos concerning intensified investigation, acts of violence, informant/ 
x +38 development and the necessity for developing sufficient 
2&>*° background data to assist in fugitive Oe 7 
BOSS these extremists become Bureau fugitives. 
SS8~ : Pr 
a cALDR "EC pe J} f — 
SS ss As stated above, it was the an oft e dd 
ease | nape Bors that at least three of these In-Services sho should be 
= SSs scheduled when the Bureau schedules In-SérVice classes. 

is apse 9 I/8: 
& A3’ RECOMMENDATION: 

Yo ; That if approved, this memorandum-will .be “#éuted to the 
ee | Training and Administrative Divisions for the — of 

4 Racial ~ New Left InzService. ee ‘Ft 
: x 
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TO ‘Mr. C. D. Bremnay’\)4 “YY DATE: 11/5/70 

7 
FROM : G C. Moord t 

/ Walters , 

- Mr. N. P. Callahan ‘p5= 7 1 
L=- Mr. J. J. Casper HolR eae —— 

; = ; 1 - Mr. A. Rosen ue pis wo 

sumectRACTAL INFORMANTS pe L-Mr. WM. Felt ~~, yy 
f ean a | = Mr. G. C. Moore LEAL 

1 
RACIAL MATTERS ~~“ 

- at Mr. Ss G. Deeg bs ¢ 

In connection with the Racial Supervisors’ Conference, LDS 

Se8 concerning Black Panther Party (BPP) activities held at the Mi as 4 
S38 & Seat of Government 10/22-23/70 it was recognized that there ‘’Y ! 
S$ | still remains an urgent need for full penetration of extremist. 
2 S 3 groups in order to obtain information concerning terroristic yep 

ese activities which may be aimed against Government officials. 
mS 8 § reaps © there is attached an airtel to all Special Agents 
S ets n Charge — (SAC) reiterating previous instructions in this matter; , 
$83 ee the need” to accelerate thé development of informants; : . 
as and, instructing 10 field divisions to assign two Special Agents J if 
S a in. their respective divisions exclusively to developing racial \;,' 
Se informants. | 24 = NW (UP 

Resse . : : 
oS ess 5 As previously advised the conference held with , y¥™ 

| sx Ss | ‘field racial supervisors discussed in detail the terroristic 
S ses _ activities in the United States and in Canada and took cognizance 

i g&S8§ of the imminent concern of the White House concerning probability 
3 ss SS of extremist groups taking action against Government officials 
S833 or their families. In addition to the threat posed by many 

4 £esS extremist groups there is always the ever present threat of | 
| ie S § § a guerrilla-type operation being perpetrated by the clandestine © 
‘ae38 BPP underground. The White House and the Nation in general . 
: 8 B84 is counting on the FBI to. give top priority to the development: 
288 ss of live informants who can report on possible terroristic 
, Se 's Les. 

gdge “tivities: EXE peas OC 2a -72 -QQS 
a S88 The above-mentioned eo cme racial conference, recogn 

ging the need for informant development, proposed that certain 
key field divisions be required to_have an minimum of two Special 
Agents working full time on developing racial. “informants. The 
conference believed that, the Matter of informant. development : | ; 

‘was: O = ‘such\ importance that. the manpower expended was more.than ae Sf, 
A—ocnnnnna — mesmiuaervenrans ovement | cn 

61° n cha Enelo (Me ~JSO | eles REE 

~JGD: rm “Cop = 2 4 Be 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 

RE: RACIAL INFORMANTS 

justified and further Stated that it is more efficient to 
| Bave Agents “assigned exclusively i “to. developing. informants 
because this enables _these Agents to.develop..better 
informants in a short period 1 of time. Accordingly, the 
Baltimore, Cincinnati, : Cleveland, Miami, Newark, New-Haven,. 
New Orleans, Philadelphia, Springfield and Washington Field 
Offices will be instructed to assign Special Agents exclusively 
to informant development. It is to be noted the Boston 

| Chicago, Columbia, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York 
! and San Francisco Field Offices presently have Agents assigned. 

full time to informant development through the instructions 
» 

of the SAC of each of these field divisions. ; 

ACTION: 

Sales Phere is attached for approval::an airtel to 
all SACs setting forth instructions in acco ncanee with 
above. =~ * 

WW 85154 Docld: 32989639 Page i161 
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L- Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Airtel Ll ~ Mr. J. P. Mohr 

i a ate “meme Ee RN ate siehites Sen sees om Mr. N. Ps Callahan 

Re Vee 
~ x4 Tot SAC, Albeny | PERSONAL ATTENTION 

A From: Director, FBI 
yo lL «Mr. J. J. Casper 
(-RACTAL INPORMANTS - ieee 4 epl lL ~- Mr. A. Rosen 

RACTAL MATTERS L~ Mr. W. M. Felt 
L~ Mr. G. C. Moore 
Ll ~ Mr. J. G. Deegan //, 

Terroristic activities are continuing not only ey } 
in this country but also in Canada. There can be expected a j 

; possible terroristic activities aimed at Government officials “<— 
or their families. Therefore, the quality aud miuinsr of cur ‘ 
racial informants in a position to report on such activities 
must be increased immediately. 

igke- ASHD -/0- QA2B¥ 
The Govermment officials, including the President, 

as well as the general American public are depending upon the 
' FBI to give top priority to the development of live quality 

informants who Gan report on terroristic activities. Naa V ETE erecta 

- fon BAILED 12 Ls yan ey rom s ai } 
apt -* s ~e 

a PE et rae At a recently concluded Racial Supervisors! Confer 

ve ‘het at the Seat of Government concerning Black Panther rarty 
: covn€BPP) lactivities the need for stepped-up informant operations 
Zoo was Yecosnized. Aceordingly, it was proposed that certain 
“y key field divisions assign a minimum of two Special Agents 

exclusively to developing racial informants. Effective 
ee L . immediately, the Baltimore, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Miami, 

us pj Newark: ew Raven, New Orleans, thiladelphia, Springfield 
a ie and Washington Field Offices should assign two Special Agents 

7 iy v exclusively to the cevelopment of racial informants. In view 

ST} - 

YW ” Soyurs 

Tele. Room 
Holmes eas, ne 
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es, of the fact that the Boston, Chicago, Columbia, Detroit, 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: RACIAL INFORMANTS 

Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York and San Francisco Divisions 
have previously advised that Special Agents are assigned 

> sine  @xCLlusively to the development of racial informants, “these 
divisions should continue this type of assignment. ay errs ae 

NOTE: 

See memo G. CG. Moore to C. D. Brennan dated {1 /'5./70 

captioned as above, prepared by JGD:rmn. 
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- REC: 5A oe 1- Mr. J. J. Casper 

, bar To: “SAC, Albany | PERSONAL ATTENTION 

OPERATION OF A RACIAL INFORMANT eet 7 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING et ne ee oe 
THE ESCAPE ROUTES USED BY BLACK . te / s 
EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED STATES i sss s 
RACIAL MATTERS - aa : 

‘ (. -#* 2 aty S 
S 

Vgaeeas RE She Se ,.. The recentiv esheets Racial Suvervisors' conferengé = 
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11/9/70 

and is not for dissemi- 

Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 1 ~ Mr. J. G. Deegan 

t is prepared in response to your request 

concerning Black Panther Party (BPP) activities held at the 
t of Government discussed in detail BPP underground 

> opérations including the.possible existence of escape routes 
nation outs This docu 

‘ United States. 

fei te" 2 © ALL Offices (Except or ata Honolulu and San Juan) 
(Personal Attention 

Tolson 

Sullivan 

‘a ———JGDimm (120) ho 
Brennan, C.D. —_— oy 5) 

Callahan ‘ NO 12 70 

ee NOTE: See memorandum G. Moore to Mr.- Cc. D. \Brennan 
2 ene 11/6/70, _captioned | as above, prepared by Jeni rm, 

Rosen “SPR Ey. oa , ’ 
TaAvGl 

your Committee and the content 

roval of the FBI , 

ae rod re oe wont , a 

a 
é 

without the express app 

ee 

el rn dine wv ‘4 i, o 5 5 from the United States used by black extremist fugitives. S55 

: : = In order to obtain full details concerning these = 
7 = peesible escape routes the following has been proposed: = 

<= Aa appropriate racial informant be utilized as a decoy in te 
ermining these specific routes. Upon selection of an sg 

appropriate informant a cover story would be worked up for = 
the informant making it appear necessary for him to flee G 

z gf the United States because of fear of action by the authorities. iS 

i Informant would then be instructed to contact appropriate 4 = 
oe official in the BPP to obtain assistance in fleeing the : bx 
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Airtel to SA! , Kibaay 
RES OPERATION OF A RACIAL INFORMANT 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING 
THE ESCAPE ROUTE USED BY BLACK 
EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED STATES 

In light of the above, every field division should 
analyze its present racial informants to see if there is a 

| logical informant who could be used in connection with the - 
above proposal. This informant should be established in the 
black extremist field and particularly established with the. 
BPP to the degree that the Party would be interested in 
assisting him to flee the country. Upon completion of the’ 
review of the present racial informants, every field division 
should advise the results of this review. 

~ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | sul Sullivan 
” ; a -Moh 

Le Mr. W. C. Sullivan ‘fish —— i ; * . Tiecs 

Memory nau 1 - Mr. J. P. Mohr iat, Brennen? Ds —— 

ee 1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan “fe 
TO -M 4 7 “Felt 

r. C. D. Brennan ex \ pate: 11/6/70 Gale 
Rosen 

- Mr. J. J. Casper Walters 
FROM :G. C. Noord - Mr. G. C., ai Soyare — 

ft peat at et 
- Mr. J. G. Deegan ea eens 

Gandy 

SUB! “SAQPERATION OF A RACIALINFoRMaNT 7 ~ Mr. A. B. Fulton 
PURPOSE OF DISCOVERING | 

a ESCAPE ROUTES USED BY BLACK | 
“EXTREMISTS TO FLEE THE UNITED [ED STATES 

| 

i 

The purpose of this memorandum is to obtain approval 
to canvass the field to find a suitable racial informant who 
could be utilized as_a decay for the purpose of “ascertaining the 

: escape route used by black Sétremists to flee the United States. 

y The field racial supervisors attending the conference 

es at the Seat of Government on 10/22-23/70 concerning Black Panther 
yoo ~ Party- (BPP) activities took note-of the number of black extremists. 

who fiec the United States as fugitives. This matter was 
discussed ir detail and it was proposed that the Bureau select 
a trusted racial-informant to act as a decoy with.the black 
extremists for the purpose of ascertaining what escape. route’ these 
extremists use to leave the United States. 

Ta 0 
2 eral elon Ri hah 

2 eR 

@ pei dhe 

A 
a ed 

‘After the selection of a suitable racial informant we 
would then work up a cover story for the informant which would 
make it appear necessary for him to” flee the United. States because 
of fear of action by the authorities. “We would then instruct 
him to contact an appropriate official in the BPP for the purpose 
of obtaining assistance in fleeing the United States. It is 
hoped that the BPP contact’ would then assist our informant in 
fleeing the United States by using their previously successful 
escape route. If this was successful, we would then learn of this. 
route and be able to cut off the avenue black extremists use to 
flee this country. Zi-Ds A een 

ACTION: _ REC-54 bs NOV 17 1970 

That attached airtel to isaac OLLL CS Sees 
in accordance with the above,and instructing that each field 
office review the racial informants to determine if there is Soy 
an informant = ~— a iy in the above, be approved. , “ay 

~ AanncEnclosure oy if of 
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SEAT OF GOVERNMENT CONFERENCES 
SPECIALIZED TRAINING OF BUREAU PERSONNEL 

BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS AND INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT 

Session: October 22 and 23, 1970, Room 733 Old Post Office 

FIRST DAY: 

9:00 a.m. t6-9:15 a.m. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF CONFERENCE ~~ 

Mey. J Gs Deegan 

9:15 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 

Mr. C. D. Brennan 

10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

Mr. G. C. Moore 

-11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Mr. A. B. Fulton 

12:30 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 

1:00 p.m. to 2:00'p.m. 

This document is prepared 
nation outside your Committe 

response to your request and is not for dissemt- 
é&. Its use ts limited to official proceedings by 

Roll call, ground rules, seminar-type 
full class participation. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Current setting of racial unrest in the 
United States; overall picture of 

violence as part of the revolution; 
Bureau's position in the racial field, 
the demands on Bureau's intelligence 

- gathering operation and the need for 
evidence to pursue prosecutive action. 

CRITIQUE OF BPP INVESTIGATIONS AND 
INFORMANT DEVELOPMENT ear 

Overall analysis of BPP investigations 
and informant development setting forth 
Strengths and weaknesses. 

BPP LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 

Up-to-date activities of the BPP high- 
lighting violence, international 
connections; storage of weapons and arms; 
current trends and status of prosecution. 

ATTACKS ON POLICE 

LUNCH 

your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthoriz . net without the express approval of the FBI , eres ceenerenue 
Page 187 



2:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 

Mr. W. D. Neumann 

2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

Mr. C. E. Glass 

— * 3330 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ~————sSX INVESTIGATIONS OF EXTREMIST 

Mr. J. C. Michela 

4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Mr. J. G. Deegan 

6:00 p.m.to 7:00 p.m. 

SECOND DAY: 

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

Mr. G. C. Moore 

“RACTALLY RELATED BOMBINGS 

EXTREMIST INVESTIGATIONS ON COLLEGE 
CAMPUSES 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Full discussion of SAC Letter 68-74 
concerning interviews, obtaining and 
handling of evidentiary information, 
taping of extremist speeches, handling 
of information developed regarding - 
proposed highjackings, kidnapings and 
planned acts of violence. 

RACIAL INFORMANT MATTERS 

Including discussions by field 
representatives regarding handling 
informant who is leader of extremist 
group. —_ 

_ AREA WORKSHOPS 

AREA WORKSHOPS 

INTERNATIONAL RAMIFICATIONS 

Full discussion concerning foreign 
influence, association with Arab extre- 
mists, South Korean and Chinese influen 
activities in Mexico and Canada and 
discussions regarding CIA's role 
concerning black extremists. 

MW 55154 Docld:32989635 Page 188 



10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. 

Mr. W. H. Atkinson 

11:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon 

Mr. E. R. Stark and field 
representatives ow 

12:00 Noon to 1:00 p.m. 

Mr. W. C. Patterson 

1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 

Mr. R. L. Ridgeway 

2:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 

Mr. H. E. Helgeson 

3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

Mr. A. B. Fulton 

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

NW 35154 Docld: 322989635 Page 169 
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1 

o; ' 
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES 

Black Panther Party 

HANDLING OF SENSITIVE SOURCE 
INFORMATION 

HANDLING OF SPECIAL EXTREMIST 
CONVENTIONS AND RALLIES | 

Including discussion by field 
representatives 

LUNCH 

FUGITIVE INDEX AND PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM 

FIREARMS VIOLATIONS 

REPORTING PROCEDURES 

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINAL 
OBSERVATIONS 

mr 8 ge 
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PROPOSED OUTLINE OF INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
4 BY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR C. D. BRENNAN, 
E. BLACK PANTHER PARTY INVESTIGATIONS 

CONFERENCE 10/22-23/70 

Welcoming remarks 

——————General picture of unrest in U.S. today 

. New Left participation 
Black extremist participation 

. Violent acts being committed 

. Attempted revolution at hand OO op 

Bureau's position in racial field * 

a. Responsibility for’ gathering intelligence information 
as well as investigation of violations of laws by 
extremist groups which range from bombings to bank 
robberies. 

. b. The President and numerous Federal agencies look 
to FBI daily for intelligence information on racial 
scene, Many state and local law enforcement agencies 
depend on information furnished by FBI. Information 
furnished by FBI to police agencies has resulted in 
saving of lives of officers and in solution of attacks . 
on police by black extremists. 

ec. Prosecutions of black extremists engaged in illegal 
activities must be vigorously pursued. FBI must 
promptly and thoroughly handle all phases of investi-~- 
gation where prosecutions likely. 

Highlights of matters to be covered in conference 

a. Up-to-date resume of activities of eee on nationwide 
and international scale. 

b.: Strength and weaknesses of our investigations 
ec. Attacks on police 
d. Racially related bombings 
e. Investigation on campuses 
£. Counterintelligence 
g. Reporting procedures 
h. Field supervisors to meet with Gini supervisors 

Bo... Bete . handling respective field offices. . ss 

WW 55154 Docld:32989639 Page 190 
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Conclusion 

a. Group assembled includes most experienced field 
and Bureau personnel we can bring together! to 
discuss BPP matters. Will seek positive approach 
to our problems. .Will not waste time on discussion 

——-.--.-. .of why specific .objectives.cannot be met_but_rathe 
discuss how we can achieve success. 

b. This will be full and frank discussion. Suggestions 
and observations are solicited and welcomed. 
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PART I - Item 6 

Attached hereto is the response to Part 1, item 6 
in the Senate Select Committee letter to Mr. Michael &. 
Shaheen, Jr., Esq. dated August 20, 1975. Item 6 is set 
forth as follows: 

Materials pertaining to the furnishing of information 
to the White House in February, 1970, and March, 1970, regarding 
the role of Klan organizations in mailing letters to the 
President protesting school desegregation. 
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: ee STATES DEPARTME INT OF bce " ee: . 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION _ < 

Tampa, Florida 
February 6, -1970 

= UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN 
(UFKKK) 

On January 20, 1970, Source 1, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that the 2lected 
State officers of the United Florida Ku Kiux Klan (UFKKK) , ; 
and the Exalted Cyclops of UFKKK Klaverns in the State of 
Florida, convensd at Samsula, Florida, which was a regular 
monthly meeting of this group, Jason E..kersey, Imperial | jj; ;, 
‘Wizard of the UFKKK, presided, and the grbup in attendance ---—---.—. 
“¥oted to have printed 15,000 letters, in a pamphlet form, 
which would be vassed out to the general public to sign 
and to mail to President Richard M. Nixon of the United 
States. 

On February 1, 1970, a second source, who has fur- 
mished reliabie information in the past, advised that at a 
meeting of the Plant City, Florida Klavern of the UFKKK, held 
at Plant City, Florida, the attached pamphlet was being made 
available to Klavern members for distribution to the general 
public. 

A characterization of 
the United Florida Ku Klux 
Kian (UFKKK) is attached as 
an appendix to this memo= 
randun, 

~ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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(Date) 6 ei esthetic AO 

3 
% 5 

The President of the United States : 

The White House Office 
| | : 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue ! 

Washington, D. C. 20500 4 

Mr. President, | 

You have violated your oath of office by allowing my 

freedom of choice in public schools to be deprived as 

guaranteed me under God and the Constitution of the 

United States of America. | 

Respectfully, 
t 

Nate 

Address _. _. pa eee 

CU oe ee tS OLE ee 
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Jalters 
. «3  -UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Moh 

ae . « 3 (ee 
” Callahan = 
Conrad 

wTDeLoach 4 

r 

Mee Fe 7 

TO “Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 2/ i3/ 70 Rosen 
S gle 

. ‘ : avel 
Soyars 

FROM :Ge CG. oor — : Tele. Room 
Holmes ——___& 

| Gandy ———__-- 

SUBJECT: en ) FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN | 

PROTEST LETTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON he Cor 
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN) 

g “Tapa 
~ Racial informants of our Tampa Division have advise 

that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan has printed 15,000 protest 
letters to be made available to the public for ailing to 
President’ Nixon in connection with school desegregation. QR erent, LED. SESaasriRe 

ort 
FEY 

= Ne) 
} A copy of a-memorandum dated 2/6/70 at Tampa and 

-ERCLOSURE DETSSHBD-, &°Sa copy of the protest letter are attached. This information 
\, & Shas been disseminated to Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, 

y w x Department of Army; Secret Service; Internal Revenue Service; 
We oS In Internal Security and Civil Rights Divisions of the Department. 
ss ~<- of Justice and the Inter Division Information Unit. ; A | 

ee 4 art 

Sg ve ACTION: oo, 
a 

For information. We will closely follow and advise 
you of any pertinent developments. 

Enclo sureRCLOS . BRE q Uf | / REC-110 \/ 

oe. C. 

Ofeco Sue 

? L277 ae - fsf 
vW:rmm (7) ~ 7 ~— 2 Soh 
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“y g Ad 

SS 1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach eae 
a L oi Mr. WwW. G. Sullivan 

a Pr Tec. Manan oy : ~ = 1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop rn ee 
a ? : gets” ' 

ww 1 - Mr. A. Rosen has Ga heey 
Ys 8 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore _poe gsr 
x 

ON 1 - Mr. J. V. Walsh Noor wee | : 
pr | a he 

-This document is prepared in response to “your request and is not for dissemi- 
ur outside your Cornge” ce, . Fés use ts Mmited to official proceedings by 

ae yp sleigh tee od the sor’ } 4 “ay not be aisclosed to unauthorized yerson- 
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we 57 February 16, 

: REGlYys7_ 29S5— | | 
19 1 BY LIAISON 

« Mrs DeLoach 

- Mr. Sullivan 

Mr, Bishop 
-~ Mr. Rosen 
- Mr. G,. GC. Moore 

- Mr. Deegan 

Honorable John DB. Ehrlichman 
Assistant to the Frresident 

for Domestic Affairs 
The White House 

Washington, DB. C. 

fet fet fet pat fet pet 

7 

Dear Mr. Ehrlichmart: : 

Racial informants of our Tampa Division have : 
advised that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan has printed : “te 
.4£5,000 protest letters to be made available to the public i 
for mailing to President Nixon in connection with school 
desegregation. " 7 

A copy of this protest letter is enclosed, 

This is being furnished to you in view of the 
Fact it may be of interest to the President. It has also 
been made available to the Attorney General. 

~~ 

Sincerely yours, Z 

This documen € % prepared -iy, won sone outside isp i. per ell Rahs fos ie request and is not for disseMs: FEB. bo 19070 
Your ommittee 1sbnle ber U3 2S “inttod t = 4 

ad and the ; ; eh to official nroe \ el tet Ont the pons COG th, nee not ue disclosed to wnathoriced pervon in 
“Fl at POG ae OP. ; 

macvosaxe } 

aii 7 * 
Walters 

Mokr IGD:eco/ bjrShe SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 
Bishop ( 8 ) 
Cesper 

Caliahan 
Conrad 
Peltcst oe : 
Gelé: co 

Rosen ‘ 

Sullive 

=" SBFEB 27 1970 a 
Tele. Ramm ———_ 

Holmes 
Gendy ————-__—_. ays pout TELETYBE uit 
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Honorable John D. Ehrlichman ¥ 
4 

NOTE: ss. 
soon 

+ See memorandum G, CG. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
dated 2/13/70, captioned "United Florida Ku Klux Klan Protest 
Letters to President Nixon, Racial Matters (Klan),' prepared 
by JVW:rmm, which set forth the above information and the 
Director instructed that this information be furnished to 
Ehrlichman. 

a 

. Ie ss ; * 
° 
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| 1 - Mr. Dexoach ts ees 

. lL’ - Mr. Bishop a:d 
: 1 - Mr. Resen 7 

L ~ Mr. Sullivan 
The Attorney General February 16, 1970 

_ Director,- FBI . ‘ 1 - Mr. G. C. Moore " 

a” ee 1 - Mr. Deegan 

i UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN 
SS PROTEST LECTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON 
S88 RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN) u28 
ios 
RSS 
eis _ Racial informants of our Tampa Division have 
ess advised that the United Florida Ku Klux Kian has printed 
=: § (15,000 protest letters to be made available to the public. . 
SSso . for mailing to President Nixon in connection with school | 
S83 desegregation. ° 

ts & copy of this protest letter is enclosed. 
aoe ee 

Qe a oat 
oa This jaformation has also been furnished f 

. Qf s.: to the Honorable John D, Ehriichman, Assistant to the 
( sfe> President for Domestic Affairs, the White House, 
|} i ‘3 Washington, D. 6. 

| PR ne | 
( ie Enclosure 

AL © » 
KC%S 1: The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 

2ocs IGD:eco:mjt 
C222 (0) 
$53 NOTE: Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, dated 
98,2 2/13/70, eaptioned as above, prepared by JVWirmm, set Forth 

| &8s3 the above information and the Director instructed that this 
. information be furnished to Ehrlichman. | 

: eas REC 2 
| Tolson MAILED 2 Gta 4 
| Beltre a Pegs eee, Pee 
: Mohr Fis LO boy tl 

Bishop 

Casper COMM-FBI 
Callchan . . 
Conrad 4 
RGD  ecectrccmseiacaatereeeestines m~ + 
Gale ee ; 

Rosen 
Sullivan 
aii aid = 60 
“: =—ol FG oter0 

MAIL ROOML__.] TELETYP® uNITL__] 
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—— DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE a a os 

_ PEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION “ 

Mobile, Alabama . ! 

In Reply, Please Refer to March 9, 1970 
| File No. : : 5 

| ‘ 

: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED, KNIGHTS 
OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, CONCERNING LETTER BEING 
MAILED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 

Confidential Informants who have furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on March 4, 1970, that copies 
of a printed letter, addressed to The President of the United 
States, The White House Office, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, 

, Washington, D. C. 20500 were obtained at the Alabama State 
' Meeting of the United’ Klans of America, Incorporated, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, held,on March 1, 1970, at Ft. Payne, ; 
Alabama. These letters were furnished by a group of Klansmen Sto 
from Georgia, who were guests at the State Meeting. : 

Another Confidential Informant advised on February 
6, 1970, that at a meeting of Lawrence Lodge Number 610, : 
United Klans of America, Incorporated, Knights of the Ku 

.., Klux Klan, Montgomery, Alabama, the Exalted Cyclops, Eugene 
Xx Vann, furnished copies of this letter to the members present 
,and requested them to sign the letters and return them to him 
for mailing. A copy of this letter is attached to this com- 
munication. 

ae 

A characterization of the United Klans of America, 
Incorporated, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, is attached. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of thé FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

, issemi- 
This document is prepared in renee to aie ered a Laie si 

nati side your Committee, Ils wig & tM ¢ 

a ee and the cortens may cot oe disclosed to unauthorized person- 

nel without the express approval of the FBI. 
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pense. ee ° @ . 

NE sanicinccmitwaroucy te Tg.” 

The President of the United States” - oo % 4 

The White House Office | 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 20500 

Mr. President, - « 
fr < Sei agen a at tnt eri =a ee ern, . 
ee | eee 8 Mig le ems LST me Sie ay 

: i: = Rog Es, eget 
- - Le z ee Ny 
" ». =~ weg . ~ce 

You have violated . you ‘oath of office by allowing my 

freedom of choice ‘in public ‘schools to be. deprived as 

quaranteed me under God aid fhe, Constitution of the 

United States of America, ae Poet 
seins tL 8 BROS bee a ee ~~ 

: i and Blac Bn rl | — 
Respectfully, 2 - 

i\ -- 

Name 

OCS a : 

a as 

y 
7 mos Rear = & EF 

PR meee r ig ee ‘ 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 , $010-106 
. MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 . : : ’ Tolson 

UNITED STATES « @BRNMENT . e ee SO ee 

“Memorandum | ) — 
Callahan 

Conrad 

Pelt ee 

> Mr. W. C. sattivan 7, DATE: 3/12/70 TO Gale 
Rosen : 

S Reon 
; ? Tavel ¥. 

. FROM : G. C. Moore : 
Soyars 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

SUBJECT: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA 
PROTEST LETTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON G Loewe 

ee RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN) ~~ 
32S 

Sek ‘By memorandum 2/13/70 you were advised of information 
SS a we received from racial informants of our Tampa Division that 
S88 the hited Florida Ku Klux Klan had made available printed 
> oS protest letters to be mailed to President Nixon in connection 
ess with school desegregation. 
ges 
K Racial informants of our Mobile Division have now 

= 

| AZ3 advised us that the United Klans of America (CUKA) has made 
a available an identical printed letter to be mailed to President 
_=3_ Nixon. A Copy of a memorandum dated 3/9/70 at Mobile and a 
3 gS copy of the protest letter are attached. 

aes 
7 aos ACTION: 8 

cA. S _— 
e 8 If you approve, attached letters setting Forth 

- ©. the above will be sent to the Honorable John D. Ehrlichman 
| hag $8 at the White House and to the Attorney General. In addition, 
| Sse dissemination of the field LHM in this matter is being 
! - . disseminated to Secret Service and to the Internal Security 
'  &88§8 and the Civil Rights Divisions of the Department as well as 
_ © a,the Inter-Division Information Unit. 

free 

e283 srmm (8) 
aes a 3 at al ha al ek 48 () 

[ee 35 Enclosures Z2cf ; re k 

eas 3-/3-7o 
1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach oy. {) 
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan = Por: a 5G0 
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop te cr in nema amthemcances saan 
1 - Mr. A. Rosen i 

1 - Mr. G. C. Moore 4 MAR 17 12 f 
PA aT 

1 - Mr. J. G. Deegan REDSGe en ae 
1 - Mr. J. V. Walsh a ss ) 
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The Attorney General March 13, 1970, 

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach 
Director, FBI 1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

a L.- Mr. T. E. Bishop 

UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA /i - Mr. A. Rosen 
CYEROTEST LETTERS TO 1RUSTDERT sto. ce | 

RAC 7, +f po + ~ Nt. ° ° a 

TAL MATTRES CicLAN} c< J. V. Walsh Mr. 

You were advised by letter February £6, 1970, 
that racial informants en our Tampa Division advised 
that the United Florida Ku Klux Klen had printed protest 
letters to be made esti asia to the public for mailing 
to tresident Nixon in connection with school desegregation. 
A copy of that protest letter vas furnished to you. 
This is to advise that racial informants of our Mehile (Yh 
Mined ptam baw nceeiasd that the Tinitead Kiana af Anerica Bike V te SP a oe bake V we 

have printed an identical letter for mailing to President ~ 
Nixon. A copy of this protest letter is enclosed. 

This information has also been furnished to the 
Honorable John D. Ehrlichmen, Assistant to the Frresident 
for Domestic Affairs, the White House, Washington, D. C. 

Enclosure 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General Je 

IVWirmm (11) 
les 

J o~ pw 

NOTE: 

See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan dated 
3/12/70, ceptions? as above, prepared by JVW:rmn. 
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March 13, 1970 ‘ 

BY LIAISON 

- Mr. C. D. DeLoach 

- Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
- Mr. T. E. Bishop 

Ce, 

raceos 

4 

wt 

Honorable John D. Ehrlichman 

fad fot pet fed fed fed fd 

} 

gs Assistant to the President a - ae 

as for Domestic Affairs vg . _ it 

) nas The White House re J. G. Deegan 

Washinston, D. C. - Mr. J. V.. Walsh 

Dear Mr. Ehriichman: 

You were advised by letter February 16, 1970, 
‘that racial informants of our Tampa Division advised 
that the United Flérida Ku Klux Klan had printed protest 
letters to be made available to the public for mailing ah 
to President Nixon in connection with school desegregation. a 
A copy of that protest letter was furnished to you. . 

sd to official procee 

disclosed to unauthorized person- “er 

hout the express approval of tre DI. 

oeeauey 
abet tanh, 

7 v 

to wour request and is not for 
iyé, 02 
Ve 4 3 an7g 38 

ommitiee and the contcnl aa: 

0782 bs I This is to advise that racial informants of our 
Mobile Division have advised that an, identical protest 

‘letter is being distributed by the” United Klans of America —-* 
for mailing to President Nixon. A copy of this protest 
letter is enclosed. 

This is being furnished to you in view of the 
fact it may be of interest to the President. It has also 

ument is prepared in resp utiside your Committce., 

been made available to the Attorney ees , oo Pe 
o : > =), 7 51S a 4] a CaS - Sincerely yours, ae ota S'S ; X403 | ~MAR 161970 

Taleen ie J =, 

wales ae be Nteyet ‘ ih 7 

Bishop ———— g : : OL t / 

Calistcn Ene losure j* 

at ————J VWs $Tmm (9) " Ah 
‘so NOTE: See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C./Sullivan dated 
a____3/12/70, captioned "United Klans of America, AProtest Letters 
Bn Pee Sega Racial oe (Klan) ,'¥ ‘prepared by JV:rmm. 
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. UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT OF cs 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Tampa, Florida 
February 6, - 1970 

UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN 
= 
— 

On January 20, 1970, Source 1, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that the selected 
State officers of the United Florida Ku Klux Klan (UFKKK), 
and the Exalted Cyclops of UFKKK Klaverns in the State of 
Florida, convensd at Samsula, Florida, which was a regular 
monthly meeting of this group. Jason E. \Kersey, Imperial 
‘Wizard of the UFKKK, presided, and the group in attendance 
‘yvyoted to have printed 15,000 letters in a pamphlet form, 
which would be rassed out to the eeneral public to sign 
and to mail to President Richard M. 
States. 

Nixon of the United 

On February 1, 1970, a second source, who has fur- 
nished reliabie information in the past, advised that at a 
meeting of the Plant City, Florida Klavern of the UFKKK, held 
at Plant City, Florida, the attached pamphlet was being nade 
available to Kliavern members for distribution to the general 
public. 

eonciusions of the FBI, 

A characterization of 
the United Florida Ku Kliux 
Klan (UFKKK) is attached as 
an appendix to this memo- 
randun, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
It is the property of the FBI and 

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

This document is the led i reenense to ° your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation oviside yoor Cor i> 7¢e 4: Meojted to official proceedings by 
your Conwmittce Grd tiie eae eon S66 b2 aiaclosed to aia person- 
nel without the express approv: ol of the FBI , 

"ae 

- 

eee A ree 
a i 

ring 

— eee te ey, oa 



ae rete a — att i a een er ce Pa eel ertieeeeeniahenneeagNedtieniaiataiommea a. ascmmmnienr, Tass, aay hen ee i Sl 

’ 

The President of the United States 

The White House Office 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 20500 

Mr. President, 

You have violated your oath of office by allowing my 

freedom of choice in public schools to be deprived as 

quoranteed me under God and the Constitution of the 

United States of America. 

Respectfully, 

Name 

Address .. _. a ee 

Ure Se 8 UOC ee SI oe = 

& a" a 

Fy 
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- °° UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . lars. 
> ° 

la) ; 2 ® Bich, 

} M . ipa CMOTANGKM Kipef_—____ 
; " * Callahan » 

Conrad 

TO :Mr. W. C. Sullivan "pare: 2/13/70 , —— 
: : ave! —____ 

j soyars 

FROM :G. CG. oore/) G— Tele. Room 
: ; " Holmes ——____& 

. Gandy ———__ 

suBJECT: UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN | 
PROTEST LETTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON Ae 

if RACIAL-MATTERS (KLAN) 7 . 
"EY . a ~~ 

| ao . Racial informants of our Tampa Division have advise 

Aik that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan has printed 15,000 protest 
ns ch | letters to be made available to the public for mailing to 
Be President Nixon in connection with school desegregation. 

SO | 
om SS: A copy of a memorandum dated 2/6/70 at Tampa and 
ma" a copy of the protest letter are attached. This information 

\ #&.N has been disseminated to Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, 
7 6 x Department of Army; Secret Service; Internal Revenue Service; 

| oS Internal Security and Civil Rights Divisions of the Department ; 
~ S ~ of Justice and the Inter Division Information Unit. Al 

Pas 
o ve ACTION: ck | 

ey 
For information. We will closely follow and advise 

7 you of any pertinent developments. : 

X Enclo suresiC| QSYERE bf pec-110 \/ 

ee “ar, ; ISF- 227 SEP ev 
= gvwremm (7) SF as 2 SS) 
QWs . 1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach dvs 19/0 
te, 1 - Mr. W. CG. Sullivan as 

- 1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop : SP aah ee 
SS 1 - Mr. A. Rosen re “ee pe reer 

2 .-Mr. G. C. Moore | ces" 
x Ll - Mr. J. V. Walsh é 
{ « 

id. 3 dissemt- 
. at eel aa our yeanest and is not for & 

This document is prepared in gern a i De ML ty ntval proceedings by 

; j Wwwte2, LP MBe Me © ee iz erso 

ration cmmittes and coe contonk wnts tut b2 cudlosed to untutnorized P 
n =“? 4y¥s & % net ov 40, : 

Sats tha evpress aparovel of the PBI : ere 

yearn: te wee * 9 nF . Ss ee we wr ae “aE oS. ar = ya" 

Yo : | : . 
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Rosen 

="BBFEB 27 1970 Sayars 

Tele. 
Holmes 
Gandy 

Tavel 

RELY 7 395-57 

Honorable John D. Ehrlichman 
Assistant to the President 

for Domestic Affairs 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Ehriichmart: 
m_ 

Racial informants of our Tampa Division have 
advised that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan has printed 
15,000 protest letters to be made available to the public 

« Mrs 

- Mr, 

Mr. 

- Mr, 

Sullivan 
Bishop 
Rosen 

G. C. Moore’ 
Deegan feat fat feat fet fet font 

1 

- Mr, 

Da 

for mailing to President Nixon in connection with school 
desegregation. 

A copy of this protest letter is enclosed. 

This is being furnished to you in view of the 
It has also fact it may be of interest to the President. 

been made available to the Attorney General. 
od 

Sincerely yours, 
2 

*,. 

nation Owtstde worire Corea to 28 to your request and ¢ 

nel ( committee ond Be cots 8 8  himiie wi : i wee ute F a Osey] ; ° Out the express o7 sr6y.] of i oe 

“er 7 

or 
j 

Enclosure 

JGD:eco/bjrhie 
(8) . 

e FROME cee 

MAIL ROOML__.1 TELETYBE UNITL_] 
d/ * " # J f+ wie 

1” | wos eo ed te ft ee * we 
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Honorable John D, Ehrlichman 

NOTE: ae 

; See memorandum G, €. Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
dated 2/13/70, captioned "United Florida Ku Klux Klan Protest 
Letters to President Nixon, Racial Matters (Klan)," prepared 
by JVW:irmm, which set forth the above information and the 
Director instructed that this information be furnished to 
Ehrlichman, 

"Bass , 

TW 55154 Docld:32989639 Page 208 
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‘- Mr. BDexsoach ‘, “ 
Mr. Bishop 

- Mr. Rosen 

- Mr. Sullivan 
The Attorney General February 16, 1970 

* 

bt pt bt pe 

f 

a 

i Director, FBI . : . ~ Le Mr. G. C. Moore $ 

: A ieee . 1 - Mr. Deegan 

Qua TED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAW 
PROTEST LETTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON 
RACTAL MATTERS CKLAH) 1 

ur request and is not for dissem 

¢; Usnited to official proceedings by 

_ Racial informants of our Tampa Division have 
advised that the United Florida Ku Klux Kian has printed 
15,000 protest letters to be made available to the public 
for mailing to President Nixon in connection with school 
desegregation. 2 

~ 

& copy of this peare est letter is enclosed. 

aisclosed to unauthorized person on " wa 
Ses ‘This information has also been furnished 
Sexy to the Honorable John 1. Bhrlichman, Assistant to the 
gs) “SS President for Domestic Affairs, the White House, 

fs Washington, D. C. 
Ss or 4 b 
© ae 3 oe ; ir" : 

eae Enclosure P 

we 8 = : . oe : 

<Se.  Lc~ The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 
8.058 $ vs eg i 

S. S38 = ame “ ‘ 4 

gee JGDeco:mjt | ne 

ae » 22 (10) | ‘ 

S83 > | 
S38 ss NOTE: Memorandum G. C. Moore to Mr. W. CG. Sullivan, dated 

323s 2/13/70, captioned as above, prepared by JVW:rmm, set forth 

ms 3s & 2 the above information and the Director instructed that this 

“8S information be furnished to Ehrlichman. i a ce, © 
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UNITED “STATES DEPARTMENT OF ‘JUSTICE 

} FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

| } Mobile, Alabama 
_ In Reply, Please Refer to March 9, 1970 
, File No. : 

‘ UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED, KNIGHTS 
OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, CONCERNING LETTER BEING 
MAILED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 

Se mee 

Confidential -Informants who have furnished reliable 

of a printed letter, addressed to The President of the United 
States, The White House Office, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. 20500 were obtained at the Alabama State 
Meeting of the United Klans of America, Incorporated, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, held,on March 1, 1970, at Ft. Payne, 
Alabama. These letters were furnished by a group of Klansmen 
from Georgia, who were guests at the State Meeting. 

Another Confidential Informant advised on February 
6, 1970, that at a meeting of Lawrence Lodge Number 610, 
United Klans of America, Incorporated, Knights of the Ku 

X Vann, furnished copies of this letter to the members present 
and requested them to sign the letters and return them to him 
‘for mailing. A copy of this letter is attached to this com- 
munication. 

A characterization of the United Klans of America, 
Incorporated, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, is attached. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of thé FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

a amd as not for dissemi- 

This document 7s prepared ti TES 9L8E tocere at abl ant or orvansaiags by 
? ad yAAs ar , — a 2 “ é 4, get wv 7 a “ 

nation outside your Come. <"- ee pe divslosed to unauthorized person 

L the co. tint wie 7 wee | 
nour Committes-and fund sat age OE 

pal apithout tre expvess approval oF tis # B 

ENSLOSGS 
e+ ™ 3 : 

WW “SHLSA-DdFlUaT32 989639" Page “20; t 

information in the past, advised on March 4, 1970, that copies 

.., Klux Klan, Montgomery, Alabama, the Exalted Cyclops, Eugene 

7 La ee 

H. 



. eg ming es 

The President of the United States : _— # * 

~The White House Office : 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 

Washington, D. C. 20500 

’ : 4 | 

> Mr. President, "= 

You have violated your ‘oath. of office by allowing my 

freedom of choice ‘in public ‘schools to be. deprived as 

guaranteed me under God. aid the Constitution of the 

United States of America, fe ua ee ae . 
: te ee ee ~ 

i at 
Respectfully, 

Name 

Address 

City 
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RN MENT : a er DeLoach 
UNITED STATES t. Walters - 

Memorandum | 

“ 

Callchan 

Conrad 

| 
Pelbe 2 

- Mr. W. C. Sullivan fe DATE: 3/12/70 Gale 
S Rosen 

: Sulliva = 
c f 7 Tavel = 

FROM : G C. Moore O,/ 
Soyars —______x 
Tele. Room 

TO 

Holmes 

Gandy 

SUBJECT: UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA 
j + 

PROTEST. LETTERS TO PRESIDENT NIXON G L$ oe 

a RACIAL MATTERS (KLAN) —————-—-"-—~ | 

: By memorandum 2/13/70 you were advised of information 
335 we received from racial informants of our Tampa Division that 
888° the Ghited Florida Ku Klux Klan had made available printed 
SS 03 protest letters to be mailed to President Nixon in connection 
See with school desegregation. 

vhR 
2B Racial informants of our Mobile Division have now 

= “iekied us that the United Klans of America (UKA) has made 
available an identical printed letter to be mailed to President 

3st a 

isclosed to’ un 

8 Nixon. A Copy of a memorandum dated 3/9/70 at Mobile and a 
oe copy of the protest letter are attached. 

oe 
38 ACTION: f 

= 338 If you approve, attached letters setting forth 
om aS the above will be sent to the Honorable John D. Ehrlichman 
© ..3 at the White House and to the Attorney General. In addition, 
"2:3 dissemination of the field LHM in this matter is being 
S28 disseminated to Secret Service and to the Internal Security 
a and the Civil Rights Divisions of the Department as well as 
— the Inter-Division Information Unit. 

nt is ~ 
@ yo 

a * 

om 

dt 

withoulethe express approv 

sree (8 Gu | fo 3 yi 
tenses len fi iy k 

o 

3 20 See 8 5 - c 2885 Mr. C. D. DeLoach COP, 
HSAs - Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

- Mr. T. E. Bishop OD f2 Ze 
Mr. A. Rosen 

Mr. G. GC. Moore 

Mr. J. G. Deegan REG- G5 
Mr. J. V. Walsh = 
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This_do cuss 
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na ons S88 The Attorney General March 13, 1970 
Sam 2 . 

ess 1 - Mr. €. D. DeLoach SS Q ee = ; ° e e 2 oac 

83 Director, £BI 1 Me. W. C. Sullivan 
eos 1.- Mr. T. E. Bishop 

Rus et sy ys 7k * ey a “ E 2 UNITED KLANS OF A“ERICA 1 - Mr. A. Rosen 
oo ‘or 3 eens repre a on s"* : 3% ~~ 8 i _ 5 ” : a7 a“. oe es —— eS : ae o. oC” S28 -/EROTSST LETTERS TO 1RESIDENT NIXON _ ee 
cz 2. Pema oe eae somes St, y AST crane re e e eegan v= Sg RACTAL MATTFPS CKLAN) 

Ons 1 ag Mr. Js Ve Walsh 

oS 
aoe 3 

a rf 
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LySuue, 

& 
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You were advised by letter February 16, 1970, 
that racial informants of our Tempa Division advised 
that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan had printed protest 
Letters to be made available to the publie for mailing 
to tresident Nixon in connection with school desegrezation. 
A copy of that protest ietter was furnished to you. sé 
Tnls is to advise that recial informants of our Mobile ry - 

i A 

‘ 3 v 

14, fp 

ot 

a ne “ 
ae fs 

Sa an ae deo, 
aa on pane vay 

4 - = 

i gecko ° % 

Ris S Division have advised that tha United Kians of America S , 
= “3 have printed an identical letter for mailing to Fresident ~~ “~ 

“is Nixon. A copy of this protest letter is enclosed. 
rn 
“~ 

43 
This information has also been furnished to the 7 

Honorable John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant to the Fresident 
for Domestic Affairs, the White House, Washington, D. ¢. 

wt 

- Enclosure 
nel without the express approval of tne FBI. nation outside your Coa your Convmittee wid t: 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General 

a J / Su/ 

NOTE: 

. Vy? See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan dated 
3/12/70, captioned as above, prepared by JVW:rmm. 
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March 13, 1970 § 

BY LIATSON 

-~ Mr. CG. D. DeLoach 

-~ Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
- Mr. T. E. Bishop 

Mr. A. Rosen 

~ Mr. G. GC. Moore 

- Mr. J. G. Deegan 
~ Mr. J. V.. Walsh 

Ss 

aoe S35 Uoacted to official proceed 

Hororablie John DB. Ehrlichman 
Assistant to the President 

for Domestic Affairs 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. fod ped pet fet ped pod pt 

t 

Dear Mr, Ebrilichman: 

You were advised by letter February 16, 1970, x 
that racial informants of our Tampa Division advised 
that the United Florida Ku Klux Klan had printed protest 
letters to be made available to the public for mailing 
to President Nixon in connection with school desegregation. 
A copy of that pretest letter was furnished to you. 

1 noé be Gisclosed to unauthorized péTson- 
oe & 

nel without the express eonreval of the FBI. 

% open 

te, ary 

aan et 
fled, pb 

’ 

Pas wt 
on™ 

‘ a 

ared in vesnorse to your request and is not for 

on 

nation outside your Commit’ ce, your Committee and the co::: 

This is to advise that racial informants of our 
Mobile Division have advised that an identical protest 

- letter is being distributed by the _United Klans of America —-4f be 
for mailing to President Nixon. A copy of this protest 
letter is enclosed. 

This is being furnished to you in view of the 
fact it may be of interest to the President. It has alse 
been made available te the Attorney ia a7 "7 

de ee Te ~Y 
Dp } Sincerely eae t+ 

NI | S- MAR 16 1970 8B 
Jolson ———.——-— . 
BDeLoach i 
Halters : 

OTT etn -. 
_ Bishop ‘ 

ee Enelo sure 2 

Pelt —JV4irmm (9) 
‘= NOTE: See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C./Sullivan dated 
a 12 12/70, captioned "United Klans of Americay “Protest T Letters 
“peon —QOP 3 sidentiSigon, Racial Matters (Klan), prepared by JVW:rmm. 
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‘Memorandum 
Mr. W. C, Sullivas, DATE: 3/9/70 

"THE EXTREMIST SPEAKS" 
PROPOSED TWO-PAGE COLLECTION OF 
EXTREMISTS' QUOTATIONS 

654-10) 

There is enclosed a sample of a proposed two-page 
Se Ae pan oP 

collection of quotations taken from the statements and writings 
of individuals and publications of organizations representing 
all spectrums of extremism, 

asis, would serve many needs, 

these people have attained. 

Js not for dissemi- 
fal proceedings by 

Its use is limated to of 

needs. I 
who make speeches, those who write speeches and articles, 
those who seek corroboration of the existence of a deadly 
threatening the security of the United States. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That a two-page mm acatinn: Similar to the 
enclosed sample, be prepared by the Research Section on a 

onthly basis for distribution/to all Field Offices, appr 
overnment officials and agéncies, foreign contacts, and 

selected press contacts when/déemed appropriate. 
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~ Mr. Jd. P. Mohr 
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Mr. Rosen 
Mx. C. Sullivan; 
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Mx . Se Garner . 
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Miss Chamberlain 
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Tolson 

DeLoacl# 
Walters 
Mohr 

tako 

Sas Der 

. Soyars 

It is felt that such a collection, put out on_a_ monthly 
It would be the most direct 

way of revealing the extremity of revolutionary. hatred which 
It would expose the viciousness 

and subverted aims of the extremists in their own. words, devoid 
of the lame excuses of their apologists who claim, especially 
in the case of black extremists, that they use a deliberately 
manipulated rhetoric to stir favorable response to “social” 

It would prove invaluable as a ready reference for those 
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Rese 
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Memora ndum 
= 1 = Mx o W. C. Sullivan : Foes 

Callahan 

’ i ~ Mr. G. C. Moore ae 

TO: Myr, W. C, Sullivan DATE: May 13, 1970 hos 
oe \va 1 - Mr. A, W. Gray Ofer 

, ot 1 - Mr. C. D, Brennan ca eae 
FROM Re. dD, Cotter UZ 1 ae Mr, W. R. Wannall ae = 

O . 1-Mr., R. D, Cotter, ST 

. 1 Mr. R, S, Garner “i }—~/ 
SUBJECT: HE EXTREMIST SPEAKS i. aim tity 

RESEARCH MATTER Bh 
: 

, 57 wr : 

a Recommend that enclosed issue oe 
extremist quotations be furnished to the White House, Attorney 
General, Deputy Attorney General, appropriate Assistant Attorney 
Generals, interested Government officials and agencies, friendly 
foreign intelligence agencies, and our field offices and Legats. 

horized person By memorandum dated 3-9~70 approval was sought, and 
obtained from the Director, for furnishing such a letter on a 
monthly basis to all agencies and officials who would be inter- 
ested in the extremity and extent of left and right hatred that 
abounds within the territory of the United States. - = “™ 

wy 

“f'ol to official proceedings by 
This letter has been proofread by the Reading Room. 

On approval, the Research Pe cu son weee arrange for printing 
and distribution. your request and is not for dissemi f? be disclosed to unaut 

Its use v3 
L of the 

Bs la FBI . 
Bite 

RECOMMENDATIONS : “ 
i 

* 
wt me te 

1) That this letter be disseminated, by letter, . 
for intelligence purposes to Mr. John D. Bhrlichman at the ° ee 
White House; Vice President; Attorney General; Deputy 
Attorney General; Assistant Attorney Generals of the Internal 
Security, Criminal and Civil Rights Divisions; and other inter- 
ested Government officials and agencies. 

our Committee. and the content 

ted 
ument is prepared in response to 

a 
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ac”, * 

without the express approva 

2) Because of the numerous trips abroad: made by 
many extremists, that this letter be disseminated to the following 
friendly foreign intelligence and security agencies: Royal 

$ Canadian Mounted Police, MI-5, MI-6, Australian Security’ Service, 
a New Zealand Security Service, West German Federal Agency for 

the Protection of the Constitution, Service de Documentation 
Exterieure et de Contre~Espionage (French foreign intelligence 
and counterespionage service), and Renseignments Generaux “Suxete|, 
Nationale (General ee ern ae Seo i pects 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: The Extremist Speaks 

RECOMMENDATION (CONTINUED): 
7” 

The quotations included in this letter are in the 
public domain, and dissemination as indicated above will not 
compromise any Bureau sources or techniques. 

3) That this document be sent to all Field Offices 
and Legats. _. ; . 
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Memorandum 
TO: Mr. E. S. Miller EM Hs 

FROM : T, Je smith“? >? 

SUBJECT: THE EXTREMIST SPEAKS 
RESEARCH MATTER 

ial proceedings by 

af f% rn 

ar 
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est and is not for dissemi- d to unauthorized verson- 

your requ 

se ts limited to o 

ponse to 

| Tts us 
& content may nut be disclose 

8S approval of the FBI. 

S prepared in res your Committee. 

your Committee and th nel without the expre Lhis document 4 nation outside 

* VERNMENT 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

1) That enclosed issue of "The Extremist Speaks" be 
approved for dissemination by liaison to the Vice President, 

. Honorable H. R. Haldeman, Honorable Henry A. Kissinger, and 
Mr. John W. Dean at The White House; and by appropriate 
transmittal form to all Cabinet members; 
Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General; Assistant 

Internal Security Division; Attorney General, 
interested Government officials and asEneges . 

Enclosure 
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3 
Mr. E. wo. Miller 
Mr. G. C. Moore 
Mr. A. J. Decker 
Mr. R. L. Shackelford Goce 

DATE: 9/27/72 

L—- Mr. A. W. Gray 
L~ Mr, T. J, Smith 
i - Miss Chamberlain 

Recommended that enclosed issue of collected extremist 
quotations be furnished to The White House by liaison and by 
appropriate transmittal form to Cabinet members, 
Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General, Assistant Attorney 
General, Internal Security Division, and other interested 
Government officials and agencies, friendly foreign intelligence 
agencies, and our field offices and Legats. 

3) That this document be oREC-20 
and Legats, 

Cre Othe wud 4 

are 

Bishop 

Callahan 
Cleveland 

Dalbey 
Jenkins 
Marshall 
Marsha Up 
Potder pie 
Soyars 
Walters 

Mr. Armstrong — 
Ms. Herwig —_ 
Mrs. Neenan —_ 

: oe Tele. Room —_ 
ii Mr. Kinley ___ 

including -the 

. 

The quotations included in this document are in the 
public domain, and dissemination as indicated will not 
compromise any Bureau sources or techniques. 

including the 

and other 

Because of the numerous trips abroad made by 
many extremists, that this document be disseminated to 
friendly foreign intelligence and security agencies. » PP4G4 
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five UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT’ Bi | - B | | : ~ Mr. W. C. Sullivan sty, Za 
NY é v ~ Mr. C. D. Brennan - Ga 

INO an Uu 1 ~ Mr. R. D, Cotter Bie 
| 1 =~ Mr, R. L. Shackelford ee 

TO : Mr. C, Di. Brenn DATE: 12/3/70 -—-- Gale 
| | L- Mr. W. R, Wannall Tavel 

. ; | f l = Mr. Re H. Haynes ae FROM ee. Ay. tter f (i! nn L=- Mr. W, Js McDonnell male Room 
Holmes 

L — Mr e ds M, Sizo0o Gandy 

SUBJECL STOP THE BOMBING’ CAMPAIGN: — . 
A COMMUNIST CAUSE" | 
RESEARCH MATTER y ee 

| eS) 
s by 
g 

ed person- 

ie se 
a 

wf Memorandum, Mr. Wannall to Mr. C, D. Brennan, ; 
captioned “Positive Foreign Intelligence Collection Within the ._-,.; 
United States," referred to a letter from Admiral George. W. ; eee 

derson, dJr., USN (Ret.}, Chairman of the President's Foreign’. : . 
Intelligence Advisory Board, dated 11/5/70, which requested a a PA: 
Bureau study on possible foreign influence in the campaign to wie 
bring about a halt in the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam which + é 
was conducted 1964-1968, Referenced memo recommended that a 
-letter, dated 11/10/70, be sent to Admiral Anderson stating a 
paper was being prepared tor delivery as soon as compieted, 

~ The letter to Admiral Anderson aiso outlined, as he had requested 
in his 11/5/70 letter, the Bureau's operations which Proguce 
positive intelligence, 

for dissemi- oceedin 

unauthoriz 

ay fficial pr 0 

LO O 
a 

losed t 0. N 

eee 
es 

@ ‘lise 
FBI , f01' 7CQUese and is not 

Its usé 
may nut L of oe _. Enclosed is a study, "*Stop the Bombing' Campaign: 

Communist Cause," prepared as requested by Admiral Anderson 
for transmittal to the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 

This study notes that the North Vietnamese, the Soviets, 

> 

st 

% 

w 

© yes 
2x2 
“3 OR =, 

SSS5 Board, 
SES and other communist nations: 1) used their own resources in the 
So BS campaign; 2) used the Communist Party, USA, and other communist 
a ess groups in the U.S.; and 3) exploited the antiwar beliefs of many ;. 
»o Ss U.S, citizens who were either sympathetic to the communist cause j | 
seas in Vietnam or had other reasons for objecting to U.5, poicy on ae 
SSS Vietnam. The study also indicates a significant drop in public CX 
32838 support for the bombing of North Vietnam following hearings by the 
@sse® Senate Foreign Relations Committee in January and February, 1967, 
Sos. and id following published claims that the U.S. was bombing civilians 
OSURE KAS-re ported by Harrison Salisbury, Assistant Manag ing—Editoraf v <@vTne_New York Times, who visited North Vietnam in late 1966, 
Ao P2 DEC ‘SO 1870 
* oe RECOMMENDATION : REC. 39 Bele gp Gee ae {— od = 

i. That,on approval, the attached ane with ‘the study 
be transmitted to Admiral Anderson, 
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JOHN EDGAR HOOVER \ a 

DIRECTOR & . & 

federal Bureau of Investigation 

United States Merpartinent of Justice 

Washtugtan, A. C. 

GB: DES: EG March 16, 1940 

6226873 

im 
MEMORANDUM FOR JiR. LADD WwW 

Res: Handling of Codes > Ciphers, 
anditsp¥onage Writings in 
the Laboratory. 

In order to facilitate the examination of code 
and cipher messages received in the Laboretory in connection with current 
cases three files of reference material have been set up. First, 
there is a three by five card index file containing on each card one ie Rae 
code word or code number group together with the file reference. 
Second, there has been set up a visible file of photographic copies of 
code and cipher messages and other espionage writings where the 
specimen received in the Laboratory is the original copy written by 
the subject of the case, Third, there is being set up a file 
containing photostatic copies 3 of all codes and ciphers received in 
current cases for comparison with new material received in the future. 

In the three py five index file which has been set up, 
there are being placed cards upon which is written the code group 
together with the file, serial, and specimen number or numbers of the 
original message in which that code group was found. When coded 
messages are received in the Laboratory, the code words appearing 
therein are first searched in the available code books on hand in the 
Laboratory and at the Library of Congress. In the event it has not 
been possible to decode the message by this means, a separate three by 
five card is then made out for each code group appearing in the message. 
These cards are then placed alphabetically, or numerically, in their 
proper position in the three by five card index file. At this time 
it is noted whether or not the code group being placed in the file is 
already present in the index, and if so the information is all then 
incorporated on one card. By this means it will be possible to E. 
determine whether these new code groups have previously appeared in = 
unsolved messages submitted to the Laboratory in other cases. By ee 
tying together messages of this sort it will permit a comparison to % 
be made of messages received in different cases. This file will 
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ordinarily contzin only code groups from unsolved cases. 
‘ The exception to this will be code groups found in solved 

messages where some sort of private code, not found in code 
books, has been used. 

The second file which has been set up contains 
photographic copies of codes, ciphers and espionage writings 
where, through a comparison of handwriting, handprinting, type- 
writing, or other visuel means, two or more cases may be 
connected together, Upon receipt of the new visible file 
cabinet for the anonymous letter file a separate section will 
be devoted to the filing of these writings in a similar manner 
to the filing of anonymous letters, When new cases are 
received in the Laboratory containing the original code or 
cipher message as originally written by the subject or when 
original writings are received in connection with espionage 
cases, these will be compared with the photographic copies already 
in the file. In this way cases may be connected together by 
means of handwriting or handprinting identification, by means 

| of typewriting identification, or by means of the manner of 
making the various characters or symbols appearing in the message. 
Material of this kind has been collected since the latter part 
of October 1939 and will form the nucleus to be placed in the 
visible file when received. 

~ we 

For a ninety day trial period, there is being 
set up in the Laboratory a separate file containing photostatic 

/ copies of all code and cipher messages received in the Laboratory 
in current cases in order to have this material available to 

3 the examiners for ready reference when examining new cases 
containing similar material. This file will not only contain 
photostatic copies of messages in the original handwriting or 
typewriting as prepared by the subject but will also contain 
copies of all codes and ciphers. This file will provide a 
means for comparing messages received in different cases as to 
form, destination, addressee, sender, and peculiarities of 1 am NEMO NY Stat yay 



Page 3 
Memorandum for Mir. Ladd 

4 

construction. This will of course obviate the necessity 
of examiners calling for numerous files from the sixth floor 
file room or from the Laboratory's files and will provide 
amore accurate means of linking messages in different cases 
together than merely relying upon an examiner's memory of 
previously having seen a similar message. As the material in 
the file accumulates, messages will be segregated according 
to similar characteristics. It is believed that the ninety 
day trial period will be sufficient to determine the 
practicability of this file and at the expiration of that 
period a further memorandum will be submitted. 

Civher material submitted by contributors and 
having no bearing on any Bureau investigation will be filed 
in Bureau file 62~26873 as at the present time. This type of 
material will not be included in any of the three files mentioned 
above, 

Respectfully, 

‘My 
KE. P. Coffey 
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P. Coffey U/? DATE; dJulv 21, 1944 

Mr, 

Mr. 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

Mr, 

Mr. 

Mr, 

Mr. 

Mr, 

Me. 

Mr. 

Me. 

Mr. 

Tolson s 
E. A. Tamm, 

Clee 
Coficy 
Glavin 

Ladd 5 

Nicheis 
Rosen 
Tracy Le 

Acera 

Carson 

Harbo 
ifendon 
Mumford 

Mr. Starke__ 

Mir. Quinn Taine 

Tele. Room_ 
Mr. Neasu 
Miss Bealyn___ 

Misa eee a! 

Oe Be Merten 

for record purposes and for inclusion in the administrative file 
there is set forth below the writeup on the above captioned file for 
inclusion in the Annual Report for the fiscal year of 1944 

Prior to and arter the outodreak of World Yar 11 the Bureau conducted 
a very intensive investigative program to run down end apnrehend enemy agents 
engaged in espiona ze, sabotage and other activities injurious to the nation. 

As a result of such investisations there care to the Laboratory a great amount of 
evidence to be given a scientific examination, One of the chief types of evidence 
encountered in such investigations is that of a documentary nature. To be able to 

tie together the activities of individuals by means of document examinations it 

was necessary to set up 2 central clearing-house through which such material conTd 
be searched and tied tosetner, 

To meet this need a study was made in an effort to determine the best 

wethods of classifyvins such material sc that such a file conld be provided to 
facilitate and make practical such searches and comparisons, The result of this 
study led to a separation of the material received according to whether it was 
nandwritten, handprinted, typewritten or consisted of synbols, drawings etc. 
<Back of these fivisions wes then broken down into subdivisions. The handwriting 

Idivision for examole is broken down according to the presence of foreign and 
"domestic handwriting characteristics and these grouvs are further subdivided 

La 

is divided into three sections, 

xbure of upver and lower 

The hendyrinting division of this 

rn 

The tyvewriting has been grouped into *wo main sections: (a) material 
reign made machines and (b) material prepared on American mate 

*mechines, The specimens are then caivided according to the make of the machine 
“and further subdivisions are made on the size of the type,i.e. pica and elite, 
style of type, presence or aosence cf a serif on the letter Ny" 2 combinstion 
of the direction of the tail on the letter "a" and the nosition of the cross bar 
on the letter "+t" and a combination of the size of the lower loov on the letter 

the center of the letter "yl, 

<.. 
7. Ae 

~ 

Hol sné the position of 
RECORDEY]) ~ / ak oe 

Other sections of the Naticnel Security Pile fréquentiy-used are: 
insignia, medals, identification napers, moner, codes and ciphers, printed 
propaganda, registration certaficates {Selective Service), maps and Gfins rams: 
and rubber stamps. . 

= 

Another section of the Netional Sscur ity File a, has vroven to be 

of value for quick reference searches of signatures, nares, and addresses on 

current cases is the Signature and ail Drop File wiich conteins an alphabetical 
list of names and addresses wich are known to be or at least strongly suspected 

Or & PAPE & SF re rey ar et re. 

8 [eas 7, 
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_of being connected with enemy intelligence activities written by suspects by 
hand or on a tynewriter. 

There were 23 985 specimens in the National Security File as of June 30, 
1944, Of this number, 8,296 were added during the past fiscal year. A large : 
percentage of these additions was to the handwriting division, 

There were 154 identifications effected as a result of searches made 

in this file for the past fiscal year. 

Its value and effectiveness will no doubt continue to increase as long 

as the War lasts. 
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for vacord purpose and fer inclusion in the administrntive file 
tharea is set forth below the writeup on the above cantioned file for 
Sncelusion in the Annual seport for the flseal year of 1044, 
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Frio: to and after the outbreak of Yorld “er 11 tha Bureau eenduicted 
a very intensive investigative progrnm to run down and enrrehend enemy agongs 
enraced ine apionace, sabotn.@ and othar activities injurious to the nation. 
£8 @ resnit of such investigations there ene to the Leboratory 2 great acount, of 
evidence to te-given a selentific oxanination, One - the chief tynes df evidence 
encomtered in anch invertientions is that of a decurantery nature. fo ‘oa able 
tia together the activities of individuals by rceans of document exaninay PO ns if 
was necsssiry to cet up @ ene - Clesring-housa through whieh euch mater, hat could 
be searched and tied boxether tae te : 

\ 

fo meet this naed a study wae made in an é effort to determine the best 
: rethets of classifving suc material eo that suck a Pile conld te provided to 

facilitate and make practical such searches and comperisons, - Ths resnit of this 

gguéy led to 2 seperation of the material raceived accordins to shether 2% uns 
handwritten, hand pin ‘ted, tyneuritton or consisted of symbols, dravings ete. 
Bach of toere Aivietons, was then broken down into subdivisions. Te handywritins 

division Tor Aaa ke broken down accordirg $7 the presence of forgign and 

domestic han ‘writing cheracteristics and these erouns Are aoe suodivined 

accordin: fo car tain handyriting ro$ions dexontitrated in the writing. 

fue hr nnfiprinting division of this file is vividsd inte thres fection, 

upnereance handnrintine, lowere-ente handy rinting and mixture of worer and Lower 

case Letierse. 

| Mr. Tolson ane syrexritings has been .»rouned ints two main sections; e “i terval 

Mr. Be PASAT awineon <¢ "orei m male eAcnison and (ob) material oraparsyl on Aperican mele 

Mr. Ofe@hines. -he cyrecivrens are then divided pccording ta the rake-of the as y o ~~ 
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Mr. Cottey arbier subdivisions are made on the ei: Ze of the tyne, 1.9. ples und eiite 

Mr. CARYHP Gr tee, wras cance - absence of a serft on the letter "¥ a & combin’.t ion 

Mr. Lad aa 3 arFeoiLion of $e ni on the letter tat and the eerition o7 the Crone Der 

Mr. NPEHST Vetter 't" and a cantination of the vige of ue Lover ions on the Lette 

Mr. Rogen near sre pordkgion of the centur of the letter "yw", 

ze a wy othe 
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t af “1 et ee s ‘ o ¢ 2 ‘woe + as ~ ae t ¥, , Mr. Vracy___viror seotiont of the Netionsl Security File frequently used ara: 
oe AG SES sears ane mantis, identifiention sspears, Bons 4 cates and ol kara, priniued 

a CARS? eae , rasistration car$ificates “elective Services), maps and din “Pars 
Te SMORAS weutstaese 55 Lampe. 
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Mr. Mumford ‘nother seation of She N:tlonal Sseurity File thot has wreven te be 

Mr. Sharke.iye for ofais rezarence rearch:c of slisnitures, naves, and addreeres on 

Mr. Qulppoham@ecer io the Sdenature aici Mall bros File wich contrins an alphabetical 
Mr. Np@st ot waren rnd add voeren widah rre knoim ta vo or et losat eteonsiy Sti Gete a 
Miss Gandy —— 
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of being connected with enexy tntellizence acbivities written by suspects dy 
hand or on a tyrouriter, 

There tere 32,092 erecinens In the National Security File an of Juna 5, 
' 1944, Gf this minder, 8,296 were added during ths past fiscal year, A lerre 

pereenitase of thesa additions was to the handuritins division, 

There were U54 4“entifications effected as a ragult of eSarches made 

in this file for the past fiscal year. 
‘ 

Ite values and effectivensas wid no doubt continne to Increase as long 
np the War laata,. ; 
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MEMO FOR MR. HOOVER — ’ BAUGHMAN : HARBO NEASE 

National Security File of writings. Your attention is called-to 

It is emphasized, that routine searches will not be made. However, 

October 4, 1945 

} y: 

TOLSON CALLAN HENDON NEWBY 
TAMM, E. A. CARLSON HINCE ; PARSONS 
CLEGG CARSON . JONES PENNINGTON 
COFFEY CARTWRIGHT _ LEE -  PFAFMAN 
CONNELLEY - CONRAD LONG RENNEBERGER 
GLAVIN DOWNING .  MceGUIRE ROGERS 
LADD EGAN MOHR STEIN 
NICHOLS FITCH MORGAN - STRICKLAND 
ROSEN GURNEA | MUMFORD TAMM, Q. \ 
TRACY _HANRATTY NAUGHTEN WELCH 

; _ _ AND SUPERVISORS ~ 
‘ 

Pe ; 

yee 

tee Te 

ww 

rt ee er 8 me ert mer aD Remcy  es 4 a on . Y 

RE: focal OF NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 
Peres wr 

Ee FEN NN SND oer te ee Oe eer ere 

Reference is made to SAC Letter #86, dated September 18, 
1945, concerning the discontinuance in the Laboratory of the 

the fact that at least for the next six months the file is not | ~ 

being disassembled, but Will be retained in an inactive status in i on 

the Laboratory, during which time new entries will not be made. 

if, in the supervision of-.your cases, you feel that special 
circumstances warrant ‘4 search in a particular instance, then an 
appropriate request . zn: memorandum form, setting forth full justi- a: 
fication, should ' be prepared so that the Bureau can pass upon 

your request for, an oe enew to the general rule. 

Very truly yours, 

ye j 

re ce. Or sree h Oe 
j » Rey 
i a Ni . “eae 

| a John Edgar Hoover «_ Ye wo ae . : - 
bas Director- 4 

rex ‘ ot 

C3 “Uds 

*§ 
Se 

r 
§ 

{ 
’ 

: = oe man Ss — 8 Me a we 

t. fe Fe, 
* - 

~~ tT wen + O52 

HUGQ aye eee 
This aeons 18 preparedsi Ade Te add kok your request ant ts*not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Commiittee. Itsse .ts- limited, to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person 
val without the express approval of the FBI . 
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| ! STANDARD FORM NO, 64 “ 

Office Mem@andum .* UNITED Ors GOVERNMENT —_ 

ee ee we 

, TO, : Mr. De Me ion’ C ‘DATE: dune 10, 1947 
yt Mr folson 

ae tr! cles 
FROM: de Co Strick! ir. Qlavig_——_ 

kr. 
ir. NichoIs_~ Som 
Mr. Rosen 

““- vr, Tracy 
ar, Carson 
kr. Egan 

+} Yr. Gurnea 
4 -I. Rarbo . 

iy « Hendon Ee 
ir. Pennington = 

SUBJECT: fH) NATLONAL 3 
: Yo-b4b6 

| Reference iS made to the attached mémorandum dated Tele, Room ee 
&pril 23, 1947, from ur. J, A. Sizoo to Mr. R. ‘e Harbo, requesting bibs Seana 

- the advice of the Security Division as to the further usefulness or 
disposition of the Laboratory hational Security File. 

It is noted that in the attached memorandum a tabulation 
aypears suowing that from November, 1946, until } March, 1947, there were 
25 searcnes conducted of the ha tiona 1 Security #ile\ and no identifications. 
in the last three montas, however, a number of requésts have deen made 
Oy tne Internal >ecurity Section for searches of this file in connection 
particularly with one hussian espionage cases. In addition we are currently - 
receiving a nuaver of specimens in Soviet espionase cases which should be 

: added to this file for future comparison purposes, 

in view of the extent and importance of Soviet espionage operations 
at the present time amin view of the relative paucity of the Bureau's 
knowledge tnereol, it is dDelieved that the National Security rile should 

: not be discont binued and that, in additicn, every effort ; should be made to 
build up this file so*that it will contain the greatest possible numoer 
of autnentic Soviet espionage documents: for future compariscns ln connection 
wita tre Soviet espionage cases. 

Bn poset 

in addition to this, however, it is felt that consideration 
= 2 4 ° 2 = Paha ater Set easing net 

snoula dé viven by tne Laoora tory at this time to reviewing tne ka tional 
Mgnmenarmcirematoenes RO ERAT a hve bascaemetatemestiihte” vita heeielietitertarhal er ae coal da Nah PEE TE RE rete Annaensey > serie Wer, 

jecuxity rile ana deléting from it all those specimens “in | non—hussis an, non~ 
POD ape S IE TE Sh Seas eA ent ener Fae TE ng Oe Ct ct oat 

vomEUNISt or ‘relate ad tyres of cases where there is no actual shox Wins tAat 
tne soscimen Ts of dehonie “antelligence significance inasmuch as it is known 
that during tne period of WOnId aT Tl a laese nunber of specimens were sub~ 
mitted for the National Security File which presently have no. intellivence 
significance whatever, It is felt, huwever, that those specimens in the 
Bile wnich are of definite intellicence sig.ificance snould be retained e 
even though they pertain to uerman intelligence o; pevations wnich, for all _ 
eractical purposes, terminated in 1945. pod 

} a 

ali hi : 
nage S 

Li is sugzested that tris memorandum be transmitted to the 
iaooratory lor appropriate consideration and action, 

A 

attachment we ee ees Ls ei \ | 
HEH gme yy or yh en Wag bE BEC oy 1947, aC 
Hil Oil 4 an yw document is prep im response to your req if not’ Pe dissemi- 

JL 28 / on outside your Committee. Its Use ody eat pa ye l proceedings by 
f C berg y Seo » Committee and the content ma y oe oeane td ximauthorized person 

thn ALY oP a Ry \7 mpl 

‘ ga s | 

ti 

without the express approval of tie ‘ 
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STANDARD FORM NO, 64 

Office Memorndunt UNITED srs GOVERNMENT 

Mp pune / TO : Mr. Harbo /i% DATE: January 15, 1951 
: mes Tolson 

; FROM : Des K. Bowleb a! 
‘ Ladd 

‘ : i Clegg 

SUBJECT: NATICNAL SECURITY FILE . Bnee 

Rosen 

. Tracy. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to evaluete the National Security aro 
File as of January 1, 1951. ‘Morr 

Tele. Room 

This file consists of two parts: (1) the Inactive Section, made up ™** 
mostly of material added in comnection with German Espionage cases during ae 
World War II and (2) the Active Section, started early in 1948, to whichis “3 } od 
being added material submitted in Soviet Espionage and related Security cases} Bown ph 

| 
There are about 23,000 specimens in the Inactive Section and 456 in 

the new or Active Section at the present time. Specimens are now added only 
to the new section, which has the same general classifications for filing as .~ 
the old section. About 350 individual specimens were searched in the file 
during the calendar year 1950, with no identifications made. Approval of Assistant 
Director of the Security Division is required before a specimen is searched. 

Recently the inactive or old part of the file was reviewed to des 
termine which sections could be destroyed without impairing the usefulness of 
the file. As a result of this survey, it was recommended that certain non- 
communi st material, contained in approximately 80 drawers comprising the Miscel- 
laneous Section of the old part of the file, be destroyed. A description of this 
material was set forth on page three of a menor ancum dated November 27, 1950, 
from Mr. Cadigan to Hr. Bowles, 

In the memorandum from Mr. Hennrich to Mr. Belmont, dated December 5, 
1950, the Security Division advises that they have no objection to the destruc- 
tion of the material in the Miscellaneous Section which has no Soviet, satellite 
or communi st connection. ~ - According ly,. this.material is being destroyed, with the 
exception of cervein (genuine Selective Service cards which WLll be made an en- 
closure in the Identity Papers ¢ le. “Specimens containing shorthand and codes 
and ciphers will be referred to Mr. Downing before they are destroyed, in case 
they may be of value to the Cryptenalysis-Translation Section, 

/ 

RECOMMENDATION ¢ wf 

It is recomnended that the National Security File be continued and | 
that no other changes be made at “O bime.. ese 

: ao Ot) 
; me, \ Ae 2 

80-6 6 é 

’ ’ LS r a yo no 

HLD:HO'S ttre ; J. ee 

£4 oe "RECORDED - 99 oF . Null / 

Your sree. Ae the ae rs ghee . ee tod. to. u~ 
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STANDARD FORM ica @ | | | | e 

Office Memorandum + -uxvrep staTES GOVERNMENT 

- TO : > . DATE; January 14, 1952 ee Mr ® He T's Harbo Kes 

| . FROM : A, K. Bowle SO Lars 
z | 5 Clerg, 

| SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE ae 

The. purpose of this memorandum is to evaluate the National esas 
Security File as of January 1, 1952. a 

Tele. Rooz 

Kease 

This file consists of two parts: (1) The inactive section which centy_ 
was built up during World War II and (2) the active section, started early —, 
in 1948 to which is being added material submitted in Soviet espionage Poodle 
and related security cases. It will be noted that miscellaneous sections 
of the inactive section containing non-communist material were destroyed 
during the past year. This was done in accordance with the memorandum from 
C. BE. Hennrich to A. H. Belmont dated December 5, 1950. The remaining 
portion of the inactive section now comprises approximately 12,000 specimens. 
The active section now contains 667 specimens. Searches in the file require 
the approval of an assistant director. 

Fer nee, 

275 specimens were searched in the file in 1951. Five identifications 
were made. 

The time required for maintaining the file is less than one hour 
weekly on the basis of the present rate of adding specimens. 

RECOMMENDATION: Tt is recommended that this file be continued and that 
no changes be made at this time. 

pK 
§0-596  y¥ oad 
HLD:J spot fe oy 

= ype, 

Lhis document is vrepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- nation outside your Conmne***or, Tis ex 2it3 United to official proceedings by your Committee and the coxteit mer nut 02 Gsclosed to unauthorized person- nel without the express av rovel of the FO! . i 
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STANOAND ron NO. 64 

Office a UNITED alee GOVERNMENT 
. Se bd 

olson ff 

TO : Mr. D. de es “DATE: September 29, I! Wee 

From :« A. Ke Bowe wh 
a su 
Parsons ee 

. Rosen 

go 5 Tamm‘ 
“sail Sizoo 

SUBJECT : NATIONAL SECURITY FILE aa tions 

alleen 
SAC Letter #86 dated September 18, 19l5, advised the Field that. Gandy — 

active searches in the National Security File would not be made unless warranted J AG 
by special circumstances. Since January 1, 19l)8, all new material has been added’ p3~ 
to a new active section of the National Security File. The inactive section has 
renained dormant. The inactive section contains about 16,000 photograph specimens, 
mostly "Axis" material added to the file during World War II years. The active 
section contains about 2500 photograph specimens, mostly Communist and Russian 
material, and includes handwriting of all active Communist Key Figures. A review 
of the inactive section was made in December, 19l\7, for the purpose of determining 
the feasibility of removing known Communist and Russian material. The survey showed 
that 77.7% of the itens reviewed were innocuous; 9.7% were "rightist" in character- 
end of "definite intelligence significance;" 5.5% were clearly "leftist" and 7% 
were of such 2 nature that it was not possible to determine their future value. 
It was estimated that about 2000 man hours would be required for review of case 
files to determine which specimens could be removed. Since that time it has not 
been deemed advisable to spend that much time for such a review. 

Since January 1, 1953, only two searches have been made in the inactive 
section and no identificationseffected. Five specimens, all in one case, were 
identified in the inactive section in 1951. These specimens were determined to 
have been written by a prolific crank letter writer (Bufile 100-109571 serial 6). 
No other identifications have been made in the inactive file since October, 1915. 
It is believed that the inactive file no longer serves any useful purpose and should 
be destroyed. Specimens in this file are photographs, negatives of which are retained Lf 
in the Mechanical Section. ‘waeete aes 

The active section of the National Security File has proven of great value 
Since it was started in 19/8. Since that time more than 100 specimens have been 
identified in this file, most of which related to subjects active in the Communist 
Underground. ; 

RECOMMENDATION: (1) That the inactive section of the National Security 
File be destroyed since it no longer has any apparent value and (2) that the active 
section be continued since it is of great value in making identifications in security— 
type ceses. ee 

' P = /) ew & se" 
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ADDENDUM: (Espionage Section, 10/13/54 SBD:hmm) po 

Discussion with FBI Laboratory reveals inactive 
section of National Security file constitutes great bulk of © 
matertai recetved during World War II through censorship 
intercepts and during period when emphasis on combatting axis 
countries. Active Section started in 1948 and constitutes more 
usable material based on present Bureau emphasis on Communism 
and Soviet and satellite espionage. Recognized specimens from 
old esptonage cases placed in Active Section. Searches against 
National Security File now limited to Active Section in absence of 
some indication search of Inactive Section would be worth while. 
fecommendation of FBI Laboratory for destruction of Inactive ; 

Section believed feasible for destruction would only result in 
eliminatton of photographs. Original material and negatives 
would still be available for specific comparisons. Only 
alternative would be to review Inactive Section piece by piece 
(estimated 2000 man hours required) to include selected 
photographs in Active Section and this not believed economical 
Jor value possibly derived. Recomnend views of Internal Security 
Section also be secured. 

ADDENDUM: (Internal Security Section, 10/13/54 PLGimjt) 

The Internal Security Section agrees with the \ : 
recommendation of the FBI Laboratory that the tnactive 
section of the National Security file be destroyed and Lok 
the observations of the Espionage Sectione AX 

Wed A 

. 4 (ir 

O4A | Ae pe! 

(See next page) 
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NATIONAL SECURITY FILE | September 29, 195) 

ADDENDUM: (Records Section, 10/20/5 PFO:bas) 

The Records Disposal Act of 1943 as amended provides 
that library and museum material made or acquired and preserved 
solely for reference or exhibition purposes is not included within 
the definition of the word "records" as used in this act. The 
afore-mentioned material consists of photographic portions of hand- 
writing specimens. The originals of this material &g<¢filed in the 
individual case files or in general files, in other words this 
material is duplicates of original material in Bureau Files. The 
National Security File of which this material is part was created in 
the laboratory solely for reference purposes. Accordingly, it falis 
within the definition of "nonrecord material" and which Archival 
Congressional Authority is unnecessary for the destruction of this ge 
material. j i 
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STANOARO FORM NO, 6A @ | | | @ 

Office Memorandum e. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
; 

TO : Mr. D. J. Parkoig DATE: January 30, 1959 
Tolson 
Boardman 

FROM : W. D. Griffith JA- che = 
th p persone 

_ Rosen 

SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE ; oe 
Clayton 

; This file contains 3,622 photographs of er ie ates 
handwriting, hand printing and typewriting specimens Gandy: 
submitted to the Laboratory in Russian, Satellite or Communist- 
type security cases. | 

During the calendar year 1958, 262 specimens were 
added to the file, 173 searches were made and 10 identifications 
resulted from searches made. | 

This file is valuable in eliminating or identifying: 
suspects believed to be active in Communist activities and in 
determining sources of Communist and espionage-~type writings. 

The file is up-to-date. : 

RECOMMENDATION: — Continue maintenance of this file. 

80-696 } i 
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OPTIOAL FORM NO. 10 
Tolson 

" 2 Mohr | | : 
UNITED STATES iinet a © Parsons 

Caliahan 

Memorandum 7 Satan 
Malone 
McGultre 

Rosen 

TO: Mr. T DATE: January 12, 196L = torr. 
W.C. Sullivan as 

Tele. Room 

| : Ingram 

FROM : We. D. Griffith Vé - Gandy 

ay me mre cit PT kl 
aed ot My A A, 

~ Od 

supjecT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 

This file contains 4,770 photographs of handwriting, 
hand printing and typewriting specimens submitted to the 
Laboratory in Russian, Satellite or Communist-—type security 
cases. 

During the calendar year 1960, 726 specimens were 
added to the file, 437 searches were made and 15 identifications 
resulted from the searches. : 

During 1960, a special section of the National Security 
File was set up to contain samples of typewriters of the Soviet 
and Satellite establishments in those field offices which have 
established as a source typewriter repair shops which service 
these typewriters. SAC letter number 59-56 instructed all field 
offices having Soviet or Satellite establishments within their 
division to consider this program of cultivating typewriter 
repair shops in order that complete coverage can be maintained. 

The National Security File is valuable in eliminating 
or identifying suspects believed to be active in Communist 
activities and in determining sources of Communist and espionage~ 
type writings. ; 

fe 
The file is up~to-date. | —, 

RECOMMENDATION: Continue muintenance of the file, 
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A OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 

. . : : Belmont 

UNIFED STATES GOVr ENT Mohr. 
- : Callahan 

, Conrad 

Tolson 

Memorandum : shox | 
alone : 

‘ Rosen 4p — 

TO : Mr. conrae Le) DATE: 6/14/61 A )Sibbeies | 
we Trotter 

Tele. Reom 

Ingram 
FROM : W. D. Griffith . | Gandy —__ 

¢ 
* 
’ 

SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 

PURPOSE: 

To recommend a procedure for removing obsolete materia 
from the National Security File. | 

BACKGROUND: | 

The file was started in 1940 and originally contained | 
code and cipher specimens in addition to photographs of other . 
writings pertaining to espionage and security matters. During 
World War II, the file grew rapidly and by V-J Day (1945) 
contained approximately 23,000 specimens. Most of this was 
"Nazi" material, but aiso included were some specimens from 
Russian espionage cases such as the Alto case, Comrap, Mocase, 
Cinrad, etc, f 

In 1945 after VY-J Day the file was declared inactive am 
due to the absence of any frequent need to search or make additions 
to the file. Se 

In 1948 an active section of the file was reinstituted 

and specimens only from Soviet, Satellite, and Communist type cases 
were added to the file and searches were made, 

oe 

As a result of a review in 1951 to determine whether 
the inactive part of the file could be destroyed, a decision to 
destroy ail material in the miscellaneous section, except those 
items related to Soviet, Satellite,-or Communist cases, was approved. 
A further review in 1954 resulted in approval to destroy the entire 
inactive section of the file with the exception of approximately 160 
specimens recognized as still potentially valuable in certain RUSSIAN , 
Communist-type cases. These specimens were placed in the active °-)...’ 

; fo 4e £4 re me section of the file. Feo Mey i, = /60 
4 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 
80-696 

The active section or the new National Security File 
now contains 4770 specimens (as of 12/31/60). The following 
table shows the record of growth since 1948: 

YEAR NO, OF ADDITIONS TOTAL IN FILE AT END OF YEAR 

1948 130 130 
1949 160 ; 290 
1950 166 456 
1951 Z2L1 667 
1952 153 820 
1953 1500 2320 
1954 250 | 2580 
1955 310 23590 
1956 236 3126 ~ 
1957 234 3360 
1958 262 3622 
1959 315 3937 
1966 835 4770 

Aithough discussions have been held with representatives 
of the Domestic Intelligence Division concerning need for purging 
the file, no review of the file has been made for this purpose 
Since 1954. However, it is believed that some plan should be 
instituted to remove those items that have no apparent present 
or potential value. It is realized that handwriting of espionage 
subjects or suspects and typewriters available to such individuals 
may he of value in our investigations as long as ther lifetime. 
Therefore, no definite vericd can be set for all cases as the 
length of time a specimen should remain in the file. This fact 
points up the neea to review each case file where consideration is 
being given to removing a specimen. 

since it is felt that the file should contain only useful 
material to make its operation most efficient and since an effort 
should be made to keep the isle from growing out of bounds, the 
following recommendotions are boing made. 

1. That within the uext 12 months (through June, 1962) 
550 of the oldest specimens in the file be reviewed 

Dg 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 

80-696 

for possible removal. 350 represents the average 
number of specimens added to the file per year over 
the past 13 years. These 350 specimens may not 
represent as many as 350 case files Since more than 
one specimen may be related to each case. 

2. That the number of specimens reviewed for possible 
removal each 12-month.period represents the average 
number of specimens added to the file since its 
beginning in 1948. On this basis all of the specimens 
added in 1948 and 1949 and some of the specimens 
added in 1950 will be reviewed in the first 12-month 
period. | " : 

3. That the Laboratory examiner assigned to the case 
consult with the substantive Domestic Intelligence 
Division supervisor if he believes the specimen 
may be removed. If the substantive supervisor 
agrees, the Laboratory examiner should remove the 
specimen from the file. 

4. That each specimen removec be returned to the case 
file only if another copy is not in file ora 
negative is not available from which a copy can be 
made. Otherwise, the specimen removed may be 
destroyed. 

5. That each specimen reviewed and retained in the 
National Security File be marked on the back 
"Reviewed ~ 1961," etc. 

6. That each specimen reviewed and retained in the 
file be again considered for removal in 5 years. 

7. That the procedure as outlined above be reviewed 
in July, 1962, and that any changes necessary be 
recommended at that time. 

SEE ADDIENDUM NEXT PAGE 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE 
80-696 

ADDENDUM: To facilitate searches of handwriting in the National 
pecurity File, a further breakdown is being made within the 
handwritten sections of the file to include the following general 
headings: 

1. Known writing of Communist Party key figures. 

2. Known writing of Soviet-bloc subjects. 

3. Questioned writings. 

| | Ly 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 - 3010-106 

Belmont 

Mohr 

MAY-1962 EDITION @ 

DRNMENT. 
DeLoach 

Memorandum oe 

UNITED STATES GO 

Contad ——_______. 
: ; r oe ———— 

TO : Mr. conrad SUA DATE: July 23, 1965 eae von — 

Gandy 

ie f 
Yaw Tele. Roce FROM : W, D, grittith ZA (ge Holmes ——— 

SUBJECT: “fational Security File = Lhe 

The National Security File, which is maintained inthe er 
Section of the Laboratory, consists of photographs of handwriting, hand 
printing and typewriting. These specimens are submitted in Russian, 
Soviet bloc, Cuban or Communist-—type security cases. The handwriting of 
Communist key figures is also maintained in this file. 

Jip f In the past fiscal year, 433 searches were made in the “of thei) / 

. = _ 

Lhe tee eee Ie ped tom etpen mene ewerrieks wanene pee fm 

cemwer A 

Security File and 13 identifications were effected. At the close of the 
fiscal year ‘the file contained a total of 6,577 specimens. key 

‘The National Security File is valuable in eliminating or in if 
identifying suspects believed to be acting in Communist or espionage ane 
activities and in determining sources of questioned handwriting, hand 
printing and typewriting in cases affecting. the National Security. 

RECOMMENDATION: Continue maintainance and use of this file. Pybt Rede 

— Line 
ny] | all

 lo 2 

} ne
 

-_ - 

80-696 Vo, oie EP Lo ne 914 

2 jJuL_29 1965 

1 a Mr . BSihooas Sullivan CO CISEEIOT) yt ie = 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
1} —- Mr. Griffith on 
1 - Mr. Marshall p (yp PMC 

pe": 

‘ My ids ; | 
Oak 2 Gocyu 4 S oh Jc (5) hain pies o ce - % Pespo: 23e to your request and is not for diesem: 

/ Ah Committee q J vie 2 cone ; . 9 pao pa : e et : oo haa oceedings by 
| 

ich » / { € ae LOSE nel without the express usproval of the FBI 0 unauthorized: person- 

Qo : 
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UNITED STATES G ERNMENT" 

Memorandum om 
Conrad 

Felt 

| Gaile ——________ 

TO : Mr. conrad HLA DATE: June 30, 1967 Rasen 
Sullivan - 

Tavel 
Trotter } 

* - f Tele. R 
FROM : W. D. Griffith ~™ we ee 

Gandy 

O | aos 
SUBJECT: National Security File el 

“5 

The National Security File, which is maintained in 
the Document Section of the Laboratory, consists of photographs 
of handwriting, hand printing and typewriting. These specimens 
are submitted in Russian, Soviet Bloc, Cuban or Communist-type 
security cases. The handwriting of Communist key figures is 
also maintained in this file. In the past fiscal year, 314 
searches were made in the National Security File and nine 
identifications were effected. During this year, 320 specimens 
were removed from this file and 357 specimens were added to 
this file. Therefore, there was an increase of 37 specimens 
to this file, making a total of 6,677 specimens. YD 

. 

dl ion) 2 * 

The National Security File is useful in determining 
the sources of questioned handwriting, hand printing and 
typewriting in cases effecting this Nation's security and in 
identifying or in eliminating suspects believed to be active 
in Communist or- espionage activities. 

- a a dint ie ieee 

Recommendation: Continue maintenance and use of this file. 

Mr. Griffith 
- Mr. Marshall 7 a wn . 

‘ . 

Mai fe 
je! ; 

“ SWM: paw his document ts d r POCDIVCE WY Les” f (4) » nation outside yo ia Cone bt ‘res; e se 2 Jour request aid is not for dissemi- 
your Committee and t7.2 eae ee ee Lméed to official proceedings by 

)1D nel without the express agp? voval of | i ig Fi Br omen 0 anOranG pent 

BA JUL T2 1987 

{ 

- Mr. Conrad gs® 1 
1 
1 

“+ 
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MAY 2962 EDITION s 

OSA GEN, 8EG, NO, 27 " Tolson 

UNITED STATES co@knment ; @ iu 
. " . Bishop 

a Casper Memorandum | caf 
Felt 

sept : Gale 

, TO > Mr, Conrad | pate: July 3, 1969 Sila 
Lt aaa 

e ° ele. Room 

FROM : W,. D. Griffith inc 
Gandy 

O . . 
SUBJECT: ~NATIONAL SECURITY FILE My TA 

80-696 7 L-Son Heo 

poy The National Security File is located in Room 
7630 and contains photocopies of various handwritten, 
hand printed and typewritten material which has been 
submitted in Soviet, Satellite, Cuban and other types 
of Communist Security cases, The file also contains known 
writings of top Communist Party Functionaries of this 
country « 

e During the past year 201 searches were made in 
the file and 5 identifications were effected. The file 

| presently contains 7,079 specimens. 

i The file is useful in determining the origin of 
questioned material :submitted in security cases and is 
of value in comparing material received from various 
sources, 

RECOMMENDATION: File be maintained in its. present status, 

4 2/04 
pit a 

j—e~ Mg Mony i ai 
1 - Mr. Conrad cL, 

1 - Mr. Griffith 
1 - Mr, Williams 
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UNITED STATES @ crvment: 
Tolson 0 0. 

Sullivan 2. 

Mohr 

‘ Bishop 22. 

M. emorand um — ee ee 
Casper 
Conrad — 

Dalbey 
TO ‘Mr. —— DATE: July 1, 1971 5 ae 

A Rosen 
Le ; ne? Tavel 

ie 

ee 

+ ry OYE 

—e 

5 ’ e Walters onan 
FROM a ® Fs Downing Soyars 

Reaver 

Tele. Ream. o 

Hfolmes 

Gandy 
1 haere 

eae SUBJECT: National Security File 

The National Security File maintained in the 
Document Section of the Laboratory contains photographs 
of handwritten, hand printed, and typewritten documents 
submitted in Russian, Soviet Bloc, Cuban and other 
Communist type security cases. The file also contains 
known writings of top Communist Party Functionaries of 
this country, and material emanating from the New Left. 

As of 6/30/70 the National Security File contained . 
7018 specimens. As of 6/30/71 the National Security File 
contained 7545 specimens. The sharp increase is due almost 
entirely to increased investigative activity concerning the 
New Left. 

During the last year a Weatherman fugitive was 
identified as a result of a National Security File search. 

The file is useful in associating documentary “) 
evidence having a common origin which might not otherwise 
be associated together investigatively. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the file be maintained and specimens 
be purged as they become outdated in 
accordance with previously approved procedures. 

71 ‘| 

80-696 

if 

ae afl PO 
1 -—- Mr. Conrad REC- 36 . 
1 - Mr. Downing 2 

1 - Mr. Tunstall 
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Felt ‘UNITED STATES CO@enmenr _ 3 © ae 
: . Bishop 
| M. | d : Cuiltal 

ae CMOranaum - Campbell 
“ Cleveland 

Conrad 
TO . fy _  Dalbey 

‘+ Mr. Conrad Lae DATE: July 11, 1972/ i” Jenkins 
~ in Marshall 

. ff - ‘ 4 Miller, BS. 
- Ponder 

Sa Y&, F. Downing D Art & eevate 
4 a rs 

ae J Tele. Room —_ 
: Mr. Kinley 

SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE verte Ne 
Mrs. Neenan __ 

The National Security File maintained in the 
Document Section of the Laboratory contains photographs 
of handwritten, hand printed, and typewritten documents 
submitted in Russian, Soviet Bloc, Cuban and other 
Communist type security cases. The file also contains 
Known writings of top Communist Party Functionaries of 
this country, and material emanating from Revolutionary 
Activities. $0 

_ Specimens as of 6/30/71 7545 dD 
Specimens added Y1/71 to 6/30/72 1136 / 
Total S681 

. Specimens removed 7/1/71 through 3419 - 
6/30/72 

Specimens in file as of 6/30/72 5262 

- During the evaluation, 728 searches of the 
National Security File were made resulting in one identification. 

The file is useful in associating documentary 
evidence having a common origin which might not otherwise 
be associated investigatively. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the file be maintained and specimens 
be purged as they hecome outdated in 
accordance with previously approved , UES 
procedures y/ act, 4A 

sees ee 

fe 
§F-& SUL 21 197 

80-696 ore oo ay eae PAIR Men £235 

lL ~- Mr. Conraa 
1 ~ Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Tunstall oe 

| “)} wee 

! a 
| PGT: 7 (4) / 
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UNITED STATES COMRNMENT © | : : r. Felt 
M d ; Mr. Baker 

“ Mr. Callahan —__ emorandum —— 
Mr. Conrad 

— Ley Mr. Gebhardt 
TO : Mr. Conrad CHE DATE: June 28, 1973. Me at 

fr Marsnak 

Le JO F ; 5 Mr. Miller, E.S. —_ 
2 ‘ig Mr. Soyars 

FROM LEC 33 F. Downing : , Mr. Thompson ___ 
Mr. Walters 

i Tele. Room es 
a { Mr. Baise 

SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY FILE i ati 

Mr. Herington oma 
Mr. Conmy 

The National Security File maintained in the ee 
| Document Section of the Laboratory contains phgtographs Mescioeea 
| of handwritten, hand printed, and typewritten documents 
| submitted in Russian, Soviet Bloc, Cuban and other f 
) \ Communist type security cases, The file also contains tf. a / 

Say known writings of top Communist Party Functionaries of : / ono 
Zé this country, and material emanating from Revolutionary we 7 
} Activities, ; 

Specimens as of 6-30-72 5262 
1 Specimens added 71-72 to 6-30-73 82] 
{ Total 6083 
: Specimens removed 7-l1-~-72 through 230 : 

6-30-73 an 
Specimens in file as of 6=30+73 5803 

;' During the evaluation J¥OSsearches of the 
National Security File were made resulting in wine identifications. 

The file is useful in associating documentary 
evidence having a common origin which might not otherwise 
be associatea investigatively. 

$ / 

That the File maintained and specimens be purged 
as they become outdated in accordance with 
previously approved procedures, eens SERTEET | 

ATION: | BY: “ co: i he PO es RECOMMENDATION: Bf Vy RECS Lis -vVer 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 5010-106 . 2, 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOY : RNMENT 2 Assoc, Dir. 

“ Dep. AD Adin. _ 

Dep. AD Inv. Memorandum , a2 
Admin. 

Comp. Syst. 

Ext. Affairs ____ 
TO : hir e White T/ DATE: July ro ? 1974 Files & Com, __ 

‘ 

Gen, Inv. — Pa té, 
. ? ft Ident. 

Z * ’ Cc Inspection _ 
FROM a eg Downing reg iaiail: ' 

f 
t” a Loboratory 

a fs Plan. & Evol. __ 

SUBJECT: -NATIONAL SECURITY FILE es ana 
. Legal Coun. __ 

Telephone Rm. __ 

The National Security File (NSF) maintained in the 
Document Section of the Laboratory contains photographs of ; 
handwritten, hand printed, and typewritten documents submit? ¥ 
in Russian, Soviet Bloc, Cuban, and other Communist securit 
type cases, The File also contains known writings of top 
Communist Party Functionaries of this.country, and material 
emanating from Revolutionary Activities. In the latter 
category, a substantial number of specimens are comprised of — 
documents relating to False Identities, such as applications | 
for birth certificates of deceased infants. 

etor Sec’ Y— 

- 
t, 
~ C 

emix ~>__ 

Far diss 

“al proceedings by 

thorized person 

Specimens in file as of 6/30/73 5,803 ~ 

a 

op 

th OF tH Specimens added 7/1/7g to 6/30/74 934 
“Met and is not 

TOTAL 6,737 

specimens removed during same period 72 

SPECIMENS IN FILE AS OF 6/30/74 6,665 
. 

During the evaluation, 14298 searches of the NSF 
resulted in three identifications. z 

"tae 
2” = f< 

ww 

wefan 

ENG The File is useful in associating documentary 
evidence having a common origin’which might not otherwise be 
associated investigatively. 

wo 

“Mr pew i 

RECOMMENDATION: That the File be maintained and specimens be 
purged as they become outdated in accordance with previously 
approved procedures, 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Dat: ayy. 

- 

$010-106 

Won ° Assoc. Pie. 

M se ” _ 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 30 
MAY 19462 EDITION 
OSA GEN, REG, NO, 2? 

UNITED STATES G 

Dep. AD Inv, __... 

Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

Comp. Syst. —_. 
Se . ; . Ext. Affairs 

DATE: June 30, 1975 Mr. Cochr a Files & Com. __ 

Gen. Inv. 

ident. 

Inspection 

Intell. 

Laboratory 

Plon, & Eval. 

Spec. Inv. 

J. H. Mort a 

NATIONAL SECURITY FILE Training 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y __ 

. The National Security File (NSF) maintained 
in the Document Section of the Laboratory contains 
photographs of handwritten,hand printed, and type- 
written documents submitted in Russian, Soviet, Bloc, 
Cuban and other communist security type cases. The 
file also contains known writings of top Communist 
Party Functionaries of this country and material 
enanating from Revolutionary Activities. In the latter . 
category, a substantial number of specimens are com- 
prised of documents relating to False Identities, such 
aS applications for birth certificates of deceased 
infants. 

Specimens in file as of 6/30/74, 6665 
Specimens added 7/1/74 to 6/30/75 1303 

TOTAL 7 5 6 Oo 

specimens removed during same period 441 
Specimens in file as of 6/30/75 7527 Ff 

During the evaluation, 1345 searches of the 
NSF resulted in five identifications. 

4 
The NSF is useful in associating documentary - 

evidence having a common origin which might not otherwise j 
be associated investigatively. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the NSF be maintained and specimens be 
purged as they become outdated in accordance with pre- 
viously approved procedures. Leep 
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OPTIONAL FORM 1 Mid. 10 
MAY 1962 SDITI _- ~# : | + GSA Frag (41 CR) 101-11.6 . — 

UNITED STATES G 7 @ ‘NMENT >, - 

~ Memorc ndum : 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE. 7/2/68 

2 

Se A LOT I eh NZ EOS AES A dE HEA 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) 
aw 

4 mo, a Bat? oy 
z : wre ey iu 

Si 
Voge cea \ 

tw WUE > . . \\3 yf Fu J 

suBjEC :  COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM | ee ae 

J ‘BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE CRs pike eed 
Se RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

' Re Bureau airtel, 3/4/68: Chicago airtels 4/22/68: 
_ Bureau letter 5/15/68 (re HERBERT C. MOHAMMED) ; Caiease airtel 

and Chicago letter, both 5/21/68. 

7 Set forth below, under captions as instructed in 
re Bureau’ airtel, March 4, 1968, is a current progress letter 
regarding captioned matter. 7 - oo bs 

1. Operations Under Consideration 

wh AL Baty Qe Be Note SOTHO Se 7 — ——~ 

Bureau (re Bulet, 3/15/68) “Chicago. has Ween divecting , 
consideration to DICK GREGORY.as a counterintedligence targef. 
As the Bureau iS aware GREGORY is currently incarcerated in n/the, 
-State of Washington, serving a 90 day sentencd based on hisU-/?| 
activities in behalf of Indian fishing rights 

The Chicago Office has organized a /counterintelligence 
_' "team", made up of SA’s experienced in-RM\ and SM - C investigations, 
'. including SA's with lengthy prior counterintgelligence experience. 

This group, together with the RM ‘Supervis and the SA 
responsible for the coordination of this program, have devoted 
considerable effort to methods of inhibiting the effectiveness 
and credability of GREGORY. His file has been thoroughly and 
exhaustively reviewed to this end. The possibility has been 
noted that, in the final analysis, an’ individual such as 
GREGORY, So prone to erratic statements and actions, to such wild 
and obviously ridiculous charges, will in all probability 

' destroy his own influence in this ‘field and Serve aS a 
self-—neutralizer. 

: It appeared that the content of Bureau letter May 
' 17, 1968 to CIA, regarding $50,C00 which GREGORY allegedly 
received through BERTRAND RUSSELL may well have counterantelligence 

NOB 20 - Yid2e D- Bureau (RM) | oF 

iia ty : 25 JUL 5.968 0 
ah 

Stee as 
~ »% i 

i ) . 
ee A 

oy Bh } JC “p . 
ee SC" aay aumnewt, a3" 

if UST 2 "1888 - ~— & 
Cpe 
aes Wa = Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Dae S aug Plan 
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CG 157-2209 eg PO ee ed J 

. potential, however, subsequent investigation, as in Legat, 
ip A Thondon letter May 28; 1968, did not” Substantiate, or lend > 
- “-* @redence to GREGORY ' S use, or receipt of funds from abroad, 

primarily to have been utilized against the Democratic Convention, 
a IOS in Chicago. 

e < a . gig. 8 te 

e * 

.- s*, 

a 

"2& 
«4 -“ f 

 Chilease is continuing to give the matter of discrediting 
"GREGORY top priority, and Bureau authority will be promptly 
requested at the earliest opportunity in the event a specific 

. counterintelligence device is formulated. It might also be 
"+7" . noted, however, aS in Chicago airtel of May 21, 1968, that 

_+, GREGORY also faces a five month sentence, Cook County Jail, 
. . , Chicago, as a result of the upholding of criminal charges 
“". 7. against him, by the Illinois Appellate Court, of 1965 charges 

| ‘| in connection with a local demonstration. ne 

| 

! 

oa Chicago aiso has under consideration the © review 
. of tosiin’ income tax returns of HERBERT C, MOHAMMED, since: he 

boats, . was pin-pointed as a counterintelligence target.in. Chicago 
ao © airtel April 22, 1968, under the eros rn and thet of the 

egies Ais“: ene of islam (NOT). 

.These returns, referred to in Bureau iGier May 15, 1968, 
have not as yet been received by Chicago, however, upon receipt, 

- and subsequent review, a Specific recommendation regarding 
ne og Counce rine tte once ‘action will-be submitted, 

| 

ie eS “Ga previous’ Chicago communications under above. 
s caption, Chicago has identified ROBERT BROWN, local Student 

- Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) official, as 2 
possible target of counterintelligence action, with reference 

'. to his possible removal from an active role as a result of his 
-- refusal to cooperate with Selective Service officials over. -his- 

enue aeue induction into the Armed Forces, 

Although not a sounterantediasence.. measure as. such, 
"+  . Chicago has vigorously followed and pursued this situation, 

| oe both with Selective Service and-the Office of the United States 
— ' * «a. Attorney. Recently BROWN refused to be inducted, his file is 

_. in.the process of being forwarded by Selective Service to the 
United States Attorney (USA), who has advised BROWN's case 

“ will be brought before the Federal Grand Jury at the earliest 
possible moment. The USA has advised that a warrant for the 
arrest of BROWN, on above charges, will in all probability be 

a ae 
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-- = —— Shortly forthcoming.-- Unquestionably..this..would..serve—to———_ 
further inhibit local SNCC activities, and hopefully, would 
in some measure serve to neutralize BROWN himself. 

Chicago also feels that the Chicago Firearms 
Registration Ordinance, which went into effect May 15, 1968, 
has definite potential as a counterintelligence device, to be 
directed against local militants, as for example RUSS MEEK, " 
MEEK is known to have purchased 13 differnt firearms since January, 
1967, and it would appear highly unlikely these guns, if still 
in his possession, have been registered. In addition to the 
Chicago ordinance, a state law which requires registration of 
all persons possessing firearms will go into effect September 1, 
1968, The penalty for violation of the local ordinance is a 
$500 fine, for violation of the state ee a on 000 fine anda 
year incarceration. 

Contact with ‘the fee office of gun  eexateanes has 
reflected that it will be approximately another 45-60 days before 
records are organized and alphabétized. MEEK is identified as 
a possible target in this regard, however, there would appear to 
‘be a nuAver: of militants who may well be vulnerable. 

“As ‘the Bureau has cautioned, Chicago assures that 
each Specific future counterintelligence operation wiil be 
submitted for. Bureau EppPeves prior eo banaue any action. 

Zé Gnesat iene Being Effected 

Chi csEs at present Ae no ‘count ertateiiiecncs operat ion 
in progress, however, as noted will develop such, directed 
toward HERBERT MOHAMMED, upon a of his tax returns from 
the Bureau, ‘ 

The impetus being provided to the efforts to expedite 
the handling of ROBERT BROWN's Selective Service case is not a 
counterintelligence operation in the normal sense of the term, 
arising as it does from a substantive violation of federal 
law, However, the end result, that of reducing the effectiveness 

and hampering. the activities of BROWN, is tantamount to that 
eich might be achieved through any such operas with BROWN 
a5 its target, . 

_orivengy Big vondgngbever 
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--—- -——4,;.--Developments. of. -Counterintelligence Interest 

Mee ae There have been no significant developments. in 

| this field since my airtels of April 22, 1968, which would 
‘materially alter programs and approach previously suggested. 
‘Chicago appreciates, however, that changing times and develop- 
ments in the general RM field can have an influence on any. 
counterintelligence operation. Chicago will remain alert 
to any such development, and when any Situation arises, 
relative to an individual or organization, which offers 

‘promise and potential as a counterintelligence operation, 
an appropriate communication will be promptly submitted. 

It might also be noted that in general, the 
assessment of the local Diack Nationaline movement, 2S Sot 
out in our airtel of April 22, 1968, under the above caption, 
remains as noted. It was pointed out that GREGORY had threatened 
to disrupt the Democratic National Convention, in August, 1968, 
however, as the Buxysau is aware, he has cancelled his demonstration 
“plans for before and during this’ convention, and is currently 
incarcerated. : 

= ¥ 

=u 

Chicago assures the Barea that full and continuing 
attention is devoted to this aspect of our operation, its 
“potential value is well appreciated and this office will remain 
alert and receptive to any opportunity to accomplish and 
establish a productive counterintelligence operation. 
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UNITED STATES cov@ oan 
Nad 

Memorandum ' % « Wo ee 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) a 10/25/68 

ER ids CHICAGO (157-2209) | ‘ 

eee a é COUNTERI NTELLIGENCE. _PROGRAM | 
~~ BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS ~ 

—RACIAL- INTELLIGENCE ~ 

fad Re Bureau airtel 3/4/68; and Chicago letter 
{ 7/2/68. | 
é 

ue Set forth below is the periodic progress letter 
requiredd concerning captioned matter, as requested in 
referenced Bureau airtel under captionsas instructed. 

1. Operations Under Consideration 

Subsequent te the above referenced Chicago 
communication, this office has had several counterintelligence 
operations under consideration. A review of the income 
tax returns of HERBERT MOHAMMED, one of the heads of the 
Nation of Islam (NOI), has been completed, HERBERT MOHAMMED 
having been earlier designated by Chicago as a primary ON 
counterintelligence target. It was determined, however, 
through this review that this individual appears to have 
submitted accurate income tax returns for the past severai 
years and the anticipated counterintelligence approach on 
this basis was judged to be inappropriate. 

re 

Several additional counterintelligence approaches 
to the NOX have subsequently be considered, in reference to 
NOL units in San Antonio and Phoenix; however, for reasons 
set forth in Chicago communications of October 4, 1968 and 
Octebe# 16, 1968, under the above caption, such activities 
as considered were deemed to be inadvisabie. 
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In relation to-the NOI specifically, Chicago 
continually monitors closely the activities of this 
group with the end in view of developing effective 
counterintelligence techniques directed at either the organization 
or its leadership. In the event an opportunity :@arises where 
a productive counterintelligence measure appears in. 
order, Chicago will immediately submit specifics of such 
approach for the Bureau‘’s approval. 

| Reference has been made in the above referred to 
Chicago communication to the state and local Gun Ownership 
and Registration Ordinanceswhich appear to render such 
possession or ownership on the part of bhack nationalists 
a vulnerable area in the event information exists that they 
are in possession of firearms illegally. Chicago is in 
the process of initiating a file review concerning such 
selected cases, the results of this review to be utilized 
in a close check of the records of both s&te and liccal law me 
enforcement and regulatory agencies, The records of these 
agencies have only just recently been determined as having deen 
placed in order for an effective review along these lines to 
be made. 

Many of these militants are known in the past to have 
been in possession of weapons and where information can be 
developed reflecting that they are currently in possession 
of firearms, ‘or are suspected of being in possession of fire- 
arms, appropriate liaison will be exploited to utilize these 
statutes to the extent possible against the militants in 
question. Such a program will be submitted to the 
Bureau for approval, prior to any specific such action being 
taken by Chicago, 

4 sw 
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' Chicago continues to closely follow the activities 
of ROBERT BROWN, referred to in referenced letter of 
July 2, 1968, as a primary counterintelligence target. He 
was recently turned down for military service and 
consequently will continue to be active locally. He is the 
former head of the Chicago and Midwest group of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and most recently 
has indicated his conversion to or formation of a local 
branch of the Black Panther Party, headquartered in Oakland, 
California, This is a very recent develepment and the extent 
of the organization of this group in terms of membership and 
possible influence locally is as yet difficult to establish, 
This situation was Yeferred to at some iength in a Chicago 
communication under the above caption, October 14, 1968, and 
the situation is relatively unchanged from that time . 

In addition, however, a Chicago racial source 
close to BROWN has advised that he has recently expressed a 
desire to "take over" the remains of the Chicago Chapter of one 
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), this group having 
been exp@lled from National CORE in early October, 1968, 
This expulsion came about as a result of a September, 19638, 
walkout on.the part of the Chicago Chapter from the National 
CORE Convention heid in St. Louis, Missouri. 

BROWN and the head of the local CORE group, ROBERT 
LUCAS, have never been friendly and BROWN had stated his desire 
to remove LUCAS from the leadership of this group and place it 
under the Black Panther Party banner, meaning by this under his 
own leadership. To complicate this situation somewhat, however, 
this former CORE group, under the leadership of LUCAS, has only 
recently organized itself into a new black organization calling 
itself Black Liberation Alliance, formed at the national 
meeting held over the weekend of October 18-20, 1968, at 
Columbus, Ohio. BROWN did not attend this affair and the position 
he will take as a result of this development is not yet clear, 
It is believed, however, that this situation, 

ah 
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due in large measures to the friction among personalities 
involved, offers some opportunity for exploitation under a 
counterintelligence approach. At present, the situation 
appears to be too formative and nebulous for a specific 
technique to be intelligently developed. 

In short regarding the above Situation, within 
a period of little more than a month, the Chicago CORE 
Chapter, together with a rather limited number of adherents in 
ether cities, has moved from a-CORE group in good standing 
to a new and somewhat organized black group. It would appear 
that the early stages of the development of this group 
would offer a good opportunity to inhibit its effectiveness 
and @S soon as Chicago can analyze the situation and 
develop what appears an effective approach, a specific 
recommendation for a counterintelligence action were be 
submitted for Bureau approval, 

FI agence es iS - 

JAMES HARVEY, a male Negro, age 22, the founder 
and organizer of the Afro-American Students Association was 
alse referred to in referenced Chicago letter as a likely ~ 
counterintelligence target. An analysis of his most recent 
activities would reflect that he is at present in a position 
where he might well be vulnerable to a well thought out 
counterintelligence approach. He has, until very recently, 
engaged in no Significant local militant activities; 
however, within the past month has emerged as 2 principal 
“adult advisor" to several individuals and black youth 
groups instrumental in the organization and implementation of 
black student boycotts and unrest generally within the Chicago 
Public School System. HARVEY operates principally out of 
the Umoja (unity) Black Students Center on Chicago's south 
side and appears to have been a substantial influence on this 
movement which has been of Significant success in terms of its 
effect on schools in Chicago's ghetto community. In 
consideration of counterintelligeme approaches to HARVEY, 
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—-attention will be devoted to his travel to Czechoslovakia 
during 1968, as well as his summer of 1968 travel to Japan 
where he reportedly was in contact with communist orientated 
student and youth groups. During 19638 it was also determined 
that HARVEY in the past has advised his local draft board of 
homosexual activities on his part, which activities have 
served as the basis for his exclusion from military service. 
It appears possible that the above as well as additional 
past activities on his part might well be utilized in 
possibly compromising him and to some extent the black school 
boycott movement with which he is to some extent involved, 
Again, prior to the inception of any counterintelligence 
activities, Chicago will submit a specific recommendation to 
the Bureau for its approval. 

2. Operations Being Effected 

No counterintelligence operations are currently 
in progress in this fieid in Chicago; hewever, as the 
information set forth previcusly would reflect, Chicago 
anticipates that very shortly recommendations to initiate such .. 
cperations will be forthcoming. 

3. Tangible Results 

No tangible results have as yet been forthcoming 
Since the TAESDETORS of this program in the black nationalist 
field. 

~ 

4. Developments ‘of Counterintelligence Interest 

. information reflecting on this captioned subject 
matter has been referred to in large measure under the first 
item above. in short, however, the most significant 
developments locaily would appear to be represented in the 
expalsion of Chicago CORE from the national group with the 
development of a’new black nationalist organization involving 
these former members of CORE; development-.of ‘a local Chanter of the Blac 
Panther Party and a possible rivairy between this group and 
the leader of the new black organization referred to previcusly; 

e 
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~ the emergence of the high school age black student groups 
- at the present as the most violent and possibly militant 
black groups active locally. Attempts to develop an effective 
counterintelligence approach locally are consequently being 
directed at thése areas of development. 

The Chicago black nationalist scene generally 
continues to be a fragmented one, characterized by a number 
of small and relatively ineffective groups and individuais, 
none of whom have indicated a willingness or ability to 
work together or to polarize these to some extent competitive 
groups into a united front-type organization or grouping. Chicago 
feels that through an effective and weli thought out counter- 
intelligence approach, it may-be possible to develop pregrams 
which will in some measure contribute te the 
continuation of this situation and prevent the emergence 
locally of a group or individual who may serve as a unifying 
force within the black nationalist grouping. Chicago will 
remain continually alert to explore and exploit every avenue 
for possible counterintelligence activities directed at the 
black nationalist field which appears to hold potential for ™ 
accomplishing this end. Any such development or technique 
will be immediately made available to the Bureau for its 
consideration and approval prior to inception by Chicago, 

| 
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~M emorandum ) 3 
TO, a DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 12/12/68 

FROM :. . ICAGO (157-2209) 

- - 

SUBJECT: _..° COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST ~ HATE GROUP 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

\ 

» 

Mu 

Re Chicago letter (quarterly progress) dated 10/25/68. 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress 
letter concerning captioned matter, as requested in Bureau 
airtel dated March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed: 

1) Operations Under Consideration 

On a continuing basis Chicago is in the process of 
andiveine and considering the constantly changing local 
Black Nationalist situation from the viewpoint of the 

lanted to official proceedings by 

nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

ponse to your request and is not for disse 

m development of an effective counterintelligence program. 
a At the present time emphasis is being placed upon the develcp.- 
ey ing Black Panther Party (BPP) group which has only recently 
> 838 opened offices on Chicago's west side and which is now actively 
38% recruiting and establishing itself as a functional organization _ 

locaily. This situation remains somewhat fluid and as yet 
no specific counterintelligence program has been developed Ps 
for this reason. 

As an example, in the initial stages here of the : Ps 
establishment of the BPP group there was conflict between Pe 
rival factions, one recognized by the parent organization -in 
Oakland, California, the other unsanctioned. The rivalry 
between such militantly orientated persons briefly threatened 
to erupt into physical confrontation on several occasions, 
however, before this situation could be exploited the problem 
was resolved and the group merged under the leadership of 
_ROBERT BROWN, former Pécal leader of the Student Non Voilent 
Coordinating Committees The personalities which have sub- 
sequently emerged as tdominant within the BPP locally are, in 
addition to BROWN, ROBERT RUSH, FRED HAMPTON, Maywood, Illinois, 

d DREW FERGUSON, 
™ REC 13 b% ae 

Chicago is closely following the development “Of 
this group, and in line with a recent Bureau letter requesting 
the pe nonenty a ea of a counterintelligence letter 
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on the BPP, anticipates the submission of such communication 
on or prior to December 16, 1968, 

By letter November 22, 1968, Chicago submitted specific 
counter intelligence recommendations. concerning JAMES HARVEY, 

i local Black Nationalist personality, who has most recently 
/ been an influential advisor -to young black students in Chicago 
| who have been involved in student boycotts on the high school 
: level, No response as yet has been forthcoming and Chicago 

will take no action regarding the recommendations submitted 
without prior Bureau approval, Chicago is continuing to attempt 
to isolate instances regarding local Black Nationalists who 
have been in possession of firearms in the past and who appear 
to possibly be in violation of local and state firearms 
provisions, It is anticipated that such a review will be 
completed shortly and where appropriate, communication will 
be submitted to the Bureau with specific recommendations 
contained therein, It appears in some instances however, that 
action in this regard may be taken locally which is not purely 
counter intelligence in nature, 

aur 

An example of such was the recent instance where in 
connection with a review of background information concerning 
JEFF FORT, local leader of the Blackstone Rangers, south side 
Chicago Negro gang it was determined that a warrant was out- 
standing for FORT for failure to pay a fine of $50,00 ona 
disorderly conduct conviction, In conversation with the 
personnel of the Chicago Police Department, Gang Intelligence 
Unit, this information was made available and it was agreed 
that if an arrest warrant for FORT was executed at his residence, 
a search could then be made of the premises and contraband 
such as firearms or narcotics might possibly be located, 

| This was in fact done, as set forth in Chicago airtel 
and letterhead memorandum of December 9, 1968, under the 
caption JEFF FORT, Contempt of Congress, Miscellaneous - 
Information Concerning, When the arrest warrant was served on 
FORT a search was made by Police Department representatives 
of the premises at his residence and a ,22 caliber four shot 
derringer pistol was located. As a result FORT was subsequently 
charged with having an unregistered weapon in his possession 
as well as Unlawful Use of a Weapon. He is scheduled to appear 
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in court on December 18, 1968, to answer to these charges. = 
It might.also be noted in passing that Chicago continues to | 

“Imaintain periodic contact with SouRCe. 
approved by the Bureau for counterintelligence 

uSage Sometime ago, but primarily against the NOI. These 
contacts have been amplified recently by virtue primarily of 
changing times and events to embrace the Black Nationalist 
field generally. The contacts with SOWAC€, informal in nature, 
are considered to have been directly responsible for recent 
Statements by him, widely reported in the Chicago press 
media, critical of gang influences in the Ghetto as well as 
Black Nationalist groups, the latter described by him as 
AikecT Beale - Tend ing ts tdeatify Souece 

« 

 * 

It is felt Source will certainly continue to speak 
out in Such fashion ane the contact by Chicago productive 

. of such will continue, : 

In referenced Chicago letter reference was made to 
possible friction between ROBERT BROWN, above, and ROBERT 

. LUCAS, the latter the National head of the newly formed Black 
Liberation Alliance (BLA). Since referenced letter no significant 
aevelopments have taken place in this regard and no further 
information has been developed reflecting any interest on the 
part of BROWN in this group. The BLA holds regular meetings, 
however, to date less than 10 individuals have actually joined 
the organization, itS activities limited aimost exclusively to 
these meetings and to such activities as literature distribution. 
At the present time BLA appears to be floundering and to have 
no real or apparent Support within the Negro community or from 
Black Nationalists in particular. It is felt a counterintelligence 
interest at this time in the BLA is not warranted. 

sur 

2) Operations Being Effected : 
Reference has previously been made to the periodic 

contact with Source. to this end. It has also been 
noted that Chicago is awaiting Bureau authority to implement 
a counterintelligence program against JAMES HARVEY. Recom- 
mendations regarding HARVEY were submitted on November 22, 1968. 

© 
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Chicago also will continue to selectively advise 
local suthorities of instances where local Black Nationalists 
appear vulnerabie to arrest on local charges, in instances 
where such information is either not available or apparent 
to them. This is in reference to such instances as that set 
forth previously involving JEFF FORT. 

3) Tangible Results . : 

¥n this re%ard, the remarks of SOURLE a _ alluded 
to previously and the arrest of FORT both appear as tangible 
results of Chicago counterintelligence activity. 

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest = vo 

~ The principal development locally, subsequent to 
referenced letter, would appear to be the emergence of the 
BPP Chapter referred to previously under the leadership of | 
ROBERT BROWN and his associates. The question of the ability 
of this group to provide a unifying and polarizing influence 
within the local Black Nationalist community remains to be 
seen. Chicago will very closeiy follow the development and ag 
activities of this group, through knowledgeable BPP sources, 
and will submit counterintelligence suggestions in the bi-monthly 
letter requested by the Bureau as instructed. 
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GC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) 

(COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 
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~. 12/12/68. 

letter concerning captioned matter, 

Zed personr~ 

1. Operations Under Consideration 

limited to official proceedings by conSidered, the local Black Panther 

y nut be disclosed to unauthori 
BPP, as:‘well as the volatile nature 

pared in response to your request and is not for disse 

Jts use v3 

nation outside your Comm*ttee. 

' January 30, 1969, and BOBBY-.RUSH (a 
February 20, 1969, 
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Re Chicago ,letter nena. progress) dated 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress /) 

airtel March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed; ~ °{_/ 

Since the above referenced letter, Chicago has 
continued to closely follow local developments in the Black 
Nationalist field, with the development of effective counter~ 
intelligence techniques constantly in mind, Although all ~ 
facets of Black Nationalist activities and groups are so . 

its activities continue to receive particular attention. This 
is due to the admittedly violent and militant nature of the 

compose both its leadership and membership. 

. Chicago is under Bureau instructions to submit on 
a two-week basis a counterintelligence proposal regarding 
the BPP, and since referenced letter a-number of specific 
proposals have been submitted and approved. Chicago has 
prepared and mailed four separate anonymous communications, 

‘concerning JAMES PHILIP HARVEY (approved Bureau letter 
- December 10, 1968), JEFF FORT (approved Bureau letter 
January 30, 1969), ABDUL KENYATTA (approved Bureau letter 

rw ° 

DATE?3/13/69 e 

5 

i 

as directed in Bureau f 

Party (BPP) chapter and 

of the individuals who 

pproved Bureau letter 
. 4 {7 

. ope pf f y 4 é. Oot 
ar e-64/ ae Oo ies Sg 

Since referenced letter Chicago’ also has 
_ requested and received Bureau authority to utilize 
PAPER reporter REP SAaTER in counter- 

intelligence activity directed against the Nation of 
Islam (NOI). RePoRteR despite being a Caucasian, has 
apparently won the confidence of NOI officials, attended 

Bureau (RM) 
- icago 
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a -and reported on — EVENT and was 
the object of an attempt by an official of the NOI to 

RewARd as a token of NOI appreciation of 
articles relative to the organization. The purpose of 
our previous. contacts with &ePeaTeRin this connection was 
to provide him with background information relative to 
the non-religious aspects of the NOI, its business 

. ventures and financial dealings. 
f 

At the NOI -convention, and subsequent thereto, 
NOI officials have made statements critical of MALCOLM X, 
describing him as an example, as one of "the worst enemies" 
of the Muslims, meaning by inference biack people. A 
story regarding these attacks on MALCOLM at the -convention 
was’ authored byeperTeR and subsequently, appeared in the 
PAPER A highly placed Chicago source in the NOI, 

-namelyinfcQmaw? has Since advised that’ the NOI attacks = 
on MALCOLM have generally produced unfavorable results o 
within the Negro community on the south Side, particub rly ~ 
Since the NOI in many quarters is still regardedas responsible 
for the death of MALCOLM. 

Accordingly, Chicago gill shortly submit, by 
separate communication," Burédau authority to recontact 

Reporter relative to possibilities of further exploiting 
the- NOI attacks on MALCOLM, directed at further reflecting 
unfavorable reaction toward the NOI, .’ 

<= 

. At present Chicago has no further specific 
counterintelligence proposals under consideration. Another 
letter regarding the BPP, however, is due for submission 
March 24, 1969. 

& 

2. Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 

Reference has previously been made to the 
Specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. As yet no information has been received by 
Chicago reflecting tangible results of these actions.,. 
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e ee A detailed analysis of the use of 4 PokTter 
was set forth in Chicago airtel of February 17, 

1969. In short, it was noted that the NOI was shown 
publicly as more of a business than a religious group, 
and articles authored by him may have had the effect of 
rendering NOI officiais vulnerable to robbery efforts, 

"as in the case of RAYMOND SHARRIEF, Supreme Captain, 
_ Fruit of Islam, February 4,-1969, The continuing use of 
Reporter is being considered, 

Chicago has also continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where local Black Nationalists, 
particulariy BPP members, appear vulnerable to arrest 
On local charges, Along these lines Chicago letter of 
February 10, 1969, set forth specific mformation whereby 
FRED HAMPTON, local BPP officer, was arrested just prior 
to a television appearance, through efforts of a Chicago 
BPP source and Chicago Special Agents. The arrest was an 
effective source of embarrassment to the BPP; however, 
HAMPTON was subsequently found innocent, in jury trial, 
of the mob action charges for which he had been arrested, 

Additionally, information has regularly been 
disseminated by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local 
dissemination in instances where Chicago BPP subjects have 
travelled elsewhere. Specifically local BPP subjects have 
on several occasions journeyed to the.University of 
Illinois, Champaign, Illinois, and their activities there 
have resulted in numerous arrests. Prior knowledge of 
the presence of these subjects, their purposes and 
‘identities, have been of great value in alerting local 
‘authorities to the potential for violence represented, 

One of those local BPP members arrested in 
Springfield was determined to be on probation on local 
Chicago charges. Inasmuch as the arrest represented a 
violation of this probation, the information regarding 
the arrest was made available to the appropriate Chicago 
Police authorities, and probation authorities, Unfortunately, 
both expressed a lack of interest in taking any action 
in this matter, 
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: 4. pevetopncn. of Cotnteninbeli cance interest 

; “As in the recent past, the most significant 
area of development continues to center around the 
activities of the local BPP, It has suffered from 
organizational and factional problems, as well as 
financial difficulties, and has yet to prove its ability 
to serve as a cohesive or unifying influence in the 

- local Black Nationalist community. 

As concerns the remainder of local Black 
Nationalist, individuals and groups, the situation 
continues to be fragmented, with none appearing of sufficient 
stature or influence that the divergent groups are willing 
to sacrifice their own limited objectives, or independance, 
-for the sake. of a united front, 
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L; ” TT leah es 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 

«SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) 

3 : 
SUBJECT: +.“ COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 

- ~~ BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 
RACZEAL INTELLIGENCE 

Re Chicago letter (quarterly progress) dated 
3/13/69. 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress 
letter concerning captioned matter, as directed in Bureau i 
airtel March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed: 

zed person- 
L. Operations under Consideration 

In connection with captioned matter, Chicago is 
under Bureau instructions to submit on a two week basis a 
counterintelligence proprosal regarding the Black Panther 
Party (BPP). Bureau letter to Baltimore and various other 
offices advised that in the quarterly progress letters it d to official proceedings by 

ay 
a gt 

onse to your request and is not for dissemt- 

disclosed to unauthore 

2S | would be sufficient to note the dates on which these letterseo” 
5 4 Were submitted, o 

. ere Since relet therefore, such letters were submitted 
| “+2: on the below Listed dates: 

| eS March 24, 1969 , 
Sens April 11, 1969 . 

' oS ° gt SE April 30, 1969 
| 3 2ee May 19, 1969 
| =! Ve June 3, 1969 

ROSS June 17, 1969 

ew Additionally, on May 1, 1969, a letter was submitted 
sess under the above captioned, and that of COINTELPRO —- NEW LEFT, 
SSS which had reference to encouraging and exploiting a split 
S=8§ between the BPP and the Students for a Democratic Society. 
= 238 

: 

LQD- serous cam Areadebil -,0YS = 38 8 '3( 2/- Bureau (RM i nN to 
mB GRC T Chicago REC 4 

(1 ~ 157-1291) (Bpp) tkK.- 11? - S JUN 2e | 
(1 = 157-3645) (YOUNG LORDS) 28 1969 

Forename Betas ct 
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: It might be noted at this point that Chicago 
continues to regard the local BPP as the focal point for 
counterintelligence in this field. The letter of June Ii7, 

¢ 1969, requests Bureau authority to attempt to publicize 
cartoon depictions of the BPP in a subservient position 
to the SDS. 

Within recent weeks a relatively small, but highly 
vocal group of young Puerto Ricans has emerged in the 
Spanish speaking community, utilizing the name Young Lords, 
Essentially a youth or street gang in nature, it has adopted 
the pose of a political organization, and an affiliation 
with the BPP has arisen. It appears that the real nature 
of this group, and those associated with it, are not generally 
recognized by the responsible elements in the community, 
and the file of this group, and of those persons in and 
associated with it, are being reviewed with the end of 
developing a suitable counterintelligence program, .A. 
recommendation will be provided the Bureau in the event an 

| effective action can be formulated. 

| 2. & 3. Operations being Effected and Tangible Results ~ 
: Obtained 

Chicago at present has in effect the program 
authorized by the Bureau May 21, 1969, to instruct selected 
BPP informants for use in creating a rift between the 

; BPP and sDS. It is as yet to early to determine what, if 
; any, effect wili be forthcoming. This program additionally 
i has become somewhat complicated by the disruption which has 
' been created in the BPP locally by the June 4, 1969, raid of 

the Chimgo Office on the BPP headquarters, and subsequent 
Chicago Police Department arrests of sOme sixteen BPP members, 
on a variety of local charges. 

This program is being pursued very carefully, 
in ‘Light of the Bureau's observations in letter of May 21, 
1969. Tangible results subseduently obtained will be provided 
the Bureau. 
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4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest wf 

Seon The emergence of the Young Lords has been 
previously referred to. Also of interest is the 
disruption of the regular and normal functicning 
of the BPP, through effective and vigorous enforce- 
ment of criminal statutes violated by them on a local 
and federal level. Most recent information from BPP 
sources reflects the organization to be purging its 
ranks, in an effort to weed out infiltrators; also 
reflects that there may be beginning to emerge in lower 
levels of BPP ranks a dissatisfaction with the current 
leadership. This situation will be followed closely 
and where a counterintelligence avenue appears to offer 
itself, a suitable recommendation will be forthcoming. 

No counterintelligence action will be taken 
by Chicago without Bureau approval. 

¢ 
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i s 5 Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 

FR fp 
| ee ’ CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) 

‘ser: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
| BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Re cniesge letter (quarterly progress) dated 6/18/69. 
rng 

* 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress 
, Letter concerning captioned matter as directed in Bureau _ 

airtel dated March 4, 1968, under captions as instructed: 

haa : 

, 

7% 

L. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

In connection with captioned matter, Chicago is. ~ 
under Bureau instructions to submit, on a two week basis, 
a counterintelligence proposal regarding the Black Panther 
Party (BPP). Bureau letter to Baltimore, dated April 25, . 
1969, advised that in the quarterly progress letters it would 
be sufficient to note the dates on which these letters were 
submitted.. 

e . $iznee rererencea ietter, these icttccs uave ves % 
| submitted as follows: 

July 9, July 18, and August 12, 1969. 

Chicago continues to regard the local BPP as the 
focal point for counterintelligence. In this field, Chicago 
continues to analyze the available current information regarding 
local BPP activity in @ continuing effort to determine what, 
if any, such information may be of any assistance in the 
development of a counterintelligence effort. 

, 7 Ry 
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In recent weeks 2 highly vocal group of young 
Puerto Ricans callinzs themselves the Young Lords have 
undertaken action in the north side Puerto Rican neighborhood. 
This group is basically a.youth gang, however, they have become 
active in neighborhood matters particularly urban renewal 
problems for the area. Information available concerning the 
Young Lords and its leaders is being reviewed with the end 
in mind of the possibility of developing a suitable counter- 
intelligence program concerning this group. When and if a 
suitable recommendation is developed, such will be provided 
to the Bureau in the event an effective action can be 
formulated. , : 

* 
“ x 

2 and 3. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND TANGIBLE 
RESULTS OBTAINED ~ 

Chicago at present has in effect the program 
authorized by the Bureau July 31, 1969, to mail copies 
of cartoons prepared to further efforts to create a rift 
between the BPP and Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). 
it is, as yet, too early to determine what, if any, effect 
will be forthcoming. 

This program is being pursued very carefully, in 
e light of the Bureau's observations in letter of July 31, 1969. 

Any tangible results subsequently obtained will be provided 
the Bureau. . 

4... DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

The recent statement of DAVID HILLIARD, BPP, Chief 
of Staff, that the BPP will take action against SDS if they 
make "one more counter-revolutionary statement” would appear 
to indicate a widening of a rift between the “BPP and SDS. 

‘This situation will be followed closely and where a 
counterintelligence effort would appear to have reasonably 
tangible potential, a suitable recommendation will be 
submitted. 

No counterintelligence action will be taken by 
Chicago without Bureau approval. 
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COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM — aa : 
_BLACK NATIONALIST-HATE ee - 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

= "Re Chicago ieitex dated “8/2/68 (quarterly oe 
BrLOgY ees) ¢ Bs ad 7 Pee ee 

‘Set forth herewith is the ‘periodic. progress: ie ne 
letter sonce;ar ne captioned matter. - a 

Le operations ‘Under Consideration®. eee eae, . 

_° “he Bureau has previously advised that it: 3 a 
would be sufficient to note the dates on which oo eke ry 
letters have been Submitted in captioned matter; ee ee 

regarding counterintelligence proposals concerning .°- 9° 7" 27. 
the Black Panther Party (BPP). for oe period COED Oy 
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letters have been submitted as follows : 
= 

ra 

“October 17, 1969; “November 17 and 25, 1969." 

Chicago continues to analyze the available”. - nO See re 
current information regarding local BPP activity in © . , 
a continuing effort to determine what, if any, Such 
‘information may be of assistance in the development: 
of a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues 
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II, and III. Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 
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Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. No information has been received reflecting 
tangible results of these actions, nent 

Chicago has also contnnued to advise local 
| authorities of instances where BPP members appear 
| vulnerable to arrest on local Gharges., In this regard, 
| Chicago letter to the Bureau dated November 21, 1969, 

captioned "Black Panther Party (BPP), RM’ is concerned 
: with the location in Chicago of weapons reportedly 
| purchased legally by local BPP members. This infor- 
| mation has been furnished to local law enforcement 

officials. Officials of the Chicago Police Department 
; have advised that the department is currently planning 
| a positive course of action relative to this information, 
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Kage rer 
een veae ee : _ Information has regularly been dissemim ted 

by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 
wre Par 

- te 

in instances where Chicago BPP have travelled elsewhere. A 

Local BPP members have made a number of trips to F 

State University at Normal, Illinois. Prior zi Illinois State ri 

knowledge of the presence of these subjects, their 
identities and purpose of trip has been of value in 
alerting local authorities to the potential for A 
violence represented, 

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

Recently FRED HAMPTON, Deputy Chairman, 
Illinois BPP and BOBBY LEE RUSH, Deputy Minister of 

Defense, called a general meeting of the Chicago Branch ! 

of the BPP at which time HAMPTON announced that P 
everyone, but himself and RUSH, were purged from the BPP.’ 5 

Wn ene ft COUNntTerintelligence recommendation was 

submitted by letter dated November 25, 1969, re tative—________} 

to this action, ‘ 

This situation is being followed closely and 

where any further counterintelligence avenue appears 

likely a suitable recommendation will be made, 
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No counterintelligence action will be taken .... 
by ventcaeo without Bureau approval, "7s Be 
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Regarding the remainder of local Black 
Nationalist groups and individuals, their activities are’ ne 
fragmented and limited, Chicago continues to follow °_.. |' ° > 
such activities in the event information is developed ae 
which would indicate a counterintelligence effort an | 

. would appear to have reasonable potential. . a yn eee 
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Re Chicago letter dated 12/3/69, (quarterly 

progress) « 

:  g $5 Set forth herewith is the periodic progress 
: SiS Jetter concerning captioned matter. 

% O09 

( ££ SX 
£ 

: 22s I. Operations Under Consideration J 
| gs 88 
! 28 § | The Bureau has previously advised that it 

S88 would be sufficient to note the dates on which letters 
Sas ‘have been submitted in captioned matter, regarding ; 
283 -counterintelligence proposals concerning the Black 
=2 2. Panther Party (BPP) for the period covered by the - 
S52 . quarterly letter. 
SS eS : 
Si Sy 
Se Since the. date of referenced letter, these — (2 
LEB letters have been submitted as follows: 
e ses 

sis 1/20/70; 2/6/70 
oO rR 

fis Chicago continues to analyze the available 
S278, | current information regarding local BPP activity in 
BESS a continuing effort to determine what, if any, such 
SS. information may be of assistance in the development 
Se of a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues 
RS 88 to be considered the focal point for counterintelligence. 

; SD » 

Ress Ii. & III. Operations Being Effected and 
r. SBR Tangible Results Obtained 
1 S888 
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Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. No information has been received reflecting 
tangible results of these actions, 

Chicago has aliso continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear r 
vulnerable to arrest on local charges. 

Information has regularly been disseminated 
by Chicago to.other Bureau offices for local . dis= 
semination in instances where Chicago BPP members have 
travelled elsewhere. Prior knowledge of the presence 
of BPP members in their areas has been of value in 
alerting local authorities to the potential for 
violence that their presence represents. 

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

There are no current developments concerning 
the Chicago Branch of the BPP, which would appear to 

. have reasonable potential for counterintelligence 

activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black 
Nationalist groups and individuals, their activities 
are fragmented and kimited. Chicago continues to 
follow such activities in the event information is 
developed which would indicate a counterintelligence 
effort would appear to have reasonable potential. 
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DATE: 6/1/70 TO : RECON: oo (100-448006) 

p | 
FROM“ ae “SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) 

7 

Z 

____supyeor: COUNTER INT NTELL IGENCE, PROGRAM 
BLACK NATTY ONAL IST-HATE GROUP 
“RACIAL “INTELLIGENCE OS eee ee 

ie ve “ ster, § fL.9f° = 
Cee Re Chicago’ letter dated 3/3/70 (quarterly 
ae progress). | | | | 
A ee - 

S888 Set forth herewith is the periodic progress - 
| Sek “letter cOnecreane captioned matter, - fag OF, 
sa, ; ’ 
: Ss . oi 
(£88 J, OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION.” : 
; OS 
. SES : The Bureau has previously advised that it a 
ess cwoaid be sufficient to note dates on which letters have 

4 3:8 § peen Submitied in captioned matter, regarding counter- 
: intelligence proposals concerning the Black Panther Par ty 
i Bgrs here) for the period covered by the quarterly letter. oa 

Sng 
1 S83 Since the date of referenced letter, feaee 
a . letters have been Submitted as follows > 5/13/70, 5/28/70. ar, 
Sa ae” | bs a“ 
oo Chicago continues to analyze the écatlabia current * 
3s information regarding local BPP activity in a continuing 

2 Se ba effort to determine what, if any, Such information may be of 
bee = ° assistance in the development of a counterintelligence effort. 
| Ssx8 The BPP continues to be considered the focal point for 
“seek counterintelligence. 
“wes 
Le II, and III, OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND 
- 808 8 TANGIBLE RESULTS OBTAINED 

\"“S$s Be 
| = sss Reference has previously been made to the 
Pres Oe specific counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago 
| ‘sEes No information has been received reflecting tangible - 
: S388 results of these actions. ea ‘/ a” ch a Y 
| 3° 8s we. Hist gas S Og ~* = 1G0¢ 
| ~ °s , 
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IV, DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 
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- 

Chicago has also continued to advise local 
“auiloviries of instances where BPP members appear 

Information has regularly been disseminated 
by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 
in instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled else- 
where. Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in 
their areas has been of value in alerting local authorities 
to the potential for violence that their presence represents. 

awe ee 

“There are no current developments concerning the 
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have 

reasonable potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activities are fragmented 
and limited. Chicago continues to follow such activities 
in the event information is developed which would indicate 
a counterintelligence effort would appear to ae ‘reasonable’ 
Posonnee : 
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Re encase letter dated 6/1/70 Seen? progress). : 

> 
pS § 7 Set forth Herewi tn. is the | periodic progress letter 
12s concerning captioned matter. eo ee ee . 
3 bs ‘ 

"Sry - f-  fee ee BE oe : 

38.8 I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION es 1 eS 
se. & ; a, . 
2&8 The Bureau has previously advised that it would : 
2.8 § be sufficient to note dates on which letters have been 
Sis Submitted in captioned matter, regarding counterintelligence oR 
os proposals concerning the Black Panther Party ne for the f é 

Ss pepe’. cover ea vy CLG 2 vorsy. + L etter. \ 3 a i 

23 ; | Since the date of referenced letter, ‘these letters } 

oo have been submitted as follows: 
Sy, ro ; 

=P Se July i 1970, July io) 1970, August i2. “970° r 

EL0y . Chicago she ciaaes to analyze ‘the Avadiabie 

c° “ws - ‘gurrent information regarding local BPP activity in a j 
ean ‘continuing effort to determine what, if any, such 

28 information may be of assistance in the development of 

“yess. a counterintelligence effort The BPP continues to be 

Lowe considered the focal point for counterintelligence. 
eon 
eee II AND III OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND TANGIBLE RESULTS 

oy § S rr Coosa ncaa 
re OBTAINED 

ESS Faia ae 
gers Sc Reference has previously been made to the 
es $ §,8 specific counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago, 
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Bureau letter to Portland dated June 19, 1970, 
authorized the mailing an anonymous note and copy of an. 
article appearing in the BPP newspaper on April 11, 1970, 
No information has been received reflecting tangible 
results in this regard. 

hicago has also continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear 
vulnerable to arrest on local charges. a ae 

Information has regularly been disseminated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 
in instances where Chicago BPP members have. traveled else- 
where. Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members 
in their areas has been of value in alerting local 
authorities to the potential for violence that their 
presence represents. 

IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

Taro SPS aS Current Gévelopineuts wouce wing 
the [illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have 
reasonable potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
sroups and individuals their activities are fragmented and 
limited. Chicago continues to follow such activities in 
the event information is developed which would indicate a 
counterintelligence effort would appear to have HeneoneerS 
potential. .- 
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COINTELPRO-BLACK EXTREMISTS 

DATE: 12/1/70 

RACIAL MATTERS 

Re Chicago letter dated 9/2/70, captioned 
"COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST ~ HATE 
GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE" (quarterly progress). 

‘Set forth herewith is the periodic progress letter 
concerning captioned matter. 

Operations Under Consideration 

The Bureau has previously advised that it would be 
sufficient to note dates on which tetters have been submitted 
regarding captioned matter for the. period covered by the 
quarterly letter. 

Since the date of referenced ietter, these letters 
have been submitted as follows: 

9/25/70, 10/26/70, 11/4/70, 11/19/70. 

Chicago continues to analyze the available current 
information regarding local Black Panther Party (BPP) activity 
in a continuing effort to determine what, if any, such .. 
information may be of assistance in the development of a 
counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues to be considered 
the focal point for counterintelligence., 

I. 

fe 
— 

a 

a” 

II and III Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 

Reference has previously been made to the specific 
counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago and those 
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in which this office participated which were initiated by 
“Other offices. No information has-been “received indica ting™ 
tangible results of these actions. 

Chicago continues to advise local authorities of 
instances where BPP members appear vulnerable to arrest on local 

charges. 

Information has regularly been disseminated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination in 
instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled elsewhere. 
Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in their areas 
has been of value in alerting local authorities: to the potential 
for violence that their presence ‘represents. . 

Co 

TU? Develorment nt Anta nte11i cence Ti nterest 
- a ¥ @ née -—~- — —~ a wee ao ee = + ee “ ro 

There are no current developments concerning the 
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have reasonable 
potential for counterintelligence activity. oe 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activity is fragmented and 
limited. Chicago continues to follow such activity in the 
event information is developed which would indicate a counter- 
intelligence effort would appear to have reasonable potential. 
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UNITED STATES —~)MERNMENT | : 3 

Memorandum 
TO : eee FBI (100-448006) : DATE: 2/26/71 

nil FROM’ “A ‘sac ; CHICAGO (157-2209).(P) 

sonnets COINTELPRO -— BLACK EXTREMISTS 
a ao RACIAL MATTERS . 

N Re Chicago letter dated 12/1/70, captioned as 
: above (quarterly progress,). 

Set forth herewith is the periodic progress letter 
concerning captioned matter... - 

by 

t be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

nel without the express approval of the FBI . 

emi~ 

‘I, OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

he Bureau has previously advised that it would be 
sufficient to note dates on which letters have been submitted 
regarding captioned matter for the period covered by the 
quarterly letter. 

Since the date of referenced letter, these letters 
have been submitted as follows: 

limited to official proceedings 12/7/70; 12/15/70, 1/19/71; 2/9/71; 2/11/71. 

o7°e 49 
Chicago continues to analyze the awilable current 

information regarding local Black Panther Party (BPP) 
activity in a continuing effort to determine what, if any, 
such information may be of assistance in the development of 

I's 

the focal point for counterintelligence, 

II, & III. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND 
TANGIBLE RESULTS OBTAINED 

& 

Reference has previously been made to the specific 

results of these aT 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for diss nation outside your Committee. your Committee and the content may nu AR 1 1971 2 - Chicago 16 <2 
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a counterintelligence effort, The BPP continues to be eon tee 

counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago and those actions 
in which this otfice participated which were initiated by other 
offices. No information has been received summa tangible 
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Chicago continues to advise local authorities of 
instances where BPP members appear vulnerable to arrest on 
local charges. ; 

Information has regularly been aveseniuated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination in 
instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled elsewhere, 
Prior knowledge ‘of the presence of BPP members in their 
areas has been of value in alerting local authorities to 
the potential for violence that the presence of BPP members 
represents, 

IV, DEVELOPMENT OF C OUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

° 

r *, NT shee ty se DEES Boe cet re There are no current degelopients concerning he 
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have reason- 
able potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activity is fragmented and 
limited, Chicago continues to follow such activity in the vs 
event information is developed which would indicate a counter- 
intelligence effort would appear to have reasonable potential. ‘ . Bir Villas ae 
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to +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 7/2/68 nad 
x ‘ f ; da £ 

. ‘ AL io 

FROM, :. SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) : ee oat, 4 hae in 
ier : : a 3. a) ip : pele ao fs wil) 

_supjecT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE _PROGRAM pO r a . 
7""—BLACK NATIONALIST — HATE Tena Oe eines o man 

s . "RACIAL INTELLIGENCE | 
ie | - 3 

Ms ' Re Bureau airtel, 3/4/68; ‘Chicago ue eeae ion Jee 
Bureau letter 5/15/68 (re HERBERT C. MOHAMMED) ; er airtel 
and Chicago HeueES both 5/21/68, a 

Set forth below, under captions as jnsteucted in 
re Bureau airtel, March 4, 1968, nee current progress letter 
Boearoeue captioned matter. LO : aa. 

1. oS Under ConsideentiGa 

ev ne re rr ‘aii ie =a -—~ “3 +l, =, 

a: Gast Bw COu CAGenner We we A Sas eaT inetruetiane ee the 

' Bureau (re Bulet, 5/15/68) Chicago has been directing - ; 
consideration to DICK GREGORY as a counterintelligence targét. 
As the Bureau is aware GREGORY is currently incarcerated in the: 
State of Washington, serving a 90 day sentence based on hisl1/| 
ecrivet ies in behalf oF Indian fishing Ea gNLSs 

; ‘The Ciienes' Office "as organized a counterintelligence 
‘"team", made up of SA's experienced in-RM and SM - C investigations, 

. Including SA's with lengthy prior counterintelligence experience. 
This group, together with the RM Supervisor, and the SA 
responsible for the coordination of this program, have devoted 
considerable effort to methods of inhibiting the effectiveness 
and credability of GREGORY. His file has been thoroughly and 
exhaustively reviewed to this end. The possibility has been 
noted that, in the final analysis, an’ individual such as 
GREGORY, So prone to erratic statements and actions, to such wild 
and obviously ridiculous charges, will in all probability 

' destroy his own influence in this field and Serve as a 
self-neutralizer. . : 

It. appeared that the content of Bureau letter May 
17, 1968 to CIA, regarding $50,000 which GREGORY allegedly 

. received through BERTRAND RUSSELL may well have Ee |Ys Re 

WOM 20 idee IID ok 
‘(Qy- Bureau (RM) ee a\ 

a ° * a MS 3's 2 lL —- Chicago cy 10s. | : 25 JuL 5 1968 a . 
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neiaitisi. nowaver: subsequent Aaneaeetion, as in Legat, 
Pe ene: PO MV 

_—-————trondon" ‘letter-May 287-1968; ‘did not substantiate, or lend 
! credence to GREGORY's use, or receipt of funds from abroad, 

‘primarily to have been utilized against une Democratic Convention, 
enn meee in Chicago. : 

Chicago is continuing to give the matter “of ssp sd stine 
GREGORY top priority, and Bureau authority will be promptly 
requested at the earliest opportunity in the event a specific 
counterintelligence device is formulated. It might also be 
noted, however, as in Chicago airtel of May 21, 1968, that 
GREGORY also faces a five month sentence, Cook County Jail, 

_ . Chicago, as a result of the upholding of criminal charges 
"+", against him, by the Illinois Appellate Court, of, 1965 cannes 

| in connection with a local demonstration. 

Chicago also has under consideration the review 
_ of federal income tax returns of HERBERT.C, MOHAMMED , Since he 

. was pin-pointed as a counterintelligence target in.Chicago 
airtel April 22, 1968, under the enove eee and Leet of the 

aMaeion oF Islan. (NOI). 

These returns, referred to in Bureau letter’ May 15, 1968, 
have not as yet been received by Chicago, however, upon receipt, 
and subsequent review, a specific recommendation regarding 

pee ene nega’ action will be submitted, , 

tn previous Chicago Soumunieeribas under above 
‘caption, Chicago has identified ROBERT BROWN, local Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) official, as a 

"possible target of counterintelligence action, with reference 
to his possible removal from an active role as a result of his 

- refusal to cooperate with Selective Service officials over his 
eine induction into the Armed Forces. 

Arneueh not a eointerinretasses measure as such, 
Chicago has vigorously followed and pursued this Situation, 
both with Selective Service and the Office of the United States 
Attorney. Recently BROWN refused to be inducted, his file is 
in.the process of being forwarded by Selective Service to the 
United States Attorney (USA), who has advised BROWN's case 
will be brought before the Federal Grand Jury at the micas 
possible moment. The USA has advised that a warrant for < 
arrest of BROWN, on above charges, will in all probability Ba 

so: & 
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———___—_______—_-shertiyforthcoming.—__Unquestionably this_would.serve. to-——- 
further inhibit local SNCC activities, and hopefully, would — 
in some measure serve to neutralize BROWN himself. 

Chicago also feels that the Chicago Firearms 
Registration Ordinance, which went into effect May 15, 1968, 
has definite potential as a counterintelligence device, to be 

directed against local militants, as for example RUSS. MEEK, 
MEEK is known to have purchased 13 differnt firearms since January, 
1967, and it would appear highly unlikely these guns, if still 
in his possession, have been registered. In addition to the 
Chicago ordinance, a state law which requires registration of 
all persons possessing firearms will go into effect September 1, 
1968, The penalty for violation.of the local ordinance is a 
$500 fine. for violation of the state ene a os oe fine and a 
year PACaRcenat ton. 

Contact with ‘the iocat: office of gun Lmecietration has 
reflected that it will be approximately another 45-60 days before 
records are organized and alphabétized. MEEK is identified as 
a possible target in this regard, however, there would appear to 
be a munnen’ ‘-6f militants who may well be WE enanacs 

As ‘the Bureau has eauidondd: Ghicass assures that: 
each specific future counterintelligence operation will be 
opoenecs for.Bureau approval prior to taking any action. 

2. Operations Being Effected 
~ 

~ 

Chicago at present oe no peunrer Invetecncs operat ion 
in progress, however, as noted will develop such, directed 
toward HERBERT MOHAMMED, upon Poeee of his tax returns from 
the Bureau. . 6 

The impetus being provided to the sf ioxta: to expedite 
the handling of ROBERT BROWN's Selective Service case is not a 
counterintelligence operation in the normal sense of the term, 
arising as it does from a substantive violation of federal 
law, However, the end result, that of reducing the effectiveness 

and hampering | the aetivities-of BROWN, is tantamount to that 
ethich mi ght be achieved through an such operation with BROWN 
28 its target. S y p | 

Z 
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A : Tangible Results 
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Developments_of Counterintelligence Interest 
= eee 5 ate a ‘ fd ST Eee HN ena eet, 6 

There have been no. eiengeicaut dugélesnents in 
this field since my airtels of April 22, 1968, which would : 

materially alter programs and approach previously suggested. 
‘Chicago appreciates, however, that changing times and develop- 
ments in the general RM field can have an influence on any 5. 
counterintelligence operation. Chicago will remain alert - 
to any such development, and when any situation arises, 
relative to an individual or organization, which offers 

“promise and potential as a counterintelligence operation, 

an eppLORET ats communication will be PEOMRELY SUD LEeds 

It might also be noted that in panewal the - 
assessment of the local black nationalist movemesiit, ad Set 
out in our airtel of April 22, 1968, under the above caption, 

-remains aS noted. It was pointed out that GREGORY had threatened 
' to disrupt the Democratic National Convention, in August, 1968, 

however, as the Buzxmu is aware, he has cancelled his demonstration 
plans for before and during this convention, and is currently 
incarcerated. s oe ie Pgs . 

7 

~~. 

‘Chicago assures the Bureau that full and eanmiane: 
attention is devoted to this aspect of our operation, its 
potential value is well appreciated and this office will remain 
alert and receptive to any opportunity to accomplish and 
establish a productive counterintelligence operation. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 _. Cae 
MAY 1962 EDITION ae aS 
OSA FMR (41 CER) 101~11.6 ‘ 

. UNITED STATES eeu: 

‘Memorandum a th oh 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 10/25/68 

. 7 = . - . 
¥ 

FR SAC , CHICAGO iat=220) 4 

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE. _PROGRAM 
BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUPS 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE — 

a Re Bureau airtel 3/4/68; and Chicago letter 
| 7/2/68. | 

eet Set forth below is the periodic progress letter 
requiredd concerning captioned matter, as requested in 
referenced Bureau airtel under captionsas instructed. 

a Subsequent to the above referenced Chicago 
communication, this office has had several counterintelligence 
operations under consideration. A review of the income 
tax returns of HERBERT MOHAMMED, one of the heads of the 
Nation of Islam (NOI}, has been completed, HERBERT MOHAMMED ‘, 
having been earlier designated by Chicago as @ primary : 
counterintelligence target. it was determined, however, 
through this review that this individual appears to have 
submitted accurate income tax returns for the past several 
years and the anticipated counterintelligence approach on 
this basis was judged to be inappropriate. 

= 

several additional counterintelligence approaches 
to the NOI have subsequently be considered, in reference to 
NOI units in San Antonio and Phoenix; however, for reasons 
set forth in Chicago communications of October 4, 1968 and 
October 16, 1968, under the above caption, such activities 
as considered were deemed to be inadvisable. 
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In relation to-the NOI specificaily, Chicago 
continually monitors closely the activities of this 
group with the end in view of developing effective 
counterintelligence techniques directed at either the organization 
or its leadership. In the event an cpportunity -&rises where 
2 productive counterintelligence measure appears in 
order, Chicago wili immediately submit specifics of such 
approach for the Bureau’s approval. 

Reference has been made in the above referred to. 
Chicago communication to the state and local Gun Ownership 
and Registration Ordinanceswhich appear to render such 
possession or ownership on the part of black nationalists 

- & vulnerable area in the event information exists that they 
are in possession of firearms illegally. Chicasco is in 
the process of initiating a file review concerning such 
selected cases, the results of this review to be utilized 
in a close check ot the records of both sate and local iaw pee 
enforcement and reguiatory agencies, The records of these 
agencies have only just recently been determined as having been 
placed in order for an effective review along these lines to 
be made. 

Many of these militants are known in the past to have 
been in possession of weapons and where information can be 
developed reflecting that they are currently in possession 
of firearms, «or are suspected of being in possession of 7Zire- 
arms, appropriate iiazaison will be exploited to utilize these 
statutes to the extent possible against the militants in 
question. Such a program will be submitted to the 
Bureau for approval, prior to any specific such action being 
taken by Chicago, 

“st 

? 
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Chicago continues to closely follow the activities 
of ROBERT BROWN, referred to in referenced letter of 
July 2, 1968, as a primary counterintelligence target. He 
was recently turned down for military service and 
consequently will continue to be active locally. He is the 
former head of the Chicago and Midwest group of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and most recently 
hes indicated his conversion to or formation of a local 
branch of the Biack Panther Party, headquartered in Oakland, 
California, This is a very recent development and the extent 
of the organization of this group in terms of membership and 
nossible influence locally is as yet difficult to establish. 
This situation was referred to at some length in, a Chicago 
communication under the above caption, Octoberl4, 1968, and 
the situation is relatively unchanged from that time. 

In addition, however, a Chicago racial source 
close to BROWN has advised that he has recently expressed 2 
desire to "take over" the remains of the Chicago Chapter of a 
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), this group having 
been expelled from National CORE in early October, 1968. 
This expulsion came about as a result of a September, 1968, 
walkout on the part of the Chicago Chapter from the National 
CORE Convention held in St. Louis, Hissouri. 

BROWN and the head of the local CORE group, ROBERT 
LUCAS, have never been friendly and BROWN had stated his desire 
to remove LUCAS from the leadership of this group and place it 
under the Black Panther Party banner, meaning by this under his 
own leadershio. To complicate this situation somewhat; however, 
this former CORE group, under the leadership of LUCAS, has only 
recently organized itself into a new black organization calling 
itself Black Liberation Alliance, formed at the national 
meeting held over the weekend of Cctober 18-20, 1968, at 
Columbus, Chnio. BROWN did not attend this affair and the position 
he will take as a resuit of this development 1s not yet clear, 
It is believed, however, that this.situation, 

- 3 ao as 
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— in large measures to the friction among personalities 
involved, offers some opportunity for exploitation under a 
counterintelligence approach, At present, the situation 
appears to be too formative and nebulous for a specific 
technique to be intelligently developed. 

En short regarding the above situation, within 
2 period of little more than a month, the Chicago CORE 
Chapter, together with a rather limited number of adherents in 
other cities, has moved from a:CORE group in good standing 
to a new and somewhat organized black group. It would appear 
that the early stages of the development of this group 
would offer a good opportunity to anhibit its effectiveness 
and as soon as Chicago can analyze the situation and 
develop what appears an effective approach, a specific 
recommendation for a counterintelligence action will be 
submitted for Bureau approval, 

JAMES HARVEY, a male Negro, age 22, the founder 
and organizer of the Afro-American Students Association was 
also referred to in referenced Chicago letter as a likely — 
counterintelligence target. An analysis of his most recat 
activities would refiect that he is at present in a position 
where he might well be vulnerable to a well thought out | 
counterintelligence approach, He has, until very recently, 
engaged in no Significant tocal militant activities; 
however, within the past month has emerged as a principal 
“adult advisor" to several individuals and black youth 
groups instrumental in the organization and implementation of 
black student boycotts and unrest generaily within the Chicago 
Public Schcol System. HARVEY operates principally out of 
the Umoja (unity) Black Students Center on Cuitago's south 
side and appears to have been a substantial influence on this 
movement which has been of Significant success in terms of its 
effect on schools in Chicago's ghetto community. In 
consideration of counterintelligence approaches to HARVEY, 

iy ace 

% 
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—~-attention will be devoted to his travel to Czechoslovakia 
during 1968, as well as his summer of 1968 travel to Japan 
where he reportedly was in contact with communist orientated 
Student and youth groups. During 1968 it was also determined 
that HARVEY in the past has advised his local draft board of 
homosexual activities on his part, which activities have 
served as the basis for his exclusion from military service. 
It appears possible that the above as well as additional 
past activities on his part might well be utilized in 
possibly compremising him and to some extent the black school 
boycott movement with which he is to some extent involved, 
Again, prior to the inception of any counterintelligence 
activities, Chicago will submit a specific recommendation to 
the Bureau for its approval. 

2. Operations Being Effected 

No counterintelligence operations are currently 
in progress in this field in Chicago; however, as the 
information set forth previously would reflect, Chicago 
anticipates that very shortly recommendations to initiate such .. 
operations wili be forthcoming. 

3. Tangible Resuits 

No tangible results have aS yet been forthcoming 
Since the ECC er oy of this program in the black nationalist 
field. 

“ 

4, Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

Information reflecting on this captioned subject 
matter has been referred to in large measure under the first 
item above. In short, however, the most significant 
developments lecally would appear to be represented in the 
expalsion of Chicago CORE from the national group with the 
development of a new black nationalist organization involving 
these former members of CORE; develobment«of1a local Chapter of the Blac 
Panther Party and 2 possible rivalry between this group and 
the leader of the new black organization referred to previously; 
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- the emergence o£ the high school age black student groups 
at the present as the most violent and possibly militant 
black groups active locally. Attempts to develop an effective 
counterintelligence approach locally are consequently being 
Girected at thése areas of development. 

The Chicago black nationalist scene generally 
continues to be a fragmented one, characterized by a number 
of small and relatively ineffective groups and individuais, 
none of whom have indicated a willingness or ability to 
work together or to polarize these to some extent competitive 
groups into a united front-type organization or grouping. Chicago 
feels that through an effective and weli thought out counter- 
intelligence approach, it may-be possible to develop programs 
which will in some measure contribute to the 
continuation of this. situation and prevent the emergence os 
locally of a group or individual who may serve as a unifying 
force within the black nationalist grouping. Chicago will 
remain continually alert to explore and exploit every avenue 
for possible counterintelligence activities directed at the 
black nationalist field which appears to hold potential for 
accomplishing this end. Any such development or technique 
will be immediately made available to the Bureau for its 
consideration and approval prior to inception by Chicago. 

¢ 
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“Memorandum 
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FROM ICAGO (157-2209) 

! SUBJECT: | COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
! ‘ --— BLACK NATIONALIST - HATE GROUP 
: RACIAL INTELLIGENCE | 

| Re Chicago letter (quarterly progress) dated 10/25/68. 
| 
7 Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress | 
fo letter concerning captioned matter, as requested in Bureau ] 
! airtel dated March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed; } 

: 1) Operations Under Consideration 

: On a continuing basis Chicago is in the process of 
3 . analyzing and considering the constantly changing local 
| Black Nationalist situation from the viewpoint of the 
: development of an effective counterintelligence program. 
| At the present time emphasis is being placed upon the develop- 
i ing Black Panther Party (BPP) group which has only recently 

opened offices on Chicago's west side and which is now actively 
recruiting and establishing itself as a functional organization _ 
locally. This Situation remains somewhat fluid and as yet 
no specific counterintelligence program has been developed 
for this reason. 

AS an example, in the initial stages here of the 
establishment of the BPP group there was conflict between 
rival factions, one recognized by the parent organization in 
Oakland, California, the other unsanctioned. The rivairy 
between such militantly orientated persons briefly threatened 
to erupt into physical confrontation on several occasions, 

{ 

however, before this situation could be exploited the problem 
was resolved and the group merged under the leadership of 
ROBERT BROWN, former Pécal leader of t.u@ Student Non Voilent 
Coordinating Committees The personalities which have sub- 

3 sequently emerged as ioOminant within the ro Locally are, in 
| addition to BROWN, ROBERT RUSH, FRED ae -, Maywood, Tilinois, 

and DREW FERGUSON. 
REC 13 _ 5 4A 

‘Chicago is closely following the development OF 
this group, and in line with a recent Bureau letter requesting 
the oD tz hae of a counterintelligence letter 
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on the BPP, anticipates the submission of such communication 
on oF prior to December 16, 1968, 

By letter November 22, 1968, Chicago submitted specific 
counter intelligence recommendations’ concerning JAMES HARVEY, 
local Black Nationalist personality, who has most recently 
been an influential advisor -to young black students in Chicago 
who have been involved in student boycotts on the high school 
level, No response as yet has been forthcoming and Chicago 
will take no action regarding the recommendations submitted 
without prior Bureau approval, Chicago is continuing to attempt 
to isolate instances regarding local Black Nationalists who 
have been in possession of firearms in the past and who appear 
to possibly be in violation of local and state firearms 
provisions. It is anticipated that such a review will be 
completed shortly and where appropriate, communication will 
be submitted to the Bureau with specific recommendations 
contained therein, It appears in some instances. however, that 
action in this regard may be taken locally which is not purely 
counter intelligence in nature, : 

An example of such was the recent instance where in 
connection with a review of background information concerning 
JEFF FORT, local leader of the Blackstone Rangers, south side 
Chicago Negro gang it was determined that a warrant was out- 
standing for FORT for failure to pay a fine of $50,00 on a 
disorderly conduct conviction. In conversation with the 
personnel of the Chicago Police Department, Gang Intelligence 
Unit, this information was made available and it was agreed 
that if an arrest warrant for FORT was executed at his residence, 
a search could then be made of the premises and contraband 
such as firearms or narcotics might possibly be located, 

This was in fact done, as set forth in Chicago airtel 
and letterhead memorandum of December 9, 1968, under the 
caption JEFF FORT, Contempt of Congress, Miscellaneous - 
Information Concerning. When the arrest warrant was served on 
FORT a search was made by Police Department representatives 
of the premises at his residence and a .22 caliber four shot 

- derringer pistol was located. As a result FORT was subsequently 
charged with having an unregistered weapon in his possession 
as well as Unlawful Use of a Weapon. He is scheduled to appear 
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in court on December 18, 1968, to answer to these charges. 
It might.also be noted in passing that Chicago continues to 

“naintain periodic contact-with Federal District Court Judge 
JAMES PARSONS approved by the Bureau for counterintelligence 
uSage Sometime ago, but primarily against the NOI. These 
contacts have been amplified recently by virtue primarily of 
changing times and events to embrace the Black Nationalist 
field generally. The contacts with PARSONS, informal in nature, 
are considered to have been directly responsible for recent 
statements by him, widely reported in the Chicago press 
media, critical of gang influences in the Ghetto as well as 
Black Nationalist groups, the latter described by him as 
“elib exploiters of disenfranchised people." 

It is felt PARSONS will certainly continue to speak 
out in such fashion and the contact by Chicago productive 
of such will continue. 

In referenced Chicago letter reference was made to 7, 
possible friction between ROBERT BROWN, above, and ROBERT 

. LUCAS, the latter the National head of the newly formed Black 

, WW S5ip4 

Liberation Alliance (BLA). Since referenced letter no significant 
developments have taken place in this regard and no further 
information has been developed reflecting any interest on the 
part of BROWN in this group. The BLA holds regular meetings, 
however, to date less than 10 individuals have actually joined 
the organization, its activities limited almost exclusively to 
these meetings and to Such activities as literature distribution. 
At the present time BLA appears to be floundering and to have 
no real or apparent Support within the Negro community or from 
Black Nationalists in particular. It is feit a counterintelligence 
interest at this time in the BLA is not warranted. 

2) Operations Being Effected 

Reference has previously been made to the periodic 
contact with Judge PARSONS to this end. It has also been 
noted that Chicago is awaiting Bureau authority to implement 
a counterinteliligence program against JAMES HARVEY. Recom- 
mendations regarding HARVEY were submitted on November 22, 1968. 

¢ 
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Chicago also will continue to selectively advise 
local authorities of instances where local Black Nationalists 
appear vulnerable to arrest on local charges, in instances 
where such information is either not available or apparent 
to them. This is in reference to such instances as that set 
forth previously involving JEFF FORT. ; 

3) Tangible Results . : . | 

In this regard, the remarks of Judge PARSONS, alluded 
to previously and the arrest of FORT both appear as tangible 
results of Chicsgo counterintelligence activity. 

4) Developments of Counterintelligence Interest + i 

" The principal development locally, subsequent to 
referenced letter, would appear to be the emergence of the 
BPP Chapter referred to previously under the leadership of 
ROBERT BROWN and his associates. The question of the ability 
of this group to provide a unifying and polarizing influence 
within the local Black Naticnalist community remains to be 
seen. Chicago will very closely follow the development and 
activities of this group, through Enowledgeable BPP sources, 
and will submit counterintelligence suggestions in the bi-monthiy 
letter requested by the Bureau as instructed. 
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Re Chicago letter (quarterly progress) dated 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress fi 
letter concerning captioned matter, as directed in Bureau / } 
airtel March 4, 1968, under the captgons as instructed: ae 

i. Operations Under Consideration 

Since the above referenced letter, Chicago has 
continued to closely follow local developments in the Black 
Nationalist field, with the development of effective counter~- 
intelligence techniques constantly in mind. Although all 

| facets of Black Nationalist activities and groups are so . 
considered, the local Black Panther Party (BPP) chapter and 
its activities continue to receive particular attention, This 

. is due to the admittedly violent and militant nature of the 
BPP, as:‘well as the volatile nature of the individuals who 
compose both its leadership and membership. 

- Chicago is under Bureau instructions to submit on 
a two-"eek basis a counterinteiligence proposal regarding 
the BPP, and since referenced letter a-number of specific 
proposais have been submitted and approved. Chicago has 
prepared and mailed four separate anonymous communications, ‘~ 

‘concerning JAMES PHILIP HARVEY (approved Bureau letter 
December 10, 1968), JEFF FORT (approved Bureau letter 
January 30, 1969}, ABDUL KENYATTA (approved Bureau letter 

' January 30, i969, and BOBBY.RUSH AS DPEOVeG Bureau letter 
, acacia 20, i969, <ec-64/ vz Me Af f Van: fee Toy 

Since referenced letter Chicago! also has 
requested and received Bureau authority to utilize 

: "Chicago Tribune" reporter WILLIAM JONES in countex}- 
| intelligence activity directed against ghe Nation of 
i Islam (NOI). JONES, despite being a Caucasian, has 

apparently won the confidence of NOI officials, attended 
+! (Gepradaieatel + secon 
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; - atid reported on their recent annual convention, and was 
the object of an attempt by an official of the NOI to 
force upon him $1000 as a token of NOI appreciation of 
articles relative to the. organization. The purpose of 
our previous contacts with JONES in this connection was 
to provide him with background information relative to 
the non~religious aspects of the NOI, its business 

. ventures and financial dealings. 

At the NOI -convention, and subsequent thereto, 
NOI officials have made statements critical of MALCOLM Xx, 
describing him as an example, as one of "the worst enemies" 
of the Muslims, meaning by inference black people. A 
story regarding these attacks on MALCOLM at the convention 
was authored by JONES, and subsequently appeared in the 
"Tribune", A highly placed Chicago source in the NOI, 
namely CG 6896-S, has since advised that the NOI attacks 
on MALCOLM have generally produced unfavorable results 
within the Negro community on the south side, particuh rly ~ 

: Since the NOI in many quarters is still regardedas responsibie 
| for the death of MALCOLM. 

| Accordingly, Chicago gall shortly submit, by 
separate communication,” Bureau authority to recontact 

| - JONES relative to possibilities of further exploiting 
| the- NOI attacks on MALCOLM, directed at further reflecting 

unfavorable reaction toward the NOI, . ° 

. At present Chicago has no further specific 
counterintelligence proposals under consideration, Another 
letter regarding the BPP, however, is due for submission 
March 24, 1969, 

2. Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 

Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. As yet no information has been received by 
Chicago reflecting tangible results of these actions, 

¥ 
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. A detailed analysis of the use of WILLIAM 
JONES was. set forth in Chicago airtel of February 17, 
1969. In short, it was noted that the NOI was shown 
publicly as more of a business than a religious group, 
and articles authored by him may have had the effect of 
rendering NOI officials vulnerable to robbery efforts, 
as in the case of RAYMOND SHARRIEF, Supreme Captain, 
Fruit of Islam, February 4,-1969, The continuing use of 

‘JONES is being considered, . ; 

Chicago has aliso continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where local Black Nationalists, 
particularly BPP members, appear vulnerable to arrest 
on local charges, Along these lines Chicago letter of 
February 10, 1969, set forth specific imformation whereby , 
FRED HAMPTCN, local BPP officer, was arrested just prior 
to a television appearance, through efforts of a Chicago 
BPP source and Chicago Special Agents. The arrest was an 
effective source of embarrassment to the BPP; however, 

- HAMPTON was subsequentiy found innocent, in jury trial, 
of the mob action charges for which he had been arrested. 

Additionally, information has regularly been 
disseminated by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local 
dissemination in instances where Chicago BPP subjects have 
travelled elsewhere. Specifically local BPP subjects have 
on several occasions journeyed to the.,University of 
Illinois, Champaign, Illinois, and their activities there 
have resulted in numerous arrests. Prior knowledge of 
the presence of these subjects, their purposes and 
identities, have been of great value in alerting local 
authorities to the potential for violence represented. 

One of those local BPP members arrested in 
Springfield was determined to be on probation on local 
Chicago charges. Inasmuch as the arrest represented a 
violation of this probation, the information regarding 
the arrest was made available to the appropriate Chicago 
Police authorities, and probation authorities. Unfortunately, 
both expressed a lack of interest in taking any action 
in this matter, 
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4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

" “As in the recent past, the most significant 
area of development continues to center around the 
activities of the local BPP, It has suffered from 
organizational and factional problems, as well as 
financial difficulties, and has yet to prove its ability 
to serve as a cohesive or unifying influence in the 

- local Black Nationalist community. 

As concerns the remainder of local Black 
Nationalist, individuals and groups, the situation 

: continues to be fragmented, with none appearing of SEH eae 
. stature or influence that the divergent groups are willing 

to sacrifice their own limited objectives, or independance, 
for the sake of a united front, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) 
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supyect:‘_COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
> BLACK NATIONALIST — HATE GROUPS 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Re Chicago letter hoieeaiie progress) dated 
3/13/69. 

Set forth hereinafter is the periodic progress 
letter concerning captioned matter, as directed in Bureau 
airtel March 4, 1968, under the captions as instructed: 

L. Operations under Consideration 

in connection with captioned matter, Chicago is 
under Bureau instructions to submit on a two week basis a 
counterintelligence proprosal regarding the Black Panther 
Party (BPP). Bureau letter to Baltimore and various other Lo 
offices advised that in the quarterly progress letters it fr 
would be sufficient to note the dates on which these ieee 

. were submitted, 
DP 

Since relet therefore, such letters were submitted 
on the below listed dates: 

Its ue i limited to official proceedings by 
may vet b2 disclosed to unauthorized person- 
f tie FF: 

March 24, 1969 
April 11, 1969 | - 
April 30, 1969 
May 19, 1969 
June 3, 1969 
June 17, 1969 
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Additionaliy, on May 1, 1969, a letter was submitted 
under the above captioned, and that of COINTELPRO - NEW LEFT, 
which had reference to encouraging and exploiting a split 
between the BPP and the Students for a Democratic rake 
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Et might be noted at this point that Chicago 
-coritinues to regard the local BPP as the focal point for 
counterintelligence in this field. The letter of June 17, 
1969, requests Bureau authority to attempt to publicize 
cartoon depictions of the BPP in a subservient position 
to the SDS. 

Within recent weeks a relatively small, but highly 
vocal group of young Puerto Ricans has emerged in the 
Spanish speaking community, utilizing the name Young Lords. 
Essentially a youth or street gang in nature, it has adopted 
the pose of a political organization, and an affiliation 
with the BPP has arisen. It appears that the real nature 
of this group, and those associated with it, are not generally 
recognized by the responsible elements in the community, 
and the file of this group, and of those persons in and 
associated with it, are being reviewed with the end of 
developing a suitable counterintelligence program. A 
recommendation will be provided the Bureau in the event an 
effective action can be formulated. 

2. & 3. Operations being Effected and Tangible Results 
Obtained 

Chicago at present has in effect the program 
authorized by the Bureau May 21, 1969, to instruct selected 
BPP informants for use in creating a rift. between the 
BPP and SDS. It is as yet to early to determine what, if 
any, effect will be forthcoming. This program additionally 
has become somewhat complicated by the disruption which has 
been created in the BPP locally by the June 4, 1969, raid of 
the Chimgo Office on the BPP headquarters, and subsequent 
Chicago Police Department arrests of sOme sixteen BPP members, 
On a variety of local charges. 

This program is being pursued very carefully, 
in ‘Light of the Bureau's observations in letter of May 21, 
1969. Tangible results oe obtained will be provided 
the Bureau. 
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4. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

The emergence of the Young Lords has been 
previously referred to, Also of interest is the 
disruption of the regular and normal functioning 
of the BPP, through effective and vigorous enforce- 
ment of criminal statutes violated by them on a local 
and federai level. Most recent information from BPP 
sources reflects the organization to be purging its 
ranks, in an effort to weed out infiltrators; aiso 
reflects that there may be beginning to emerge in lower 
levels of BPP ranks a dissatisfaction with the current 
leadership. This situation will be followed closely 
and where a counterintelligence avenue appears to offer 
itself, a suitable recommendation will be forthcoming. 

No counterintelligence action will be taken 
by Chicago without Bureau approval. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448006) DATE: 9/2/69 

FPO } Ghd \WSS)—“Finrcaco (157-2209) (P) ¢ pA: t 

ict: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE , PROGRAM 

RACIAL INTELLIGENCE - 

Re phices° letter (quarterly progress) dated 6/18/69. 

Set forth hereinaiter is the periodic progress 
. Letter concerning captioned matter as directed in Bureau 

airtel dated March 4, 1968, under captions as instructed: 

1. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

In connection with captioned matter, Chicago is. — 
under Bureau instructions to submit, on a two week basis, 
a counterintelligence proposal regarding the Black Panther 
Party (BPP). Bureau letter to Baltimore, dated April 25, 
1969, advised that in the quarterly progress letters it would 
be sufficient to note the dates on which these letters were 
submitted... 

Since reterenced Letter, these ietters have beéui % 
submitted as follows: 

July 9, July 18, and August 12, 1969. 

Chicago continues to regard the local BPP as the 
focal point for counterintelligence. In this field, Chicago 
continues to analyze the available current information regarding 
local BPP activity in a continuing effort to determine what, 
if any, such information may be of any assistance in the 
development of a counterintelligence effort. 
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In recent weeks a highly vocal group of young 
Puerto Ricans calling themselves the Young Lords have 
undertaken action in the north side Puerto Rican neighborhood. 
This group is basically a.youth gang, however, they have become 
active in neighborhood matters particularly urban renewal 
problems for the area, [Information available concerning the 
Young Lords and its leadei’s is being reviewed with the end 
in mind of the possibility of developing a suitable counter-. 
intelligence program concerning this group. When and if a 
suitable recommendation is developed, such will be provided 
to the Bureau in the event an effective action can be 
formulated. 

2and 3. OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND TANGIBLE 
RESULTS OBTAINED 

Chicago at present has in effect the program 
authorized by the Bureau July 31, 1969, to mail copies - 
of cartoons prepared to further efforts to create a rift 
between the BPP and Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). 
It is, as yet, too early to determine what, if any, effect 
will be forthcoming. 

This program is being pursued very carefully, in 
Light of the Bureau's observations in letter of July 31, 1969. 
Any tangible results subsequently obtained will be previded 
the Bureau. « 

4. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

The recent statement of DAVID HILLIARD, BPP, Chief 
of Staff, that the BPP will take action against SDS if they 
make "one more counter-revolutionary statement" would appear 
to indicate a widening of a rift between the “BPP and SDS. 
This situation will be followed closely and where a 
counterintelligence effort would appear to have reasonably 
tangible potential, a suitable recommendation will be 
submitted. 

No counterintelligence action will be taken by 
Chicago without Bureau approval. 
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a The Bureau has previously advised that it. °.--. . 
would be sufficient to note the dates on which ~-.... J Ui 7 ui. 
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regarding counterintelligence proposals concerning . 
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‘Since the’ date of referenced letter, these ee Me ce 
| letters have been submitted. as follows: a ree | \ ae 

. o %ek October L7, 1969; . November 17 and 25, 1969, a: a See : 

Chicago Bout ities to analyze the svedienies | es E 
current information regarding local BPP activity in oss ae oD 
a continuing effort to determine what, if any, such : F 
information may be of assistance in the development E 
of a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues F. 
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II, and I1I. Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 

> = 
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Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. No information has been received reflecting 
tangible results of these actions. 

Chicago has also continued s advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear 
vulnerable to arrest on local bharges. [In this regard, 
Chicago letter to the Bureau dated November 21, 1969, 
captioned "Black Panther Party (BPP), RM't is concerned 
with the location in Chicago of weapons reportedly 
purchased legally by local BPP members. This infor- 
mation has been furnished to local law enforcement 
officials. Officials of the Chicago Police Department 
have advised that the department is currently planning 
a poSitive course of action relative to this information. 

Information has regularly been dissemim ted 

by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 

in instances where Chicago BPP have travelled elsewhere. 

Local BPP members have made a number of trips to 

kiLiLinoisS Stats University at Normal. Illinois. Prior 
knowledge of the presence of these Subjects, their 
jdentities and purpose of trip has been of value in 
alerting local authorities to the potential for 
violence represented. 

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

Recently FRED HAMPTON, Deputy Chairman, 

Illinois BPP and BOBBY LEE RUSH, Deputy Minister of 

Defense, called a general meeting of the Chicago Branch 

of the BPP at which time HAMPTON announced that 
everyone, but himself and RUSH, were purged from the BPP,’ 

. ...A_counterintelligence recommendation was 
submitted by letter dated “November 25> 1969>-relative———__—____] 
to this action, 

This situation is being followed closely and 

where any further counterintelligence avenue appears 

likely a Suitable recommendation will be made, 
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No counterinteligence action will be taken | 
* * d 

by Chicago without Bureau approval. 

Y ; ; | 
: | Regarding the remainder of local Black . } 

Nationalist groups and individuals, their activities are. 
fragmented and limited. Chicago continues to follow : 

. such activities in the event information is developed 
which would indicate a counterintelligence effort ; 
would appear to have reasonable potential. (ghee oo ees a 
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Re Chicago letter dated 12/3/69, . (quarterly 

Lhis document ¢s 
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S ~ 2 progress) .« 
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LS Set forth herewith is the periodic progress 
LS letter concerning captioned matter. 
WARS 
Ra ‘ 

sss I. Operations Under Consideration NY) 

a8 8 
sc * The Bureau has previously advised that it : 
Bow _would be sufficient to note the dates on which letters 
378 have been submitted in captioned matter, regarding : 
S08 counterintelligence proposals concerning the Black 
et Panther Party (BPP) for the period covered by the 
oa quarterly letter. 
2.9 nD : 

Fesg Since the date of referenced letter, these ~ (2 
2 oe Da letters have been submitted as follows: 
SN8s 
Q, nal 

8.43 1/20/70; 2/6/70 
Ls 
SERS Chicago continues to analyze the available 
sges current information regarding local BPP activity in 
Esse a continuing effort to determine what, if any, such | 
Sass information may be of assistance in the development 
ees of a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues 
“29 to be considered the focal point for counterintelligence. 
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Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by 
Chicago. No information has been received reflecting 
tangible results of these actions, 

Chicago has also continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear : 
vulnerable to arrest on local charges. 

Information has regularly been disseminated 
by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local .dis« 
semination in instances where Chicago BPP members have. 
travelled elsewhere. Prior knowledge of the presence . 
of BPP members in their areas has been of value in 
alerting local authorities to the potential for 
violence that their presence represents. 

IV. Developments of Counterintelligence Interest 

There are no current developments concerning 
 “ the Chicago Branch of the BPP, which would appear to 
dace have reasonable potential for counterintelligence 

activity. . 

Regarding the remainder of local Black 
Nationalist groups and individuals, their activities 
are fragmented and timited. Chicago continues to 
follow such activities in the event information is 
developed which would indicate a counterintelligence 
effort would appear to have reasonable potential. 
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; set forth herewith is the periodic progress Se 
letter concerning captioned matter. at ‘ Bs 
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3s -1, OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION er 
S88 
SS ae The Bureau has previously advised that it 

888 wouta be sufficient to note dates on which letters have 
-3 8 been Submitted in capticned matter, regarding counter- 
< 88 intelligence proposals concerning the Black Panther Par ty 
S3S S .« (BPP) for the period covered by the quarterly letter. 
Bowe wisi) 2S 
12.8 Since the date of referenced ‘letter, rwege : —~ 
Si 3 2 letters have been submitted as follows + 5/13/70, 5/28/70. j 

.. fi ° i 
es Chicago continues to analyze the Avs able current ¢ 
aie information regarding local BPP activity in a continuing 
Se effort to determine what, if any, Such information may be of 
ee assistance in the development of a counterintelligence effort. 
2 The BPP continues to be considered the focal point for 
oa counterintelligence. 
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IV. DEVELOPMENTS OF COUNTER INTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

CG 157-2209 
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Chicago has also continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear 
vulnerable to. arrest-on--local.-charges .-— aT 8 

Information has regularly been disseminated 
by Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 
.in instances where Chicago BPP members have traveied else- 
where, Prior knowledge of the peesence of BPP members in 
their areas has been of value in alerting local authorities 
to the potential for violence that their presence a 

PUP RE ER There are no current developments concerning the 
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have 
reasonable potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activities are fragmented 
and limited. Chicago continues to follow such activities 
in the event information is developed which would indicate 
a counterintelligence effort would appear to ne reasonable 
potential, 
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Re Chicago letter dated 6/1/70 Rune renee progress), 

' Set forth beventcn is the periodic progress letter 
concerning cap tage” matter. pees OEE gk 

I. OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

The Bureau has previously advised that it would 
be sufficient to note dates on which letters have been 
submitted in captioned matter; regarding counterintelligence 
proposals concerning the Black Panther Party ne for the a 
Bereaved covereG Ly whe guarteriv letter. ; 
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Since the date of referenced letter, ‘these letters 
have been submitted as follows: 

to oficial proceedings by 

ciscicsed to unauthorized person- 

gel without the express approval of the FBI .. 

July 1, 1970, July 15, 1970, August 12,1970 ~~ 
e 4 

heed sayz tnd Chicago continues to analyze the available 
‘current information regarding local BPP activity in a 
continuing effort to determine what, if any, such 
information may be of assistance in the development of 
a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues to be 
considered the focal point for counterintelligence. 
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Reference has previously been made to the 
specific counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago, 
No information has been received rn egtane tangible results 
of these actions. os tae 
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Bureau letter to Portland dated June 19, :1970, 
authorized the mailing an anonymous note and copy of an 
article appearing in the BPP newspaper on April 11! 1970. 
No information has been received reflecting tangible 
results in this regard, 

' Chicago has also continued to advise local 
authorities of instances where BPP members appear 
vulnerable to arrest on local charges. 

‘Information has regularly been disseminated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination 
in instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled else- 
where. Prior Knowledge of the presence of BPP members 
in their areas has been of value in alerting local 
authorities to the potential for violence that their 
pEesSace represents. 
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the Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have 
reasonable potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
eroups and individuals their activities are fragmented and 
limited. Chicago continues to follow such activities in 
the event information is developed which would indicate a 
counterintelligence effort would appear to have wernone Dee 
potential. | 
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FROM nth SAC, CHICAGO (157-2209) (P) — 

SUBJECT: "O smuma mame EXTREMISTS 

DATE: 12/1/70 

Re Chicago letter dated 9/2/70, captioned 
"“COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, BLACK NATIONALIST ~ HATE 
GROUPS, RACIAL INTELLIGENCE" (quarterly progress), 

‘Set forth herewith is the periodic progress letter 

The Bureau has previously advised that.it wouid be 
sufficient to note dates on which ietters have been submitted 
regarding captioned matter for the period covered by the 
quarterly letter. 

Since the date of referenced letter, 
have been submitted as follows: © 

concerning captioned matter. 

Operations Under Consideration 

9/25/70, 10/26/70, 11/4/70, 11/19/70. 

these letters 

Chicago continues to analyze the available current 

counterintelligence effort. 
the focal point for counterintelligence. 

information regarding local Black Panther Party (BPP) activity 
in a continuing effort to determine what, 
information may be of assistance in the development of 2 

if any, such 

The BPP continues to be considered 

II and III Operations Being Effected and 
Tangible Results Obtained 

Reference has previously been made to the specific 
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in which this office participated which were initiated by 
— Other offices.” No information hasbeen received indicating” 

tangible results of these actions. 

Chicago continues to advise local authorities of 
instances where oe members appear vulnerable to arrest on local 

charges. 

Information has regularly been disseminated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination in 
instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled elsewhere. 
Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in their areas 
has been of vaiue in alerting local authorities to the potential 
for violence that their presence represents. 

cd asf 

~~ er ™ eeu on she £ f% + . : _2ve veveiopmont cf Counterinte Lligence Interest 

There are no current developments concerning the 
Illinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have reasonable 
potential for counterintelligence activity. — _ 

- Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activity is fragmented and 
limited. Chicago continues to follow such activity in the 
event information is developed which would indicate a counter- 
intelligence effort would EEes to have reasonable potential. 
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Memorandum 
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— ~ BLACK EXTREMISTS 
RACIAL MATTERS 

Re Chicago letter dated 12/1/70, captioned as 
above (quarterly progress,). 

Set forth herewith is the periodic progress letter 
concerning captioned matter, - 

I, OPERATIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

The Bureau has previously advised that it would be 
sufficient. to note dates on which letters have been submitted 
regarding captioned matter for the period covered by the 
quarterly letter. 

ont Since the date of referenced letter, these letters 
have been submitted as follows: 

12/7/70; 12/15/70, 1/19/71; 2/9/71; 2/11/71. 

Chicago continues to analyze the awilable current - 
information regarding local Black Panther Party (BPP) ee 
activity in a continuing effort to determine what, if any, ee 
such information may be of assistance in the development of A 
a counterintelligence effort. The BPP continues to be considered 
the focal point for counterintelligence, 

II, & III, OPERATIONS BEING EFFECTED AND 
TANGIBLE RESULTS OBTAINED ; 

Reference has previously been made to the specific 
counterintelligence actions initiated by Chicago and those actions 
in which this office participated which were initiated by other 
offices, No information has been received indicating tangible | 
results of these actions. ed Ar fF) 
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Chicago continues to advise local authorities of 
instances where BPP members appear vulnerable to arrest on 
local charges, | : 

Information has regularly been aiescninated by 
Chicago to other Bureau offices for local dissemination in 
instances where Chicago BPP members have traveled elsewhere. 
Prior knowledge of the presence of BPP members in their 
areas has been of value in alerting local authorities to 
the potential for violence that the presence of BPP members . 
represents, 

-~ 

~ IV, DEVELOPMENT OF COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INTEREST 

There are no current devetopaenes concerning the 
Tilinois Chapter of the BPP which would appear to have reason- 
able potential for counterintelligence activity. 

Regarding the remainder of local Black Nationalist 
groups and individuals, their activity is fragmented and 
limited, Chicago continues to follow such activity in the ye 
event information is developed which would indicate a counter- 
intelligence effort would appear to have reasonable potential. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 5) a 0, 

FEDERAL BUREAT OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 

January 31, 1975 

SULLIVAN MEMORANDA TO JOHN DEAN 

(Democratic Convention 1968) 

The Sullivan memorandum to John Dean under Part 4 
captioned "Re: Democratic Convention 1968'! contained the 
following: : : 

"John Criswell, National Treasurer, Democratic 
Party called the FBI and said he had dinner 
with Marvin Watson, Postmaster General and 
Watson had told him of the great services 
performed by the FBI during the last 
Democratic Convention in Atlantic City, 
New Jersey. He asked if the same services 
could be performed at the Democratic 
Convention in Chicago. Some assistance . 
Was given by the Chicago FBI Office but it 
was not at all of the nature and scope of 
the services rendered Johnson at Atlantic City." 

The files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
. contain a memorandum dated August 22, 1968, from C. D. De Loach 
to Mr. Tolson captioned "Democratic National Convention, 
Chicago, Illinois.'' A carbon copy of this memorandum was 
designated for Mr. Sullivan. This memorandum states: 

fn us Griteate, iF &. hg tee ah se + rey ~ SU * oh ait: wh i es RY at oe JohnrSshiswéi®, N&tionai®readurer, * 
Democratic Party, calied this afternoon to ; 
indicate that he had had dinner with Marvin ; 
Watson, the Postmaster General, Last night, 
and Watson had informed him of the great 
service performed by the FBI during the . 
last Democratic Convention in Atlantic City, 
New Jersey. Criswell wanted to know if the same 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

whew tear 

services could be performed this time 
in Chicago. He also asked if I could 
personally go out and take charge, as 
was the case in Atlantic City. 

L told Criswell that Bill Connell, 
Executive Assistant to the Vice President, 
had already called regarding this matter, 
and had personally discussed the entire — 
matter with the Director. I stated the 
Director had made complete arrangements 
to have a topflight group of experienced 
agents, under the supervision of the 
Special Agent in Charge of the Chicago 
Office, handle this assignment. I told 
Criswell I felt certain these men would 
do an excellent job and the Vice President's 
office would be kept fully advised at ail 
times of need-to-know information. 

Criswell expressed appreciation 
and stated he did not know Connell had 
already made the request in question,'! 
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dated August 7, 1968, captioned "Democratic National Convention, 
Chicago, Illinois, 8/26/68" with a copy to Mr. Sullivan, 
Mr. De Loach advised "Bill Connell}' Executive Assistant to the 
Vice President, attempted to telephonically contact the 
Director on August 7, 1968. He was advised that the 
Director was in a travel status. 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

According to this memorandum, Mr. Connell told 
Mr. De Loach that the President had, some time ago, advised 
the Vice President that the FBI had sent a “special team" 
to Atlantic City during the last Democratic National 
Convention. The President allegedly told the Vice President 
that the FBI had been of great service to him and he had 
been given considerable information on a timely basis 
throughout the entire convention. 

Mr. Connell stated, according to the memorandun, 
that while he desired to discuss this with the Director, 
the Vice President hoped the Director would. extend to him 
the same service during the forthcoming Democratic National 
Convention in Chicago. 

The memorandum further states that Mr. Connell 
was told that, while he desired to discuss this matter 
with the Director, he should know that our Chicago Office 
is very well prepared to gather intelligence and pass such 
intelligence onto appropriate authorities during the 
convention. Mr. Connell stated he presumed this to be 
true; however, he would call again next week and mention 
this matter to the Director. A handwritten notation by 
Mr. Hoover at the end of this memorandum stated "I talked 
to Connell. Also I talked EQ, SAG, . Johnson, ‘and, Agsued. ge 
appropriate instructions.” Si oneal eye Ga i 

A memorandum prepared by Mr. Hoover for Mr. Tolson, 
Mr. De Loach, Mr. Bishop, and Mr. Sullivan dated August 15, 
1968, reflects that at 10:09 a.m. Mr. Hoover talked to 
Mx. William Connell, Executive Assistant to the Vice President. 



Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

Mr. Hoover set forth the following information regarding 
this conversation: 

, "Mr. William Connell, Executive 
Assistant to the Vice President, returned 
my call. I told him I was out of town 
when he called last week and I wanted 
to return his call. 

Mr. Connell thanked me for 
calling and stated what he had called 
about was that he had talked to the 
Vice President about the team I sent 
into the convention area in 1964 that 
was so helpful. He stated he was hoping 
perhaps I might be able to do the same 
thing for the Vice President out in 
Chicago and have my men directly in 
contact with him (Connell). 

I advised Mr. Connell that 
Li had already initiated that and that 
he will be supplied by Special Agent 
in. Charge Marlin Johnson in Chidago; 

a tht anykind offasstStandé he watts 
to just let Mr. Johnson know and he 7 
will take care of it. 

ot sy 

Mr. Connell thanked me and 

said he will tell the Vice President.’ 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

This memorandum also reflects that at 10:13 a.m. 
Mr. Hoover talked to SAC Marlin Johnson in Chicago. Mr. Hoover 
likewise set forth the results of this conversation: 

"I called SAC Marlin Johnson in 
Chicago and told him I had just talked to 
Mr. William Connell, Executive Assistant 
to the Vice President, and what he wanted 
to have done was an operation similar to 
what. we did down at Atlantic City at the 
last Democratic Convention when Mr. Johnson 
was running for renomination. I explained 
that he would like to have us furnish the 
same type of information and be in contact 
with him, Conneil, on any so-called 
intelligence we might get. I stated I 
told Mr. Connell we would do that and 
that SAC Johnson would be in contact with 
Connell and anything he wanted to let 
Johnson know. I told Mr. Johnson we are 
not going to get into anything political 
but anything of extreme action or violence 
contemplated we want to let Connell know. 

z 

& S etrir. @tiinseatdita tedive oaiertes sad Saab 
in touch with Mr. Connell promptly and 
set it up. I told Mr. Johnson that Connell 
is presently in New York. Mr. Johnson said 
he would probably be out in Chicago early 
next week,!! , 

* o Ee 

Although prior information received indicated that 
the Democratic National Convention to convene at Chicago, 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

Lilinois, on August 26, 1968, offered the most potential 
platform for disruptive activities by racial and Viet Nam 
dissident groups, similar instructions were set forth for 
both the Miami Office in connection with the Republican 
National Convention (August 5-10, -1968) and for the 
Chicago Office in connection with the Democratic National 
Convention (convening August 26, 1968). 

These instructions stated that we had the 
responsibility to keep high government officials and 
other interested agencies advised of developments in 
regard to disruptive activities and that it would be 
necessary for each field division of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation to be acutely and continually aware of 
developing situations. All offices were instructed 
to take the necessary steps to insure that we were 
receiving all information available concerning plans 
being made to carry on protest demonstrations at the 
conventions or to otherwise carry on any disruptive 
activities. . 

i 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation took the 
initiative in planning for possible disruptions and 
violence during the two national conventiofis, In additio 

2to ourresponsmoi Blt taeinisL Aine aAtio€ to kofal 4 
law enforcement agencies and Secret Service, we also 
had the responsibility to develop violations of Federal 
laws within our jurisdiction that might occur during 
the conventions. Such laws as the Federal Anti-Riot Laws, 
Assaulting a Federal Officer stetute, Kidnapping statute, 
bombing and gun law violations, Presidential and Congressional 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

Assassination statute, and Crime Aboard Aircraft violations 
all come within the investigative responsibility of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

We closely coordinated our activities regarding 
the conventions with Federal and state agencies which 
had the responsibility to keep the peace and protect 
life and property. We disseminated all pertinent 
information developed through on-the-scene observations, 
pertinent investigation, and through informant coverage 
to the appropriate agencies having an interest in the 

conventions. 

No technical surveillances were utilized in 
connection with the Republican Convention in Miami Beach 
in 1968 or the Democratic Convention in Chicago in 1968. 

In connection with the Chicago Convention 
because of the advanced information developed that 
disruptive activities were to occur, we requested 
Attorney General authority for the installation of 
technical coverage of the Mobilization Office for 
Demonstrations at the Democratic National Convention. 
This authorization was requested by our meporandum to 

, Fhe Atforney General dated March 11, 1968. Sy memorandum 
March 12, 1968, Attorney General Ramsey Clark declined 
authorization for this requested installation. By 
memorandum for the Attorney General dated March 22, 
March 24, and June 7, 1968, we renewed our previous 
request; however, we received no reply. The net result 
was that we did not have technical coverage in connection 
With either the Democratic or Republican Conventions 
in 1968. , 

% 
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Sullivan Memoranda to John Dean 

In his March 12, 1968, memorandum declining 
authority for a telephonic surveillance in comnection 
with the anticipated demonstrations, Mr. Clark stated "other 
investigative activities should be undertaken to provide 
intelligence necessary to the protection of the national 
interest." 

Although extensive plans were made and instructions 
issued from the Federal Bureau of Investigation Headquarters 
in Washington regarding our coverage of these 1968 conventions, 
there were no Federal Bureau of Investigation officials on 
the scene at either the Republican or Democratic Convention. 

In connection with the 1972 Republican and Democratic 
National Conventions held in Miami Beach, Florida, similar 
coverage was instituted and carried out by the Miami Office 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. There, Likewise, was 
no technical coverage utilized in connection with either the 
Republican or Democratic National Conventions in Miami Beach 
in 1972. 

No Federal Bureau of Investigation Headquarters 
officials were on the scene at either of these Conventions. 
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